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PRODUCTION E S SA Y 
A CHRONOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF THE FOLLOWING DIRECTORIS STATEMENTS OF .JNTENHON 
lS THE EASIEST WAY TO TRACE THE INTELLECTUAL GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT OF THJS 
PRODUCTION. THE THREE BEGIN WITH THE OR1GJNAL LETTER OF REQUEST OF DECEMBER 
14, 1962, ACCOMPANJ ED BY THE F'J RST PRELl Ml NARY STATEMENT OF I NTENT1J ON1 THEN 
THE SECOND PREL·JMJNARY STATEMENT OF II·NTENT,J'ON OF APRJ-L 17, 196), WHICH WAS 
USED AS A BASIS FOR DISCUSSION JN THE GRADUATE D.JRBCT,JNG CLASS, AND LASTLY 
THE F'JNAL STATEMENT OF JNTENTION THAT WAS PASSED OUT AT THE CRITIQUE DRESS 
REHEARSAL ON APRIL 25, WJTH A SUBSEQUENT AMPL1FJCAT~ON FOR TH1S PRODUCTION 
BOOI<e 
4. 
PROFESSOR SAMUEL Ht RSCH, CHAJ RMAN 
DEPARTMENT OF' ACTING AND D1 RECTI NG 
PENTHOUSE 6 
96 BAY STATE ROAD 
BOSTON 15, MASSACHUSETTS 
DECEMBER 14, 1962 
THEATRE DIVJS'JON, SCHOOL OF FINE AND APPLIED ARTS 
BOSTON UNJVERSJTY 
S55 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE 
BOSTON 15, MASSACHUSETTS 
DEAR PROFESSOR HJRSCH: 
IN PARTIAL F'ULF'JLLMENT OF' THE REQUJ REMENTS F'OR A MASTER OF FJ•NE ARTS 
DEGREE IN DIRECTING, I REQUEST PERMISSION TO DIRECT ARTHUR MlLLERis PLAY, 
A VtEW FROM THE BRIDGE, DURING THE SECOND SEMESTER OF THE 1962-1963 
ACADEMJ C YEARe · I WJ SH TO 0 I RECT THJ S PLAY BECAUSE I FEEL THAT ITS CENTRAL 
tOEA, liTHE TRUTH JS HOLY," •lS A MORAL CODE TOO OFTEN LACK•JNG lN CONTEMPORARY 
ETHlCSe SECONDLY, THIS ·JOEA CARRIES WITH "lT VARIOUS RAMJF'ICATJONS, MANY OF 
WHICH ARE EXPLORED IN THE PLAY, AND THE CONCLUSION DOES NOT DRIVE HOME A 
SINGLE PHILOSOPHY, BUT MAKES THE AUDIENCE THINK AND DECIDE FOR ITSELF' WHAT 
JS BESTe THIRDLY, ITS FORM, THOUGH SUPERF'IC,IALLY CONTEMPORARY, CONTAINS 
MANY OF' THE ELEMENTS OF THE CLASSIC GREEK DRAMA, AND THE PLAVWRlGHT 1S SKILL-
FUL USE OF' THESE APPEALS TO TOOAY 1S AUDIENCES THROUGH THE STRENGTH OF' THE 
CHARACTERS, THEIR IDEAS, AND THEIR ACTIONS, AS WELL AS THROUGH THE DIRECT-
NESS AND SIMPLICITY OF' THE PLAY 1 S DJALOGUEe 
I HEREBY AGREE TO THE LIMJTAT)ONS PRESCRIBED BY THE DEPARTMENT JN 
REGARD TO THE NUMBER OF' CAST MEMBERS, THE SETTING1 AND THE LIGHTINGe FURTHE 
MOREt I HAVE OBTAINED FROM PROFESSOR SOVEY A VERBAL ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF HIS 
DEPARTMENT 1 S ABILITY TO COSTUME THIS PLAY ADEQUATELY. 
As AN ALTERNATIVE, SUBMIT FOR CONSIDERATION RAY LAWLOR'S THE SUMMER 
OF' THE SEVENTEENTH DOLL. 
ENCLOSED WITH THIS LETTER IS MY PRELIMINARY STATEMENT OF' INTENTIONe 
SINCERELY, 
ANTHONY DINGMAN 
ENCLOSURES: 2 
COPY TO PROFESSOR JOHN WATTS, ADVISOR 
DIRECTOR 1S STATEMENT Or INTENTION 
A V I E W F R 0 M T H E B R I D G E 
I. THE DRAMATJ Co IDEA: 
THE PLAVWRJGHT 1S IDEA IS CONTAINED IN THE FINAL SPEECH Or THE PLAY, 
SPOKEN BY THE LAWVER, ALriERt, - A CONTEMPORARY VERSION OF THE GREEK CHORUS 
11 MOST OF THE TIME NOW WE SETTLE FOR HALF AND J LIKE IT BETTER. BUT THE 
TRUTH IS HOLY • • • VET SOMET~ING PERVERSELY PURE CALLS TO ME FROM HIS MEM-
ORY - NOT PURELY GOOD, BUT HIMSELF PURELY e • • AND VET, IT JS BETTER TO 
SETTLE FOR HALF, IT MUST BEl AND sa I MOURN HIM - I ADMIT IT - WITH A CER-
TAl N e • e ALARMe_ 11 
THESE LINES BESPEAK A QUANDRV IN THE MIND OF ALFIERI - MILLER 1S REPRE-
SENTATION Or THE COMMON VOICE - BUT ARE NOT MEANT TO INDICATE ANY SUCH AM-
BIGUITY JN THE PLAYWRIGHT. MJLLERis POINT Or VIEW JS MADE CLEAR IN THE 
SINGLE LINE, 11 THE TRUTH IS HOLVe 11 
II. THE THEATRICAL KEY TO THE DRAMATIC IDEA: 
THE THEATRICAL KEY TO ANY DRAMATIC IDEA JS CONTAINED IN THE PLOT, THE 
CHARACTERS, AND THEIR ACTIONSe IN A VtEW FROM THE BRIDGE THE SPECJ~IC 
THEATRICAL KEY IS THE SAVING OF EDDIE CARBONE, OR STATED AS AN ACTION, TO 
SAVE EDDIE CARBONE. ONLY EDDIE, AND THEN ONLY UNCONSCIOUSLY, IS WORKING AT 
DESTROYING HIMSELFe HIS CONSCIOUS ACTION, AND THE ACTION OF ALL THE OTHER 
CHARACTERS 0 IS TO SAVE EDDIEe IN THIS REGARD IT ]S NOT UNLIKE THE OEDIPUS 
~ Or SOPHOCLES• 
Ill. THE THEATRICAL REALIZATION Or THE DRAMATIC IDEA: 
THE STYLE OF THE PLAY IS INHERENT IN THE SCRIPT, AND THAT STVLE OR 
rORM IS ESSENTJ ALLY WHAT MAV BE LOOSELY TERMED IIGREEKe 11 THE PLAY DEMANDS 
LARGER-THAN-LIFE CHARACTERS AND ACTIONSe IT CON.TAINS A GREEK CHORUS IN 
THE PERSON OF ALFIERI, THE LAWVER, WHO ACTS AS A MOUTHPIECE OF THE COMMON 
CONSCIENCE, COMMENTING ON WHAT OCCURS AND CLARIFYING IT rOR THE AUDIENCE, 
BUT POWERLESS TO ACTUALLY STOP EDDIE CARBONEe AT ONE POINT, ALFIERI EVEN 
MENTIONS HAVING GONE TO VISIT A CERTAIN OLD WOMAN IN THE NEIGHBOURHOOD- A 
CONTEMPORARY GREEK ORACLE - AND ASKING HER WHAT COULD BE DONE TO SAVE EDDIE. 
THE SCRIPT ITSELF IS SHORN OF EXTRANEOUS DETAJL, AND SOCH WILL BE THE 
STYLE OF THE PRODUCTION. A RELATIVELY BARE PLATFORM STAGE, FRAMED AND 
BACKED BY PLAIN FLATS, WILL SUFFICE rOR THE LIVING-DINING ROOM OF THE 
CARBONE APARTMENT. A SEMI-CIRCULAR AREA IN FRONT OF THIS WILL BE USED FOR 
THE STREET, WITH TWO ADDITIONAL "STREETS 0 IN THE FORM OF AJSLES, TO BE USED 
BV BOTH ACTORS AND AUDIENCE, RADIATING FaOM THIS. THE WHOLE ARRANGEMENT 
WILL SERVE THE DUAL FUNCTION OF RESEMBLING THE THEATER OF THE GREEKS, AND 
THUS' REINFORCING THE STVLE Or THE PLAY FROM THAT ASPECT, AND SIMULTANEOUSLY 
WILL BRING THE AUDIENCE IN CLOSER CONTACT WITH THE CHARACTERS AND ACTION 
THAN A TRADITIONAL PROSCENIUM PRODUCTION WOULD. 
6. 
THE COSTUMES SHOULD BE THREADBARE AND WORN, AND HELP ESTABLISH THE 
ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL BACKGROUND AND STATUS OF THE CHARACTERSe EXCEPTIONS TO 
THIS ARE THE :NEW ITEMS OF CLOTHING WHICH CATHERINE AND RODOLPHO WEARe 
THE. MAKEUP SHOULD BE VERY NATURAL AND QUITE UNNOTICEABLE. EVERY ONE 
EXCEPT RODOLPHO SHOULD HAVE BLACK AND/OR GRAY HAIRe THE EXACT SHADE BLONDE 
FOR RODOLPHO WILL DEPEND ON THE NATURAL HAIR COLOR OF THE ACTOR CHOSEN -
WITH HELP (EITHER WAY) IF NECESSARY! 
SOUND DOES NOT PLAY A LARGE PART IN THE SCRIPT, AND AT THIS POINT IT 
IS DOUBTFUL IF IT WILL BE IN THE PRODUCTION, EXCEPT FOR THE DANCE RECORDS, 
INCLUDING "PAPER DOLL.» IF HOWEVER, DURING REHEARSALS A NEED IS FELT FOR 
OPENING AND OTHER INCIDENTAL MUSIC, AND APPROPRIATE MUSIC FOR SUCH NEEDS 
CAN BE FOUND, IT WOULD BE USED. 
THE LIGHTING SHOULD ILLUMINATE THE ACTORS, BUT IT NEED NOT ALWAYS 
BE DIRECTED INTO THEIR FACES. SECONDLY, IT SHOULD HELP SUGGEST THE COLD 
AND BARREN ENVIRONMENT OF THESE PEOPLE, AND THIRDLY, THE LIGHTING SHOULD 
ALSO SUGGEST SOME OF THE HEAT AND INTENSITY OF THEIR EMOTIONS. SINCE THE 
SETTING WILL NOT BE REALISTIC, THE LIGHTING NEED NOT BE REALISTIC EITHER. 
THE QUANTITY OF PROPERTIES SHOULD BE KEPT TO THE BAREST POSSIBLE 
MINIMUM, WITH GREATEST EMPHASIS ON EFFECTIVE FUNCTION. LIKE THE COSTUMES, 
THEY WILL BE REALISTIC, BUT THESE TWO, AND THE MAKEUP, ARE THE ONLY PRO-
DUCTION ASPECTS THAT WILL BE. 
THE ONLY CHOREOGRAPHY REQUIRED IS FOR THE DANCING BETWEEN RODOLPHO 
AND CATHERINE, AND WILL BE DONE BY THE DIRECTOR. THE DANCES MUST HEIGHTEN 
AND INTENSIFY THE ACTION AND MOOD OF THE PLAY AT THESE PARTICULAR MOMENTS. 
THE STAGING WILL BE SO DESIGNED THAT ALL SIGNIFICANT LINES AND 
MOVEMENT WILL BE VISIBLE TO ALL MEMBERS OF THE AUDIENCE AND HAVE EQUAL 
IMPACT UPON THEM. IT WILL UTILIZE THE VARIOUS PLAYING AREAS TO INDICATE 
CHANGES OF LOCALE. lASTLY, MOVEMENT WILL BE USED ONLY FOR VARIETY AND 
EMPHASIS. 
IN CASTING I SHALL ATTEMPT TO FIND ACTORS WHO PHYSICALLY RESEMBLE 
THE IMAQE I HAVE OF EACH CHARACTER, WHILE SIMULTANEOUSLY POSSESSING THE 
REQUISITE VOCAL STRENGTH AND WEIGHT. TALENT, AND SENSITIVITY TO THE 
PARTICULAR CHARACTER INVOLVED, WILL DEFINITELY NOT BE A MINOR CONSIDERATION 
BUT I CONSIDER AN IMMEDIATE RAPPORT, OR THE OPPORTUNITY FOR DEVELOPING 
THIS, BETWEEN THE DIRECTOR AND THE ACTOR OF EQUAL IMPORTANCE. 
FINALLY, J WILL HELP THE ACTORS ACQUIRE AN UNDERSTANDING AND 
KNOWLEDGE OF THEIR CHARACTERS AND THEIR ACTIONS, AND WILL TELL THEM TO 
PLAY THESE ACTIONS AS INDICATED BY THE SCRIPT AND THE DIRECTOR 1S INTER-
PRETATION OF IT. 
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT OF INTENTION- APRIL 17, 1963 
DRAMATIC IDEA: "ONLY Goo MAKES ~USTICE" (ALFIERI TO MARCO). AND INSOFAR 
AS "Goon IS "HOLY" AND THAT n~USTICE" IS "TRUTH", THE DRAMATIC IDEA IS 
RESTATED IN ALFIERI 1S EPILOGUE: "THE TRUTH IS HOLY." 
THEATRICAL KEY: THE ACTION OF THE PLAY IS TO SEEK ~USTICE, OR MORE SPECI-
FICALLY, TO REVEAL THE TRUTH IN ORDER TO SEEK ~USTICEe THE "TRUTH" VARIES 
FOR EACH 'CHARACTER IN THE PLAY, BUT THEY ALL ATTEMPT TO REVEAL THE TRUTH AS 
THEY KNOW IT IN ORDER TO SEEK ~USTICE AS THEY KNOW IT. 
CHARAC~ER ACTIONS: 
E001Er PROTECTING CATHERINE, REVEALING THE "TRUTH" (AS HE SEES IT) ABOUT 
RODOLPHO, AND DEMANDING HIS "NAME" (HIS "HONOR», HIS "TRUTHn) FROM MARCO-
THESE ARE ALL IN ORDER TO SEEK JUSTICE. 
CATHERINE: FoR HER THE "TRUTH" LIES IN HER RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHERS, AND 
SHE SEEKS TO DEFINE HER RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHERS IN ORDER TO REVEAL THEIR 
TRUTH. As A PRODUCT OF "THE YOUNGER GENERATION" SHE IS AS MUCH AWARE OF 
AND CONCERNED WITH RELATIONSHIPS OUTSIDE THE HOME (PARTICULARLY AS PERSONI-
FIED IN RODOLPHO) AS WITHIN IT. SHE ATTEMPTS TO MAKE OR THE OUTSIDE WORLD 
(RODOLPHO) A HOME WHERE 9HE WILL FEEL AS SECURE AS SHE HAD IN THE PAST WITH 
EDDIE• WE SEE HER BEGIN TO MATURE- MENTALLY- AND TO DEVELOP A HARD, PRO-
•• , TECTIVE SHELL AS HER NAIVETE AND INNOCENCE ARE STRIPPED AWAY. 
MARCO: To MAINTAIN HIS HONOR IN ORDER TO REVEAL THE TRUTH IN ORDER TO SEEK 
~USTICE. FoR MARCO HIS HONOR IS HIS UTRUTHU -THE ONLY TRUTH HE KNOWS OR 
IS CONCERNED WITH. HIS "HONOR" INCLUDES HIS HONOR AS A HUSBAND, AS A 
FATHER, AND AS A MAN. 
ALFIERI: ATTEMPTS TO REVEAL THE TRUTH ABOUT EDDIE TO EDDIE, FOR ONLY IN 
THIS WAY CAN ~USTICE BE ACHIEVEQ. HIS "TRUTH" IS THE SAME AS 8EA 1s, AND 
BECOMES IN PART THE TRUTH OF ALL OTHERS (INCLUDING THE AUDIENCE) EXCEPT FOR 
EDDIE. ALFIERI IS AN EXPONENT OR PRODUCT OF A CIVILIZATION WHICH SEES NO 
JUSTICE IN EDDIE 1S EXCESSIVE BUT NATURAL LOVE FOR CATHERINE. Goo ABHORS 
THE EXCESS, BUT AS Goo IS "NATURAL" HE SEES THE ~USTICE IN EDDIEIS LOVE FOR 
CATHERINE AND ALLOWS EDDIE TO DIE HEROICALLY. FoR Goo, EDDIE MUST DIE BE-
CAUSE OF THE EXCESS AND SELFISHNESS, BUT HE DOES NOT MAKE EDDIE DIE IG-
NOMINIOUSLY; Goo TOO BELIEVES THAT MAN IS BETTER DEAD WITH THE BLOOD DRAINE 
AWAY THAN ALIVE WITH IT ROTTING •. 
BEATRICE: HER ACTION IS TO REVEAL THE TRUTH ABOUT EDDIE TO BOTH CATHERINE 
AND 'EDDIE, IN ORDER TO SEEK ~USTICE NOT ONLY FOR CATHERINE, BUT PRIMARILY 
FOR HERSELF. SHE HAS LOST HER HONOR- HER NAME - AS A WIFE AND SHE IS 
ATTEMPTING TO REGAIN IT• IN SO DOING, HOWEVER, SHE DESTROYS THE ONLY 
THING WHICH CAN GIVE HER BACK HER HONOR. 11WHATEVER HAPPENED WE ALL DONE IT 
AND DON'T YOU EVER ~ORGET IT CATHERINE." 
RODOLPHO: AGAIN, LIKE CATHERINE, A PRODUCT OF THE TWO SOCIETIES, THE TWO 
CULTURES. HE HAS OBVIOUSLY BEEN INFLUENCED AS MUCH BY AMERICAN MORES EVEN 
s. 
WHJLE LIVING IN ITALY, AND CERTAINLY ADAPTS EASILY TO THIS COUNTRYo FoR 
HIM, BECOMING A ClTJZEN IS PART Or HIS JUSTICE, WHILE SIMULTANEOUSLY HE 
ATTEMPTS TO REVEAL THE TRUTH Or HJS LOVE rOR CATHERINE JN ORDER TO SEEK 
THE JUSTICE Or MARRYING HER. WHEN EDDlE IMPINGES ON RODOLPHOts HONOR AS 
BOTH A LOVER (BY KISSING CATHERINE) AND AS A MAN (BY tMPLJCATJON) 1 
RODOLPHOts ITALIAN ORIGIN AND BACKGROUND REVEAL THEMSELVES IN Hl6 ATTEMPT 
TO JUSTlrY HIMSELF- TO DEFEND HIS HONOR- THROUGH PHYSICAL STRENGTHo 
(MIGHT EQUALS RJGHT.) EDDIE USES TH1S CONCEPT IN HITTING RODOLPHO DURING 
THE BOXING SCENE 1 MARCO DOES ALSO IN LIFTING THE CHAIR, AND BOTH MARCO 
AND EDDIE JN THE rJNAL SCENE THROUGH A PHYSICAL STRUGGLEo THEY TAKE THE 
LAW INTO THEIR OWNS HANDS IN ORDER TO REVEAL THE TRUTH tN ORDER TO SEEK 
JUSTICE. WHAT JS PROVED THROUGH MIGHT TO BE RIGHT IS TRUEe 
FoR ALL Or THEM THEN, IN ErrECT 1 MIGHT EQUALS RIGHT EQUALS TRUTH, AND ALSO 
NAME EQUALS HONOR EQUALS TRUTH EQUALS JUSTICE; EXPRESSED ALGEBRAICALLY, IT 
BECOMES: NAME : HONOR :; TRUTH : JUSTICE. 
STYLE: THE STYLE Or THE PLAY - FOR LACK Or WORDS BETTER THAN 11 ARTHUR 
MtLLER 1 s A VtEW FROM THE BRtDGE 11 - rs PRESENTATIONAL-REALtSTJc. THE PRE-
SENTATIONAL IS SOCIAL, PHYSICAL, AND GRAECO-lTALJAN; THE REALISTIC IS 
rAMILIAL 1 PSYCHOLOGICAL, AND CONTEMPORARY AMERICANe fN THIS COMBINATION 
MILLER HAS ATTEMPTED TO CREATE A NEW rORM- A NEW STYLE·- JN ORDER TO 
CREATE NEW LEVELS Or CONSCIOUSNESS. 
CRITIQUE STATEMENT OF INTENTION- APRil. 25, 1963 
THE P!.AY: 
A VIEW FROM THE BRIDGE IS THE STUDY OF A MAN CONSUMED BY AN UNUSUAL PASSION 
A I.OVE FOR HIS NIECE - WHICH HE CAN NEITHER UNDERSTAND, ACCEeT, NOR CONTROL. 
THE DRAMATIC IDEA~ 
MAN STRUGGLES TO FINO FUI.FII.I.MENT IN I.OVE; HOWEVER, MISDIRECTED I.OVE DESTROY 
HI Me 
11 WE Al.l. I.OVE SOMEBODY, THE WIFE, THE KIDS - EVERY MAN 1S GOT SOMEBODY THAT HE 
LOVES, HEH? BUT SOMETIMEs ••• THEREis TOO MUCHe You KNOW? THERE's TOO MUCH~ 
AND IT ·GOE&WHERE IT MUSTN 1T. 11 (AI.FIERI TO EDDIE) 
THE THEATRICAl. KEY: 
MAIN ACTION: To FINO FUI.FII.I.MENT IN LOVE. 
EDDIE: To CONTROL THE LOVE OF HIS FAMILY. 
BEATRa'cE: To CONTROL EDDIEIIS LOVE. 
CATHERINE: To FIND FULFILLMENT IN LOVE THROUGH MARRIAGE. 
ROOOLPHO: To FIND FULFII.LMENT IN LOVE THROUGH MARRIAGE. 
MARCO: To FIGHT IN ORDER TO PROTECT THE LOVE OF FAMILY. 
ALFIERI: To MAKE EDDIE FACE THE TRUTH ABOUT HIS MISDIRECTED LOVE. 
THE STYLE: 
PRESENTATIONAL REALISM. 
THEATRICAL REALIZATION: 
AcTORS: KNOW YOUR CHARACTERS THOROUGHLY; PLAY THEIR ACTIONS IN THE ENVIRON-
MENT OF THE PLAYe 
SET DESIGNER: UNITE THE ACTORS AND THE AUDIENCE AND THROUGH THE DESIGN 
CAUSE THE ACTORS TO EXECUTE CERTAIN MOVEMENTS; CREATE AN ENVIRONMENT FO 
THE ACTION OF THE PLAY; HEIGHTEN AND INTENSIFY THE STYLE OF THE PRO-
DUCT! ON. 
LIGHT DESIGNER: CREATE MOOD AND ENVIRONMENT WHILE ILLUMINATING THE ACTORSe 
PROPS: USE REAL PROPS THAT WILL FURTHER THE SENSE OF ENVIRONMENT; ACCUSTOM 
THE ACTORS TO WORKING WITH ·THEMe 
COSTUMES: (TO THE ACTORS) CHOOSE CLOTHING THAT WILL REFLECT YOUR CHAR-
ACTERS! PERSONALITY, TASTE, AND ENVIRONMENT. 
SOUND: HEIGHTEN AND INTENSIFY THE VISUAL AND EMOTIONAL IMPACT UPON THE 
AUDIENCE THROUGH THE USE OF REAL SOUNDS. 
STAGE MANAGER: CREATE WARM AND FRIENDLY BUT PROFESSIONAL AND EFFICIENT 
WORKING RELATIONSHIPS AMONG THE CAST AND CREW; ENCOURAGE MUTUAL RESPECT 
FOR EACH OTHER 1S CREATIVITY FOR THE SAlCE OF THE ARTISTIC ENTITY. 
10. 
FINAL STATEMENT OF INTENTION 
THE PLAY: 
A VIEW fROM THE BRIDGE IS THE TRAGEDY OF A MAN CO~SUMED BY AN UNUSUAL PASSIO 
A LOVE FOR HIS NIECE - WHICH HE CAN NEITHER UNDERSTAND, ACCEPT, NOR CONTROL. 
THE IDEA: 
MAN STRUGGLES TO FIND FULFIL~MENT IN LOVE BUT MISDIRECTED LOVE DESTROYS HIMe 
THE QuoTATION~ 
"WE ALL LO.VE SOMEBODY, THE WI FE, Tlr!E Kl OS - EVERY MANIS GOT SOMEBODY THAT HE 
LOVES, HEH? BUT SOMETIMESee,THERE's TOO MUCHe You KNOW? THERE 1S TOO MUCH, 
AND IT GOES WHERE IT MUSTN'T•" (ALFIERI TO EDDIE) 
THE KEY': 
MAIN ACTION: To FIND FULFILLMENT IN LOVE. 
EDDIE: To CONTROL THE LOVE OF HIS FAMILYe 
BEATRICE: To CONTROL EDDIE'S LOVE. 
CATHERINE: To FIND FULFILLMENT IN LOVE THROUGH MARRIAGEe 
RoDOLPHO: To FIND FULFILLMENT IN LOVE THROUGH MARRIAGEe 
MARCO: To Fl GHT IN ORDER TO P.ROTECT THE LOVE OF FAMI LYe 
ALFIERI: To MAKE EDDIE FACE THE TRUTH ABOUT HIS MISDIRECTED LOVEe 
THE STYLE: 
PRESENTATIONAL REALISM. 
THE PRESENTATIONAL IS SOCIAL, PHYSICAL, AND GRAECO-ITALIANe 
THE REALISM IS FAMILIAL, PSYCHOLOGICAL, AND CONTEMPORARY AMERICANe 
IN THI'S COMBINATION MILLER HAS ATTEMPTED TO CREATE A NEW FORM OR STYLE IN 
ORDER TO CREATE NEW LEVELS OF CONSCIOUSNESS AND SELF-AWARENESSe 
THE REALIZATION: 
ACTORS: UNDERSTAND AND KNOW YOUR CHARACTERS BOTH CONSCIOUSLY AND SUBCON• 
SCIOUSLY, FINO AND USE SIMILARITIES BETWEEN YOURSELF AND YOUR CHARACTER, 
EXPERIENCE AS MANY REAL-LIFE SITUATIONS THAT YOUR CHARACTERS WOULD EXPERIENC 
AS IS POSSIBLE; WITH THE o·t RECTOR AND OTHER CAST MEMBERS HELP CREATE SITU-
ATIONS WHEREIN YOU CAN ROUND OUT AND FILL IN THE OUTLINE OF LIFE INDICATED 
BY THE SCRI~T; FINO THE SPINE OF YOUR CHARACTER AND HIS CENTRAL OR PRIMlRY 
·ACTION- KNOW THIS SO WELL IT BECOMES SECOND-NATURE, AND HAVING FOUND ALL 
SUBORDINATE ACTIONS AND KNOWING YOUR LINES SO THAT THEY TOO HAVE BECOME 
SECOND-NATURE, PLAY EACH MOMENT AS IT OCCURS WITHIN THE FRAMEWORK OF THE 
CHARACTER, HIS PRIMARY ACTION, AND THE SCRIPT; OPEN YOURSELF UP TO OTHERS 
AND REACT TO WHAT THEY GIVE YOU AS MUCH AS - IF NOT MORE THAN - ACT FROM 
WHAT YOU FINa WITHIN VOURSELFe 
SET DESIGNER: CREATE AN ENVIRONMENT THAT WILL ENCOMPASS BOTH ACTOR AND 
AUDIENCE AND UNIFY THE TWO, MAKING BOTH ACTOR AND AUDIENCE VITAL ELEMENTS 
IN A SETTJ NG WHJ OH WILL SC:RV·tCE THE' ACT I ON OF THE PLAY BY MAl< I NG THE ACTORS 
11. 
90 CERTAIN THINGS, AND LASTLY, MAKE SURE THE SETTING WILL HEIGHTEN AND IN-
TENSIFY THE OVER-ALL PRESENTATIONAL REALISM OF THE PRODUCTION. 
LIGHTING DESJBNER: ILLUMINATE THE ACTORS WHILE SIMULTANEOUSLY INTENSIFYING 
THEIR THREE-DIMENSIONAL QUALITY., Do NOT FEEL CONSTRAINED TO ALWAYS FOCUS 
THE LIGHT DIRECTLY INTO THE ACTORS 1 FACES, NOR AT THE SAME TIME TO BE COM-
PLETELY REALISTIC IN LIGHTING THEMe SUGGEST THE CONTRAST BETWEEN THE COLD 
AND BARREN ENVIRONMENT AND THE HEAT AND INTENSITY OF THE CHARACTERS 1 
EMOTIONS. LASTLY, THE LIGHTING SHOULD BLEND SO HARMONIOUSLY WITH THE EFFEC 
CREATED BY A PRRTICULAR CHARACTER JN A PARTICULAR SPACE AT A PARTICULAR TIM 
THAT THE LIGHTING PER SE IS FELT AND NOT SEEN, BECOMING AN INTRINSIC ELEMEN 1 
IN THE TOTAL RESULT. 
PROPERTISS: UsE REAL OR REALISTIC PROPERTIES, MAKE SURE THEY SERVICE THE 
PRODUCTION BY CONTRIBUTING FURTHER INSIGHTS INTO THE CHARACTERS AND THEIR 
ENVIRONMENT, AND ACCUSTOM THE ACTORS TO WORKING WITH THE PERFORMANCE PROP-
ERTIES SUFFICIENTLY IN ADVANCE OF THE PERFORMANCES SO THAT THEY, THE ACTOaS 
FEEL COMFORTABLE IN THAT RELATIONSHIP. 
COSTUMES: (IN THE ABSENCE OF A COSTUME DESIGNER THE FOLLOWING NOTE WAS 
GIVEN TO THE ACTORS) WITH THE HELP OF THE DIRECTOR AND THE COSTUME CHIEF 
CHOOSE APPAREL THAT WILL FURTHER REFLECT YOUR CHARACTER'S PERSONALITY, 
TASTE, AND ECONOMIC LEVEL, AND IN WEARING WHICH YOU WILL FEEL COMFORTABLE. 
SOUND: THROUGH THE COMBINED USE OF VARIOUS REAL SOUNDS SUCH AS TRAFFIC 
NOISE AND FOG HORNS CREATE AN AUDITORY ENVIRONMENT THAT WILL BEIGHTEN AND 
INTENSIFY BOTH THE VISUAL AND INNER IMPACT UPON THE AUDIENCE. 
STAGE MANAGER: CREATE AND MAINTAIN A SITUATION BOTH PROFESSIONALLY 
ORGANIZED AND EFFICIENT AS WELL AS FRIENDLY, W~RM, AND INFORMAL, ENCOURAGIN 
MUTUAL RESPECT FOR E~CH OTHER 1S CREATIVITY FOR THE SAKE OF THE ARTISTIC 
ENTITY. 
~, 2. 
R E S E A R C H 
THE FOLL.OWJ NG QUOTATJ•ONS ARE ONLY A SMALL BUT THE MOST •IMPORTANT PORT·J ON OF 
MY TOTAL RESEARCH, AND WHJLE THElR IMPACT- THEIR VALUE - THE EXTENT TO WHICI 
THEY MOULDED THE PRODUCTION VARIES FROM PARAGRAPH TO PARAGRAPH, FROM SENTENC 
TO SENTENCE, AND EVEN 'FROM WORD TO WORDt lT 1•6 JMPOSS:t BLE TO RE-EDtT 1'HEM 
NOW, 1'0 RE-GROUP THEM AFTER THE FACT. THEY ARE, THEREFORE, All.l. J.NCLUDED 
HERE AND GROUPED f·N THE ORDER 1 N WHJ•CH THEY OCCURRED ~·N EACH SOURCE. IN 
PLACES WHERE I STRONGLY D:JSAGREED W.JTH THE CRI•'I'·JC 1 HAVE APPENDED CERTAIN 
FOOTNOTES OF MY OWN. ONE F·J NAL NOTE: MUCH HAS BEEN SM·D ABOUT A Vt•EW FROM 
THE BRl DGE ATTEMPTJ NG TO BE A GREAT GREEK TRAGEDY • DURliNG CLASS DJ,SCUSS1 ONS 
CERTAIN SPECJFJC PLAYS, lNCLUDING ONE FRENCH VARlAT.iON OF A GREEK THEME, 
WERE MENTIONED• (N ATTEMPT!NG TO FJND PARALLELS [ WENT TO CRITICAL COMMEN-
TARY ON THESE PLAYS t AND PERTf·NENT REMARKS ABOUT THEM t N THIS CONNECTION 
ARE ALSO INCLUDED IN THIS SECTION• 
11 THE FAMILY IN MoDERN DRAMA 11 BY ARTHUR MtLLER 
ATLANTIC, APRIL, 19~6, VOLUME 197, NUMBER 4 
11 eooTHE SPECTRUM OF DRAMATIC FORMSoooCONSISTS OF FORMS WHICH EXPRESS HUMAN 
RELATIONSHIPS OF A PARTICULAR KIND, EACH OF THEM SUITED TO EXPRESS EITHER A 
PRIMARILY FAMILIAL RELATION AT ONE EXTREME, OR A PRIMARILY SOCIAL RELATION 
AT THE OTHER. 
11 WHEN WE THINK OF REALISM WE THINK OF JBSENo .. BECAUSE IN HIS SOCIAL PLAYS HE 
NOT ONLY USED THE FORM BUT PRESSED IT VERY CLOSE TO ITS ULTIMATE LIMITS. 
oeoMOST OF THE PLAYS WE SEE ARE REALISTIC PLAVSoooWRITTEN IN PROSE; (THEY 
MAKE BELIEVE THEY ARE) TAKING PLACE INDEPENDENTLY OF AN AUDIENCE WHICH VIEWS 
IT THROUGH A 1 FOU&TH WALL 1, THE GRAND OBJECTIVE BEING TO MAKE EVERYTHING 
SEEM TRUE TO LIFE IN LIFE's MOST EVIDENT AND APPARENT SENSE. 
11 
••• 1 MUST REMIND YOU THAT REALISM IS A STYLE, AN ARTFUL CONVENTION, AND 
NOT A PIECE OF REPORTAGE. WHAToooiS REAL ABOUT HAVING ALL THE FURNITURE 
IN A LIVING ROOM FACING THE FOOTLIGHTS? WHAT IS REAL ABOUT PEOPLE STICKING 
TO THE SAME SUBJECT FOR THREE CONSECUTIVE HOURS? REALISM IS A STVLEoooAS 
CONSCIOUSLY CREATED AS EXPRESSIONISM, 8YMBOLISM 1 OR ANY OF THE OTHER LESS 
FAMILIAR FORMSo I SAY THIS IN ORDER TO MAKE CLEAR THAT REALISM IS NEITHER 
MORE NOR LESS 1ARTISTIC 1 THAN ANY OTHER FORMo 
11WE ARE NOT ORDINARILY ACCUSTOMED TO JUXTAPOSING THE IDEA OF A SYMBOL WITH 
THE IDEA OF REALISM 0 THE SYMBOLIC ACTION, SYMBOLIC SPEECH, HAVE COME TO BE 
RESERVED IN OUR MINDS FOR THE MORE POETIC FORMS. YETooo(REALISM) MUST 
FINALLY ARRIVE AT A MEANING SYMBOLIC OF THE UNDERLYING ACTION IT HAS SET 
FOR THo 
11 
••• WHY SHOULD PLAYWRIGHTS OVER THE PAST THIRTY YEARS BE SO IMPATIENT WITH 
(REALISM)? WHY HAS IT BEEN ASSAULTED FROM EVERY SIDE? WHY DO SO MANY 
PEOPLE TURN1HEIR SACKS ON IT AND REVERE INSTEAD ANY KIND OF PLAY WHICH IS 
FANCIFUL OR POETIC? AT THE SAME TIME, WHY DOES REALISM ALWAYS SEEM TO BE 
DRAWING US ALL BACK TO ITS ARMS? WE HAVE NOT VET CREATED IN THIS COUNTRY A 
SUCCINCT FORM TO TAKE ITS PLACE •••• THE PERCEIVING EVE KNOWS THAT MANYooo 
ALLEGEDLY POETIC PLAYS ARE REALISM UNDERNEATH, TRICKED UP TO LOOK OTHERW1SEo 
».:.THE~RCE OR PRESSURE THAT MAKES FOR REALISMoooiS THE MAGNETIC FORCE OF 
THE FAMILY RELATIONSHIP WITHIN THE PLAV,AND THE PRESSURE WHICH EVOKES IN A 
GENUINE, UNFORCED WAY THE UN-REALISTIC MODES IS THE SOCIAL RELATIONSHIP 
WITHIN THE PLAY. oooA POETIC DRAMA MUST BE BUILT UPON A POETIC IDEA, BUT I 
WONDER IF THAT IS THE WHOLE PROBLEM •••• IBSEN, THE MASTER OF REALISM 1 ooo 
SUDDENLY BURST OUT OF THE REALISTIC FRAME, OUT OF THE LIVING ROOM, WHEN HE 
WROTE PEER GVNTo oooiT IS NOT PRIMARILY THE LIVING ROOM HE LEFT BEHINDoo• 
BUT RATHER THE FAMILY CONTEXT. FOR PEER GVNT IS FIRST OF ALL A MAN SEEN 
ALONE; EQUALLY, HE IS A MAN CONFRONTING NON-FAMILIAL, OPENLY SOCIAL RELA-
TIONSHIPS AND FORCES. 
IIA PLAY, LIKE ANY HUMAN RELATIONSHIP, HAS A PREDOMINANT QUALITY, BUT IT ALSO 
CONTAINS POWERFUL ELEMENTS WHICH ALTHOUGH SECONDARY MAY NOT BE OVERLOOKED, 
1'7o 
AND MAY IN FACT BE CRUCIAl. TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF THAT RELATIONSHIP. 
11 eeafBSENIS MISSION WAS TO CREATEeeeA CONTEXT IN WHICH (HlS CHARACTERS) WERE 
FORMED AND FUNCTIONED AS PEOPLEe THAT CONTEXTaeeWAS HIS SOCIETYe HIS VERY 
IDEA OF FATEeeaWAS THE 1NE~JTABILJTY RESIDING JN THE CONFLICT BETWEEN THE 
LIFE FORCE OF HIS CHARACTERS STRUGGLING WITH THEeeeSTRANGLJNG AND ABORTIVE 
EFFECTS OF' SOCI ETYa.. • • al BSEN HAD TO DRAW SOCIETY IN HIS PLAYS AS A REAL-
1STJC FORCE EMBODIED IN MONEY, IN SOCIAL MORES 1 IN TABOOS 1 AND SO ON 1 AS WEL 
AS AN INTERNAL1 · SUB~ECTIVE FORCE WITHIN HIS CHARACTERSe 
11 aaeSO LONG AS ... F'AMILY RELATIONS ARE AT THE CENTER OF' HIS (OINEJLL1s) PLAYS 
HIS FORMaaeiS HELD PRISONER BY- REALJSMe WHEN (As JN THE HAIRY APE AND 
EMPEROR JONES) HE DEALS VIJTH MEN OUT IN SOCIETY, AWAY FROM THE FAMILY CON-
TEXT, HIS FORMS BECOME ALIEN TO REALISM, MORE OPENLY ANO SELF-CONSClOUSl..Y 
POETIC, SYMBOLIC, AND FINALLY HER01Ca 
11eeeALL PLAYS WE CALl. GREATeaaARE ULTIMATELY INVOLVED WITH SOME ASPECT OF' A 
SINGLE PROBLEMaaaHOW MAY A MAN MAKE OF THE OUTSIDE WORLD A HOME? eeeWHAT 
MUST HE STRIVE TO CHANGE AND OVERCOME WITHIN HIMSELF' AND OUTSIDE HIMSELF IF' 
HE IS TO FJNDaaeTHE SENSE OF IDENTITY AND HONOR WHICH, EVIDENTl-Y, Al..L MEN 
HAVE CONNECTED IN THEIR MEMORIES WITH THE 'DEA OF' FAMILY? 
11 1F'eeeTHE STRUGGLE IN DEATH OF' A SALESMAN WERE SIMPLY BETWEEN FATHER AND SON 
FOR RECOGNITION AND FORGIVENESS IT WOULD DIMINISH IN IMPORTANCEe BuT WHEN l 
EXTENDS ITSELF OUT OF THE FA~ILY CIRCLE AND INTO SOCIETY, IT BROACHES THOSE 
QUESTIONS OF SOCIAL STATUS 1 SOCIAL HONOR AND RECOGNITION, WHICH EXPAND ITS 
V1SION AND LIFT IT OUT OF THE MERELY PARTICULAR TOWARD THE FATE OF THE 
GENERALITY OF' MENe 
"HERE (IN A STREETCAR NAMED DESIRE) BLANCHE DuBOIS AND THE SENSITIVITY SHE 
REPRESENTS HAS BEEN CRUSHED BY HER MOVING OUT OF THE SHELTER OF THE HOME 
AND THE FAMILY INTO THE UNCARING, ANTI-HUMAN WORLD OUTSIDE ITa eaeWE BEGIN 
TO PARTAKE OF THE GUILT FOR HER DESTRUCTION, AND FOR WILLY 1 S1 BECAUSE THE 
BLOW STRUCK AGAINST THEM WAS STRUCK OUTSIDE THE HOME RATHER THAN WITHIN IT -
eeaiT AFFECTS US MORE BECAUSE IT IS A SOCIAL FACT WE ARE WITNESSING. 
"IF WE LOOK AT THE GREAT PLAYS- AT HAMLET, OEDIPUS, LEAR eee(THEY) ARE ALL 
EXAMINING THE CONCEPT OF LOSS, QF MAN's DEPRlVATION Or A ONCE-EXTA~T STATE 
OF BLISS UNJUSTLY SHATTERED - •••WHICH THE HERO (AND HIS AUDiENCE) IS 
ATTEMPTING TO RECONSTRUCTa•eWITH NEW 1 LATTER-DAY LIFE MATERIALSe eeaTHE 
CENTRAL THEME OF THE MODERN REPERTOIRE JS THE ALIENATION OF MAN, BUT THE 
JOEA USUALLY HALTS AT THE SOCIAL ALIENATION- HE CANNOT FIND A SATISFYING 
ROLE IN SOCIETY. eeaTHE UNSAID PREMISE OF THE VERY IDEA OF tsATISFACTION 1 1 
JS THE MEMORY OF BOTH PLAVWRIGHT AND AUDIENCE OF AN ENFOLDING FAMILY AND OF 
CHILDHOODe eeaBOTH PLAVWRIGMT AND AUDIENCE BELIEVE THAT THEY HAD ONCE HAD 
AN IDENTITYeeeSOMEWHERE IN THE PAST WHICH IN THE PRESENT HAS LOST ITS COM-
PLETENESs ••• so THAT THE CENTRAL FORcE MAKING FOR PATHOS IN THESE LARGE AND 
THRUSTING P,LAYS IS THE PARADOX WHICH T1 ME BEQUEATHS TO US ALL: WE CANNOT GO 
HOME AGAIN, AND WHE WORLD WE LIVE IN IS AN ALIEN PLACEe 
''••eEXPRESSIONISMeeeiS A FORM OF PLAY WHICH MANIFESTLY SEEKS TO DRAMATIZE TH 
CONFLICT OF EITHER SOCIAL, RELIGIOUS, ETHICAL, OR MORAL FORCES PER SEt••• 
RATHER THAN TO PRESENT PSYCHOLOGICALLY REALISTIC HUMAN CHARACTERS IN A MORE 
OR LESS REALISTIC ENVIRONMENT. IN THE GREAT Goo BROWN, FOR INSTANCE, AS WEL 
AS IN THE HAJRY APE, QfNEILL REACHED TOWARD THIS VERY ANCIENT MEANS OF 
DRAMATIZATION WITHOUT PSYCHOLOGY (oR) BEHAVIOR AS WE NORMALLY KNOW lTe 
"THE MOMENT REALISTIC BEHAVIOR AND PSYCHOLOGY DISAPPEAR FROM THE PLAY ALL 
THE OTHER APPURTENANCES OF REALISM VANISH TOOe eoeWE ARE NO LONGER UNDER 
QUITE THE ILLUSION OF WATCHING THROUGH A TRANSPARENT FOURTH WALLeeeWE ARE 
CONSTANTLY REMJNDEDe~oTHAT WE ARE WATCHING A THEATER PIECEseeWE ARE NOT 
BIDDEN TO LOSE OUR CONSCIOUSNESS OF TIME AND PLACEoe~BUT ARE APPEALED TO 
THROUGH OUR lNTELLIGENCE, OUR rACULTIES OF l<NOWING RATHER THAN FEELING., 
11THJS DIF'F'ERENCE JN THE AREA OF APPEAL IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN OUR 
FAMILIAL EMOTIONS AND OUR SOClAL EMOTIONSe THE TWO FORMS NOT ONLY SPRING 
FROM DIFFERENT SECTORS OF HUMAN EXPERlENCE BUT END UP BY APPEALING TO 
DIFFERENT AREAS OF RECEPTIVITY WITHIN THE AUDIENCE. 
11WHEN ONE JS SPEAKING TO ONErS F'AMILYeeeONE USES A CERTAIN LEVEL OF SPEECH, 
A CERTAIN PLAJN DICTION PERHAPS 1 eeeBUT WHEN ONE FACES AN AUDIENCE OF 
STRANGERS, AS A POLITICIAN DOES (THE MOST SOCIAL OF MEN) IT SEEMS RIGHT ANC 
PROPER FOR HIM TO REACH FOR THE WELL-TURNED PHRASE, EVEN THE POETIC WORD, 
eeeAND HIS GESTURES,eeeHIS TONE OF VOICE, ALL BECOME LARGER THAN LIFE; 
MOREOVER, HIS CHARACTER IS NOT WHAT GIVES HIM THESE PREROGATIVES, BUT HIS 
ROLEe eeeA CONFRONTATION WITH SOCIETY PERMITS us, OR EVEN ENFORCES UPON 
us, A CERTAIN RELIANCE UPON RJTUALe 
11 o .. TI'IE LANGUAGE OF THE: FAMILY JS THE LANGUAGE OF THE PRIVATE LlF'E- PROSE, 
THE LANGUAGE Of SOCIETY, THE LANGUAGE OF THE PUBLIC LIFE, JS VERSEo 
eeeTHIS IRJGHTI JS GIVEN BY SOME COMMON CONSENT WHICH lN TURN IS BASED UPON 
OUR COMMON EXPER~ENCE IN LIFEe 
" ... THE PUZZLEMENT CREATED BY THE COCKTAIL PARTY, THE SENSE OF ITS BEING 
DRAWN JN TWO OPPOSITE DIRECTJONs, IS THE RESULT OF THE NATURAL UNWILLING-
NESS OF OUR MINDS TO GIVE TO THE HUSBAND~WJFE RELATION- A FAMILY RELATION 
- THE PREROGATIVES OF THE POETIC MODE, EaPECJALLV WHEN THE RELATIONSHIP IS 
ORIGINALLY BROACHED,ooeTHROUGH ANY MEANS APPROACHING REALISM. 
11 THERE WAS NO NEED TO MASK HIS (Te S. ELIOT) P~ETRY AT ALL IN MURDER tN 
THE CATHEDRAL, BECAUSE THE SITUATION IS SOCIAL, THE ,CONFLICT OF A HUMAN 
BEING WITH THE WORLD. THAT EARLIER PLAY HAD THE UNQUESTIONED RIGHT TO THE 
POETIC BECAUSE IT DEALT WITH MAN AS A PUBLIC FIGURE AND COULD USE THE 
PUBLIC MAN 1S STYLE AND DlCTIONe 
11We: RECOGNIZE NOW THAT A PLAY CAN BE POETIC WITHOUT VERSE, AND IT IS IN 
THIS MIDDLE AREA THAT THE COMPLEXITIES OF TRACING THE INFLUENCE OF THE 
FAMtLY AND SOCJAL ELEMENTS UPON THE FORM BECOME MORE TROUBLESOME. OUR TOWN 
BY THORNTON WtLDER IS SUCH A PLAY,TAND IT IS IMPORTANT NOT ONLY FOR ITSELF 
BUT BECAUSE IT lS THE PROGENITOR OF MANY OTHER WORKSa 
11A NARRATOR JS KEPT IN THE FOREGROUND AS THOUGH TO REMIND US THAT THIS JS 
NOT SO MUCH 1REAL LIFE 1 AS AN ABSTRACTION OF 1T- IN OTHER WORDS, A STAGEe 
(T JS CLEARLY A POETIC RATHER THAN A REALISTIC PLAYo 
11 THE PREOCCUPATION OF' THE ENTIRE PLAY ISe .. THE TOWN, THE SOCIETY, AND NOT 
PRIMARILY THIS PARTICULAR FAMILY - AND EVERY STYLISTIC MEANS USED IS TO THE 
END THAT THE FAMILY FOREGROUND BE KEPT IN ITS PLACE, MERELY AS A FOREGROUND 
16. 
FOR THE LARGER CONTEXT BEHIND AND AROUND ITo •••IT IS THIS LARGER CONTEXT, 
THE TOWN ••• TH~T IS iHE BRIDGE TO THE POETIC FOR THIS PLAY. CUT OUT THE TOWN 
AND YOU WILL CUT OUT THE POETRYo 
»UNLIKE IBSEN, WILD'R SEES HIS CHARACTERS IN THIS PLAY NOT PRIMARILY As ••• 
INDIVIDUALS, BUT AS;FORCES, AND HE INDIVIDUALIZES THEM ONLY ENOUGH TO CARRY 
THE FREIGHToooOF THfiR ROLES AS FORCESo THEY (THE FAMILY) ARE CHARACTERIZED 
RATHER AS SOCIAL FACTORS••• THEY ARE DRAWNoooAS FORCES TO ENLIVEN AND ILLU-
MINATE THE AUTHOR 1S, SYMBOLIC VISION AND HIS THEME ••• 
"THE PLAY IS IMPORTANT TO ANY DISCUSSION OF FORM BECAUSE IT HAS ACHIEVED A 
LARGENESS OF MEANIN~ AND AN ABSTRACTION OF STYLE THAT CREATED THAT MEANING, 
WHILE AT THE SAME ~IME IT HAS MOVED ITS AUDIENCES SUBJECTIVELY - IT HAS MADE 
THEM LAUGH AND WEEP AS ABSTRACT PLAYS RARELY IS EVER DOo IF IT IS TRUE THAT 
THE PRESENTATION OF THE FAMILY ON THE STAGE INEVITABLY FORCES REALISM UPON 
THE PLAY, HOW DID THIS FAMILY PLAY MANAGE TO TRANSCEND REALISM TO ACHIEVE IT 
I 
SYMBOLISTIC STYLE? 
I 
"EVERY FORM, EVERY STYLE, PAYS ITS PRICE FOR ITS SPECIAL ADVANTAGES. THE 
PRICE PAID BY OuR ToWN IS PSYCHOLOGICAL CHARACTERIZATION FORFEITED IN THE 
CAUSE OF SYMBOLo ~ •• THE CHARACTERS ARE (NOT) INDENTIFICABLE IN A PSYCHO-
' -LOGICAL WAY, BUT ONLY AS FIGURES IN THE FAMILY AND SOCIAL CONSTEULATION, AND 
THIS IS NOT MEANT jN CRITICISM, BUT AS A STATEMENT OF THE LIMITS OF THIS 
FORM. •••IT IS NOT NECESSARY FOR EVERY KIND OF PLAY TO DO'EVERY KIND OF 
THINGo BUT IF WE ~RE AFTER ULTIMATE REALITY WE MUST MAKE ULTIMATE DEMANDS. 
"IF THERE IS ANY TRUTH IN THE IDEA OF A NATURAL UNION OF THE FAMILY AND 
REALISM AS OPPOSED TO SOCIETY AND THE POETIC, WHAT ARE THE REASONS FOR IT? 
I 
»THE MAN WHO SITS DOWN TO WRITE A PLAY, OR WHO ENTERS A THEATER TOIII:A.TCH ONE, 
BRINGS WITH HIM IN' EACH CASE A COMMON LIFE EXPERIENCE WHICH 18 NOT SUSPENDED 
MERELY BECAUSE HE HAS TURNED WRITER ... OR AUDIENCE. WE ALL ••.• HAVE A ROLE 
ANTECEDI NG ALL OTHERS.; WE ARE Fl RST SONS, DAUGHTERS, SISTERS, BROTHERS 1 No 
PLAY CAN POSSIBLY ALTER THIS GIVEN ROLEo 
11THE CONCEPTS OF ~FAMILY) WERE RECEIVED BY US UNAWARES BEFORE THE TIME WE 
WERE CONSCIOUS OF.OURSELVES AS SELVES. IN CONTRAST, THE CONCEPTS OF (sOCIAL 
RELATIONS) CAME T? US LONG AFTER WE GAINED CONSCIOUSNESS OF OURSELVES, AND 
ARE THEREFORE OUTSIDE OURSELVES. • •• WHAT WE FEEL IS ALWAYS MORE 'REAL' TO 
US THAN WHAT WE KNOW, AND':'WE FEEL THE FAMILY RELATION WHILE WE ONLY KNOW THE 
SOCIAL ONE. THUS THE FORMER IS THE VERY APOTHEOSIS OF THE REQL AND HAS AN 
INEVITABILITY AND A FOUNDATION INDISPUTABLY ACTUAL, WHILE THE SOCIAL RELATIO 
IS ALWAYS RELATIVELY MUTABLEoooAND CONSEQUENTLY OF A PROFOUNDLY ARBITRARY 
NATURE TO USo 
I 
I 
"TODAY THE DIFFICULTY IN CREATING A FORM THAT WILL UNITE BOTH ELEMENTS IN A 
FULL RATHER THAN ~ARTIAL ONSLAUGHT ON REALITY IS THE REFLECTION OF THE DEEP 
SPLIT BETWEf=N THEr PRIVATE LIFE OF MAN AND HIS SOCIAL LIFE. 
» • • • IN A SERIOUS /WORK OF ART HE (THE PLAYWR I GI'IT) CANNOT SET UP AN I MAGE OF 
MANIS CONDITION SO DISTANT FROM REALITY AS TO VIOLATE THE COMMON SENSE OF 
WHAT REALITY IS. BUT A SERIOUS WORK, TO SAY NOTHING OF A TRAGIC ONE, CkNNOT 
HOPE TO ACHIEVE TRULY HIGH EXCELLENCE SHORT OF AN INVESTIGATION INTO THE 
WHOLE GAMUT OF CAUSATION OF WHICH SOCIETY IS A MANIFEST AND CRUCIAL PART. 
~ ••• THE COMMON REAL~SM OF THE PASTee.OOULD NOT.eeBRIDGE THE WIDENING GAP 
BETWEEN THE PR11 VATE LJ FE AND THE SOC) AL Ll FEe e e • THE PROBLEM WAS LEFT UN-
SOLVED BY EXPRESSlO~ISM, WHICH EVADED IT BY FOREGOiNG PSYCHOLOGICAL REALISM 
ALTOGETHER AND LEAP~NG OVER TO A PORTRAYAL OF SOCIAL FORCES ALONEe eeelN TH 
PAST TEN YEARS THEY (OUR PLAYS) HAVE COMEeeeTO DWELL SOLELY UPON PSYCHOLOGY, 
WITH LITTLE OR NO ATTEMPT TO LOCATE AND DRAMATIZE THE SOCIAL ROLES AND CON-
FLICTS OF THEIR CHARACTERS. FOR JT IS PROPER TO ASCRIBE DECAY TO THAT WHICH 
TURNS ITS BACI< UPON SOCIETY WHEN, AS IS OBVIOUS TO ANY J NTELLI GENCEt THE 
FATE OF MANKIND IS ~OCJALe 
11 eeeTHE HIGH ORDER IOF ART TO WHICH DRAMA lS FATED WJLL COME l.ONLY WHEN IT 
SEEKS TO ACCOUNT FOR THE TOTAL CONDITION OF MANe•• 
11AN ART FORM, LIKE A PERSON, CAN ACHIEVE GREATNESS ONLY AS IT ACCEPTS GREAT 
CHALLENGES. eeeTHE AMERICAN THEATER, IN lTS BEST MOMENTS, HAS MOVED 
COURAGEOUSLY ~NO OF,TEN BEAUTIFULLY INTO THE INTERIOR LIFE OF MAN, AN AREA 
THAT HAD MOST OFTEN BEEN NEGLECTED IN THE PASTe eeeTHERE JS AN INCREASING 
RELIANCE UPON WHAT PASS FOR REALISTIC, EVEN TOUGH, ANALYTICAL PJCTURIZATIONS 
OF EXISTENCE, WHIC~ ARE REALLY QUITE SENTIMENTAL UNDERNEATH; AND THE SENTI-
MENT JB GETTING TH,CKEReeeAND AN END I~ ITSELF. 
I 
11WHAT, AFTER ALL, )s THE FATED MISSION OF THE DRAMA? MAN HAS CREATED MANY 
SPECIALIZED MEANS pF UNVEILING THE TRUTH OF THE WOR~D AROUND HIM AND THE 
WORLD WITHIN HIMenEACH OF THESE ATTACKS ON THE TRUTH IS PARTIAL. IT )S 
WITHIN THE RIGHTFUl. SPHERE OF THE DRAMAeeeTO EMBRACE THE MANY-SIDEDNESS OF 
MAN. IT IS AS CLo:se: TO BEl NG A TOTAL ART AS THE RACE HAS I NVENTEDe IT CAN 
TELL, LIKE SCIENCl' WHAT JS - BUT MBRE, IT CAN TELL WHAT OUGHT TO BEe ••• 
THERE LIES WJTHJN THE DRAMATIC FORM THE ULTIMATE POSSIBILJTY OF RAISI~G THE 
TRUTH-CONSCIOUSNESS OF MANKIND TO A LEVEL OF SUCH INTENSITY AS TO TRANSFORM 
THOSE WHO OBSERVE 'ITe 
"•••AS A SOCIETY, 'we: THIRST FOR CLUES TO THE PAST AND THE FUTURE; LEAST OF 
ALL, PERHAPS, DO ~E KNOW ABOUT THE PRESBNT 1 ABOUT WHAT ISe eeeiT IS THE 
PRESENT, ALWAYS T~E PRESENT, TO WHICH THE DRAMATJC FORM MUST APPLY OR IT IS 
WITHOUT INTEREST ~NO A DEAD THING, AND FORMS DO DIE WHEN THEY LOSE THEIR 
CAPACITY TO OPEN UP THE PRESENT. 
IIAMERJ CAN CJ VJ LJ Z~TI ON lS ONLV RECENTLY COMING TO A CONSCJ OUS AWARENESS OF 
ART NOT AS A LUXU~Y BUT AS A NECESSlTY OF LIFEe WITHOUT THE RIGHT DRAMATIC 
FORM A GENUINE ONSLAUGHT UPON THE VEILS THAT CLOAK THE PRESENT IS NOT 
I 
POSS I BLEe , I 
"•••' CANNOT CRE~TE THAT FORM UNLESS, SbMEWHERE IN YOU, THERE IS A WISH TO 
KNOW THE PRESENT AND A DEMAND UPON ME THAT I GIVE IT TO YOUe 
"•••WHAT IS THAT:FORM? (T ISe .. THE BALANCE BETWEEN ORDER AND THE NEED OF 
OUR SOULS FOR FREEDOM;· THE RELATEDNESS BETWEEN OUR VAGUEST LONGING, OUR 
INNER! QUESTIONS, •AND PRIVATE LII'ES AND THE LIFE OF THE GENERALITY OF MEN 
WHICH IS OUR SOCJETV AND OUR WORLDe How MAY MAN MAKE FOR HIMSELF A HOME IN 
THAT VASTNESS OF/STRANGERS AND HOW MAY HE TRANSFORM THAT VASTNESS INTO A 
HOME? THIS t AS jl HAVE REPEATED, IS THE QUEST! ON A FORM MUST SOLVE ANEW IN 
EVERY AGEe II 
11 ARTHUR MILLER: MAN AND HIS (MAGE'' BY GERALD WEALES 
TULANE DRAMA REVIEW, FALL, 1962, VoLUME 7, NUMBER 1 
11 EACH OF HIS FOUR CHIEF' PLAYS ARE BUILT ON A FAMILY SlTUATION: ALL MY SoNS 
AND DEATH OF A SALESMAN ON THE FATHER-SON CONFLICT; THE CRUCIBLE AND A VIEW 
FROM THE BRIDGE ON THE TRIANGLE. 
11 HIS HEROES 1 CONCERN- HOWEVER INARTICULATE- WITH HIS IDENTITY, HIS 'NAME 1 • 
11 THE BULK OF HIS THEORETICAL WRITI,NG IS CONTAINED IN FOUR ESSAYS: ION 
SOCIAL PLAYS, 1 AN INTRODUCTION TO THE 1955 EDITION OF VJEW; 'THE FAMILY 
IN MODERN DRAMA,' AN ARTICLE JN THE APRIL, 1956, ISSUE-op-ATLANTIC; HJS 
1 1NTRODUCTION TO THE COLLECTED PLAYS, 1 PUBLISHED IN 1957, AND 1 THE SHADOWS 
OF' THE GODS, 1 AN ARTICLE IN HARPERS OF AUGUST, 1958. 
"MILLER SAYS: 1THE TRUE SOCIAL DRAMA - THE WHOLE DRAMA - MUST RECOGNJZE 
THAT MAN HAS aOTH A SUBJECTIVE AND AN OBJECTIVE EXISTENCE- THAT HE BELONGS 
NOT ONLY TO HIMSELF' AND HIS FAMILY, BUT TO THE WORLD BEYOND. MILLER 
BELIEVES THAT THE BEST OF DRAMA HAS ALWAYS DEALT WITH MAN IN BOTH A PERSONAL 
AND A SOCIAL CONTEXTe HIS GENERALIZATIONS (BEING E" POST FACTO) ARE MOST 
USEFUL AS APPROACHES TO HIS OWN WORK. 
11 HE HAS RECOGNIZED THAT THE MOST IMPRESSIVE FAMILY PLAYS (OEDIPUS, HAMLET, 
GHOSTS) HAVE MODIFIED THE CONCEPT OF THE FAMILY AND THE INDIVIDUAL UNDER 
THE PRESSURE OF SOCIETY. 
11 EACH OF HIS HEROES IS INVOLVED - ONE WAY OR ANOTHER - J N A STRUGGLE WHICH 
RESULTS FROM HIS ACCEPTANCE OR REJECTION OF AN IMAGE ~HAT IS THE PRODUCT 
OF' HIS SOCIETY'S VALUES AND PREJUDICES, WHETHER THAT SOCIETY IS AS SMALL 
AS EDDIE'S NEIGHBORHOOD OR••• 
11WHEN EDD J E ASKS MARCO TO t G I MME MY NAME 1 HE Is· ASKING FOR A LIE THAT WILL 
LET HJM LIVE, AND, FAILING THAT, DEATH. EDDIE IS UNUSUAL AMONG MILLER'S 
HEROES IN ACCEPTING THE RULES AND PREJUDICES OF HIS SOCIETY- HE DIES 
BECAUSE HE VIOLATES THEMe THE 1PASSION 1 SO POSSESSES EDDIE THAT TO RID HIMSElF 
OF RODOLPHO HE IS WILLING TO COMMIT AN ACT THAT HE ABHORS AS MUCH AS HIS 
SOCIETY DOES. 
11 MJLLER SEES EDDIE IN THE GRIP OF A FORCE THAT IS ALMOST IMPERSONAL IN ITS 
INEVITAB!LITY, ITS TERRIBLENESSeeeTHE AWESOMENESS OF A PASSION WHICH••• 
DESPITE EVEN ITS DESTRUCTION OF THE MORAL BELIEF'S OF THE INDIVIDUAL, 
PROCEEDS TO MAGNIFY ITS POWER OVER HIM UNTIL IT DESTROYS HIMe EDDIE 
CHOOSES TO BECOME AN INFORMER, BUT HIS CHOICE IS SO HEDGED WITH RATIONAL-
IZATION- CONVINCING HIMSELF THAT RODOLPHO JS A HOMOSEXUAL, THAT RODOLPHO 
IS MARRYING CATHERINE FOR CITIZENSHIP PAPERS - THAT HE (EDDIE) JS NEVER 
CONSCIOUS OF HIS MOTIVATION. 
20. 
11 HE (EDDIE) COMES CLOSER AND CLOSER TO PUTTING A LABEL ON HIS INCESTUOUS 
LOVE FOR CATHERINE (TECHNICALLY A NIECE, FUNCTIONALLY HIS DAUGHTER) AND 
HIS HOMOSEXUAL ATTRACTION TO RODOLPHOeee 
11 (BUT) BY COMPARISON, INFORMING IS A SIMPLER BREACH OF CODE~ ONE THAT HAS 
JUSTIFICATION IN THE WORLD OUTSIDE THE NEIGHBORHOOD. 
11 fT lS ALMOST AS THOUGH HE TAKES ON THE NAME INFORMER TO KEEP FROM WEARING 
SOME NAME THAT IS STILL MORE TERRIBLE TO HIM, ONLY TO DISCOVER THAT HE CAN-
NOT LIVE UNDER THE LESSER LABEL EITHER. 
IIEACH OF MILLS::R 1S HEROES IS CAUGHT IN A TRAP COMPOUNDS::D OF SOCIAL AND 
PSYCHOLOGICAL FORCES AND EACH ONE JS DESTROYED- MILLER IS CONCERNED THAT 
THEIR DEATHS NOT BE DISMISSED AS INSIGNIFICANT,••• 
11 HJS (MtLLER1s) DESCRIPTION OF EDDIE CARBONE EXPRESSES HIS OPINION OF ALL 
HIS HEROES: 'HE POSSESSES OR EXEMPLIFIES THE WONDROUS AND HUMANE FACT THAT 
HE TOO CAN BE DRIVEN TO WHAT JN THE LAST ANALYSIS IS ASACRIFICE OF HJMSELF 
FOR HIS CONCEPTION - HOWEVER MISGUIDED - OF RIGHT, DIGNITY, AND dUSTICEe 
11 EDDIE CAR80NE 1S PLEASURE IN WORKING A SHIPLOAD OF COFFEE- THE SENSATIONS 
OF SMELL, TOUCH, AND TASTE; THE PHYSICAL CONTACT BETWEEN A MAN AND HIS WORK 
eeeiS A COMPOUNDING OF TWO QUASI-LITERARY MYTHS: THE THIRTIES INStSTENCE 
ON THE DIGNITY OF LABOR COUPLED WITH THE OLDER BACK-TO-NATURE IDEA-
REDUCED TO ITS SIMPLEST, JT IS THE RESPECTABLE COMMONPLACE THAT A MAN JS 
HAPPIEST DOING WORK THAT HE LIKESe 
11THE PRETENTIOUSNESS OF ALFIERI 1 S SPEECHES IN VI EW 1 THE CONSCIOUS ATTEMPT 
TO MAKE AN ANALOGY BETWEEN RED HOOK AND CALABR~REDUCES THE IMPACT OF 
EQDIEtS STORY; ANY CONNECTION BETWE~N HIM AND THE PASSION-RIDDEN HEROES 
OF OLD SHOULD HAVE SEEN MADE IMPl.ICITLYe 11 
21. 
"INTRODUCTION TO THE COLLECTED PLAYS" BY ARTHUR MILLER 
ARTHUR MILLER's COLLECTED PLAYS, THE VIKING PRESS, NEW YORK, 1957 
"THE PLAY WILL EITHER BE INTENT UPON ROUNDING OUT THE CHARACTERS BY VIRTUE 
OF ITS COMPLETE ANSWERS TO THE COMMON QUESTIONS (WHO, WHAT, HOW), OR WILL 
SUBSTITUTE ANSWERS TO A MORE LIMITED GROUP OF QUESTIONS, WHICH, INSTEAD OF 
BEING 'HUMAN 1 1 ARE THEMATIC AND ARE DESIGNED TO FORM A SYMBOL OF MEANING 
RATHER THAN AN APPARENCY OF THE 1 REALe 1 IT IS THE NATURE OF THE QUESTIONS 
ASKED AND ANSWERED, RATHER THAN THE LANGUAGE USED. • eTHAT DETERMJ NES WHETHER 
THE STYLE IS REALISTIC OR NON-REALISTIC• 
liTo PUT/IT ANOTHER WAY, WHEN THE CARIEER OF A PERSON RATHER THAN THE DETAIL 
OF HIS MOTIVES S~ANDS AT THE FORESRONT OF THE PLAY, WE MOVE CLOSER TO NON-
REALISTIC STYLES 1 AND VICE-VERSAe I REGARD THIS AS THE ONE IMMOVABLE AND 
IRREMEDIABLE QUALITY WHICH GOES TO CREATE ONE STYLE OR ANOTHER. AND THERE 
JS ALWAYS AN ORGANIC CONNECTION RATHER THAN A TEMPERAMENTAL CHOICE INVOLVED 
IN THE STYLE IN WHJCH A PLAY IS WRITTEN AND MUST BE PERFORMED. ••• A VIEW 
FROM THE BRIDGE WAS NOT (WRITTEN AND PERFORMED WITH THE INTENTION OF 
ANSWERING AS MANY OF THE COMMON QUESTIONS AS WAS POSSIBLE) AND TO THIS 
EXTENT IS A DEPARTURE FROM REALISM. 
"IN PASSING 1 f SHOULD SAY THAT THE GREEK 'UNITY 1 OF TIME IMPOSED ON THE 
DRAMA WAS NOT ARBITRARY BUT A CONCOMITANT OF THE PREPONDERANT GREEK 
INTEREST IN THE FACT AND CAREER OF THE HERO RATHER THAN HIS~PRIVATE 
CHARACTERISTlCS 1 OR, TO PUT IT ANOTHER WAY, HIS SOCIAL AND SYMBOLIC ROLE 
RATHER THAN HIS FAMILY ROLEe 
I 
11 1T JS NECESSARY, IF ONE IS TO REFLECT REALITY, NOT ONLY TO DEPICT WHY A 
MAN DOES WHAT HE DOES, OR WHY HE NEARLY DIDN 1T DO IT, BUT WHY HE CANNOT 
SIMPLY WALK AWAY AND SAY TO HELL WITH ITe· ••• 1 UNDERSTAND THE SYMBOLIC 
MEANING OF A CHARACTER AND HIS CAREER TO CONSlST OF THE KIND OF COMMITMENT 
HE MAKES TO LIFE OR REFUSES TO MAKE, ••• THE STRUCTURE OF THESE PLAYS, IN 
THIS RESPECT, IS TO THE END THAT SUCH A CONFLICT BE DISCOVERED AND 
CLARIFIED. TJME 1 CHARACTERIZATIONS, AND OTHER ELEMENTS ARE TREATED 
DIFFERENTLY FROM PLAY TO PLAY, BUT ALL TO THE END THAT THAT MOMENT OF 
COMMITMENT BE BROUGHT FORTH, THAT MOMENTeeeA MAN DIFFERENTIATES HIMSELF 
FROM EVERY OTHER MANeee WHENeeeHE FIXES ON ONE STARe ••• THE LESS CAPABLE 
A MAN IS OF WALKING AWAY FROM THE CENTRAL CONFLICT OF THE PLAY 1 THE CLOSER 
HE APPROACHES A TRAGIC EXISTENCE. aeeTHE CLOSER A MAN APPROACHES TRAGEDY 
THE MORE INTENSE IS HIS CONCENTRATION OF EMOTION UPON THE FIXED POINT OF 
HIS COMMITMENT••• FROM THIS FLOWS THE NECESSITY FOR SCENES OF HIGH AND 
OPEN EMOTION, AND PLAYS CONSTRUCTED TOWARD CLIMAX RATHER THAN THE EVOCATION 
OF A MOOD ALONE OR OF BIZARRE SPECTACLE. 
IIFROM SUCH CONSIDERATIONS IT OUGHT, TO BE CLEAR THAT THE COMMON TOKENS OF 1 
REALISM AND NON-REALISM ARE IN THEMSELVES NOT ACCEPTABLE AS CRITERIA. THAT 
A PLAY IS WRITTEN PROSAICALLY DOES NOT MAKE IT A REALISTIC PLAY, AND THAT 
THE SPEECH IS HEIGHTENED AND INTENSIFIED BY IMAGERY DOES NOT SET IT TO ONE 
SIDE OF REALISM NECESSA'RJLY., THE UNDERLYING POEM OF A PLAY I TAKE TO BE 
THE ORGANIC NECESSITY OF ITS PARTS. eeeTHE WORD, JN DRAMA 1 IS THE TRANS-
FORMATION INTO SPEECH OF WHAT IS HAPPENING, AND THE FIAT FOR INTENSE 
h lnllhr>l:." t<=: tl\llti:."I\I<=:I'I"V I'll:." UhCCI:."I\111\11'.> 
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11 
.... THE 1 JDEA' OF' A PLAY IS ITS MEASURE OF' VALUE AND IMPORTANCE AND BEAUTY, 
ANDeoeA PLAY WHICH APPEARS MERELY TO EXIST TO ONE SIDE OF' ftDEAS 1 IS AN 
AESTHETIC NULLITY. 
11 THESE PLAYS, IN ONE SENSE, ARE MY RESPONSE TO WHAT WAS 1 tN THE AIR, 1 THEY 
ARE ONE MAN 1 S WAY OF' SAYING TO HIS FELLOW MEN, 11 THIS IS WHAT YOU SEE EVERY 
DAY, OR THtN~,~OR~FEEL; NOW I WJLL SHOW YOU WHAT YOU REALLY KNOW BUT HAVE 
NOT HAD THE TIME, OR THE DISINTERESTEDNESS, OR THE INSIGHT, OR THE lNF'OR-
MATION, TO UNDERSTAND CONSCIOUSLY.' EACH OF THESE PLAYSeooWAS BEGUN IN THE 
BELIEF THAT IT WAS UNVEILING A TRUTH ALREADY KNOWN BUT UNRECOGNIZED AS 
SUCH. MY CONCEPT OF' THE AUDIENCE IS OF' A PUBLlC EACH MEMBER OF' WHICH IS 
CARRYING ABOUT WITH HIM WHAT HE THINKS lSoeeA PREOCCUPAT)ON WHICH IS HIS 
ALONE AND ISOLA~ES HIM F'ROM MANKIND; AND TN THIS RES~ECT AT LEAST THE 
FUNCTION OF' A PLAY JS TO REVEAL HIM TO HIMSELF SO THAT HE MAY TOUCH OTHERS 
BY VIRTUE OF' THE REVELATION OF HIS MUTUALITY WITH THEMe 
11 eeaDRAMATIC .CHARACTERS, AND THE DRAMA tTSELF', CAN NEVER HOPE TO ATTAIN A 
MAXIMUM DEGREE .OF' CONSCIOUSNESS UNLESS THEY CONTAlN A VIABLE UNVEILING OF 
THE CONTRAST BETWEEN PAST AND PRESENT, AND AN AWARENESS OF THE PROCESS BY 
WHJCH THE PRESENT HAS BECOME WHAT IT )Se eoaTHE END OF' DRAMA lS THE q 
CREATION OF A HIGHER CONSCIOUSNESS••• 
11 (ABOUT SALESMAN) THE IMA~E OF THE SON 1 S HARD, PUBLIC EYE UPON You, NO 
LONGER SWEPT BY YOUR MYTH~ NO LONGER ROUSABLE FROM HIS SEPARATENESS, NO 
LONGER KNOWING YOU HAVE LIVED FOR HIM AND HAVE WEPT FOR HIMe THE IMAGE OF 
FEROCITY WHEN LOVE HAS"TURNED TO SOMETHING ELSE AND VET IS THERE, IS SOME-
WHERE IN THE ROOM IF ONE COULD ONLY FIND iTe THE IMAGE OF' PEOPLE TURNING 
INTO STRANGERS WHO ONLY EVALUATE ONE ANOTHERe 
"ARISTOTLE SPOKE OF' A F'ALL F'ROM THE HEIGHTSeoeiT IS NOW MANY CENTURIES 'I:' 
SINCE ARISTOTLE LIVED. THERE IS NO MORE REASON FOR F'ALLING DOWN IN A F'AINT 
BEF'ORE HIS PoETICS THAN BEFORE EUCLID 1 S GEOMETRY, WHICH HAS BEEN AMENDED 
NUMEROUS TIMES BY MEN WITH NEW JNSIGHTSeeeDESPJTE THE 8REEK 1S GEN~JUSo 
ITHI NGS DO CHANGE, AND EVEN ·A GENIus J s LJMlTED BY H1 s TIME AND THE NATURE 
OF' HIS SOCIETYo 
If WOULD DENYeeeTHIS ONE OF' ARISTOTLE 1S OONTENTJONS IF ONLY BECAUSE HE 
~o-IVED IN A SLAVE SOCIETY. WHE:N A VAST NUMBER OF PEOPLE ARE DIVE;STED OF 
~LTERNATIVES, AS SLAVES ARE, IT IS RATHER INEVITABLE THAT ONE WILL NOT BE 
~BLE TO IMAGINE 7 0RAMA, LET ALONE TRAGEDY, AS BEING POSSIBLE FOR ANY BUT THE 
~JGHER RANKS OF SOCIETVe So LONG AS THE HERO MAY BE SAID TO HAVE HAD 
~LTERNATIVES OF A MAGNITUDE TO HAVE MATERIALLY CHANGED THE COURSE OF' HIS 
~JF'E 1 IT SEEMS TO ME THAT IN THIS RESPECT AT LE:AST, HE CANNOT BE DEBARRED 
FROM THE HEROIC ROL~. 
1 fT MATTERS NOT AT ALL WHETHER A MODERN PLAY CONCERNS ITSELF WITH A GROCER 
OR A PRESIDENT IF THE INTENSITY OF THE HER0 1S COMMITTMENT TO HIS COURSE IS 
~e:SS THAN THE MAXIMUM POSSIBLE. IT MATTERS NOT AT ALL WHETHER THE HERO 
ALLS FROM A GREAT HEIGHT OR A SMALL ONE, WHETHER HE IS HIGHLY CONSCIOUS 
pR ONLY DIMLY AWARE OF WHAT IS HAPPENINGseeiF THE INTENSITY, THE HUMAN 
~ASSION TO SURP~SS HIS GIVEN BOUNDS, THE FANATIC INSISTENCE UPON HIS SELF'-
pONCEIVED ROLE - IF THESE ARE NOT PRE:SENT THERE CAN ONLY BE AN OUTLINE OF 
RAGEDY BUT NO LIVING THING. 
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11 To BEGIN AT THE BOTTOM, A MAN 1 S DEATH IS AND OUGHT TO BE AN ESSENTAILLY 
TERRIFYING THING AND OUGHT TO MAKE NOBODY HAPPY. BUT IN A GREAT VARIETY OF 
WAYS EVEN DEATH,eeeCAN BEeeeAN ASSERTION OF BRAVERY, AND CAN SERVE TO SEPAR-
ATE THE DEATH 'OF MAN FROM THE DEA·TH OF ANI MALSj AND I THINK IT IS THJ S OJ a-
TINCTION WHICH UNDERLIES ANY CONCEPTION OF A VICTORY IN DEATH. 
11 1 DID NOT REALIZE EITHER HOW FEW WOULD BE IMPRESSED BY THE FACT THAT THIS 
MAN (WILLY) IS ACT-UALLY A VERY BRAVE SP I Rl T WHO CANNOT SETTLE FOR HALF BUT 
MUST PURSUE HIS DREAM OF HIMSELF TO THE ENDe 
11 THAT HE (WILLY) HAD NOT THE INTELLECTUAL FLUENCY TO VERBALIZE HIS SITUATION 
IS NOT THE SAME THING AS SAYING THAT HE LSCKEO AWARENESS, EVEN AN OVERLY 
INTENSIFIED CONSCIOUSNESS THAT THE LIFE HE HAD MADE WAS WITHOUT INNER FORM 
AND INNER MEANING. 
"THERE IS OF NECESS I TV A SEVERE LIM I TATJ ON OF SELF-AWARENESS IN ANY CHAR-
ACTEReeeWHJCK SERVES TO DEFINE HIM AS A CHARACTER••• COMPLETE CONSCIOUSNESS 
IS POSSIBLE ONLY IN A PLAY ABOUT FORCESeeeBUT NOT IN A PLAY ABOUT PEOPLE. 
How CAN WE RESPECT A MAN (OEDIPUS) WHO GOES TO SUCH EXTREMITIES ·OVER SOME-
THING HE COULD IN NO WAY HELP OR PREVENT? THE ANSWEReeeiS NOT THAT WERE-
SPECT THE MAN, BUT THAT WE RESPECT THE LAW HE HAS SO COMPLETELY BROKEN, 
WITTINGLY OR ~OT, FOR IT IS THAT LAW WHICH, WE BELIEVE, DEFINES US AS MENe 
eeeUNLIKE THE LAW AGAINST INCEST, THE ~AW OF SUCCESS IS NOT ADMINISTERED BY 
STATUTE OR CHURCH, BUT IT IS VERY NEARLY AS POWERFUL IN ITS GR·IP UPON MENe 
"•••THERE IS NO POLITICAL PROGRAM - ANY MORE THAN THERE IS A THEORY OF 
TRAGEDY- WHICH CAN ENCOMPASS THE COMPLEXITIES OF REAL LIFE. IF J HAVE 
SHOWN A PREFERENCE FOR PLAYS WHICH SEEK CAUSATION NOT ONLY IN PSYCHOLOGY BUT 
IN SOCIETYee• 
''•••THE FAILURE OF THE PRESENT AGE TO FIND A UNIVERSAL MORAL SANCTJON,eeeiT 
BEGAN TO APPEAR THAT OUR INABILITY TO BREAK MORE THAN THE SURFACES OF REALIS 
REFLECTED OUR INABILITYeeeTO AGREE UPON THE PANTHEON OF FORCES AND VALUES 
WHICH MUST LIE BEHIND THE REALISTIC SURFACES DF LIFEe OR WAS OUR CONDEMNED 
REALISM ONLY THE COUNTERFEIT OF THE ORIGINAL, WHOSE MOST POWERFUL SINGLE 
IMPETUS WAS TO DEAL WITH MAN AS A SOCIAL ANIMAL? 
"•••FEELING WAS NOW RAISED UP AS THE HIGHEST GOOD AND THE ULTIMATE ATTAIN-
MENT IN DRAMAeeeBUT WAS THERE NOT ANOTHER REALM EVEN HIGHER, WHERE FEELING 
TOOK AWARENESS MORE OPENLY BY THE HAND AND BOTH EQUALLY RULED AND WERE 
ILLUMINATED? 
"•••THE IMPULSE TO SEPARATE, BPENLV'AND WITHOUT CQNCEALMENT, THE ACTION OF 
THE NEXT PLAY, A VIEW FROM THE BRIDGE, FROM ITS GENERALIZED SIGNIFICANCE. 
THE ENGAGED NARRAIJOR, IN SHORT, APPEARED. 
IJYET I WISHED TO LEAVE THE ACTION INTACT SO THAT THE ONLOOKER COULD SEIZE TH 
RIGHT TO INTERPRET IT ENTIRELY FOR HIMSELF AND TO ACCEPT OR REvECT MY READIN 
OF ITS SIGNIFICANCE. 
"THAT READING WAS THE AWESOMENESS OF A PASSION WHICH, DESPITE ITS CONTRA-
DICTING THE SELF-INTEREST OF THE INDIVIDUAL IT INAABITS, DESPITE EVERY KIND 
OF WARNING, DESPITE EVEN ITS DESTRUCTION OF .THE MORAL BELIEFS OF THE INDI-
VIDUAL. PROCEEDS TO MAGNIFY ITS POWER OVER HIM UNTIL IT DESTROYS HIMe 
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11 1T (A MEMORY Or Two MONDAYS) SHARES WITH A VtEW FROM THE BRIDGE THE lM-
PU~SE TO PRESENT RATHER THAN TO REPRESENT AN INTERPRETATION Or REA~JTYe 
INCIDENT AND CHARACTER ARE SET PORTH WITH tHE BAREST NAIVETE, AND ACtiON If 
STOPPED ABRUPTLY WHILE COMMENTARY TAKES ITS PLACE. ••of WAS STRIVING (IN 
~) NOT TO MAKE PEOPLE PORGET THEY WERE IN A THEATER, NOT TO OBLITERATE 
AN AWARENESS Or FORM 1 NOT ro FORGE A PRETENSE Or LJPE, BUT TO BE ABRUPT, 
CLEAR, AND EXPLICIT IN SETTING PORTH PACT AS PACT AND ART AS ART SO THAT 
THE SEA Or THEATRICA~ SENTIMENT, WHtCH IS SO EASILY LET IN TO DROWN ALL 
SHAPE, MEANING, AND PERSPECTIVE, MlGHT BE HELD BACK AND SOME HARD OUT~tNE 
Or A HUMAN DJ~EMMA BE ALLOWED TO RlSE AND STAND. 
11 THIS VERSION (THE ORJGJNA~) WAS lN ONE ACT BECAUSE }T HAD SEEMED TO ME 
THAT THE ESSENTJA~S Or THE DILEMMA WERE AL~ THAT WAS REQUIRED, POR f WISHED 
IT TO BE KEPT D1STANT PROM THE EMPATHIC F~OOD WHICH A REA~JSTIC PORTRAYAL 
OF THE SAME TALE AND CHARACTERS MIGHT UNLOOSE. 
11 (N REVISING THE PLAY lT BECAME POSSIBLE TO ACCEPT FOR MVSELP THE }MPLI-
CATION f HAD SOUGHT TO MAKE C~EAR IN THE ORIGINAL VERSION, WH1CH WAS THAT 
HOWEVER ONE MIGHT DtSLtKE THIS MAN, WHO DOES ALL SORTS OF FRIGHTFUL THJNGSt 
HE POSSESSES OR EXEMPLIFIES THE WONDROUS AND HUMANE FACT THAT HE TOO CAN BE 
DRIVEN TO wHAT lN THE LAST ANALYSIS IS A SACRIFICE OF HIMSELF FOR HIS CON-
CEPTION, HOWEVER MISGUIDED, OF RJGHT, D(GNITY, AND JUSTJCEi 
PfN REVISJNG IT J FOUND IT POSSIBLE TO MOVE BEYOND CONTEMP~ATION OF THE MAN 
AS A PHENOMENON INTO AN ACC~PTANCE FOR DRAMATIC PURPOSES OF HIS AIMS THEM-
SE~VESe ONCE THIS OCCURRED THE AUTONOMOUS VIEWPOINTS OF HIS WIFE AND NIECE 
COU~O BE EXPRESSED MORE FULLY AND, INSTEAD OF REMAINlNG MUTED COUNTERPOINTS 
TO THE MARCH OF EDDtE 1S CAREER, BECAME INVOLVED FORCES PRESSING HIM FORWARD 
OR HOLDING HTM BACK AND EVENTUALLY FORMlNG 1 lN PART, THE NATURE OF HIS 
DlSASTERe eeeTHE PLAY MOVED CLOSER TOWARD REALISM AND CA~LED UP THE 
EMPHATIC RESPONSE OF ITS AUDlENCEo 
llfETER BROOK, THE LONDON DIRECTOR, DESIGNED A SET WHICH WAS MORE REALIS-
TICALLY DETAILED THAN THE RATHER BARE, IF BEAUTIFUL, NEW YORK BACKGROUND, 
AND AT THE SAME TIME EMPHASlZED THE ENVIRONMENT OF THE NEIGHBORHOODe ITS 
CENTRA~ JOEA WAS TO BRING THE PEOPLE OF THE NEIGHBORHOOD INTO THE FORE-
GROUND OF THE ACTIONe •••THERE WAS A TEMPERATE BUT NEVERTHELESS FULL FLOW 
OF STRANGERS ACROSS THE STAGE AND UP AND DOWN ITS STAIRWAYS AND PASSAGESe 
THE MATURING OF EDDIE'S NEED TO DESTROY RODOLPHO WAS CONSEQUENTLY SEEN IN 
THE CONTEXT WHICH COU~D MAKE JT OF REAL MOMENT, FOR THE BETRAYAL ACHIEVES 
ITS TRUE PROPORTIONS AS JT FLIES IN THE FACE OF THE MORES ADMJNlSTERED BY 
EDDIE's CONSCIENCE - WHICH JS ALSO THE CONSCl~NCE OF HIS FRIENDS, CO-
WORKERS, AND NElGHBORS AND NOT JUST HTS OWN AUTONOMOUS CREATJONe THUS HIS 
1 00DNESSt CAME TO DISAPPEAR AS HE WAS SEEN IN CONTEXT, AS A CREATURE OF HIS 
ENVIRO~MENT AS WE~L AS AN EXCEPTION TO IT; AND WAEREAS ORIGINALLY THERE HAD 
BEEN ON~Y A REMOVED SENSE OF TERROR AT THE ONCOMING CATASTROPHE, NOW THERE 
WAs PITY AND, J THINK, THE KIND OF WONDER WHICH lT HAD BEEN MY AJM TO 
CREATE IN THE FIRST PLACEe fT WAS FINALLY POSSIBLE TO MOURN THIS MAN. 
11 eeeTHE THEATER IS ABOVE ALL ELSE AN INSTRUMENT OF PASSlONaeeSTYLE AND FORM 
eeeARE ONLY MEANS •• ~TO PRY UP THE WELL-WORNeeeSURFACES OF EXP£RlENCE BEHIND 
WHICH SWARM THE LIVING THOUGHTS AND FEELJNGS WHOSE EXPRESSION IS THE ESSEN-
TIAL PURPOSE OF ARTe J HAVE STOOD SQUARELY IN CONVENTlONAL REALISM; 
I HAVE TRlED TO EXPAND IT WITH AN IMPOSITlON OF VARIOUS FORMS IN ORDER TO 
SPEAK MORE DIRECTLYoooOF WHAT HAS MOVED ME BEHIND THE VISIBLE FACADES OF Ll~ o 
"••oiT IS THE PROPER AIM OF DRAMA TO BREAK DOWN THE LIMITS OF CONVENTIONAL 
UNAWARENESS AND ACCEPTANCE OF OUTMODED AND BANAL FORMS. 
11 oooTHE PRIME BUSINESS OF A PLAY IS TO AROUSE THE PASSIONS OF ITS AUDIENCE 
SO THAT BY THE ROUTE OF PASSION MAY BE OPENED UP NEW RELATIONSHIPSooo DRAM~ 
IS AKIN TO THE OTHER INVENTIONS OF MAN 'IN THAT IT OUGHT TO HELP US KNOW MORE 
AND NOT MERELY TO SPEND OUR FEELINGS. I 
11 THE ULTIMATE JUSTIFICATION FOR A GENUINE NEW FORM IS THE FNEW AND HEIGHTENEb 
CONSCIOUSNESS IT CREATES AND MAKES POSSIBLE- A CONSCIOUSNESS OF CAUSATION 
IN THE LIGHT OF KNOWN BUT HITHERTO INEXPLICABLE EFFECTS. 
''REALISM, HEIGHTENED OR CONVENTIGNAL, IS NEITHER MORE NOR LESS AN ARTIFICE, 
A SPECIES OF POETIC SYMBOLIZATION, THAN ANY OTHER FORMe IF IT IS USED AS A 
COVERING OF SAFETY AGAINST THE EVALUATION OF LIFE IT MUST BE OVE~THROWN,eoo 
A NEW POEM ON THE STAGE IS A NEW CONCEPT OF RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE ONE 
AND THE MANYoooAND TO CREATE IT REQUIRES GREATER ATTENTIONoooTO THE INEX-
ORABLE, COMMON, PERVASIVE CONDITIONS OF EXISTENCE IN THIS TIME AND THIS HOUR 
11THE IDEA OF hEALISM HAS BECOME WEDDED TO THE IDEA THAT MAN IS AT BEST THE 
SUM OF FORCES WORKING UPON HIM AND OF GIVEN PSYCHOLOGICAL FORCES WITHIN HIMo 
YEToooAN INNATE WILL DOES IN FACT POSIT ITSELFoooBECAUSE HOWEVER CLOSELY HE 
IS MEASURED AND SYSTEMATICALLY ACCOUNTED FOR, HE IS MORE THAN THE SUM OF HIS 
STIMULI AND IS UNPREDICTABLE BEYOND A CERTAIN POINTe 
11A NEW POEM WILL APPEAR BECAUSE A NEW BALANCE HAS BEEN STRUCK WHICH EMBRACES 
BOTH DETERMINISM AND THE PARADOX OF WILLe IF THERE IS ONE LUNSEEN GOAL 
TOWARD WHICH EVERY PLAY IN THIS BOOK STRIVES, IT IS THAT VERY DISCOVERY AND 
ITS PROOF -THAT WE ARE MADE AND Y~~ ARE MORE THAN WHAT MADE Us.ll 
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11 TENNESSEE: WJ.l..LIAMS AND ARTHUR MILLER 11 BY W. OAVJ D SIEVERS~ 
FREUD ON BROADWAY, HERMiTAGE House:, Ne:w YORK, 1955 
."•••HIS NAME (WtLLTAMS) IS SYNONYMOUS WITH SEX ON THE STAGEeoeHE CAN DRAMA 
TJZE THE FIERCE HUNGER Or PASS)ONoaoA UNlQUE FEELING FOR THE FRUSTRATION 
OF LONELINESS., • .HE HAS SPECtAL 1 NSI GHT [ NTO 'I:'HE MENTAL PROCESSES OF 
WITHDRAWAL AND DISGUISE. 
11
o .. IT (THE GLASS MENAGERIE) STATES ;-HE MAJOR THEME IN WtLLJAMsl WORK: 
THE TRAGEDY.Or THE INDIVIDUAL WHO IS OUT OF TOUCH WJ'rH REALITY. 
11 ToM: MAN JS BY INSTINCT A LOVERt A HUNTERt A FlGHTEReeo 
AMANDA: MAN IS BY INSTINCT! OoNtT QUOTE lNSTJNCT TO ME! INSTINCT ts 
SOMETHING THAT PEOPLE HAVE GOT AWAY FROM! fT BELONGS TO THE ANIMALS! 
CHRISTIAN ADUkTS DON~T WANT JT! 
" .... THROUGH o. H. lAWRENCE, WtLLJ.AMS HAS APPARENTLY ABSORBED THE FREUD1AN 
CONCEPT OF SEX AS tTHE PRIMAL LIFE URGE,t AND THE REPRESSION OF I'r AS A 
DJST.RT!ON FOR THE lNOtVJDUAL OR SOClETYo 
11 fN A STREETCAR NAMED DESlRE ••• WtLLIAMS HAS DEPICTED PROFOUNDLY THE 
ORIGINS AND GROWTH OF SCHIZOPHRENIAeeaBLANCHE STRUGGLING TO MASTER HER 
CONFLICT]NG DRIVES OF SEX AND SUPER-EGOeee 
11 As THE VARIOUS DOORS OF ESCAPE ARE CLOSED TO HER AND SHE FJNDS STANLEY 
ACROSS HER ONE REMAINING PATH, HER MlND 16 UNABLE TO COPE WITH THIS 
1MPOSSJBLE CONFLtCTe 
11(T JS NOT MERELY AN ACADEMIC ISSUE TO TEST A PLAY SUCH AS STREETCAR BY 
THE CLASSIC AR1STOTEL(AN STANDARDS, FOR WJTH IT MUCH Or THE MODERN DRAMA 
MAY sTAND OR FALLe As KAZAN POINTS OUT, BLANCHE IS A CHARACTER OF SOME 
DIGNITY WHO STRIVES TO RISE ABOVE HER CJRCUMSTANCESeeeWJLLIAMS ACHIEVED 
THE TRAGIC IRONY OF SOPHOCLES lN THE DISCREPANCY BETWEEN REAL1TY AND 
BLANCHE'S DISTORTED lMPRESSfON Or lTe ARJSTOTELJ,ANS BALK ... oAT THE FACT 
THAT BLANCHE ACHIEVES NO JNS1GHT ••• (suT)REGRESSES UNTIL HER FINAL EXIT 
IS MADE WJTH NO SUBLIME TRAGIC AWARENESS OP ~HE FORCES THAT DETERMINED 
HER DESTtNY. BUT THERE IS AN ESCAPE FROM THE DILEMMA- MODERN PSYCHOLOGY 
SUGGESTS A RE-INTERPRETATION OF ARISTOTLE THAT RESTORES STREETCAR TO THE 
RANK OF TRAGlC DRAMAeeeSJMPLY TH~T ALTHOUGH BLANCHE CLOSES HER MTND TO ANY 
AWARENESS AS SHE ESCAPES TO PSYCHOSIS 7HE INSIGHT HAPPENS TO THE AUDJENCEe 
11WtLLtAMS IS ABLE TO DEPICT WITH HlS RAW POWER THE GROWTH OF PSYCHOSIS OUT 
OF SIMPLE PEFENSE MECHANlSMeeeBLANCHEJs TRAGEDY IS THAT OF THE INDlVlDUAL 
UNABLE TO INTEGRATE THE SEX DR£VE 1 TO RECONCILE THE PHYSICAL HUNGER WITH 
TENDER AND SPIRITUAL YEARNINGS. 
11 
• • • (THE ~(!OJ ENCE 1 S ABLE TO SAY) II THERE, BUT FOR THE GRACE OF WHATEVER 
MENTAL HEALTH 1 HAVE BEEN ABLE TO ACHlEVE, GO ]o 1 To UNDERSTAND AND 
PARTICIPATE JN BLANCHErS rATE IS TO EBCAP~ JT. 
11 eeeTHE INDJVlDUA~ts UNCONSCIOUS FORCES WHICH MAKE HIM A PSYCH]C CRJPP~E, 
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HELPLESS· TO DEAL WITH HIS ENVIRONMENTeeeWHETHER SHE (BLANCHE) IS LITERALLY 
DESTROYED OR WHETHER IT IS ONLY HER MIND SEEMS BUT A TECHNICALITYe IT IS A 
TRAGIC EXPERIENCE IN THE THEATRE TO PARTICIPATE IN THE DISINTEGRATION OF A 
PERSONALITY. 
(ON MILLER:) 
»TH~ SON HERE (CHRIS IN ALL MY SONS) HAS DEVOTION, EVEN WORSHIP, FOR HIS 
FATHER RATHER THAN HOSTILITY, BUT THE FEELINGS OF FATHER AS A Goo WHO CAN DC 
NO WRONG IS IN ITSELF A DENIAL (AND)eeeAT THE MOMENT OF CRISIS IN BOTH PLAYS 
WHEN THE FATHER IS SHORN OF HIS INFALLIBILITY AND REDUCED TO HUMAN SIZE, THE 
OLD OEDIPAL HATRED FLARES SO INTENSELY THAT THE SONS ARE AT THEIR FATHERS' 
THROATS. l 
11WHEN MILLER WAS ASKED IF HE HAD EVER SOUGHT FOR TECHNIQUES TO DRAMATIZE FOR 
THE AUDIENCE THE WORKINGS OF THE UNCONSCIOUSeeeHE REPLIED, 1ALWAYSe THE 
EXTERNALIZATION OF CONSCIOUS BUT REPRESSED AND UNCONSCIOUS THOUGHTS AND MO• 
TIVES IS THE BASIC.PROBLEM OF DRAMATIC STRUCTURE.' 
»GASSNER HAS CALLED IT (SALESMAN) •• eDRAME BOURGEOIS RATHER THAN GENUINE HI Gf-· 
TRAGEDYe TRUE, THERE IS NO ANAGNOROSIS~ NO RECOGNITION BY THE TRAGIC HERO 
OF THE REASON FfR HIS DOWNFALLeeeBUT THE ANAGNOROSIS IS THERE, AND IS GIVEN 
INSTEAD TO BIFF • WHO IS PURGED OF HIS FATHER-HOSTILITY WHEN HE COMES TO SEE 
HIS FATHER FOR WHAT L~E ISe THE FINAL DIGNITY IS GIVEN TO WILLY BY HIS 
WIFE,2• BY THE MAJESTY WITH WHICH SHE ENDOWS HIMe 
1. IN A VIEW FROM THE BRIQGE, I BELIEVE EVERYONE BUT EDDIE RECOGNIZES THE 
REASON FOR HIS DOWNFALL. 
2. IN~. 1 BELIEVE EDDIE 1s GIVEN DIGNITY BY ALFIERI's E~rLoGuE. 
OTHER SIMILARITIES BETWEEN MtLLERPs EARLIER WORKS AND YIEW INCLUDE: 
IN ALL MY SONS CHRIS SAYS OF HIS FATHER: 11 (SN 1T Ho-GREAT GUY?Il WHICH 
REELECTS CATHERINE 1S INITIAL FEELING ABOUT EDDIEe 
AGAIN, IN ~t KELLER SAYS TO CHRIS; 111 DID IT FOR YOUell WHICH IS 
ANALOGOUS TO EDDIE'S ATTITUDE TOWARDS CATHERINEe 
LASTLY FROM SONS, CHRIS SAYS TO HIS FATHER: 11 1 KNOW YOU 1RE NO WORSE 
THAN MOST MEN, BU~THOUGHT YOU WERE BETTER. I NEVER SAW YOU AS A MANe 
SAW YOU AS MY FATHERell fF CATHERINE WERE INTELLECTUALLY INTROSPECTIVE AND 
VERBA~, SHE WOULD EXPRESS THESE SAME THOUGHTS ABOUT EDDIEe 
IN DEATH OF A SALESMAN, LINDA SAYS TO HER SONS OF WILLIE: 11 8UT 
HUMAN BEING, AND A TERRIBLE THING IS HAPPENING TO HIMe So ATTENTION 
PAIDeeeATTENTION, ATTENTION MUST FINALLY BE PAID TO SUCH A PERSONe 11 
IS SAYING IN EFFECT MUCH THE SAME THING ABOUT EDDIE CARBONEe 
HEtS A 
MUST BE 
MILLER 
0 
liON THE WATERF'RONT 11 BY ERtC BENTLE:V 
WHAT Js THEATRE:?, BEACON PRESS, BOSTON, 1956 
(A REPRINT OF' HIS ORIGINAL REVIEW WHICH APPE:ARED TN THE NEW REPUBLIC) 
11 THE CLIMAX OF' BOTH MOVIE (ON THE WATERFRONT) AND PLAY IS REACHED WHEN THE 
PROTAGONIST GIVES JNF'ORMATJON TO THE POLICE WHICH LEADS TO THE ARRESt OF' 
SOME OF' HlS ASSOClATESe 
trWHAT ~S SURPRISING, OR AT ANY RATE APPALLJNG, IS THAT BOTH STORIES SEEM TC 
HAVE BEEN CREATED IN THE F'lRST PLACE LARGELY TO POINT UP THIS VIRTUE AND 
THAT EVIL RESPECTIVELY. WHAT A PJTYeeeTHAT BOTH MEN EMPTY IT OF' A~L CON-
TENT AND GJVE us, INSTEAD OF' THE CONF'LlCT THAT LIFE OF'F'ERS AND THAT 
DRAMATIC ART DEMANDS, MERE MELODRAMATIC PREACHMENT. INeae~t TRUTH-
LlF'E t~ ITS CONCRETENESS - JS OBSCURRED BY A F'OG OF' ~ALSE RHETORlCeeeAND 
OBSERVEeeeTHE USE OF POETRYe 
u:eeaAS F'OR THE GREEK TRAGEDY INSISTED UPON lN PREFACE AND PLAY Al..iKE, HE 
WOULD HAVE BEEN WELL-ADVISED TO LET ~16 STORY BEC.ME GREEK BY JTS OWN 
POIGNANCY AND GRANDEUR AND NOT BY CHORAL TlPS TO THE AUDIENCE. 
''A VIEW fRoM THE BRJDGE HAS HAD A CURIOUS FATE IN THE THEATRE. A TREMEN-
DOUS HIT ON THE ROAD, IT HAD A COOL RECEPTJON F'ROM THE MANHATTAN PAPERS; 
YET THE ADVANCE SALE WAS CONSIDERABLE, AND tT WILL HAVE A RUN OF' SEVERAL 
MONTHS a 
liMR. MILLER SAYS HE JS ATTEMPTING A SYNTHESIS OF' THE SOCIAL AND THE PSYCHO-
LOG)CAL1 AND THOUGH ONE MAY NOT SEE ANY SYNTHESIS, ONE CERTAINLY SEES THE 
THESIS AND THE ANTt-THEStSo [N FACT, ONE NEVER KNOWS WHAT A MiLLER PLAY 
lS ABOUT, POLITICS OR SEX. AND YOU MAY SAY OF'~ THAT tT ISN 1T ABOUT IN-
FORMING, IT's ABOUT INCEST AND HOMOSEXUALITY. THIS ARGUMENT ALWAYS CONSTI-
TUTES A SORT OF' ALlBI F'OR THE AUTHOR (ASeeeROBERT WARSHOW SAID IN THE BEST 
ANALYStS OF MRe MtLLER VET WRITTEN)! (COMMENTARY, MARCH, 1953) NOR JS THE 
SEX STORY lN VIEW AS PERFORMED, SATISFACTORY IN ITSELF'. MUCH {S MADE OF' 
FALSE ACCUSATION; VET WE D9N 1F' F'EEL SURE THAT THE ACCUSATION IS FALSE. 
11AF'TERTHOUGHTS 11 - THE INFORMER THEME 
UJusT HOW IMPORtANT THAT THEME IS TN THE PLAY HAS BEEN DISCUSSED BY MANY, 
••• MtLLER (To MURRAY KEMPTON IN THE NEW YORK PosT)eeoiNSISTED THAT, HAD HE 
WANTED TO WRJTE ABOUT POLITICAL lNFORMING 1 HE WOULD HAVE OPENLY DONE SOe 
"••eHOW CAN POLITICAL INTERPRETATlON OF HIS WORK COME AS A SURPRISE TO MRe 
MILLER? HJS PLAYS DO STRIKE PEOPLE AS POLJTJCALoaeHOWARD FAST SAID (THE 
DAILY WORKER, NOVEMBER B, 1955) • ••• IN (~)eoeMILLER DEALS DIRECTLV~D 
HEROICALLY WITH THE PROBLEM OF BETRAVALaeaALL ELSE JS SECONDARY TO THAT 
F'ACT; ••• HE TAKES OUT OF ANCIENT lTALtAN AND HUMAN TRADlTIONeoeTHE AWESOME 
AND FRIGHTENED SITUATION OF THAT MAN WHO BY BECOMING ANdlNF'ORMER, LAYS UPON 
HIMSELF AN IRREVOCABLE CURSE? 1 
THE Se:x STORY 
"STUDYING THE PRINTED TEXT OF THE PLAY I CONCLUDE THAT THE CONFUSION WAS 
CREATED BY WRONG CASTING AND DIRECTION. IN THE SCRIPT, THE SUGGESTION 
THAT THE YOUNG MAN MAY BE HOMOSEXUAL IS MUCH LESS STRONG 1 IF INDEED, IT 
EXISTS AT ALLe DISCONCERTED BY M}STAKES IN THE PRODUCTJON 1 I FAILED 1 
MOREOVER, TO NOTE IN THE THEATRE A POINT OF PSYCHOLOGY WHICH JS PRETTY 
CLEAR IN THE SCRIPT: THAT THERE IS UNCONSCIOUS HOMOSEXUALITY IN THE 
FATHERe THAT IS THE REAL REASON, AS IT TURNS OUT, THAT HE KISSES THE 
BOY, AND IT PROVIDES THE UNDER-LYING MOTIF OF THE ELOQUENT AND EXPRESSIVE 
SCENE - MILLER AT HIS BEST - WHERE THE FATHER GOES TO THE LAWYER 1S OFFICE 
FOR ADVICEe 
"•••THE INJUSTICE DONE TO THE SCRIPT WAS REFLECTED IN NEARLY ALL THE 
REVIEWS OF THE PRODUCTION, INCLUDING MY OWN. HOWARD FAST WAS DELIGHTED 
eee(WITH THE PRODUCT110N) WHICH WAS SUCH AS TO UNDERLINE THE SOCIAL 
DRAMA AND CONFUSE THE PSYCHOLOGICAL ISSUES. A VtEW FROM THE BRIDGE WAS 1 
J BELIEVE, THE BEST AMERICAN PLAY OF THE 1955-1956 SEASONeo• 
30. 
"VIEWING A VIEW FROM·THE BRJDGE 11 BY ARTHUR MILLER 
THEATRE ARTS, VOLUME XL, NUMBER 9, 8EPTEMBER 1 1956 
(THIS WAS AN EXCERPT FROM THE PREFACE MR. MIL~ER WROTE FOR THE BOOK, A VIEW 
FROM THE BRID~E, PUBLISHED BY VIKING PRESs.) 
11 A VIEW FROM THE BRJDGE IS IN ONE ACT BECAUSE, ••• I DID NOT KNOW HOW TO PULL 
THE CURTAIN DOWN ANYWHERE BEFORE ITS ENDe •••lT IS PRACTICALLY A FULL-
LENGTH PLAYe•eNEEDING ONLY THE ADDITION OF A LITTLE MATERIAL TO MAKE JT 
OBVIOUS AS SUCHe 
11 THAT LIT'TLE MATERIAL .. eSEEMED TO ME.,eeEXACTLY WHAT IT OUGHT NOT TO HAVE:o 
LIKE A MEMORY OF Two MONDAYS, THIS PLAY HAS BEEN IN THE BACK OF MY HEAD FOR 
MANY YEARSe AND, AS WITH THE FORMER, ( HAVE BEEN ASKING OF IT WHY IT WOULD 
NOT GET ANY LONGER. THE ANSWER OCCURRED FINALLY THAT ONE OUGHT TO SAY ON 
THE STAGE AS MUCH AS ONE KNOWS, AND THISaoeiS WHAT J KNOW ABOUT THESE SUB-
JECTS. 
11 THIS IS NOT TO SAY THAT THERE IS NOTHING MORE I COULD TELL·ABOUT ANY OF 
THE PEOPLE INVOLVEDeee FURTHERMORE, ALL THE CUES TO GREAT LENGTH OF TREAT-
MENT ARE THERE IN A VtEW FROM THE BRIDGE. IT IS WtDE OPEN FOR A TOTALLY 
SUBJEICT.r'V'e: :TF~EATMENT, I NVOLVI NG 1 AS IT DOES, SEVERAL E:LEMENTS WHICH FASHION 
HAS PERMITTED US TO CONSIDER DOWN TO THE LAST DETAILa THERE ARE 1 AFTER ALL 
AN INCESTUOUS MOTIF, HOMOSEXUALITY, AND, AS f SHALL NO DOUBT SOON DISCOVER, 
ELEVEN OTHER NEUROTIC PATTERNS HIDDEN WITHIN tT, AS WELL AS THE QUESTION OF 
CODES. IT WOULD BE RIPE FOR A SLOWLY EVOLVING DRAMA THROUGH WHICH THE 
HERO'S ANTECEDENT LIFE FORCES MIGHT, ONE BY ONE, BE BROUGHT TO LlFE UNTIL 
WE KNOW HIS RELATIONSHIPS TO HIS PARENTS, HIS UNCLES, HIS GRANDMOTHER? AND 
THE INCIDENT IN HIS LJFE WHICH, WHEN REVEALED TOWARD THE END OF THE SECOND 
ACT, IS CLEARLY WHAT DROVE HIM INEVITABLY TO HIS DISASTER. 
IIBuT AS MANY TIMES AS I HAVE BEEN LED BACKWARD INTO EDDIE's LIFE, 'DEEPER 1 
INTO THE SUBJECTIVE FORCES THAT MADE HIM WHAT HE EVIDENTLY IS, A COUNTER-
IMPULSE DREW ME BACKe IT WAS A SENSE OF FORM, THE SHAP.E OF THIS WORK WHICH 
[ SAW FIRST SPAREL.Yeee WHAT STRUCK ME FIRST ABOUT THIS TALE WHEN I HEARD 
IT ONE NIGHT IN MY NEIGHBORHOOD WAS HOW DlRECTLYeeelT DID EVOLVE. IT 
SEEMED TO MEeeeTHAT ITS VERY BARENESSeeeWAS ITS WISDOM AND EVEN JTS CHARM, 
AND MUST NOT BE TAMPERED WITH. IN THJS INSTANCE, TO CLEAVE TO HIS STORY 
WAS TO CLEAVE TO THE MAN, FOR THE NAIVETE WITH WHICH EDDIE CARBONE ATTACKED 
HIS APPARENT ENEMY 1 eeeTHE CLARITY WITH WHICH HE SAW A WRONG COURSE OF 
ACTION - THESE QUALITIES OF THE EVENTS THEMSELVESeeaSEEMED TO ME MORE 
PSYCHOLOGICALLY TELLING THAN A CONVENTIONAL INVESTIGATION IN WIDTH WHICH 
WOULD NECESSARILY RELAX THAT CLEAR, CLEAN LlNE OF HIS CATASTROPHE. 
11THIS PLAY FALLS JNTO A SINGLE ACT, ALSO, BECAUSE I SAW THE CHARACTERS 
PURELY IN TERMS OF THEIR ACTION AND BECAUSE THEY ARE A KIND OF PEOPLE, WHO 
WHE~ INACTIVE, HAVE NO NEW SIGNIFICANT DEFINITION AS PEOPLE. •••( AM TIRED 
SF DOCUMENTATION WHICHoeeDOES NOT ADD ANYTHING TO OUR COMPREHENSION OF THE 
TALe: 1s ESSENCE& IN SO WRITING, I HAVE MADE THE ASSUMPTION THAT THE AUDJENC 
IS LIKE ME AND WOULD LIKE TO SEE, FOR ONCE, A FINE, HIGH, ALWAYS VISIBLE 
ARC OF FORCES MOVING IN FULL VlEW TO A SINGLE EXPLOSION. 
31. 
"THERE WAS, AS WELL, ANOTHER CONSIDERATION THAT HELD ORNAMENTATION BACKe 
WHEN ( HEARD THIS TALE FIRST IT SEEMED TO ME THAT I HAD HEARD IT BEFORE, 
VERY LONG AGOe AFTER A TIME I THOUGHT mHAT IT MUST BE SOME RE-ENACTMENT OF 
A GREEK MYTH WHICH WAS RINGING A LONG-BURIED BELL IN MV OWN SUBCONSCIOUS 
MJNDe I HAVE NOT BEEN ABLE TO FIND SUCH A MYTH, AND VET THE CONVICTJON PER-
SISTS, ~NO FOR THAT REASON I WISHED NOT TO INTERFERE WITH THE MYTH-LIKE 
MARCH OF THE TALE. THE THOUGHT HAS OFFEN OCCURRED TO ME THAT THE TW0 1SUB-
MARINES,I THE IMMIGRANTS WHO COME TO EDDIE FROM ITALY, SET OUT, AS JT WERE, 
TWO THOUSAND YEARS AGOe THERE WAS SUCH AN IRONBOUND PURITY IN THE AUTO-
NOMIC EGOCENTRICITY OF THE AJMS OF EACH OF THE PERSONS INVOLVED THAT THE 
WEAVING TOGETHER OF THEIR LIVES SEEMED ALMOST THE WORK OF A FATEe ( HAVE 
TRIED TO PRESS AS FAR AS MV REASON CAN GO TOWARD DEFINING THE OB~ECTIVE AND 
SUBJECTIVE ELEMENTS THAT MADE THAT FATE 1 BUT I MUST CONFESS THAT IN THE END 
A MYSTERY REMAINS FOR LME, AND f HAVE NOT ATTEMPTED TO CONCEAL THAT FACTe I 
KNOW A GOOD MANY WAYS TO EXPLAIN THIS STORY, BUT NONE OF THEM FILLS ITS OUT-
LINE COMPLETELY• ( WROTE IT IN ORDER TO DlSCOVER 1TS MEANINGS COMPLETELY, 
AND I HAVE NOT GOT THEM ALL VET, FOR THERE JS A WONDER REMAINING FOR ME 
EVEN NOW 1 A KIND OF EXPECTATION THAT DERIVES, J THINK, FROM A SENSE OF HAVJN~ 
SOMEHOW STUMBLED UPON A HALLOWED TALE. 
"THE FORM OF THIS PLAV 1 FINALLY, HAD A SPECIAL ATTRACTION FOR ME BECAUSE, 
ONCE THE DECISION WAS MADE TO TELL IT WITHOUT AN EXCESS LJNEt THE PLAY TOOK 
A HARDER, MORE OBJECTIVE SHAPE• IN EFFECT, THE FORM ANNOUNCES IN THE FIRST 
MOMENTS OF THE PLAY THAT ONLY THAT WILL BE TOLD WHICH IS COGENT, AND THAT 
THIS STORY IS THE ONLY PART OF EDDIE CARBONElS LIFE WORTH OUR NOTICE, AND 
THEREFORE NO EFFORT WILL BE MADE TO DRAW IN ELEMENTS OF HIS LIFE THAT ARE 
BENEATH THESE, THE MOST TENSE AND MEANINGFUL OF HIS HOURSe THE FORM IS WHAT 
IT IS BECAUSE ITS AIM IS TO RECREATE MY OWN FEELING TOWARD THIS TALE -
NAMELY, WONDERMENT. IT JS NOT DESIGNED PRIMARILY TO DRAW TEARS OR LAUGHTER 
FROM AN AUDIENCE BUT TO STRIKE A PARTICULAR NOTE OF ASTONISHMENT AT THE WAY 
IN WHICH, AND THE REASONS FOR WHICH, A MAN WILL ENDANGER AND RISK AND LOSE 
HIS VERY LIFEe 
THe ReADeR's CoMPANION TO WoRLD LITERATURE, New AMERICAN LIBRARY, New YORK, 
1956 
''ELECTRA" 
11 THUS IN ELECTRA (EURIPEDES) REVENGE REQUIRES NO SUPERNATURAL INCITING OR 
MANIPULATION BUT HAS ITS ORIGIN AND ~USTJFJCATION IN THE SOULS Or THOSE 
MOST DIRECTLY CONCERNED••• 
"•••RATHER THAN LOOK BEYOND THE CLOUDS FOR A SUPREME ~UDGMENT 1 THEY (THE 
AUDIENCE) WERE TO CONCENTRATE ON THE BASIC NATURE AND QUALITIES OF HIS HERO~ • 
11 THE HEROINES OF BOTH PLAYS (ELECTRA AND MEDEA) ARE DRIVEN BY A PASSION FOR 
REVENGE, ••• AND THE STRENGTH OF BOTH WOMEN LIES IN THEIR RELENTLESS PURSUIT 
OF THEIR OB~ECTe THEIR LUST FOR REVENGE EVENTUALLY GROWS SO GREAT THAT IT 
FILLS THEIR LIVES COMPLETELY, BECOMES THE SOLE CONTENT AND PURPOSE OF THEIR 
EXISTENCE, AND GROWS GREATER THAN THEMSELVESe 11 
110RESTEI A11 
''•••THE ORESTEIA IS MORE THAN ••• REVENGE .. eMOTIVATED BY RELENTLESS FATE••• 
AESCHYLUS 1 CONCEPT OF FATE DOES NOT MERELY REFER TO WHAT IS ~NEVITABLY TO BE 
BUT ALSO INDICATES A MORAL FORCE THAT SPRINGS FROM HUMAN NATURE ITSELF. 
CLYTEMNESTRA 1S INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY IS STRICTLY IN ACCORD WITH WHAT 
AESCHYLUS LMEANS BY FATE. (THE EVENTS), ALL PART OF THE MACHINATIONS OF 
DIVINE FATE, ARE NEVER COMPLETELY REMOVED FROM THE WHOLE QUESTION OF INDIV~D 
UAL GUILT. 11 
11 PHAEDRA 11 
11 THE PASSIONS ARE EXHIBITED ONLY WITH THE PURPOSE OF SHOWING THE DISORDER 
INTO WHICH THEY LEAD USe•• 
lljJJA FASCINATING AND BEAUTIFULLY EXECUTED STVDY OF A WOMAN CONSUMED BY AN 
UNUSUAL PASSION WHICH SHE CAN NEITHER APPROVE NOR CONTROL.q 
33· 
II I HE 0 I LEMMA OF" ARTHUR Ml LLER 11 BY JOHN HOWAR 0 LAVISON 
THEORY AND TEcHNIQUE OF" PLAYWRIGHTING, DRAMABOOK, H1LL AND WANG, NEw YoRK, 
1960 
0THE PREMISE THAT EVIL IS A CURSE WRITTEN ON MANIS SOUL REAPPEARS IN A VIEW 
FROM THE BRIDGE PRODUCED TWO YEARS ArTER THE CRUCIBLE. 
11 eeeTHE BACKGROUND STORY OF" A MAN'S PASSION F"OR A YOUNG GIRL HAS NOW BEEN 
BROUGHT INTO THE F"OREGROUNDe EDDIE CARBONE 1S HALF"-fNCESTUOUS DESIRE F"OR HIS 
NIECE IS THE F"OCAL POINT Or THE ACTION; IT MOTIVATES THE DENOUEMENT, HIS 
DEATH IS RETRIBUTION F"OR HIS HAVING BECOME AN INF"ORMERe 
11 THE DIF"F"ICULTY LIES IN THE CONCEPT OF" AN INEVITABLE rATE DRIVING EDDIE TO 
HIS DOOM. THERE COULD BE PO~ENT TRAGEDY IN A MANis F"IXATION ON HIS ADOPTED 
DAUGHTER. BUT THIS TRAGEDY OF" F"AMILY LirE IS NOT CONTRIVED BY DESTINY. IN 
ATTRIBUTING EDDIE 1S EMOTIONAL INSTABILITY TO A POWER BEYOND HIS CONTROL, THE 
AUmHOR ATTEMPTS TO GIVE HIM DIGNITY, BUT ONLY SUCCEEDS IN MAKING HIM ABSURDe 
"EDDIE IS AN EXISTENTIALIST HERO, ~USTIF"YING HIS PASSION IN A WORLD THAT HAS 
CEASED TO HAVE MORAL MEANING TO HIM.1. HIS DESIRE TO ACT, TO CONeUMMATE HIS 
LOVE, MUST MAKE HIM A CRIMINALe2• HE IS RELATED TO BOTH THE CALIGULA OF" 
CAMUS AND THE MINDLESS SYMBOLS Or MASCULINITY ~N THE PLAYS OF" TENNESSEE 
WILLIAMS. THE CLIMATE OF" EVIL WHICH IS THE CONDITION OF" THE ACTION IS IN-
VALIDATED IN THE CLIMAX: WE ARE ASKED TO F"ORGIVE EDDIE F"OR HIS lmCESTOOUS 
LOVE~ BECAUSE HE CANNOT AVOID ITj AND TO BLAME HIM F"OR BECOMING AN INF"ORMER 
BECAUSE THIS ACTION RELATES TO SOCIETY AND MUST BE ~UDGED IN ITS SOCIAL CON-
TEXTe 
"(IN THE ORIGINAL EPILOGUE) EDDIE 1S rATE IS EXPLAINED IN FREUDIAN TERMS, HE 
IS DRIVEN BY IMPULSES GOING BACK INTO THE DARK PASTe THESE INNER DRIVES 
AF"F"ECT ALL OF" us, BUT THE TIME MAY COME WHEN WE ESCAPE F"ROM THE ANCESTRAL 
CURSEe 
11 (1N THE REVISED EPILOGUE) MILLER HAS ESCAPED F"ROM THE FREUDIAN MYTH TO IN-
VENT A CONTRARY MYTH OF" HIS OWN: HE HAS REVERSED THE CONCEPT Or EDDI.E 1S 
GUILT AND MADE HIM 1PERVERSELY PUREe 1 THE REF"ERENCE T0 1SETTLING F"OR HALF",D 
HAS BEEN EXPANDED TO MAKE EDDIE GUILTLESS, AND EVEN, IN A S~NSE, AN AD-
MIRABLE F"IGUREe IT IS DIF"F"ICULT TO UNDERSTAND WHAT IS MEANT BY SET·TLING F"OR 
HALF": WOULD IT HAVE BEEN A COMPROMISE TO LET HIS NIECE MARRY AND TO RESUME 
A NORMAL EXISTENCE WITH HIS WlrE?3• DID HE F"ULF"ILL 1HIMSELF" PURELY 1 BY 
CALLING THE IMMIGRATION AUTHORITIES TO ARREST HIS WIF"E 1S COUSINS? 
1. J DISAGREE. THE WORLD VERY MUCH HAS A MORAL MEANING F"OR EDDIE; ALL HIS 
ATTEMPTS, EXCEPT ONE, TO JUSTIF"Y HIS P~SSION ARE DONE WITHIN THE F"RAME-
WORK OF" THAT MEANINGe 
2. ONLY HIS INF"ORMING BECOMES CRIMINAL, AND NOWHERE DOES HE SAY ANYTHING 
ABOUT WANTING TO CONSUMMATE HIS LOVE- HE F"IERCELY DENIES THISe 
3• YEs, IT WOULD HAVE BEEN A COMPROMISE OF" EDDIE 1S SUB-CONSCIOUS COMMIT-
MENT TO HIS PASSION, OR HIS CONSCIOUS COMMITMENT TO PROTECT CATHERINE. 
34. 
"MILLER AAS SAID THAT PATHOS COMES EASILY TO HIM, BUT HE WANTS TO ACHIEVE TH 
'GREATNESS OF TRAGEDY. THERE IS PATHOS IN THE PLIGHT Or eEOPLE DRIVEN BY 
FATE. BUT THERE IS NEITHER TRAGIC SPEENDOR NOR COMIC VITALITY IN PEOPLE WHO 
HAVE LOST THEIR WILLe FALSE CONCEPTS Or MAN 1 S RELATION TO REALITY INHIBIT 
THEATRICAL INVENTIVENESS AND RARALYZE THE CREATIVE IMAGINATION. 
»THE DRAMA'OF OUR TIME IS BEING ENACTED BY THOSE MILLIONS WHO REFUSE TO AC-
CEPT THE 1 ABSURDITY 1 Or EXISTENcE, WHO LIVE, AND IF NECESSARY, DIE, TO GIVE 
LIFE MEANING.»1. 
1. THIS, IN MY OPINION, IS EXACTLY WHAT EDDIE DOES. 
35· 
11A DESCRIPTION OF' THE SET USED IN THE NEW YORK PRODUCTION" 
A VIEW FROM THE BRIDGE, DRAMATISTS PLAY SERVICE, NEW YORK, 1957 
"THE STREET AND HOUSE FRONT OF' A TENEMENT BUILDINGe THE FRONT IS SKELETAL 
ENTIRELY. THE MAIN ACTING AREA IS THE LIVING ROOM-DINING ROOM OF EDDIE'S 
APARTMENT. JT IS A WORKERrS FLAT, CLEAN, SPARSE, HOMELYo THIS ROOM IS 
SLIGHTLY ELEVATED FROM THE STAGE FLOOR AND IS SHAPED IN A FREE-·FORM DES I GNEC 
TO CONTAIN THE ACTING SPACE REQUIRED, AND THAT IS ALLo AT ITS BACK IS AN 
OPAQUE WALL-LIKE SHAPE, AROUND WHOSE RIGHT AND LEFT SIDES RESPECTIVELY EN-
TRANCES ARE MADE TO AN UNSEEN KITCHEN AND BEDROOMS. ,80WNSTAGE, STILL IN 
THIS ROOM, AND TO THE LEFT, ARE TWO COLUMNAR SHAPES ENDING IN AIR, AND IN-
DICATING THE HOUSE FRONT AND ENTRANCEo SUSPENDED OVER THE ENTIRE FRONT IS 
AN ARCHITECTURAL ELEMENT INDICATING A PEDIMENT OVER THE COLUMNS, AS WELL AS 
THE FACING OF A TENEMENT BUILDING. THROUGH THIS ENTRANCE A STAIRWAY IS SEE~ 
BEGINNING AT FLOOR LEVEL OF THE ~IVING-DINING ROOM, THEN CURVING UPSTAGE ANE 
AROUND THE BACK TO THE SECOND-FLOOR LANDING OVERHEAD. A STOOP IS BEFORE THE 
APARTMENT HOUSE DOWN LEFTo A ROCKER STANDS DOWN LEFT IN THE ROOM, AND A 
ROUND DINING TABLE IS AT CENTER WITH THREE CHAIRS AROUND ITo ON THE TABLE 
IS A BOWL WITH APPLES. A KEROSENE SPACE HEATER IS UP CENTER, BETWEEN THE 
KITCHEN AND BEDROOM DOORS. A RADIO-PHONOGRAPH WITH RECORDS STANDS UP LEFTo 
A STOQL IS RIGHT OF THE TABLE, AND ANOTHER STOOL IS DO\'YIJ. CENTER. A HAT 
STAND IS DO'v/N LEFT NEAR THE ENTRANCE T.O THE APARTMENT • DOWNSTAGE CENTER IS 
THE STREET. AT THE RIGHT, FORESTAGE, AGAINST THE PROSCENIUM ARE A DESK AND 
A CHAIR BELONGING TO MR. ALFIERI, WHOSE OFFICE THIS IS, AND A COAT HOOK OR 
RACKo A STOOL LEFT OF THE DESK. NEAR THE LAW OFFICE, BUT SEPARATED FROM 11 
IS A LOW IRON RAILING, SUCH AS MIGHT FORM A BARRIER ON A STREET TO GUARD A 
BASEMENT STAIR• AT LEFT, DOWNSTAGE, A TELEPHONE SOOTH. THIS IS NOT USED 
UNTIL THE LAST SCENES, SO IT MAY BE COVERED OR LEFT IN VIEW. RAMPS REPRE-
SENtiNG THE STREET RUN UPSTAGE AND OFF TO RIGHT AND LEFTe 11 
11 A DESCRIPTION OF THE SET USED tN THE LONDON PRODUCTIONS'' 
A VIEW FROM THE BRlDGE, DRAMATISTS PLAY SERVICE, NEw YoRK, 1957 
11 AN ALTERNATE SET WASe .. USED IN THE LONDON PRODUCTION. WHJLE MORE 
ELABORATE IN CONSTRUCTION IT CREATES A GREATER SENSE OF IMMEDIACY. 
11 THE EXTERIOR OF THE HOUSE IS FORMED BY TWO WINGS WHICH COME TOGETHER AT 
CENTER, PAINTED IN BRICK DESlGNe THE RIGHT WJNG IS SOME THREE AND A HALF 
FEET THICK AND ALONG ITS TOP RUNS A PLATFORM BOUNDED BY AN OPENWORK RAILING, 
SUGGESTING A FIRE ESCAPE BALCONY. IN ITS DOWNSTAGE CORNER, WHERE IT MEETS 
THE LEFT WING, THERE IS AN OPEN BOOTH, SUGGESTING A TELEPHONE BOOTHe WHEN 
EDDIE MAKES THE PHONE CALL A DIAL PHONE IS ILLUMINATED WITHIN lT. 
11 THE LEFT WING CONSISTS OF A STRAIGHT STAIRWAY AND BANNISTER. ITS UPSTAGE 
SURFACE IS FILLED IN WITH A FLAT SO THAT THE INTERIOR CANNOT BE SEEN THROUG~ 
IT. THIS STAIRWAY IS BUILT, LIKE THE SOLID-APPEARING RIGHT WING, ON A 
TRUCKe 80TH ARE ~VNGED AT THEIR UPSTAGE CORNERS TO A WALL RUNNING THE 
WIDTH OF THE STAGE. WHEN THE INTERIOR }S WANTED, THE WINGS OPEN, AND THE 
UPSTAGE WALL IS ALSO A PLATFORM. A LITTLE TO THE RIGHT OF CENTER A FREE-
STANDING DOOR PROTRUDES ON TOP OF THIS WALL SO THAT ENTRANCE TO THE APART-
MENT JS GAINED BY ASCENDING THE STAIRWAY IN THE LEFT WING, THEN WALKING 
ALONG THE PLATFORM ON TOP OF THE BACK WALL TO THIS DOOR. THIS DOOR OPENS 
INTO ANOTHER STAIR DESCENDING INTO THE LIVING ROOM, THJS STAIR BEING 
BROKEN HALFWAY DOWN BW A LANDING BELOW WHICH THE STAIR TURNS LEFT FOR 
THREE FINAL STEPS. THE EFFECT IS THAT OF A BASEMENT APARTMENTe THE LEFT 
AND RIGHT INTERIOR WALLS ARE FORMED BY THE INTERIOR FLATS OF BOTH MOVEABLE 
WINGS. 
11 IN ADDITION, THE BACK WALL CONTINUES OFFSTAGE ON BOTH SIDES WITH DESCENDING 
STAIRWAYS, BOTH BANNJSTEREDe THE BACKDROP GIVES AN IMPRESSION OF SKY-
SCRAPERS, AND dUST BEHIND THE SET IN FRONT OF THE BACKDROP THE TOP OF A 
CRANE CAN B£ SEEN. THE IMPRESSJON OF THE WHOLE JS OF A MAZE OF STAIRS, 
AS THOUGH A NEIGHBORHOOD WERE CONSTRUCTED VERTICALLY, SO THAT FROM TIME 
TO TIME DURING THE ACTION STRANGERS MAY GO UP OR DOWN OR ALONG THE PLAT-
FORMS• ALso, RODOLPHO AND MARCO ARE PURSUED ALONG THEM BY THE POLICE. 
11 THE LIVING ROOM INTERIOR CONSISTS OF THE BACK WALL WITH THE ABOVE-
MENTIONED ENTRANCE STAIRWAY; TO THE LEFT OF IT IS A DOOR )NTO THE BEDROOMSe 
IN THE LEFT WALL, WHERE IT dOINS THE BACK, IS A DOOR TO A CUPBOARD OR 
CLOSET WHERE EDDIE LEAVES HIS COATe THE RIGHT WALL SHOWS A BUILT-IN 
SIDEBOARD WITH LITTLE DOORS UNDERNEATH WHERE LINENS MIGHT BE KEPT, AND 
ABOVE IT CATHERINE HAS PINNED UP PHOTOS OF MOVIE STARSe FURTHER DOWNSTAGE 
THERE IS A DOOR IN THIS WALL OPENING INTO THE UNSEEN KITCHEN. THE F'URNISH-
JNGS ARE QUITE THE SAME IN BOTH SETS. 
11 1N THE RIGHT WING IS A FLAT WHICH WHEN CLOSED IS THE STREET-SIDE WALL OF 
THE BUILDING, AND WH~N OPEN FORMS ONE OF THE TWO WALLS OF ALFIERI 1 S OFFICE. 
11THE WINGS WERE MOVED BY WINCHES UNDER THE STAGE, ONE FOR EACHe THE 
WINCHES, MANUALLY OPERATED, TURNED A RUBBER-TIRED ROLLER UNDER EACH WING•" 
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SCENES USED: 
RoDOLPHO AND CATHERINE: PPe 75 - 81 
EDDIE AND BEATRJCE: PPe 87- 92 
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BEATR]CE AND EDDIE: PPe 37 - 41 
MARCO, ALFIERI, RODOLPHO, AND CATHERINE; PPe101 - 104 
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 28TH - 3:30 P. M. 
AUDJ TJ ONED NJ NE F"RESHMEN THJ S ArTER NOON - F"OUR BOVS AND F"lVE Gl RLS 
BEGAN TO HAVE A MORE CONCRETE lDEA OF" WHAT ( WAS LOOKING F"OR - GOT EXCELLENT 
READINGS F"ROM EDELMAN (rOR BEATRICE), GERSTEL (rOR MARCO OR Louts) AND A 
UGOOD 11 READING F"ROM CHAMBERLAIN F"OR RoDOLPHOe WORKED LONG TIME ON CHAMBER-
LAIN- EXPLAJNJNG CHARACTER AND HIS RELATJONSHJPS- GOOD SENSJTIVJTV AND 
COMMUNICATION, BUT THE MASCULINE IMAGE AND DEEP VOICE STILL TOO STRONG F"OR 
EDDIE EVER TO HAVE ANVTHlNG TO GET THE HEEBEE-JEEBEES ABOUT- TRIED TO HAVE 
CHAMBERLAIN GO 11 F"EMJNJNE 11 - NOT EF"FEMlNATE- IN AN EF"F"ORT TO LIGHTEN HIS 
VOICE IN PARTJCULAR - ALSO TO'i:D HIM TO THINK ABOUT PETERSONislloPEN-F"ACE 11 
APPEARANCE- NO RESULT- EXCEPT A S~AlNED THTNNER VOICE- ALSO BEGAN TO 
HAVE SEEDS ~OF DOUBT (THANKS TO 80LOTIS WARNING) ABOUT CASTING A RODOLPHO 
WHO LOOKED YOUNGER THAN THE CATHERINE I HAD IN MIND- PETERSON STILL A STRON 
POSS)BJLITV F"OR THE MAJOR- KORNBLUTH GAVE A SENSITIVE READING OF" BOTH 
RoDOLPHO AND ALF"IERl BUT PERSONAL PREJUDJCE PROBABLY MADE F"OR SUBJECTIVE 
REACTIONS. 
MeNDAV, MARCH 4TH - 12:00 NOON 
THE STRONGEST POSSIBJLJTV FOR RODOLPHO- WHOM I HAD MENTALLY 
MOVED INTO OTHER POSSIBLE ROLES -EVEN ALF"IERJ - BECAUSE OF" DIF"F"ICULTJES 
PREVIOUSLY NOTED- LEFT ME A NOTE SAVING HE COULD NOT BE IN THE PLAV- A 
PHONE CALL CLAR)F"]ED THE REASONS - TENSION MOUNTING AS CASTING F"OR MAJOR 
DOESN 1T BEGlN TJL TOMORROW! 
TuESDAY, MARCH 5TH - 3:30 P. M. 
I SET UP SHOP JN THE "LIGHT ROOM 11 - GRABBED PEOPLE AS SOON AS THEV 
CAME OF"F MAl N STAGE - THE: II NATURAL" F"OR RODOLPHO READ WELL AND "NATURALLY" -
JF" A LITTLE UNSERIOUS ABOUT THE PROCEEDING- MAXWELL READ WELL F"OR CATHERINE 
BUT LOOKS TOO YOUNG- AND OCCAS}ONALLV SOUNDS TOO VOUNG- GOT AN AMAZING 
READING OUT OF" LHER ON THE SECOND TIME THROUGH WHEN SHE READ OPPOSITE PAUL 
ZAKRZEWSKI AS A F"AVOR- THE SPARKS F"LEW- AND ZAKRZEWSKI WAS EVEN READING 
AGAINST HIS BETTER JUDGMENT- AMSEL WAS DISAPPOINTING JN HIS READING- BENNJ G 
/ 
PROF"ICIENT AND EFFICIENT IN BOTH READINGS - BUT TOO GLACE? - HOPE SHE GETS A 
PART JN THE MAJOR. ZAKRZEWSKI SEEMS GREAT F"OR EDDIE- TOO OBVIOUS F"OR ME TO 
WANT TO CAST HIM? INTERESTING TO SEE WHERE MV PREJUDICES LIE - AT LEAST IN 
CASTJNG- BUT THEN- JF" JTIS JN THE INTERESTS OF" THE PLAV ARE THEY NOT JUST) 
F"IABLE? PONDEROSO READ ALFIERI VERV WELLe 
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 6TH - 2:00 P. M. 
BACK AT SFAA WITH MORE UPPERCLASSMEN - PARTICULARLY THOSE - AT 
F"IRST - WHO WERE DUE AT THEATRE AT 3:30 F"OR MAJOR CALL-SACKSe TOM WORTH GAV 
A MAGNJF"ICENT AND BEAUTIF"UL READING AS EDDIE- HIS HEJGHT AND VOUTHF"UL 
APPEARANCE NOTWITHSTANDING, HE COULD DO THE PART - BUT I HAVE AN EDDIE WHOSE 
HEIGHT AND LOOKS ARE MORE THE TYPE -WHEN I ASKED HIM TO PICK UP THE CHAJR 
HE REPLIED 11As EDDI E?fl AND WAS QUITE CHAGRJ NED WHEN I SAl D liAs MARCOe Jl DEL 
VECCHIO GAVE A GOOD READING AS ALFIERI- TWO ALF"IERt 1s AND NO MARcol LARRY 
WEEMAN GOOD POSSIBILITY FOR A MINOR ROLE. MANY GIRLS- TOO BAD SO FEW FEMAL 
PARTS - MOSTLY JEWISH GIRLS WHO LOOK (TALJAN- 8HARYN COHN GAVE A GOOD READ-
ING - SAME WITH LINDA KAUFMANN- BUT THE LATTER WAS .TOO JEWISH- EXCELLENT 
43. 
READING FROM LINDA DAHL AS CATHERINE- OPPOSITE BOB SOMMERS AS A STAND-IN 
RODOLPHO- MY FIRST EXPERIMENT IN PRIVATE CONSULTATION - WHEREIN [ GAVE 
LINDA HER SITUATION WITH BOB AS BEING THE SAME AS CATHER1NE 1S SITUATION 
WITH RODOLPHO. BOB WAS A DISAPPOINTMENT (EVEN THOUGH NOT OFFICIALLY 
READING) AS EDDIE AND RODOLPHO. DICKENS DIDN 1T SHOW - f WENT TO THEATER -
WE MUST HAVE PASSED EN ROUTE - I WENT TO HER APARTMENT WITH CENCI AND 
ZAKRZEWSKI, HAD THEM READ SERIES OF SCENES- DICKENS DID NOT GIVE ZAK AS 
MUCH AS MAXWELL HAD, STILL TOO RESTRAJNED- WITH CENCI READING RODOLPHO AND 
CURRAN READING BEAe [ GAVE ACTIONS AND NOTES - ANALOGIES, IMAGES, IDEAS, 
ETCe 1 THEN WE RE-READ THE SAME SCENES AND I READ RoDOLPHO! 0B~ECTIVITY IS 
A COMMODITY DIFFICULT TO ACHiEVE. CURRAN TOO POLISHED, SOPHISTICATED; 
DICKENS NOT TOO MUCH BETTER SECOND TIME THROUGH, BUT SHE HAD THE PARTe 
HUNG AROUND THE THEATER, WORKED ON WORKSHOP, FINALLY FOUND OUT FROM 
OtSHAUGHNESSY THAT ( COULD USE DEL VECCHIO AND PETERSON, BUT THAT HE MIGHT 
USE BENNING AND/OR WORTHe HAD PROMISED WORTH A PART IF HE D)DN 1T GET JN 
THE MA~OR, BUT STILL NO BEA, AND MA~OR CAST WOULDN 1T BE POSTED FOR A DAYe 
THURSDAY, MARCH 7TH- 1:00 P.M. 
HAVING GONE THROUGH MY CARDS THE NIGHT BEFORE AND SELECTED ABOUT 
THE NINE MOST PROMISING BEATRICES FROM PREVIOUS READINGs, ( TOOK FIVE OF 
THEM, ADDEO TWO MORE NEW ONES (ONE SPOKE TO ME, MURDOCK, AND J SPOKE TO 
ROSENTHAL) AND HAD CALL-BACKS WITH ZAK 1S HELP. ALSO ASKED PONDEROSO TO 
STEP INe HIS READING OF MARCO WAS O.K., STILL REFLECTED HIMSELF TOO MUCH, 
BUT PERHAPS f CAN CHANGE THATe ASKED HIM TO LJ,FT THE CHAIR AS MARCO AND HE 
GOT EMBARASSED WHEN HE COULDN 1 T RFTER THREE-FOUR TRIES IN FRONT OF ALL 
THOSE Gl RLS - FEARING FOR MY Ll FE, I SAl D THERE IS A TRICK "D IT, AND WITH 
ADRENALIN AND MUSCLES BURSTING I DID tTl (COULDN 1T REPEAT IT LATER, HOW-
EVER!) EDELMAN, FRE:M, BADGERS, LINDA I<AUFMAN, MILANO, CURRAN,.MURDOCK, AND 
ROSENTHAL - AND E:ACH READ THE SAME TWO SCENE:S - ONE WITH ZAK AND THE OTHER 
WITH ANOTHER GIRL READING CATHERINE - FREMt BADGERS, LJNDA KAUFMAN, AND 
EDELMAN IN PARTICULAR DID GOOD ~OBS, ALTHOUGH KAUFMAN HAD TOO MUCH JEWISH 
HOOSE-WIFE AGGRESSIVENESS; MURDOCK VERY COMPETENT, MILANO DIDN 1T GIVE 
ENOUGH PERSONALITY. ROSENTHAL, WHOM f PARTICULARLY SAVED UNTIL LAST, DID 
BEAUTIFULLY- HEROIC, NOBLE, YET WITH POSSIBILITIES OF EARTHINESS, MORE 
LOVING AND SYMPATHETIC THAN MURDOCK, LESS SOPHISTICATED THAN CURRAN- THIS 
WAS BE:ATRICE: IN THE RAW AND I FELT I COULD MOULD IT., ZAK FELT S,IMJLARLY-
AND LATER HE ALSO NOTICED THE FAMILY RESEMBLANCE TO "CATHERINE•" 
FRIDAY, MARCH STH- 12:00 NooN 
STILL NO MA~OR CAST LIST UP- TENSION EVERYWHERE VERY HIGH- AND 
ALL I HAD TO DO TO FIND IT WAS TO LOOK IN A MIRROR! - ( STILL COULDN*T POST 
AT 12:30 THE MA~OR WAS ANNOUNCED- WORTH IN AND BENNING OUT- HOPE SHE's 
TAKING IT O.K. - ( POSTED MY CAST LIST (TYPED AT 10:30 A .. M.) ON THE BOARD, 
AND PASSED OUT SCRIPTS! ToOK OFF FOR WoRKSHOP AND DECIDED TO WAIT TIL 
MONDAY FOR FIRST REHEARSAL - LET THEM BE EAGER TO START RATHER THAN KILL 
THEM BY PLUNGING IN IMMEDIATELY- AND MYSELF TOO! 
SUMMb.RY: 
53 ToTAL: 33 
44. 
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MONDAY, MARCH 11TH- 3:00 P. M. 
READ ENTIRE PLAY WITHOUT STOPPING, EXCEPT FOR A BREAK BETWEEN 
AcTSe I READ IN LOUIS, MIKE, TONY, AND IMMIGRATION OFFICIALS - BUFF DID 
NOT DO AS WELL TECHNICALLY AS .IN AUDITIONS- DID DO BETTER WHEN READING 
THOSE TWO AUDITION SCENES- INTERESTING TO NOTE WHERE SHE CHANGED THE 
SCRIPT 1S WORDING - GREAT TEMPTATION TO STOP AND DISCUSS FREQUENTLY -
CERTAIN PROBLEMS ALREADY SEEM TO APPEAR- PROBLEMS.OF KEEPING OPENING 
SCENES LIGHT ENOUGH- RODOLPHO WILL NEED TO WORK ON SPEECH- MARCO FAIRLY 
GOOD SO FAR- EDDIE HAS A TENDENCY TO FORETELL HIS DOOM THROUGH HEAVINESS 
IN OPENING SCENESe AFTER COMPLETING READING WE DISCUSSED PLAY AND 
CHARACTERS. As FOOD FOR THOUGHT DURING DINNER I READ THEM SOME IDEAS QF 
MINE ON THE PLAY 1S ACTION AND THE CHARACTER 1S ACTIONS. PASSED OUT 
REHEARSAL SCHEDULE. 
MONDAY, MARCH 11TH- 7:30 P. M. 
(TOOK EDDIE HOME FOR SUPP.ER- A CAMPAIGN TO FATTEN HIM UP -
BEATRICE ALSO GOING TO TRY AND GAIN WEIGHT)- WE DISCUSSED HAIRSTYLES-
CUT, LENGTH, AND COLORe WE TALKED ABOUT CHARACTER RESEARCH - THE ROMAN 
CATHOLIC BIT - MASS AND CONFESSION - TALKING WITH PRIEST - PHYSICAL LABOR 
FOR EDDIE, MARCO, AND RODOLPHO- RODOLPHO BEING ABLE TO SING THREE ARIAS -
FINDING OUT WHAT NAPOLIDAN AND BEL CANTO MEANS, ALpO KNOWING HOW TO MAKE 
A NEW DRESS OUT OF AN OLD DRESS FOR SOMEONE WHO HAS GROWNe CATHERINE 
KNOWING STENOGRAPHY- ALL COMPLETING THE INTERRUPTED SPEECHES WJTH 
APPROPRIATE THOUGTHS APPROPRIATELY EXPRESSED• WE BEGAN READING FROM 
BEGINNING AGAIN- STOP AND START- WITH MANY QUESTIONS, PRIMARILY FROM 
ME - SOME FROM THEM - AND MANY FEWER ANSWERS - AS IT SHOULD BE - OH YES, 
J HAD ALSO READ TO THEM- ALL THE BIOGRAPHICAL MATERIAL I HAD GLEANED FROM 
THE SCRIPT- SUGGESTED FURTHER IMAG.INARY COMPILATION OF BIOGRAPHICAL 
INFORMATION BY ACTORS- THE MEANING OF THE NAMES USED - GAVE THE ONES 
I FOUND - ASKED THEM FOR MORE - ONLY GOT AS FAR AS PAGE 60. 
TUESDAY, MARCH 12TH - 3:00 P. M. 
PICKED UP ON PAGE ?0 AND CONTINUED WITH STOP-START READING-
GAVE THEM THE QUEST J ONS AND NOTES I HAD ENTERED IN MY 11 WORK I NG 11 SORI PT • 
TUESDAY, MARCH 12TH - 7:30 P. M. 
BEGAN IMPROVS- FIRST OF ALL IMPROVISING SCENES WITHIN THE PLAY-
THE VERY FIRST WAS THE LOVE SCENE BETWEEN RODOLPHO AND CATHERINE - GAVE 
THEM THE SITUATION WITHIN THE PLAY AND GAVE THEM EACH A SINGLE ACTION 
(HOPEFULLY) AND SUGGESTED THAT THEY FOLLOW THE VARIOUS BEATS THAT ACTUALLY 
EXISTED WITHIN THE SCENE INSOFAR AS WAS POSSIBLE WITHIN THEIR MEMORYe 
As THEY WERE DOING IT I REALIZED I HAD GIVEN CATHERINE TWO DIFFERENT SETS 
OF CIRCUMSTANCES TO PLAY- HER OWN WITH RODOLPHO AND ROSLYN 1S WITH PAULe 
DID GET SOME GOOD THINGS OUT OF IT, I THINK, THANKS TO THEMe PAUL SAID 
HE FELT BETTER THAN HE HAD IN ANY OTHER IMPROVe HIS ANGER I~ SCENE WAS 
MORE EFFECTIVE THAN IN ANY PREVIOUS READING~ QH YES, PRIOR TO THIS I 
HAD ATTEMPTED TO SET UP A SITUATION WITH Roz WHEREIN HER FEAR OF BEING 
SLAPPED WOULD AROUSE AN ANGER TO STOP SOMEONE WITH WORDS, NAMES, !!£• 
BUT SHE ATTEMPTED TO REASON WITH EDDIE AND IT DIDN 1T WORK-
46. 
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 13TH - 3:00 P. M. 
FLUSHED WITH THE SUCCESS OF HAVING 1'DtRECTED 11 MY FIRST IMPROV 
WE CONTINUED TODAY- HOPEFULLY UNDER BETTER DIRECTION THAN YESTERDAY AND 
MORE INTENSE RESULTS. THINKING BACK (NOW 3/17) J CANNOT ACCURATELY 
RECOLLECT WHETHER THE IMPROVS DESCRIBED AS HAVING OCCURRED YESTERDAY 
EVENING ACTUALLY TOOK PLACE YESTERDAY AFTERNOON, IN WHICH CASE THE 
FOLLOWING MAY HAVE OCCURRED LAST ·NIGHT- THE PROBLEM OF USING AN INSIDE 
ROOM WITH NO DAYLIGHT TO TELL YOU WHAT TIME IT tS! We: IMPROVISED THE 
KISS SCENE- GAVE CATHERINE, RODOLPHO, AND EDDIE EACH AN ACTION, AND A 
CONFLICT- THE FIRST TIME WE DID IT PAUL ZAKRZEWSKI DIDN'T CHANGE BEATS -
DIDN 1T TRANSFER FROM CATHERINE TO RODOLPHO- ALTHOUGH RODOLPHO MANAGED 
TO SEPARATE THE TWO A NUMBER OF TIMES, EDDIE KEPT LUNGING FOR CATHERINE-
AFTER HER HAIR CAME DOWN, AFTER SHE 1 D BEEN DOWN ON THE FLOOR A FEW TIMES, 
AND WHEN I BEGAN-TO FEAR FOR HER HEALTH AND SAFETY, J STOPPED ITa IT 
SEEMS THAT EDDIE HAD WANTED TO KISS HER, AND NEVER HAD BEEN ABLE TO, 
THAT's WHAT HE WANTED AND THAT 1 S WHY HE HADN 1T 11 TRANSFERREDII. CATHERINE 
ALLOWED AS HOW SHE WOULDN 1 T STRUGGLE AND EDDIE ALLOWED AS HOW HE WOULD 
11 CHANGE 11 e SECOND TIME THROUGH WAS MUCH BETTER - AND LED TO TENTATIVE 
PRELIMINARY BLOCKING, PARTICULARLY IN HOW EDDIE WAS TO PIN RODOLPHOts 
ARMS SO HE COULD KISS HIM• THUS IN LARGE PART BLOCKING BECOMES ORGANIC• 
TURNED TO ANOTHER SITUATION IN P~AY- THE SPITTING IN THE FACE-
FOR OUR NEXT IMPROV - TOLD MARCO TO MAKE SURE HE WASN 1T ANOTHER REV. 
TOOKER - 11 ALL HAWK AND NO SP I T1' - HE WENT AND GARGLED I - IT PRODUCED 
GREAT INTENSITY AND EXCELLENT 'RESULTS - THE ACTORS EVEN FORGOT THE 
LIMITATIONS OF THE SETe EDDIE'S REACTION WAS GREAT- SHOCK AND WIPING 
FACE AND ANGER AND INTENSITY OF EMOTION- MARCO VERY SURPRISING- GOT 
HIM TO OPEN UP AND HtS INTENSITY OF 11 .J 1 ACCUSE 11 AND ITALIANATE VENGEANCE 
VERY GOODe 
THE IMPROV WE SPENT THE MOST TIME ON WAS THE KNIFING- PARTICU-
LARLY BECAUSE OF THE ESTHETIC PROBLEM OF WHO KILLS WHOM- AND THE VARIOUS 
RAMIFICATIONS AND SIGNIFICANCE EVEN SLIGHT CHANGES HAVE ON THE END OF THE 
PLAY- AFTER EXPERIMENTING WE FINALLY CAME UP WJTH WHAT SEEMED SATISFACTORY 
TO EVERYONe:ts INTERPRETATION OF THEIR OWN PART AND RAN IT ONCE. 
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 13TH- 7:30 P. Me 
BEGAN BLOCKING WITH ACT 0NE1 8cENE 1A AND EVENTUALLY GOT THROUGH 
AcT 0NE?8CENE 1F AND THEN RERAN A PORTION OF ~C~ •0NE,8CENE 1F WHILE EVERY-
ONE WAS THERE. ALTHOUGH I ONLY HAD A VERY SLIGHT BIT WORKED OUT IN ADVANCE 
AND WAS AFRAID TO BLOCK WITH THEM THERE (soMETIME IN THE PAST I HAD TRIED 
TO DO SOME BLOCKING ON THE SPOT - PERHAPS WITH A LARGE GROUP OF PEOPLE -
POSSIBLY SECONDARY SCHOOL STUDENTS • AND FELT VERY UNCOMPORTABLE WHEN IT 
DID NOT GO SMOOTHLY.) HOWEVER, THE RESULTS HERE IN THIS INSTANCE PROVED 
SO SATISFACTORY THAT I W~6 MUCH GRATIFIED- TO BE SURE, IT IS A SMALL 
GROUP - AND THERE WERE PLACES THAT LATER HAD TO BE REDONE, BUT NOT ONLY 
DID I FEEL CONFIDENT THAT I HAD LEARNED SOMETHING IN THE MEANTIME (AND 
THAT I KNEW THIS PLAY BETTER,THAN ANY OTHER I HAD EVER DIRECTED), BUT 
I ALSO FELT THAT IT WAS MUCH MORE OF A COOPERATIVE CREATION AND ORGANI-
CALLY RIGHT FOR THE SITUATIONS IN THE PLAY, SINCE THE ACTORS COULD 
QUESTION THE VARIOUS MOVES GIVEN THEM AND I WOULD CHANGE MY MIND IF I 
COULD NOT dUSTIFY THEM. 
THURSDAY, MARCH 14TH - ):00 P. M. 
RODOLPH0 1 CATHERINE AND MARCO EXCUSED - WE BLOCKED AND RAN AcT 
ONE, ScENES 2A, 28, 2C, 2H, ALSO DISCUSSED 8ENTLEV 1S REVIEW OF THE 
ORIGINAL PRODUCTION AND HIS AFTERTHOUGHTS, PARTICULARLY AS THEY RELATED 
TO THE LATENT HOMOSEXUALITY IN EDDIEe 
WITH MUCH PERSUASION I FINALLY CONVINCED BUFF TO DO AN EDDIE 
AND BEATRJCE IN BED IMPROVe liGHTS OUT AND EVERYONE ELSE OUTe AT FIRST 
ATTEMPTED TO KEEP IT WITHIN THE FRAMEWORK OF THE PLAY, THEN TRIED TO TAKE 
IT OUTSIDE THE PLAY AND MAKE THE SITUATION AN EXTREME SO AS TO ACHIEVE 
GREATER INTENSITY AND DEPTH - BUFFIS 11 DESPA~ATENESSelf As BUFF LATER 
POINTED OUT, THIS BECOMES TO SOME·EXTENT PSYCHODRAMA. EVENTUALLY, THE 
SITUATION CAME BACK TO THAT.WHICH EXISTED IN THE PLAY- SOME GOOD THINGS 
HAPPENED - JT 1 S AN IMPROV TO COME BACK TO LATER. 
THURSDAY, MARCH 14TH - 7:)0 P. M. 
RAN AcT ONE COMPLETE, AND THEN BLOCKED AND RAN AcT ON~SCENE 
20 THROUGH 2G, ALSO WENT ON AND BEGAN TO BLOCK AcT 0NE,SCENE )Ae ALSO 
DID AN fMPROV OF EDDIE COMING HOME ON CATHERJNEIS 12TH BIRTHDAY-
ACHIEVED A WONDERFUL LIGHTNESS AND WARMTH- THINK WE DID THE JMPROV 
FIRST, BUT THEN WaEN WE ATTEMPTED TO TRANSFER THIS FEELING AND ATTI.TUDE 
TO ACT 0NE~SCENE 1C IT INEVITABLY BECOMES TOO HEAVY. SHOULD BE NOTED 
THAT THE CAST, STAGE MANAGER, AND DIRECTOR ALL TOO QUICKLY PICK UP THE 
DOUBLE-ENTENDRES IN THE SCRIPT- BUT A~L£AST IT ALLOWS FOR REHEARSALS 
TO BE FUN- HAVE HAD TO GENTLY CLAMP DOWN ONCE OR TWICE IF WE SEEM TO 
BE WASTING TOO MUCH TIMEe BUFF IN PARTICULAR SEEMS TO ENJOY TALKING 
OR JOKING MORE THAN REHEARSING- INDICATIVE? - MUST BE CAREFUL TO DEVELOP 
CONFICENCE 1 TRUST, AND EASE- RELAXATION- IN HER- IN ALLt ACTUALLY, BUT 
HER IN PARTICULAR. PAUL PETERSON HAS IMPROVED SPEECH REMARKABLY- I FEEL 
MUCH MORE CONFIDENT OF. HIS ABILITY IN THIS ROI.E NOWe HOWEVER, ANOTHER 
PROBLEM HAS DEVELOPED IN ALFIERI -LACK OF PLEASING SPEECH- 11M UNABLE 
TO PIN IT DOWN AS TO WHAT DISPLEASES ME- PERHAPS A LACK OF COMMUNICATION-
LACK OF VARIETY- LACK OF ACTION LINE?- MUST DEVELOP THIS IN NEAR FUTUREe 
THE UNIVERSITY SEEMS TO HAVE SPRUNG AN UNEXPECTED SPRING VACATION ON US -
CANCEI.LING THE SCHEDULED PERFORMANCE AND CRITIQUE DATES - NEW DATES WERE 
SET BY NICHOLSON IN COLLABORATION WITH HtRSCH- I 1M TO ATTEND A FACULTY 
MEETING MONDAY AT12- CAST IN A .TIZZYe HAVE BEGUN TAKING NOTES DURING 
BLOCKING RUN-THROUGHS EVEN THOUGH THERE 16 LITTLE 11 ACTING11 NOTES ON 
BLOCKING OR ACTING VALUESe CAST IS CONTINUALLY FORGETTING THE THREE-
QUARTER AUDIENCE - THEY BREAK UPSTAGE TO OPEN UP AND MAKE ON-STAGE TURNS 
INSTEAD OF MORE NATURALISTIC MO~EMENTe HAVE TO WATCH THIS CAREFUI.LY, 
PARTICULARLY THE LJN~-UP PROBLEM WHEREIN FROM THE SIDESt A~LEAST, ONE 
PERSON BLOCKS ALL OTHERSe 
FRIDAY, MARCH 15TH- J:OO P. M. 
PZ OFF TO NURSING HOME THROUGH MONDAY- HOPE JT 1S A FINAL CURE! 
I PASSED OUT NEW REHEARSAL SCHEDULES WITH A NUMBER OF 11 FREE 11 PERIODS TO 
COMPENSATE FOR INCREASED REHEARSAL PERIOD- THOUGH WE WON 1T REHEARSE AT 
ALL DURING VACATION- HOPEFULLY THE SET WILL GO UP DURING THE LAST WEEK 
BEFORE VACATION SO WE CAN HAVE TWO WEEKS IN 210l -THAT WOULD BE GREATl 
FINISHED BLOCKING AcT ONE ScENE JA, BLOCKED AcT Two ScENES 1A AND 18 AND 
RE-RAN ALL OF THEMe ALDO STOOD IN·FOR EDDIE- THJS PRESENTED SOME 
4S. 
PROBLEMS BUT THE SHOW MUST GOI'ONe BUFF ASKED TO CHANGE A WORD - ALTHOUGH 
SHE 1S DONE TWO OR THREE ALREADY-· SHE WOULD PREFER TO WAIT TIL MUCH LATER 
TO CHANGE ANYMORE. (NO REHEARSAL TONIGHT- BLOOD WEDDING CRITIQUE) 
P. s. ALso BLOCKED AcT Two~ScENE 30. 
SATURQAY, MARCH 16TH- 10 A. M. 
ARRJVED 15 MINUTES LATE- SHAMEl - A POOR HABIT TO GET INTO! 
HAVE BEEN ON TIME FOR ALL AFTERNOONS AND MOST EVENINGS - IF AT ALL LATE, 
USUALLY ONLY A FEW MINUTES• FINISHED BLOCKING REST OF PLAY- DURING 
ACTUAL BLOCKING I WALKED EDDIE, WITH ALDO TAKING NOTES, THEN IN RUNNING 
THE SCENE ALDO WALKED THROUGH ITe ~E HAD OUR NOW-OFFICIAL PRODUCTION 
MANAGER ON DECK FOR THE FIRST TIME- LARRY WEEMAN- WHO WILL ALSO PLAY 
A SMALL SPEAKING ROLE- SO HE BEGAN TO FAMILIARIZE HIMSELF WITH THE PLAY-
AND THE PART - ALSO BUTTONHOLED ToM WORTH FOR A PART NOW THAT THERE 1S 
NO CONFLICT IN DATES. DID NOT FINISH RE-RUNNING TH~T WHICH WE HAD BLOCKED 
UNTIL ABOUT 1:15 SO NO TIME FOR IMPROV I HAD JN MIND- WILL SAVE IT FOR 
MONDAY, WHEN WE GET TOGETHER AGAIN- POSSIBLY STILL WITHOUT EDDIEe BUFFIS 
LOW-VOLUME MAY BE A PROBLEM - HAVE MENTIONED TO EVERYONE HOW THEY CANNOT 
BE UHEARD 11 WHEN THEIR FACES CANNOT BE 11SEEN11 AND THE PROBLEMS J NHERENT IN 
SUCH THRUST-STAGE THREE-QUARTER STAGING. 
MONDAY, MARCH 18TH - 3:00 P. M. 
PAUL ZAKRZEWSKI STILL IN HOSPITAL- DISTRIBUTED TICKETS FOR 
ScHOOL FOR ScANDAL AND CANCELLED EVENING REHEARSAL- MADE LIKE I WAS 
RODOLPHO TELLING THEM ALL ABOUT ITALY AND READ 11 LA DOLCE VIA" ARTICLE 
FROM HORIZON- ABOUT ITALIAN STREET LIFE- WE DISCUSSED IT, THEN DID 
IMPROV WHEREIN RODOLPHO AND CATHERINE TELL BEATRICE ABOUT THE KISS SCENE 
WHEN SHE RETURNS- THEN WE HAD MARCO COME IN AND THEY TOLD .HIM- WE 
DISCUSSED THE VALUES OF THE IMPROV- J BECAME QUITE MOVED BY CATHERINE 
AT VERY BEGINNING OF SCENE- LATER SHE BROUGHT IN AN ATTITUDE TOWARDS 
EDDIE THAT DOESN 1T DEVELOP UNTIL SHE KNOWS EDDIE HAS RATTED ON MARCO 
AND RODOLPH0 1 SO I CUT IT SHORTe FROM THERE WE DID BLOCKING WITH 
DISHES, WORKING OUT THE SETTING UP AND REMOVAL OF THEM IN BOTH SUPPER 
SCENES AND THE COFF~SCENEe 
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 20TH - 3:00 P. M. 
BEGAN BY QUESTIONING EACH OF THE SIX (ALL ON DECK) ABOUT ACTION 
OF EACH FOR THE WHOLE PLAY - THE QUEST I Ol'J OF 11 1 N ORDER T0 11 - HOW FAR CAN 
YOU G01 UNTIL YOU BEGIN RUNNING IN CIRCLES - DISCUSSED SIMILARITY TO 
BLOOD WEDDING- FULFILLMENT AND PRIDE VERSUS PASSION- BEGAN TO DISCUSS 
BEATS, BUT WHEN I SAW HOW TIME CONSUMING THIS WAS GOING TO BE J CUT IT 
SHORT TO SAVE IT FOR INDIVIDUAL CONFERENCES NEXT WEEK - ALSO PROBLEM IN 
DEFINITION OF BEAT- SOME SAID CHANGE OF TOPIC OR 1'TACK 11 IS A BEAT CHANGE-
OTHER (PAUL P.) SAID ONLY A CHANGE OF ACTION WAS CHANGE OF BEAT - MUST 
CHECK WITH KAZANOFF ON THAT- BEGAN RUNNING AcT ONE FOR BLOCKING CHECK-
TOOK NOTES ON CHARACTERIZATION AND ACTION BUT STOPPED THEM FOR BLOCKING 
ERRORS OR CHANGES - DID NOT GET TOO FAR IN AcT 0NEe 
THURSDAY, MARCH 21ST - 7:30 P. M. 
CONTINUED BLOCKING AND BLOCKING RUN-THROUGHS IN AcT ONE-
DIDN'T TAKE TOO MANY N04ES - WORKEQ PRIMARILY FOR EASE AND FACILITY IN 
MOVEMENTS, AS WELL AS SYMBOLISM IN PLACEMENT Or CHARACTER- NOTED THE 
DIFFICULTY Or GETTING ACTORS AC~USTOMED TO BEING ABLE TO rACE BOTH 
DIRECTLY UPSTAGE AND 3/4 UPSTAGE- THEIR-INABILITY TO CONTINUALLY 
REALIZE THAT THEY ARE SURROUNDED BY AUDIENCE- THEY CONTINUALLY BREAK 
UPSTAGE SO THAT AT LEAST A PROFILE IS SHOWINGe ALTHOUGH I HAVE GIVEN 
NUMEROUS NOTES ON THIS, AND STOP THEM WHERE NECESSARY, AND EVEN MOVE 
AROUND MYSELF TO WATCH FROM ALL THREE SIDES, THE POSITION Or THE STAGE 
MANAGER 1 S TABLE REINFORCES THEIR TRADITIONAL PROSCENIUM CONCEPT. THEY 
WILL PROBABLY NOT REALJeE FULLY THE IMPORTANCE (oR UNIQUENESS) UNTIL THEY 
GET INTO 210- THUS THE URGENCY IN GETTING THE SET UP BEFORE VACATION SO 
WE HAVE MORE TIME (APPROXIMATELY TWO WEEKS) REHEARSING ON STAGEe 
AMUSING PARALLEL CONVERSATION TO LAST NIGHT'S PRIVATE TALK 
OCCURRED TONIGHT IN "PUBLIC« DURING REHEARSAL. 
DISCUSSED WITH CAST THE SYMBOLS AND/OR IMAGES- lr ANY- THAT 
THEY rOUND IN PLAY- SO rAR NOTHING OF ANY GREAT CONSEQUENCE- NOT A 
"POETIC" - IN THAT SENSE - PLAYe 
FRIDAY, MARCH 22ND- 7:30 P. M. 
RAN THROUGH ALL Or AcT ONE- WITH AS MANY REHEARSAL PROPS AS 
POSSIBLE- INCLUDING COATS, POCKETBOOKS, SUITCASES, APPLES, AND DISHES-
NOW HAVE PAPER CUPS FOR WINE GLASSES- ORIGINALLY HAD SCHEDULED AcT ONE 
LINES TO BE LEARNE,O- BUT NO SUCH LUCK • ACTUALLY EDDIE AND RODOLPHO ARE 
THE ONLY TWO STILL ON BOOK. 
SATURDAY, MARCH 23RD - 10:00 A. M. 
ARRIVED ABOUT TEN MINUTES LATE- SHAMEl 
RAN THROUGH AcT ONE TWICE- STOPPED FOR NOTES IN BETWEEN-
WORKED PRIMARILY FOR EASE IN MOVEMENT, FACILITY IN HANDLING PROPS AND 
RELATING TO THEM, AS WELL AS FOR PR'OFICIENCY IN LINESe 
MONDAY, MARCH 25TH - 3 - 4 P. M. 
INDIVIDUAL CONFERENCES THIS AFTERNOON- BEGAN WITH EDDIE. TRIED 
FIRST OF ALL TO WORK FROM THE GENERAL .TO THE SPECIFIC- THE ACTION Or THE 
PLAY 1 THEN THE ACTION OF EACH ACT, THEN OF EACH SCENE, ~•t BUT THIS SOON 
FOUNDERED AND WE SIMPLY BEGAN AT THE BEGINNING OF THE PLAY AND DEFINED 
EACH ACTION AS WE CAME TO ITt LINE BY LINE, WITH AN EYE~WARDS LATER 
REVIEWING AND SYNTHESIZING TO FIND AN ACTION FOR THE WHOLE PLAY. BEGAN 
TO NOTE HOW DIFFICULT IT IS TO HAVE A DISCUSSION WITH EDDIE- ONE WORD 
FROM ME AND 500 FROM HIM- BUT lr I CAN JUST SIT AND LISTEN TO HIM-
LIKE A SOUNDING BOARD- LITERALLY! - IT MAY (HOPEFULLY) HELP HIM TO 
CLARIFY IN HIS MIND WHAT EpVIE IS LIKEe 
MONDAY, MARCH 25TH - 4- 5 P. M. 
"BEATRICE 11 - AS WITH EDDIE, f DID NOT GET TOO FAR ALONG IN THE 
PLAY- AGAIN WE DISQUSSEO REHEARSAL PROCEDURES TO SOME EXTENT- RELATION-
SHIPS WITH OTHER ACTORS (IN RETROSPECT NOW- THERE ARE FORTUNATELY NO 
CONFLICTS) -AS WELL AS CHARACTER RELATIONSHIPS -WROTE DOWN ACTIONS AS 
WE WENT ALONG. 
50. 
MONDAY, MARCH 25TH - 5 - 6 P. M. 
11 ALFIERI 11 - HE HAD .JUST COME FROM A COURT HEAR I NG WHERE I N HE 
HAD APPEARED AS A WITNESS - HE HAD SOME OBSERVATIONS ON VARYING TACTICS 
OF LAWYERS- I EXPRESSED APPRECIATION OF HIS OB.JECTIVE ABILITY IN SUCH 
A SITUATION. We: DISCUSSED THE CHARACTER 1S ACTIONS, TAKING NOTES AS, WE 
WENT THROUGH THE PLAY - ONLY GOT PART WAY - I TOLD HIM TO COME IN LATE 
THAT ,EVENING IF HE WISHED OR HAD TO- WHICH HE GRATEFULLY ACCEPTED OUT 
OF NECESSITY - AN APPOINTMENT WITH HIS DAD FOR SUPPERe 
Mo~DAY, MARCH 25TH - 7:30 P. M. 
SUPPOSEDLY HAVE ALL REHEARSAL PROPS NOW- SINCE WE NOW 
SUPPOSEDLY HAVE A CREW- THE PROP CHIEF SEEMS RELATIVELY EFFICIENT AND 
WE HAVE SOME GOOD GIRLS ON IT ALSO- WE WORKED ON AcT Two- AGAIN, 
PRIMARILY FOR FACILITY OF MOVEMENT, MOTIVATING IT, MAKING IT STRONG 
ENOUGH, MAKING IT ORGANIC, BEING ABLE TO REPEAT IT, WHILE I CHECKED 
IT PICTORALLY, SYMBOLICALLY, AND FOR SIGHT LINES- THE PROBLEM IN 
WORKING IN THE ROUND IS THAT UNLESS THEY- THE ACTORS- PLAY WITH 
THEIR BACKS TO THE WALL - THAT IS - UP AGAINST IT - THEY 1RE BOUND 
TO HAVE THEIR BACKS TO SOME MEMBERS OF THE AUDIENCE ALL THE TIMEe 
WITH WORK- OR PLANNING - IT IS NOT ALWAYS THE SAME PORTION OF THE 
AUDIENCE. ANOTHER PROBLEM IS THAT OF BLOCKING OTHER ACTORS FROM 
VARIOUS AUDIENCE SEGMENTS. So I TRY TO MOVE AROUND AND MAKE CHANGES 
WHERE NECESSARY. 
TUESDAY, MARCH 26TH - 3 - 6 P. M. 
INDIVIDUAL CONFERENCES AGAIN TODAY- CATHERINE, MARC0 1 AND 
RODOLPHO- AGAtN- I TRIED TO MAKE THE CONFERENCE DISCUSSION AS FREE 
AS POSSIBLE SO THAT THEY WOULD FEEL ABLE TO AIR ANY PROBLEMS THEY HAD 
WITH CHARACTER OR WITH CHARACTER RELATIONSHIP OR WITH ACTOR RELATIONSHIPS, 
OR IN MQTIVATING BLOCKING OR UNCOMFORTABLE BLOCKING- WE DID THIS AS WE 
WENT ALONG IN DISCUSSING THEIR VARIOUS ACTIONS AS THEY OCCURRED LINE BY 
LINE OR HOWEVER- SOME ACTIONS PLAY ONLY FOR A LINE- SOME FOR A WHOLE 
SCENE- IN GENERAL WE AVOID DISCUSSING SUCH OBVIOUS PHYSJCAL ACTIONS AS 
CLEAR~NG A TABLE OR SETTING IT- BUT J HAVE BEEN VERY CAREFUL ABOUT MAKING 
SURE THAT EACH CHARACTER HAS AN ACTION BEFORE COMING ON STAGE- OR IN 
OTHER WORDS - FOR COMING ONo I FEEL THE GREATEST RAPPORT- THE GREATEST 
GIVE AND TAKE IN DISCUSSION WITH CATHERINE - J AM NOT HESITANT ABOUT 
THROWING OUT NEW IDEAS AND BATTING THEM AROUND- SHE SEEMS MOST CONFIWENT, 
YET MOST OPEN TO NEW IDEAS AND SUGGESTIONS. MARCO IS THE ONE WHO HAS 
DONE THE MOST PRECISE DELINEATION OF HJS ACTIONS- ALMOST LINE BY LINE, 
NO MATTER WHAT - BUT IT 1S GOOD, BECAUSE I COULD THEN READ THEM OVER AND 
WHERE I WAS UNSURE OF THE LINE REFERENCE, ·.t...QUESTION HIMo AND IT IS EASIER, 
OR QUICKER, TO WORK FROM THIS TO AN ACT I ON FOR EACH SCENE, FROM TI-IERE TO 
EACH ACT9 AND FROM EACm ACT TO THE WHOLE PLAY. I HAD TO QUESTION SOME OF 
HIS 11 ACTJONS 11 FOR HIS USE OF WORDS- OCCASIONALLY THEY WERE NOT GOOD VERBS 
OR STRONG ENOUGH AND OCCASIONALLY HE HAD NOT SEEN THAT THREE DIFFERENT 
ACT)ONS FOR THREE DIFFERENT LINES HAD ONLY ONE 11 tN ORDER TOelf 
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 27TH - 3:00 - 6:00 P. M. 
We: CONTINUED TO WORK ON AcT Two, AND WHERE OUR DISCUSSIONS IN 
PRIVATE HAD CARRIED US THIS FAR, TO REVIEW ACTIONS BEFORE PLAYING THE SCENEe 
51. 
AMAZING HOW SOME THINGS WORK ONCE- FREQUENTLY NOT THE FIRST TIME WE TRY 
THEM- AND THEN NEVER SEEM TO WORK AGAIN. LINES STILL A BIG PROBLEM FOR 
EDDIE- IMPOSSIBLE TO DO ANY 11 FULL STRENGTH» REHEARSING WITH A BOOK IN THE 
WAY. I FREQUENTLY HAVE A FEELING THAT "THE ACTORS PUT THEIR SCRIPTS AWAY 
AT THE END OF ONE REHEARSAL AND DO NOT OPEN THEM AGAIN UNTIL THE BEGINNING 
OF THE NEXTe Now THAT DoN PERLJMPLIN IS OUT OF THE WAY I'VE BEEN WAITING 
PARTICULARLY FOR EDDIE - TO GET THE BOOK OUT OF HIS HANDSe I HAD HOPED 
THAT BY CUTTING DOWN THE NUMBER OF REHEARSALS THAT THE ACTORS WOULD USE 
THIS TIME THEMSELVES FOR WORK, BUT NO SUCH LUCK- OR SO IT SEEMS. So 
REHEARSALS FREQUENTLY BECOME ONLY "LINE REHEARSALS» AND WE HOPEFULLY 
11 ADD 11 AS MUCH ACTING AS POSSIBLE. 
THURSDAY, MARCH 2STH - 7:30 P. M. 
HAD SEEN PLANNING TO REHEASE AcT Two AGAIN- WORK ON SOME OF 
THE TROUBLE SPOTS IN THAT- GET THE KINKS OUT OF SOME OF THE 11 MAss» 
BLOCKING BEFORE WE INTRODUCE THE 11 EXTRAS 11 NEXT WEEKe BUT EDDIE FELT THAT 
MUCH OF Hl!S.!PROBLEM LAY IN THE FIRST SCENE IN AcT ONE, SO I CHANGED 
REHE:ARSAL SCHEDULE FOR THAT REASON. AT THE: SAME TIME: WE: HADE 11 FAMIL.Y 11 
GUE:STs, WHOSE 11 RELATJVE-ACTORn LIKE:D AcT ONE BEST, so I WAS SUBJECTIVE As 
WELL AS OBJECTIYE IN MY DECISION. I ALSO FELT THAT THE ACTORS SHOULD FEEL 
MORE AT EASE IN AcT ONE THAN IN AcT Two AND THUS PERHAPS ABLE TO INVOLVE 
THEMSELVES IN THE PLAY MORE AND BE LESS CONSCIOUS OF THE GUESTS -WHO IN 
410 ARE VERY OBTRUSIVE. NoT HAVING RE:HEARSED ACT ONE RE:CE:NTLY, THE ACTORS 
WERE NOT SURE OF THEMSELVES AND THE STRAIN WAS QUITE EVIDENT ON BEATRICE. 
FRIDAY, MARCH 29TH- 3:00 - 6:00 P. M. 
HAD ATTEMPTED (TUESDAY EVENING OR WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON) TO 
SCHEDULE INDIVIDUAL CONFERENCES FOR THIS AFTERNOON BEFORE AN AcT ONE 
RUN-THROUGH AND WORK-OUT THIS EVENING, BUT IT SEEMS THAT SINCE THIS 
EVENING HAD NOT BEEN CALLED ON ORIGINAL REHEARSAL SHEET, SOME HAD MADE 
OTHER REHEARSAL PLANS. So WE WORKED ON AcT ONE THIS AFTERNOON AND WILL 
HAVE CONFERENCES TONIGHT. 
ALTHOUGH EARLY IN THE REHEARSAL PER.JOD I GOT JNTO THE HABIT OF' 
TAKING NOTES INSTEAD OF THE STOP-START METHOD- AND STILL FEEL IT IS 
EFFICACIOUS IN MANY INSTANCES- I HAVE NOW STARTED TO STOP. THEM AS SOON 
AS ANYTHING BOTHERING ME OCCURS- SUCH AS DROPS IN VOLUME, INTENSITY, 
MOOD, OR ACTION OCCUR- OR AWKWARD MOVEMENT. AND RE-RUNNING THAT SAME 
MOMENT RIGHT THEN AND THEREffiEQUENTLY CLEARS UP THE SPOT,WHEREAS NOTES 
GIVEN AT THE END OF A REHEARSAL FREQUENTLY HAVE A WAY OF BECOMING LOST 
BY THE TIME \'\IE REHEARSE THAT SCENE AGAIN- WHICH RESULTS IN MANY DUPLICATE 
NOTES, AND MY NOTE LIST CONSUMES NEEDLESS ENERGY, PAPER, AND PENCIL - TO 
SAY NOTHING OF TIME AWAY FROM WATCHING THE PLAY TO WRITE NOTES ABOUT tTf 
A HAPPY MEDIUM- A COMBINATION OF THE TWO METHODS- IS MUCH TO BE DESIRED-
AND DIF'FICULT TO ACHIEVE- SINCE IT IS EASIER TO DO EITHER ALL ONE OR ALL 
THE OTHER. 
FRIDAY, MARCH 29TH- 7:30- 10:00 P.M. 
CONTINUED INDIVIDUAL CONFERENCES - NOW IN OUR SECOND ROUND-
AMAZING HOW QUICKLY ONE CAN WORK WITH SOME ACTORS ON SOME ROLES, WHEREAS 
OTHERS TAKE TWICE AS LONG WJTHOUT NECESSARILY BEING TWICE AS LONG ROLESe 
TALKED WITH RODOLPHO ON HlS SERIOUSNESS - BOTH AS ACTOR AND 
CHARACTER - I TRIED TO POINT OUT SOME OF HIS REHEARSAL ANTICS WHICH J FELT 
HAD WASTED TJME AND HOW I FELT HE WOULD HAVE TO EXERCISE A CERTAJN AMOUNT 
OF BEHAVJORIAL DISCIPLINE JF EVER HE EXPECTED TO ACT PROFESS10NALLYe HJS 
REPLY WAS 1 IN EFFECT 1 THAT I WAS FREQUENTLY TOO MUCH OF A MARTINET, AND 
THAT ( FAILED TO RECOGNIZE THE NEED FOR A GOOD LAUGH NOW AND THEN - THE 
PROBLEM OF DEGREE JN EACH INSTANCE, J SUPPOSE. THEN WE DISCUSSED HIS 
ACCENT, WHICH HAD PREVENTED HIS G~TTING RID OF THE SCRIPT SOONER, AND 
WHICH I FELT HAD PREVENTED HIS THOUGHTS FROM SOUNDING SJNCERE. ACTUALLY, 
ALL WE HEARD WAS THE WAY HE PRONOUNCED HIS WORDSe So J SUGGESTED THAT 
FOR THE TIME BEING HE CUT DOWN ON T.HE ACCENT CONSIDERABLY AND WORK TOWARDS 
COMMUNICATION OF IDEAS MOREe 
SATURDAY, MARCH 30TH- 10:00 A.M.- 1:00 P.M. 
REGRET TO SAY THAT J OVERSLEPTe Dto I MENTION THAT COOBY 
GREENWAY BECAME MY STAGE MANAGER ON WEDNESDAY? ATHAN WISHED TO RESIGN 
BECAUSE HE HAD NOT THE TIME, AND HAVING ALREADY SPOKEN TO COOBY, I MADE IT 
EASY FOR ATHAN TO RESIGNe 
WE SPENT THIS A. Me WORKING ON THE KJSS SCENE- BROUGHT JT 
DOWNSTAGE INSTEAD OF UP BEHIND THE TABLE, AND WORKED IT SLOWLY OVER AND 
OVER UNTIL RODOLPHO WOULD GET HIS WRISTS JN JUST THE RiGHT POSITION AND 
EDDIE COULD GRAB THEM EASILY AND SWING THEM DOWN AND AROUND JN BACK WITHOUT 
LOSING HIS YOLO ON THEMe WE REHEARSED A FEW OTHER SCENES IN AcT Two ALSO, 
THEN BROKE EARLY FOR LUNCHe 
SATURDAY, MARCH 30TH - 2:00 - 5:00 Pe Me 
WORKED ON THE IMMIGRATION OFFICER SCENE THIS AFTERNOON- AGAIN, 
PREPARATION FOR THE MONDAY AND TUESDAY ONSLAUGHT OF EXTRAS.- ESTABLISHED 
MORE SPEC1FIC BLOCKING FOR EVERYONE- OVER-LAPPED SPEECHES SO AS TO MAKE 
THE SCENE MORE NATURAL, MORE ALIVE, MORE REAL, AND MORE THEATRJCALe DID 
IT A NUMBER OF TIMES ~TILL ALL ASPECTS SEEMED TO WORK SMOOTHLY- G]VJNG 
THE WHOLE SCENE 11 FLOW 11 AND VET ALLOW.I NG FOR 11 NATURALLY 11 FROZEN MOVEMENT 
AND DIALOGUE DURING ACTUAL SPITTING, SO AS TO FOCUS ON THAT MOMENT; AND A 
CUE FOR CONTINUING THE MOVEMENT AFTER THAT. AFTER PERFECTING THAT SCENE AS 
MOOH AS POSSIBLE AT THIS POINT WE DID THE PRISON SCENE- CHANGED BDDCKING 
IN THAT AND RAN ITe 
MoNDAY, APRIL 1sT - 3:00 - 6:00 P. M. 
HAD BADGERS, WORTH, SIEGLER, WEYTE, AND KRAUSE ON TAP FOR THE 
FIRST TIME TODAY - HANDED OUT THE EPITOME OF OBFUSCATION - MY CONGLOMER-
ATJON OF BLOCKING AND DIALOGUE FOR THE OFFICIALS, THE liPARJS, TONY, AND 
THE OTHER TWO SUBS - AND BLOCKED THE OFFICIALS 1 SCENE AND RAN IT TWICE, 
THEN WENT ON TO THE FINAL SCENE- BLOCKED THE EXTRAS IN THAT AND RAN IT. 
No EVENING REHEARSAL - CRITIQUE PERFORMANCE OF AH 2 WtLDERNESSl 
TUESDAY, APRIL 2ND - 3:00 - 6:00 P. M. 
LOST WEYTE AND WORTH THIS AFTERNOON, BUT REHEARSED THE OTHER 
EXTRAS AND THE MAJOR SIX, PLUS WEEMAN AND GERSTEL IN THE TWO BIG GROUP 
SCENES. LATER, IN RE-STUDYING THE PLAY AND MILLER 1S PREFACE, PARTICULARLY 
HIS NOTES ABOUT THE LONDON PRODUCTION, I DECIDED TO COME BACK TO MY 
ORIGINAL IDEA OF USING THE 11CROWD 11 MORE OFTEN- IN ANY AND PERHAPS ALL 
STREET SCENES FOR ATMOSPHERE, BUT WILL NOT TRY IT UNTIL AFTER VACATION. 
WILL BE INTERESTED TO SEE WHAT IT DOES FOR EDDIE AND THE OTHER ACTORS AS 
WELL AS WHAT IT DOES FOR THE PLAY VISUALLY AND ESTHETICALLY. 
WENT BACK TO THE TOP OF AcT TWO WITH A STOP-AND-GO RUN-THROUGH 
FOR BLOCKING AND ACTING PROBLEMS. 
SPEAKING OF ACTING PROBLEMS, EDDIE HAD A CONFERENCE WITH ELIOT 
NoRTON TODAY BUT WE WERE UNABLE TO GET TOGETHER TO DISCUSS WHAT THE LATTER 
HAD TO SAY ABOUT MILLER, EDDIE AND VIEW! 
TUESDAY, APRIL 2ND- 7:30 - 10:00 P. M. 
RAN THROUGH THE ENTIRE PLAY WITH ALL REHEARSAL PROPS- STOPPED 
BETWEEN ACTS FOR NOTES. AGAIN, OUR PRIMARY AIM WAS FOR FLUIDITY AND EASE 
IN LINES AND MOVEMENT SO AS TO ALLOW THE ACTING VALUES TO BEGIN TO COME 
THROUGH. THE IMPORTANCE OF RELYING ON WHAT THE AUTHOR SAYS - HIS WORDS -
CANNOT BE TOO HIGHLY STRESSED, ALTHOUGH OBVIOUSLY THIS IS NOT THE SUM 
TOTAL OF ACTING AND/OR DIRECTING. BUT TOO OFTEN ACTORS (AND DIRECTORS) 
HAVE A TENDENCY TO THINK THAT THEY MUST CREATE SO MUCH OUTSIDE THE SCRIPT, 
THAT THE SCRIPT ITSELF IS COMPLETELY OBSCURED. 
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 3RD- 3:00 - 6:00 P. M. 
HAD NUMBEROUS CONFERENCES DURING THE DAY BEFORE 3, WITH PRACTI-
CALLY ALL OF THE MAJOR SIX EXCEPT EDDIE- BUT EVEN THOUGH IT WAS THE THIRD 
SUCH PERSONAL 11 ACTION 11 CONFERENCE FOR EVERYONE, I HAVE ONLY COMPLETED ONE 
UsER I ES 11 AND THAT IS WITH MARCO - HAVE GONE THROUGH THE WHOLE PLAY WfTH 
HIM, THEN SYNTHESIZED THESE ACTIONS, AND AS SUCCINCTLY AS POSSIBLE, MARC0 1S 
ACTION IS TO MAINTAIN HIS HONOR, IN WHICH CASE 11 HONOR 11 IS THE CHARACTER 1S 
SPINEo 
HAD A VERY GOOD DISCUSSION IN GRADUATE DIRECTING CLASS TODAY-
AND ON MO.NDAY AS WELL - WITH PROFESSOR H1 RSCH AND THE OTHERS - CAME AWAY 
WITH SOME INTERESTING NEW ANGLES OF APPROACH AND SIDELIGHTS, PARTICULARLY 
ABOUT EDDIE. 
HAD BRIEF DISCUSSION WITH EDDIE BEFORE 3 0 1CLOCK REHEARSAL IN 
REGARD TO NEW OR VARYING INTERPRETATIONS- WE COMPARED NOTES- PARTICULARLY 
IN LIGHT OF HIS CONFERENCE WITH NORTON- AND WE DECIDED THAT TODAY PAUL 
SHOULD PLAY EDDIE WITH A VERY .POSITIVE ATTEMPT TO HIDE A CONSCIOUS GUILT, 
AS OPPOSED TO THE UNCONSCIOUS GUILT OF PREVIOUS REHEARSALS. 
I HAD EDDIE CHANGE A LINE FOR PURPOSES OF GETTING A STRONGER 
EMOTIONAL RESPONSE FROM CATHERINE, BY HAVING HIM REFER TO A FORMER ACTUAL 
BOYFRIEND WHOSE WALKOUT HAD HAD TRAUMATIC CONSEQUENCES - AND IN THE PLAYS 
54 •. 
CONTEXT EDDIE IS ATTEMPTING TO TELL CATHERINE THAT RODOLPHO OOESN 1T REALLY 
LOVE HER FOR HERSELF. CATHERINE SAYS 11 BUT HE LOVES MEell EDDIE SAYS, IIDoNf 
SAY THAT FOR Goo 1s SAKEeJI - AND IN PLACE OF THIS J HAD HIM SUBSTITUTE 
11 DAVID DOESN'T LOVE vou111 -WHICH CAME OUT AT FULL VOLUME AND FULL INTENSIT e 
NOTICEABLY RESULTS - A GOOD IMPROVEMENT. AND A COMPLETE SHOCK TO HERe I 
APOLOGIZED AFTERWARD, FOR WHICH SHE SAID THERE WAS NO NEEDs 
THIS BUSINESS OF CHANGING LINES FOR REHEARSAL VALUE I USED PRE-
VIOUSLY IN THE KISS SCENEe RODOLPHO HAD AT· ONE REHERRSAL COMPLAINED OF THE 
LACK OF MOTIVATION IN FLINGING HIMSELF IN FURY ON EDDIE, SIMPLY BECAUSE THE 
LATTER SAYS 11 BUT WHAT'RE YOU GONNA BEeeeCOME ON, SHOW ME WHAT VOU 1RE GONNA 
BEe 11 I HAD ATTEMPTE D PREVIOUSLY TO WORK UPON THE ACTOR BY TELLIMG HIM 
THAT ONCE EDDIE SAYS "THAT 11 OF HIM- (IT WAS OBVIOUS WHAT EDDIE IS SAVING) 
- THAT IT BECOMES TRUEe (THE BUSINESS OF NAMING THINGS IS ALL-IMPORTANT 
TO THIS PLAY, PARTICULARLY FOR EDDIE, BEATRICE, AND ALFIERte) BUT EVI-
DENTLY RODOLPHO HAS SO LITTLE NOTION OF ACTUALLY BEING SUSPECT HIMSELF, OR 
ELSE IT DOESN 1T PHASE HIM, THAT THE IMPLICATION WAS NOT SUFFICIENT MOTI-
VATION. 
So I PRIVATELY TOOK EDDIE ASIDE AND TOLD L~IM THAT THE NEXT TIME 
WE RAN THAT SCENE TO CHANGE THE WORDING- TO BE MORE EXPLICIT- TO DRAG 
OUT ALL THE FOUL FOUR-LETTER WORD PROFANITIES HE COULD THINK OF- (AND I 
SUGGESTED SOME SPECIFIC ONES HE COULD USE) -AND TOLD HIM NOT TO BE RE-
STRAINED BECAUSE OF THE FEMALES IN THE ROOM. WELL, WE GOT BACK TO THAT 
SCENE SOONER THAN I HAD ANTICfRATED, BUT I· ~AD FORGOTTEN MY INJUNCTION-
BUT NOT FOR LONG! (COOBV HAD JUST BECOME STAGE MANAGER, AND NOT KNOWING 
THE SCRIPT WENT FLYING TO THE TEXT TO SEE IF ALL THAT WERE PRINTED THEREl) 
THE SCENE WORKED VERY WELL- RODOLPHO WAS HAPPY- HE NOW HAD A CLEAR CUT, 
(tF_NOT JlcLEAN" CUT) IDEA OF WHAT EDDIE WAS SAVING, AND PROBABLY WOULD 
RECALL THOSE WORDS EVERY TIME WE DID THE SCENE FROM THEN ON AND THUS, 
ALTHOUGH THE STIMULUS HAD BEEN REHEARSED, THE EMOTION WOULD BE FRESH AND 
THE REACTION WOULD QCCUR ANEW EACH TIME (HOPEFULLY!). 
I AM TAKING MORE TIME HERE BECAUSE THIS IS THE LAST DAY OF 
REHEARSALS BEFORE VACATION AND ( HAVE HAD TIME TO REFLECT BEFORE WRITING, 
TO RE-READ MY PREVIOUS ENTRIES, AND NOW, HAVING REMEMBERED EVENTS NOT 
NOTED, FEEL I SHOULD SET THEM OOWNe 
FOR A LONG TIME I HAVE HAD THE IDEA OF ATTEMPTING SOME SORT OF 
LOW-LYING FOG IN T~E STREET AT THE VERY OPENING OF THE PLAY, WHICH WOULD 
QUICKLY DISSIPATE AS THE ACTORS ENTERED, AND ONE DAY GOT THE tOEA OF USING 
SOME HARP MUSIC DURING A PORTION OF ALFIERI 1S PROLOGUE. WHEN J ACTUALLY 
BROUGHT THE HARP IN~O REHEARSAL AND INSERTED THE MUSIC IN ITS PLACE, I 
RECEIVED MIXED REACTIONS FROM THE CAST, BUT MOST THOUGHT IT NOT THE PROPER 
INSTRUMENT. I DISAGREED, AND PERHAPS STILL 00 1 BUT SINCE THEN I HAVE 
DISCARDED, AT LEAST TEMPORARILY, BOTH FOG AND MUSIC• MtGHT POSSIBLE USE 
THE FOG HORN MOREe THE HARP AND THE FOG ARE ROMANTIC AND SENTIMENTAL, AND 
THE PLAY IS NOT SUPPOSED TO BE, BUT IT IS POETIC, AND IT CAN AFFORD TO BE 
UNDERSCORED AND THEATRICALIZEDe 
RAN THROUGH BOTH ACTS THIS AFTERNOON IN THEIR ENTIRETYe 
55· 
WEDNESDAY, APRIL )RD - 7:)0 - 10;00 P. M. 
HAD ONE GUEST TON~$HT - A FRIEND OF EDDIE 1S - AND SHE SAT OFF TO 
ONE SIDE AT WHAT WOULD BE THE EXTREME EDGE OF THE AUDIENCE, AND STAYED 
THERE AS WE RAN THROUGH THE WHOLE PLAYe SHE SAID- UPON BEING ASKED WHAT 
SHE THOUGHT ABOUT SIGHT LINES ANB SEEING FACES- THAT AT FIRST SHE THOUGHT 
SHE WASN 1T GOING TO BE ABLE TO SEE ANYTHING, BUT SOON REALIZED SHE COULD 
SEE MOST OF WHAT OCCURRED. SHE ALSO THOUGHT PLATFORMS - FOR BOTH ACTORS 
AND AU~IENCE - WOULD HELPe 
I. TIMED THE FIRST ACT AND IT WENT AMAZINGLY WELL- ~UST OVER AN 
HOUR - AND IT IS ABOUT TWICE AS LONG AS THE SECOND ACTe THIS BUSINESS OF 
ACTS IS RATHER ARBITRARY, I THINK, PARTICULARLY WITH THE KISS CLIMAX 
COMING SO SOON AFTER THE SECOND ACT BEGINS. HAVING ORIGINALLY BEEN CON-
CEIVED AS A ONE-ACT PLAY, AND ONLY CUT IN TWO BECAUSE OF THE ADDITION OF 
TWO ~CENES AND SOME OTHER DIALOGUE, I THINK WE MUST STILL REGARD IT AS A 
ONE-ACT PLAYe THUS IT BECOMES IMPOSSIBLE FOR THE ACTORS TO FIND A SEPARATE 
AND DISTINCT ACTION FOR EACH ACT- LET ALONE FOR EACH OF THE SCENES- AN 
ARBITRARY DIVISION OF MY OWN- WHICH ACTIONS ARE ALL PART OF THE MAIN ACTIO 
FOR EACH CRARACTER FOR THE PLAYe THEIR ACTION FOR THE PLAY IS ALSO THEIR 
ACTION FOR EACH ACT AND PARTIALLY FOR EACH SCENE AS WELLe 
~FTER THIS EVENING 1S REHEARSAL, I HAD A FULL HOUR CONFERENCE WITH 
PAUL ZAKRZEWSKI ABOUT EDDIE - WE REACHED NO CONCLU~IONS - ONLY RAISED MORE 
QUESTIONS- AND WERE GOING TO LET IT GO THAT WAY OVER VACATION, BUT FRIDAY 
NOON I HAD COME SACK TO MY- OUR- ORIGINAL THEORY THAT EDDIE~~ 
REALIZE THAT HE WANTS WHAT HE CANNOT HAVE, AND~ IS HIS CATASTROPHE. 
HE IS NOT A HYPOCRITE, AND HIS FLAW IS ONLY THAT HE REFUSES TO EVER CON-
SIDER THE POSSIBILITY THAT HIS ACTIONS ARE NOT PRIMARILY SERVING THE END 
WHICH HE THINKS THEY ARE. AFTER TALKING WITH NNOTHER FACULTY MEMBER AND 
REVIEWING THE PLAY, I AM NOW CONVINCED (THOUGH I HAVE OVER TWO WEEKS IN 
WHICH TO CHANGE MY MIND!) THAT EDDIE DOES NOT HAVE A MOMENT OF REALIZATION 
OF HIS PREVIOUSLY SUS-CONSCIOUS MOTIVES BEFORE BEING STABBED, AND THUS 
THERE IS NO POSSIBILITY OF HIS EVER ACCEPTING ITe I EVEN QUESTION STRONGLY 
THE EXTENT TO WHICH HE REALIZED WHAT HAS BROUGHT ABOUT HIS DOWNFALL EVEN 
AFTER BEING STABBED. ~THE ANAGNOROSIS IS THERE9 BUT IS GIVEN INSTEAD•••" 
TO EVERYONE ELSE - BOTH THE OTHER CHARACTERS AND THE AUDIENCEe 
THE TRAP INTO WHICH MOST PEOPLE IN DISCUSSING THE PLAY SEEM TO 
FALL IS THE OPINION THAT EDDIE IS A TRAGIC HERO, THAT VIEW IS A CLASSIC 
GREEK TRAGEDY, AND THEY THEN TRY TO SUPER-IMPOSE THIS FORM ON THE PLAY AND 
EDDIEt AND INTERPRET HIM IN THIS LIGHT, AND IGNORE WHAT THE SCRIPT- THE 
DIALOGUE- HAS TO SAVe I STRONGLY FEEL THAT THE INTERPRETATION GIVEN IN 
THE PRECEDING PARAGRAPH IS THE ONLY ONE WHICH THE SCRIPT WILL a~EQUIVOCALLY 
SUPPORT. 
S P R I N G V A C A T I 0 N 
MONDAY, APRI~ 15TH - 3:30 - 6:00 P. M. 
ltNE REHEARSA~ IN MR. NORTON 1S ROOM- WENT STRAIGHT THROUGH 
THE P~AY- LES~I AND COOBY READ IN THE MINOR CHARACTERS WHI~E FO~~OWING 
THE SCRIPT AND CORRECTING THE MAJOR SIX UNTI~ THEY WERE WORD-FOR-WORD 
PERFECTo TO~D CATHERINE TO WEAR A S~IP AND NO HEELS TO EVENING REHEARSAL, 
TOLD EDDIE TO WEAR BRIEFS AND SHORTS (ANY ANYTHING E~SE HE FE~T MIGHT BE 
NECESSARY); SCHEDULED I NDI muA~ CONFERENCES FOR A~oo, ROSLYN, PAUL, ,PAu~, 
AND BUFFo SHOWED EVERYONE BUFF'S PHOTOS OF RED HOOK- THE CHARACTERS 
AND ltHE SETTING- INC~UDING 11441 SAXON STREET 11 AND THE ACTUA~ 111 UNION 
STREET -WE DISCUSSED ALD0 1s, louts•, AND BUFF 1S EXPERIENCES IN THE AREAo 
HAD CONFERENCE WITH RUFFIN IN REGARD TO LIGHTINGe 
MoNDAY, APRIL 15TH- 7:30 - 10:00 P. M. 
We SET UP THE COMPLETE APARTMENT: TWO BEDROOMS, BATHROOM, 
KITCHEN, AND LIVING ROOM IN 410 WITHCHAIRS AS WALLS, AND DID IMPROVISATIONS 
EDDIE COMING HOME ON FRIDAY, CATHERINE 1S TWELFTH BIRTHDAY, THEN WENT 
FROM THAT TO THE PRESENT: THE START OF A DAY WITH ALL THREE IN BED -
THEY UNDRESSED AS THOUGH TAl< I NG OFF PAJAMAS t THEN WITH EDDIE IN HIS 
UNDERWEAR AND CATHERINE IN HER SLIP THEY WENT INTO THE BATHROOM, GAVE 
HIM THINGS TO TALK ABOUT AND AN UNDERNEATH ACTION TO SHOW CATHERINE HOW 
MUCH HE LOVES HER; GAVE CATHERINE THE FOLLOWING: VOU 1VE BEEN AT SCHOOL 
ONE WEEK AND YOU WANT TO TELL HIM ABOUT THE COURSES, CHANGE AND SIMILARITY 
TO LAST YEAR, AND SO ON, AND UNDERNEATH TO SHOW EDDIE HOW MUCH YOU LOVE 
AND RESPECT HIMo TOLD BEATRICE TO MAKE THEIR BED, THEN GET BREAKFAST 
FOR THE THREE OF THEM, THEN GET THEM OUT OF THE BATHROOM AND SAT DOWN 
AT THE TABLE, TOLD HER TO TRY AND FIND A COURSE OF ACTION TO BE USED 
LATER TO GET CLOSER TO EDDIE AND TO GET CATHERINE OUT ON HER OWNo THEN 
WE REDI~ THE EDDIE AND BEATRICE IN BED IMPROV, THREW EVERYONE ELSE OUT: 
EDDJE 1S ACTION TO GET SOME SLEEPj BEATRICE: TO GET EDDIE TO MAKE LOVE 
TO YOU WJTHOUT~KING HIM DIRECTLY- SUGGESTED SHE TALK ABOUT CATHERINE, 
PRAISE HER, MAKE HJM THINK OF HER POSSIBLY WHILE (HOPEFULLY) MAKING LOVE 
TO YOU. THEN WE RAN THE EDDIE, BEATRICE, AND CATHERINE SCENE FROM THE 
OPENING oF AcT ONe:. 
TuESDAY, APRIL 16TH - 3:30 - 6:0Q P. M. 
TOOK CATHERINE AND RODOLPHO UP TO ROOF OF SFAA, THE "HIGHEST 
BUILDING IN BROOKL.VN 11 - HAD THEM LOOK AT NEW YORK CITY, THEN WE LEFT 
THE BUILDING SINCE IT WAS TIME TO START HOME FOR SUPeER, HAD THEM CROSS 
THE STREET AND BUY A SODA IN THE DRUGSTORE FIRST- ALWAYS IN CHARACTERo 
RODOLPHO's ACTION: TO HAVE A GOOD TIME- TO ENJOY HIMSELF AND TO MAKE 
SURE CATHERINE HAS A GOOD TIME ALSO, TO MAKE SURE SHE KNOWS HOW MUCH 
YOU ENJOY BEING WITH HER; CATHERINE: TO ENJOY HERSELF, TO TEACH RODOLPHO 
ABOUT THIS COUNTRY, THE COMMONPLACES THAT HE MIGHT NOT UNDERSTAND OR 
APPRECIATE - HE 1 S ONLY BEEN HERE A WEEK - AND BE SURE HE KNOWS HOW MUCH 
YOU ENJOY BEING WITH HIMo WHEN WE CAME BACK INTO 410, I ATTEMPTED TO 
HAVE THEM GO RIGHT INTO THE RODO~PHO-CATHERINE SCENE FROM THE BEGINNING 
OF ACT Two, BUT THE TIME SPAN DIFFERENCE WAS TOO MUCH, AND SINCE THE 
SCENE WASN 1T WORKING WE STOPPEDo 
AT 4:30 WE HAD ALFIERI IN HIS OFFICE, HAD CATHERINE VJSIT LffiMt 
GET HIM TO TAKE HER TO JAIL SO THAT THE TWO OF THEM COULD SEE WHAT COULD 
57. 
BE DONE TO GET RODOLPHO AND MARCO OUT. ALFIERI, KNOWING NOTHING ABOUT 
WHAT HAD HAPPENED, HAD TO BE TOLD BY CATHERINE, BUT HER MAIN ACTION WAS 
TO SEE RODOLPHO AND GET HIM OUT OF THERE AND MARRY HIMe ALFIERI, AFTER 
FINDING OUT WHAT HAD HAPPENED, WAS TO GO WITH CATHERINE TO JAIL, AND 
SEE WHAT HE COULD DO FOR THEMe I PLAYED A JAIL OFFICIAL, AND AFTER A 
BRIEF MEETING SCENE WE WENT INTO THE ACTUAL SCENE 1S DIALOGUE. 
TUESDAY, APRIL 16TH- 7:30- 11:00 P.M.- 201! 
OuR FIRST REHEARSAL ON STAGE. RAN THROUGH ENTIRE PLAY WITH 
ALL PROPS TO GET ACCUSTOMED TO WORKING ON PLATFORMS; HAD ONE STAGE 
MAN~GER ON LINES AT ONE SIDE AND ANOTHER IN THE CENTER CHECKING BLOCKING 
CAREFULLY, AND I SAT ON THE OTHER SIDEe WE STOPPED ONLY FOR BLOCKING 
PROBLEMS AND TO CHANGE THE BLOCKING IN MARCO AND RODOLPH0 1s ENTRANCE, 
AND ALSO IN THE SCENE WHERE RODOLPHO COMES BACK TO TELL EDDIE THAT MARCO 
IS PRAYING. ALSO REBLOCKED EDDIE'S FIRST ENTRANCE INTO THE HOUSE AND 
HAD CATHERINE TAKE HIS COAT, HAT, AND LUNCH PAILe PROFESSOR THOMMEN 
CAME IN FOR AWHILE AND GAVE SOME VERY HELPFUL SUGGESTlONS - SOME OF WHICH 
I HAD ALREADY THOUGHT OF AND/OR HAD GIVEN THE ACTORS BUT WHICH THEY WERE 
NOT USING BECAUSE OF THE NEW ENVIRONMENT. 
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 17TH - 3:30 - 6:00 P. M. 
REHEARSED IN THE STREET IN FRONT OF ROSLYN 1S APARTMENT, RAN 
THE EDDIE AND CATHERINE SCENE UNTIL CATHERINE WAS HURT ENOUGH TO RELEASE 
HER EMOTIONS.· WHEN BEATRICE ARRIVED WE WENT RIGHT ON INTO THE BEATRICE 
AND CATHERINE SCENE- HAVING EDDIE AND CATHERINE HAVE TO RUN UP FOUR 
FLIGHTS OF STAIRS WORKED GREAT! - SPOKE 'To CATHERINE ABOUT THAT SCENE 
BEING THE M~TURING PROCESS FOR HER, WHEREIN SHE BEGINS TO MAKE ORDER 
OUT OF THE CHAOS WHICH EDDIE HAS WREAKED. JT IS, IN A SENSE, THE LOSS 
OF INNOCENCE, WHEN SHE BEGINS TO QUESTION NOT ONLY EDDIE, BUT BEATRICE 
ALSO, AND THIS CARRIES OVER INTO HER RELATIONSHIP WITH RODOLPHOe WE 
THEN RAN THE SUPPER SECTION OF AcT ONE, SCENE ONE WITH FOOD 11 EDDIE AND 
CATHERINE" HAD BOUGHT (WITH MY MONEY) ON THE WAV TO RosLYN 1S APARTMENT. 
THEN TOOK BEATRICE AND EDDIE DOWNSTAIRS AND OUTSIDE FOR THEIR STREET 
SCENE- WAS DIFFICULT FOR THEM TO CONCENTRATE ON THE SCENE- PARTIALLY 
BECAUSE OF PASSERSBY, BUT ALSO BECAUSE THEY BOTH KEPT BREAKING UPe 
WORKED ON RELATING TO ENVIRONMENT AND DEVELOPING TH~ SENSE SUFriCJENTLY 
SO THEY COULD BR'ING IT INSIDE TO THE SET- ALSO WORKED ON REACTIONS TO 
THE PASSERSBY. 
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 17TH- 7:30- 11:00 P.M.- (210) 
RAN THROUGH THE TWO GROUP SCENES TWICE EACH FIRST TO GET ALL 
ACCUSTOMED TO PLATFORMS, AISLES, ENTRANCES, AND E~CITS; THEN WORKED THE 
CROWD INDIVIDUALLY INTO OTHER STREET SCENES AND SAW HOW IT LOOKED AND 
WHAT IT DID rOR THE MAJOR SIXe THEN WORKED ON OTHER SCENES FROM AcT ONE. 
THURSDAY, APRIL 1STH- 3:30- 6:00 P. M. 
BACK AT SFAA IN 410 - DID IMPROV BLOCKING WITH THE EDDIE AND 
BEATRICE STREET SCENE - EDDIE BUILT A WALL Or CHAIRS BETWEEN HIM AND 
BEATRICE, AND SHE ATTEMPTED TO TEAR IT DOWN·- HAD EDDIE PUT ON TWO CHAIRS 
rOR EVERY ONE SHE TOOK Orre IT DEVELOPED A GOOD SENSE OF UBGENCY AND 
PHYSICALIZED THE UNDERLYING SITUATION. POOR BUFF WAS A BIT EXHAUSTED-
TO SAY NOTHING ABOUT THE CHAIRS! - BUT WE THEN DID AN IMPROV ON THE FJNAL 
SCENE, BEGAN JUST BEFORE RODOLPHO's ENTRANCE, AND THIS TIME WE STARTED 
AT THE VERY TOP OF THE MAIN STAIRCASE IN SFAA AND RAN THE SCENE AS WE 
RAN DOWN THE STAIRS - COOBY READ CATHERINE AND I READ RODOLPHOe EDDtE 1S 
ACTJON, TO GET OUTSIDE; BEATRICE, TO STOP HIM• 
WHEN ALFIERI ARRIVED BEATRICE LEFT AND WE DID AN IMPROV OF THE 
FIRST ALFIERI-EDDIE SCENE WITH A TWELVE FOOT DESK OF CHAIRS BETWEEN THEMe 
As ALFIERI TOOK CHAIRS OUT OF HIS WAY IN AN ATTEMPT TO REACH EDDIE, EDDIE 
PUT MORE CHAIRS IN HIS WAVe I GOT A BRIGHT IDEA HALF-WAY THROUGH THE 
SCENE AND SHUT OFF ALL THE LIGHTS - THEY FINISHED OFF IN SOME MAD SCRAMBLIN~ 
AROUND THE CHAIRS IN THE DARK. THEN, SINCE EDDIE WAS EXHAUSTED, I HAD 
THEM BOTH LIE DOWN FLAT ON THEIR BACKS, FEET TO FEET BUT NOT TOUCHING, 
11 UNABLE TO MOVE, 11 RELAXED THEM, AND THEN G~VE EACH THE PROBLE:M OR ACTION 
OF COMMUNICATING- THEN THEY DID THE DIALOGUE FROM THE SAME ACT ONE 
EDDIE AND ALFIERI SCENE, AND AT SIGNIFICANT POINTS IN THE SCRIPT I SHUT 
OFF THE LIGHTS ONE BY ONE. THE WHOLE THING WORKED BEAUTIFULLY IN TERMS 
OF DEVELOPING A DESPARATE URGENCY- EDDIE GOT EMOTIONALLY WORKED UP BUT 
DID NOT OVERDO IT, AND BOTH COOBY AND I BECAME INVOLVED AND AFFECTED. 
THEN WITH ALFIERI ALONE I HAD HIM TELL ME ALL HIS SOLO SPEECHES 
AS WE RODE DOWN IN THE ELEVATOR, CROSSED THE STREET, GOT INTO HIS CAR, 
AND HEADED FOR KENMORE SQUARE - THE FRESHNESS OF ENVIRONMENT AND APPROACH 
CREATED A NEW SENSE OF IMMEDIACY AND AWARENESS WITHIN HIMe 
THURSDAY, APRIL 1STH- 7:30 - 11:00 P. M. - (210) 
RAN THROUGH CROWD SCENES IN AcT Two TWICE, THEN WORKED ON OTHER 
SCENES INVOLVING EXTRAS t AND THEN WOR!<ED ON THE 11 SOL0 11 SCENES FROM ACT 
Two. 
FRIDAY, APRIL 19TH- 10:00 A· M.- 1:00 P.M.- (210) 
SET UP BLACK FLATS IN FRONT OF 11HOUSE 11 TO SIMULATE REAL WALLS 
AND TO GET THE ACTORS ACCUSTOMED TO WORKING WITH THE ACTUAL BLOCKING IN 
AN ACTUAL ENCLOSURE. ALSO TO TRY AND GET THEM OUT OF THE HABIT OF FACING 
INTO THE CORNERS. UNFORTUNATELY WE COULD NOT PUT THE FLATS WE HAD WHERE 
THEY WOULD HAVE DONE THE MOST GOO~, THAT IS, AROUND THE.CORNERS AND IN 
THE HALL, PARTICULARLY BY THE DOOR. TOLD:,RODOLPHO TO TRY 51 NGI NG IN A 
LOWER, MORE NORMAL, REGISTER. RAN TR~OUGH ENTIRE PLAY- POLISHING AND 
PERFECTING BLOCKING- MOV EMENTS AND GESTURES, SHARPENING REACTIONS, 
CHANGING LINE BEADINGS, STOPPED AND WORKED ON BITS THAT DID NOT WORK, 
WORKED ON TRANSITIONS FROM SCENE TO SCENE AND ALSO TRANSITIONS WITHJN 
EACH SCENE. 
FRIDAY, APRIL 19TH- 2:00 - 5:00 P. M. - (210) 
RAN THROUGH ENTIRE PLAY- DID NOT WORK FOR ANY ONE SPECIFIC 
THING, BUT FOR PERFECTION IN ALL THINGS: INTENSITY OF CLIMAXES AND 
GRADUAL BUT STEADY BUILD UP TO THESE CLIMAXES - WORKED ON VARIETY OF 
PACE AND RHYTHM WITHIN A SCENE - ESTABLISHING SMALLER CLIMAXES WITHIN 
A SCENE, PARTICULARLY IN ACT ONE AND PARTICULARLY IN THE OPENING BEATRICE, 
CATHERINE, AND EDDIE SCENEe 
RODOLPHO SEEMS TO HAVE A GENERAL PROBLEM OF ACTING WHEN STANDING 
STILL- ALWAYS TRIES TO DO SOMETHING- SOMETIMES HE COMES UP WITH SOME 
GOOD THINGS- OR SPARKS MY IMAGINATION SUFFICIENTLY FOR ME TO SUGGEST 
SOMETHING THAT WE EVENTUALLY FIND WILL WORK WITHOUT DETRACTING FROM THE 
FOCUS OF THE SCENE, WHICH IS WHAT HAPPENS WITH MUCH OF WHAT HE DOES ON 
HIS OWNe 
No EVENING REHEARSAL- THEATER CLOSED, BUT HAD LIGHTING 
CONFERENCE WITH RUFFINo 
SATURDAY, APRIL 20TH - 10:30 A. M. - 12:30 P. M. - (210) 
WE WORKED ON THE IDEA OF ENTRANCES AND EXITS NOT BEING MADE 
IN CHARACTER-~ 8RECHTIAN ALIENATION- A GREATER TEST OF ACTING 
STRENGTH AND ABILITY- BUT WILL IT WORK OR DOES IT ONLY CREATE A CHOPPY 
EPISODIC EFFECT THAT WILL HINDER THE AUDIENCE 1S INVOLVEMENT? OR JS 
THIS GOOD? -TO BRING THEM BACK FROM SUBJECTIVITY TO OBJECT~VITY- IS 
THIS MORE ·PRESENTATIONA~? WORKED PRIMARILY ON ACT 0NEo 
SATURDAY, APRIL 20TH - 1:30 P. M. - 3:30 P. M. - (2101 
HAVE VET TO DO ANYTHING DEFINITE ABOUT COSTUMES- WE ARE NOT 
GOING TO BE GIVEN A COSTUME DESIGNER- "UNNECESSARY", AND I QUOTE, SO 
WE 1 VE MADE MARGE RAPPAPORT COSTUME CHIEFe WORKED ON AcT Two- CONTINUED 
THE ENTRANCES AND EXITS OUT OF CHARACTER- STILL WORKING FOR PERFECTION 
WITHIN THE FRAMEWORK ORIGINALLY ESTABLISHED. 
AsKED EVERYBODY TO WATCH ON THE WATERFRONT ON TV TONIGHT. 
TALKED WJTH RUFFIN ABOUT THE LIGHTING MOREe 
SUNDAY, APRIL 21ST - 2:00 - 5:00 P. M. (THEATER AND SFAA CLOSED) 
WE MET AT Coosv 1s APARTMENT, DISCUSSED WATERFRONT, ITS 
SIMILARITIES AND DISSIMILARITIES- FORTUNATELY ALL HAD SEEN ITo 
DISCUSSED REHEARSAL SCHEQULE FOR REST OF WEEK, INCLUDING PROBLEM OF 
MARCO MISSING SATURDAY EVENING 1S PROPOSED RUN-THROUGH; ALSO DISCUSSED 
PARTIES TO BE HELD OVER WEEKEND. THEN HAD A LINE REHEARSAL AND RAN 
THROUGH THE ENTIRE PLAVe 
No EVENING REHEARSAL; WORKED WITH RUFFIN ON SELECTING GEL COLORSo 
Mo~DAV, APRIL 22ND - 3:30 - 6:00 P. M. 
WORKED ON COSTUMES - TALKED WITH MRs. AsHTON AND PROFESSOR 
SoVEY- WORKED WITH MARGE IN TALKING TO ACTORS- HAD THEM BRING IN THEIR 
OWN AND ALSO TRY ON THINGS MARSE AND I HAD PULLED OUT- HAD MARGE WRITE 
IT ALL DOWNe 
MoNDAY, APRIL 22ND- 7:30- 11:00 P.M.- (210) 
RAN THROUGH ENTIRE PLAY WITH COSTUMES AND ALSO LIGHTS- SUCH AS 
THEY WERE. ALSO LOOKED AT HAIR STYLES. Boa SOLOT JOINED US FOR THE 
FIRST TIME, AS MIKE, -VERY GOOD- EVEN IF HE HAS A TENDENCY TO MAKE A 
ONE-ACT PLAY OUT OF THE PART- BUT I AM MUCH OBLIGED TO HIM FOR DOING THE 
ROLEo lYNN PETERSON CAME AND WE HAD A BEER AFTERWARDS AND SHE GAVE ME 
HER REACTIONS TO AND SUGGESTIONS ABOUT ACCENTS AND DIALECTS 0 
60. 
) 
TUESDAY, APRIL 23RD - 3:30 - 4:30 P. M. - (210) 
WORI<ED WITH CATHERINE AND RODOLPHO- TALKED ABOUT THE SCENE 
~IRST - THEN DID AN IMPROV ON THE SCENE WITH THEM ON THE ~LOOR AND 
STRETCHED OUT ~LAT, BUT RODOLPHO WAS TOO RELAXED AND NOT PLAYING THE 
SCENE, SO I STOPPED THEM AND RE-EXPLAINED THE IDEA INVOLVED, THEN PUT 
THREE CHAIRS OVER EACH TO PIN THEM DOWN- HAD ROCKING CHAIR BETWEEN 
THEM- KEPT THAT ROCKING LIKE A METRONOME AND A SYMBOL 0~ EDDIE BETWEEN 
THEM, THEN WHEN LESLI TOOK OVER THE CHAIR J WALKED BACK AND ~ORTH AUDIBLY 
AND INCREASED MY TEMPO AS THE SCENE PROGRESSED, THEN DIED AWAY A~TER THEY 
HAD COME TOGETHER ON "HoLD MEl ,u AND HAD LESLI STOP THE ROCKING. THEN 
WE WENT INTO 204 AND RAN THE SQENE- DECIDED A~TERWARDS TO CHANGE THE 
BLOCKING AND DO IT UNREHEARSED TONIGHTo 
TUESDAY, APRIL 23RD- 6:00- 11:00 P.M.- (210) 
FULL COMPANY CALL AT 6 ~OR MAKE-UP- ~!NALLY GOT GOING ABOUT 
7:30, HIRSCH AND KAZANO~~ WERE THERE- THEY TOOl< NOTES AND GAVE ME SOME 
0~ THEM A~TER THE SHOW, THEN I MADE APPOINTMENTS WITH EACH ~OR TOMORROW 
TO GET THE REST 0~ THEM. A ~AIRLY DECENT RUN-THROUGH TONIGHTo 
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 24TH - 3:30 - 5:30 P. M. - (LOUNGE) 
GAVE NOTES ~ROM HIRSCH, KAZANO~~, AND MYSEL~ TO THE MAJOR SIX 
IN THE LOUNGE, ALONG WITH NOTES TO STAGE MANAGERS AND CREWSo WORKED 
PARTICULARLY WITH MARCO ON DEVELOPING STRENGTH. WENT BACK TO ALL 
ENTRANCES AND EXITS IN CHARACTER, AND ALL SHORT ENTRANCES IN GENERAL, 
ALSO WENT BACK TO MY ORIGINAL IDEA 0~ KEEPING AL~IERI ON STAGE THROUGHOUT 
THE PLAY, WORKED ~OR VARIETY 0~ RISES AND CROSSES DOWNSTAGE IN HIS SOLO 
SCENESo HAVE TOLD LARRY WE MUST HAVE SHORT CHRISTMAS TREE, ACTUAL DRAPES, 
AND TELEPHONE ~OR TONIGHT OR WE DON 1T GO ~B._ SPOKE TO BEATRICE, EDDIE, 
AND CATHERINE ABOUT THE LACK 0~ CRYING, AND SAID LITERALLY, I WANTED 1 
HISTRIONICS. 
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 24TH- 7:00- 11:00 P. M. - (210) 
F.INAL DRESS REHEARSAL BE~ORE THE CRITIQUE- IN GENERAL THINGS 
WENT ~AIRLY WELL- SOME LIGHT CUES STILL A MESSo MAKE-UP SEEMS OoKo IN 
GENERAL- IN AN E~~ORT TO GIVE ME HISTRIONICS Bu~~ GAVE ME HYSTERICS IN 
~INAL SCENE 1 S ATTEMPT TO KEEP EDDIE IN THE HOUSE, AND IT WORKED MAGNI~I­
CENTLY - AND "You CAN NEVER HAVE HBR" WORKED AS A CLIMAX ~OR THE ~IRST 
TIME. 
THURSDAY, APRIL 25TH - 3:30 -
No A~TERNOON REHEARSAL - TIME HERE TO DISCUSS BRIE~LY THE 
INDIVIDUAL CON~ERENCES HELD LAST WEEK. fiRST ONE WAS WITH RosLYN ON 
TUESDAY, THE 16TH - SHE HAD GONE THROUGH THE ENTIRE SCRIPT AND NOTED 
PROBLEM SPOTS - USUALLY SPECI~IC LINES- AND WE TALKED ABOUT THEM UNTIL 
SHE THOUGHT THEY 1D WORK - PROVED VERY HELP~ULo I ALSO READ HER SOME 
IMAGE PORTIONS 0~ MY FREUD/MILLER RESEARCH. 
NEXT WAS WITH PAUL PETERSON ON WEDNESDAY - WAS VERY BRIE~ - WE 
DISCUSSED PROBLEM SPOTS - THE RODOLPHO/CATHERINE SCENE - HIS MATURITY AND 
YOUTH~ULNESSo 
61. 
TALKED WITH BUFF ABOUT PROBLEM SPOTS AT 12:30 P. M. ON 
THURSDAY- DISCUSSED HER NEEDS AS COMPARED WITH BEATRICE 1S NEEDS - MY 
IGNORANCE AS TO THEIR SIMILARITY OR DISSIMILARITY- BUT IF THEY WERE 
SIMILAR FOR HER TO OPEN HERSELF UP MORE- TO FIND THE CHARACTER WITHIN 
HERSELF AND TO REVEAL THAT. 
ALDO WAS NEXT AND WE DISCUSSED THE DUAL ASPECT OR FUNCTION OF 
THE CHARACTER. THE EXTENT TO WHICH WARMTH AND HUMANITY PERVADES THE 
CHARACTER AND THE EXTENT TO WHICH HE MUST BE COLD AND IMPERSONAL. 
PERHAPS THE MOST REWARDING CONFERENCE WAS WITH EDDIE, WHEREIN 
I LEARNED MORE ABOUT THE.ACTOR AND HIS PERSONAL OPINIONS OF SOME OF THE 
OTHER CAST MEMBERS AS WELL AS OF PEOPLE OUTSIDE THE ~CASTe I EXPLORED 
THESE WITH HIM AND TRIED TO FIND RELATIONSHIPS THAT PARAOLELED THOSE OF 
EDDIE, BOTH CONSCIOUSLY, AND SUB-CONSCIOUSLY. I CANNOT TELL THE EXTENT 
TO WHICH THIS DISCUSSION MAY HAVE IMPROVED HIS ACTING, BUT I FELT IT 
MUST HAVE MADE MORE SPECIFIC AND CONCRETE THE VARIOUS QND CONFLICTING 
FEELINGS EDDIE HAS. 
THURSDAY, APRIL 25TH - 7:30 - 10:30 P. M. - (210) 
CRITIQUE DRESS REHEARSAL - FOR SOMETHING THAT WAS SUPPOSEDLY 
OPEN ONLY TO DIRECTING MA~ORS OR DIRECTING STUDENTS WE HAD AN AMAZINGLY 
FULL HOUSE- FORTUNATELY THE ONLY FOUR STANDEES WERE FROM OUTSIDE THE 
SCHOOLe PROBABLY ABOUT 125 TOTAL IN ATTENDANCE THAT NIGHTe THE 
"REHEARSALU WENT VERY WELL- SOME THINGS STILL DIDN 1T WORK- THE 
LAUGHTER DURING THE FIRST ACT SURPASSED EVEN MY EXPECTATIONS- AS 
COMMENTED FACETIOUSLY TO A NUMBER OF PEOPLE, I ALWAYS THOUGHT MY FORTE 
WAS LIGHT COMEDY, OR AGAIN FACETIOUSLY TO OTHERS, IT 1S A COMMERCIAL 
SUCCESS BUT AN ARTISTIC FA~LURE. ONE OF THE ACTORS (EDDIE) LATER 
COMMENTED THAT THE QUANTITY OF LAUGHTER HAD NOT RE~LLY BOTHERED OR 
THROWN THEM BECAUSE OF MY HAVING GONE THROUGH THE SCRIPT WITH THEM 
AND INDICATING WHAT I THOUGHT WOULD BE THE LAUGH LINESe THE APPLAUSE 
WAS MOST REWARDING. THE STUDENT CRITIQUE NOTES ARE CONTAINED ELSEWHERE 
IN THIS BOOK. THE FACULTY WAS SO DISGUSTED WITH THE TENOR OF THE STUDENT 
CRITIQUE- THE PETTINESS OF THE REMARKS- PARTICULARLY AS THEIR COMMENTS 
WERE SO DI~METRICALLY OPPOSED TO THEIR OBVIOUS EN~OYMENT AND INVOLVEMENT 
IN THE PLAY DURING ITS PERFORMANCE- THAT IN THEIR OWN PRIVATE CRITIQUE 
AFTERWARDS THEY PERHAPS WENT JIOVERBOARD 11 IN THE OPPOSITE DIRECTION. WE 
FIRST TALKED ABOUT MARCO WITH HIM PRESENT, AND THEN DISCUSSED OTHER ASPECTS 
OF THE PLAYo HIRSCH AND KAZANOFF WERE QUITE PLEASED WITH THE PROGRESS 
SINCE TUESQAY EVENING, AND ALL OF THEM SPOKE ENTHUSIASTICALLY ABOUT THE 
PROGRESS THAT HAD BEEN MADE IN THE DIRECTOR 1 S WORK WITH THE ACTORS, AND 
PROFESSOR EHRENSPERGER SPOKE PART(CULARLY ABOUT THE HUSBAND AND WIFE 
RELATIONSHIP, BOTH AT THE CRITIQUE AND AGAIN FRIDAY AFTERNOON. MOST OF 
THE FACULTY 1S SPECIFIC COMMENTS WERE IN REGARD TO TECHNICAL DETAILS THAT 
I WAS AWARE OF AND HOPED TO BE ABLE TO CLEAR UPe ONE MOST UNUSUAL QUESTION 
WAS, IF I HAD TO DO IT ALL OVER AGAIN, WOULD I KEEP THE SAME CAST, WITH 
SPECIFIC REFERENCE TO ONE INDIVIDUAL. I SAID YES, AND EXPLAINED WHY, 
WHILE NONETHELESS AGREEING WITH SOME OF THE ADVERSE CRITICISM LEVIED 
AGAINST THIS PARTICULAR INDIVIDUAL. 
FRIDAY, APRIL 26TH- 3:30 - 5:30 P. M. - (210) 
NEITHER MARCO NOR CATHERINE SHOWED UP- THE LATTER WAS SICK, THE 
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FORMER WAS AT THE DOCTORfs BEING X-RAVED. 1 GAVE NOTES TO THE OTHERS, 
AND TALKED WITH THEM ABOUT CERTAIN PROBLEMS - WHERE THEY HAD FE~T UN-
COMFORTABLE AND WHAT COULD BE DONE TO ALLEVIATE THE SITUATION AND MAKE 
IT WORK BETTER. 
FRJDAY 1 APRIL 26TH- 7:30- 11:00 P.M.- (210) 
WITH ABOUT THIRTY ZAKRZEWSKJS IN tHE AUDIENCE (NOT WHAT ONE 
COULD REALLY CALL A GOOD AUDIENCE) f HAD TO READ MARCO BECAUSE HE WAS 
tN BED ON ACCOUNT OF THE PAlN OF THE FRACTURED SHOULDER SUSTAJNED 
WEDNESDAY OR THURSDAY WHEN EDDIE ACCIDENTLY HJT HIM WTTH HJS ELBOW 
lN THE FIGHT SCENE. CATHERINE WAS ALL BETTER AND ARRIVED ON TlMEo IT 
WAS A RATHER HeLLOW AND EMPTY RUN-THROUGH AND ( JUST DtDN 1 t F.EEL ANY-
THING WAS WORKING AND WANTED TO STOP tT1 THROW THE SPECTATORS OUT AND 
START OVER FROM THE TOP AND WORK IT - BUT [ RESTRAINED MYSELF, AND 11 
GOT BETTER AS WE WENT ALONGe THE FIGHT SCENE WORKED VERY WELL EXCEPT: 
WHEN EDDIE PULLED THE KNIFE INTO HIMSELF I SWORE THAT IT MUST HAVE GONE 
AT ~EAST TWO INCHES INTO HlS GUT- MY KNEES SHOOK SO MUCH THAT [ HAD TO 
KNEEL DOWN AND KEPT ASKING PAUL tF HE WAS OeKo - WlTH NO RESPONSE! SEEMS 
HE WAS - BUT IT CERTAINLY HAD ME SCARED! WE HAD A PARTY AT BtLL 8tEGLER1 S 
FOR THE CAST AND CREW AFTER THE RUN-YHROUGHe 
SATURDAY, APRlL 27tH- 10:00 A.M.- 1:00 P.M.- (210) 
WENT OVER THE NOTES f HAD FROM LAST NIGHT, ALSO THE ONES 
FOR MARCO AND CATHERINE FROM THURSDAVlS PERFORMANCE. TH~N WE PLAYED 
THE TAPE OF THE SHOW f HAD HAD COOBY MAKE SURREPTJTtOUSLY ON FRIDAY 
EVENING. 
SATURDAY, APRIL 27TH - 2:00 - 5:00 P. M. - (210) 
WoRKED ON OPENING EDD1Et BEATRICE, AND CATHERINE SCENE FOR 
LTGHTNESS AND VARIETY- HAD BEATRICE GET THE SILVERWARE FROM THE CUP-
BOARD ON STAGE AND STAND UP FOR THE BUSINESS OF SETTING THE TABLE ON 
HER LONG SPEECH TO £DOIEo ALSO WORKED ON ALFJERJ 1 S OPENlNG SCENES, 
AND TRIED NOT USING THE BRIEF - REBLOCKED HIS FINAL SCENE, AND lN THE 
OPENING SOLILOQUY WE WORKED FOR BRISKNESS AND WARMTH. ALSO WORKED ON 
THE EDDJE, RoDO~PHO, CATHERINE, AND BEATRICE SCENES - AS WEL~ AS THE 
EDDIE AND ALFIERI SCENESe THE ACTORS GOT TO LAUGHING AND PRACTICALLY 
HAD HYSTERICS DURING SOME SCENES - DIFFICULT NOT TO LAUGH MYSELF (FOR 
REALLY NO OTHER REASON THAN LAUGHING AT THElR LAUGHlNG) AND THUS THE 
REHEARSAL BECAME TO SOME EXTENT lMPOSSJBLE TO CONTROL. BUT WE WERE 
ABLE TO ACCOMPLlSH SOME IMPROVEMENTSe 
SATURDAY, APRJL 27TH - 7:00 - 10:00 P. M. - (210) 
,\ HAD MARCO BACK WITH US - H~ HAD BEEN TO A BA~TtSMAL THlS 
AFTERNOONo MARK KRAUSE PLAYED CHARLEY IN TOM WORTH 1 S ABSENCE - EVEN 
HAD MEMORIZED MOST OF THE LlNESe TONY MuscATEL CAME FROM THE PHOTO 
SERVtCE AND TOOK PICTURES - ONLY MJSS REEVES AND A FEW OTHERS IN ATTEN-
DANCE. MY FlRST REAL OUTBURST OF TEMPER DURING REHEARSALS CAME AT THE 
END OF AcT ONE WHEN THE LIGHTS CAME DOWN MUCH TOO SOON WITHOUT ANY 
WARN)NGe THE REHEARSAL PROCEEDED WITHOUT FURTHER INCIDENT. 
SUNDAY, APRJL 28TH - 2:00 - 5:00 P. M. - (210) 
WORKED ON MARcols AND RODOLPHOIS ENTRANCE- DlD·SOME REBLOCKING 
THAT PRACTICALLY EVERYONE SEEMED TO L1KE 1 AND J THOUGHT WORKED QUITE WELL. 
r THEN WENT ON TO rlNAL EDDIE, BEATRICE, MARco, RoDOLPHO, AND CATHERINE 
SCENE AT THE END OF AcT ONE - TRIED TO REWORK SOME BLOCKING THERE AND 
ENCOUNTERED CONSIDERABLE RESJSTANC~ rROM SOME Or THE ACTORSo EVENTUALLY 
J GOT WHAT J THINK f WANTED, AND AT THE SAME TIME KEPT THEM HAPPY - f 
THI Nl< THAT AT THAT POI NT THE LATTER SEEMED Or PARAMOUNT IMPORTANCE TO 
ME - BUT I COULD NOT DO IT UNBEGRUDGINGLVe 
SUNDAY, APRJL 28TH - 7:00 - 10:00 P. M. - (210) 
FULL RUN-THROUGH - AGAJN WJTH EVERYBODY - EXCEPT BILL SIEGLER, 
ALTHOUGH TOM WORTH WAS BACK ... MARK KRAUSE STEPPED IN rOR 11 00MINICK 11 -
VERY WILLING, COOPERATIVE, AND CHEERrUL ACTOR - AND NEVER TOOK ME QUITE 
SO SERIOUSLY THAT HE WASN'T READY TO TRY AND QUIETLY KID ME IN AN EFrORT 
TO CHEER MEe RODOLPHO WAS LATE BECAUSE OF A POETRY READING AND f D}D 
THE rlRST TWO SCENES IN MY STOCKING rEET MUCH TO EVERYONE 1 S AMUSEMENT.~ 
I HAD ALriERt GO BACK TO USING THE BRIEF AND I LIKE IT BETTERe 
MoNDAY, APRIL 29TH - S:OO - 10:00 P. M. - (210) 
No AFTERNOON REHEARSAL- TOOK CARE Or \LL THE LAST MlNUTE 
DETAILS - ESPECIALLY ON THE SET - HAVE BEEN VERY DISAPPOINTED IN BILL 
FREGOSI'S LACK Or SEEfNG THE SET THROUGH TO PERrORMANCE ArTER THE 
CRITIQUE - HIS LACK Or ACQUIRING PICTURES, CHANDEL1ER 1 SHELLACKING 
CHAJRS 7 GETTING A REAL LACE TABLE CLOTH JN PLACE Or THAT PIECE OF 
CURTAIN, AND THE LtKEe f FINALLY GOT ON THE PHONE AND aORROWED THREE 
LONGSHOREMEN'S HOOKS, AND BoB SOLOT DROVE ME DOWN TO GET THEM WHlLE f 
WROTE 11 THANK You 11 NOTES., LARRY WEEMAN ALSO HAS A TENDENCY TO LET THINGS 
SLIP BY WITHOUT GETTING DONEe 
ANOTH~R rULL HOUSE - ABOUT 12) - AND ALL Or THEM VERY 
ENTHUSIASTIC AND GENEROUS IN THEIR APPLAUSE- THE SHOW SEEMED TO QO 
WELL ENOUGH, BUT EACH RUN-THROUGH OR PERFORMANCE ONLV MAKES ME MORE 
AWARE OF THINGS NOT DONE OR NOT TRIED OR OTHER THINGS THAT uUST DON 1 T 
WORKe BUT MARCO SEEMED Td FORGET ABOUT HIS rRACTURED SHOULDER AND 
TURNED IN AN EXCELLENT PERFORMANCE- AS I WAS QUITE SURE HE WOULD DO 
WHEN rACED WITH AN AUDIENCE. 
AT THE RECEPTION FOR THE CAST AFTERWARDS THE GUESTS WERE MOST 
APPRECIATIVE OF ALL THE CAST- AND THE DIRECTOR., MANY THOUGHT BEATRICE 
HAD BEEN DIRECTED TO STUTTER- ONE EVEN COMPLAINED THAT SHE FORGOT TO 
STUTTER IN THE EMOTIONAL CLlMAXES 1 WHEN THEY THOUGHT SOMEONE WHO DID 
STUTTER WOULD BE MOST LIKELY TO. ALL THOUGHT THE fTALlAN LONGSHOREMEN 
IMAGE EXCELLENT AND THOROUGHLY BELIEVED tN THESE PEOPLEq 
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TUESDAY, APRIL 30TH - 4:00 - 6:00 P. M. - (210) 
FtNAL PERFORMANCE - A SAD OCCASION FOR ALL - OR MOST ALL- IT 
SEEMED TO GO JUST AS WELL AS LAST NIGHT- BUT THE AUDIENCE WAS SMALLER 
AND NOT QUITE AS GENEROUS WJTH THEIR APPLAUSE- IT DID NOT FJLL THE 
BLACKOUTS AS JT HAD ON MONDAY NJGHT. 
AT THE FACULTY CRITIQUE THE PRIMARY CRITICISM SEEMED TO BE ONE 
Or AN JNABlLlTY TO SEE BECAUSE Or THE CIRCULAR SEATING• I AGREED THAT JT 
HAD NOT WORKED TO THE FULLEST ADVANTAGE, AND SAID THAT GIVEN MORE TIME ( 
MIGHT HAVE, IN THE LIGHT Or THURSDAY 1 S ORITIJ.QUE 1 SWUNG THE WHOLE SET 
AROUND AND DONE IT AT THE END Or 210 AND PUT THE ENTIRE AUDIENCE ]N THE 
CENTER SECTION, STJLL LEAVING TWO AISLE/STREETS ON EACH SJDEe A Dt.SCUSStON 
ENSUED AMONG THE FACULTY COMPARING MY PRODUCT]ON Or VJEW WJTH PRODUCTIONS 
JN GENERAL AT THE CHARLES PLAYHOUSE AND WITH GREEK AMPHJTHEATRESe A 
SIMILAR DrSCUSSION CENTERED AROUND WAYS THAT THE SIGHT LINES FOR~ 
COULD HAVE BEEN FJXED- WtTH SOME MEMBERS Or THE FACULTY STRONGLY 
CONTENDING THAT MORE BLEACHERS WOULD HAVE DONE THE TRICK AND OTHERS 
HOTLY-CONTESTING SUCH AN tOEA, AND ANOTHER FACULTY MEMBER DEFENDING 
ME BY SAVING tHAT THIS WAS MY ORIGINAL PLAN AND THAT f HAD EftPECTED 
TO HAVE THEM AND WAS ONLY TOLD NO AT THE LAST MINUTE. 
PROFESSOR 'WATTS ASKED SOME VERY POINTEQ BUT BRIEF AND PERTINENT 
QUESTIONS REGARDING THE THEMATIC STRUCTURE Or THE PLAY, AND DRe MAOHLIN 
INQUIRED AS TO WHY SOME Or THE ACTORS HAD HAD VOCAL PROBLEMS AND AS TO 
WHETHER I HAD DIRECTED FOR SPEED AND LOUDNESS, AND NOTED THE VOCAL 
DIFFERENCES - USUALLY TO THE WORSE - BETWEEN THURSDAY AND TUESDAY. 
FELT THAT A HIGH 11 StCKNESSII RATE AMONG THE CAST MEMBERS ACCOUNTED FOR 
LESS ENERGY AND VOCAL CONTROL. ANOTHER MEMBER Or THE FACULTY FELT THAT 
f HAD EMBARASSED OUTSIDERS BY MY CASTING AND INQUIRED INTO MY JUSTJFJ-
CAT]ON FOR MY DECISION. PROFEqSOR HtRSCH JNQUJRED INTO THE "REAL 11 REASON 
WHY I HAD CHOSEN THE SEMI-CIRCULAR THREE-QUARTER ARENA THRUST STAGE -
THE PARTJAL REASON OF' IJUNIQUENESSII WAS THE ADM]rSSJON HE WAS SEEKING. HE 
ALSO COMMENTED ON THE LATE 11 CURTAI N Tl ME 11 ON THURSDAY AND TUESDAY. OTHER 
MEMBERS Or THE FACULTY SPOKE ABOUT VARIOUS THI·NGS THAT DJ DNt T WORK, SUCM 
AS THE NOISY PULLEYS FOR THE TELEPHONE, AND PROFESSOR THOMMEN WONDERED 
WHY EDDIE DIDN 1 T MAKE THE PHONE CALLIF'ROM INSIDE HIS HOUSE. PROFESSOR 
KAZANOFF' COMPARED THE PERFORMANCES Or THE OTHERS JN THE CAST UNFAVORABLY 
WITH EoDtE 1 S PERFORMANCE, AND OF' ONE IN PARTICULAR, ESPECIALLY IN TERMS 
Or TRANSITIONS, FLUID GROWTH, AND DEVELOPMENT. I REPLIED BY COMPARING 
THE BACKGROUND OF EXPERI~NCE OF THE TWO ACTORS IN QUESTION. SOME Or THE 
FACULTY COMMENTED ON LACK Or SMOOTH BUILD-UPS TO AND INTO CERTAIN CLIMAXES, 
AND FELT THAT SOME Or THE CLIMAXES HAD NOT WORKED AS A RESULT. PROFESSOR 
WATTS AND OTHERS COMMENTED THAT THE PRODUCTION MADE THE PLAY SEEM MUCH 
BETTER THAN THEY HAD FELT IT REALLY IS. 
ON WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON PROFESSOR HJRSCH INFORMED ME THAT I HAD 
PASSED WJTH 11 rLYl NG COLORS 11 AND THAT THE FACULTY HAD VOTED A Vt EW FROM THE 
B~IDGE A SUPERIOR JOB IN TERMS Or THE DIRECTORfs WORK WITH THE ACTORS. 
PosT SCRIPT: 
ON FRIDAV 1 MAY 10TH AT 1:00 P.M., AT THE HONORS ASSEMBLY HELD 
IN SFAA's CoNcERT HALL, THREE or THE ACTORS FROM VIEW, AS WELL As THE 
DIRECTOR, WERE HONORED FOR THEIR WORK lN THIS PARTICULAR PRODUCTION, IN 
ADDITtON TO OTHER ROLESe ONLY ONE OTHER ACTOR, WHO HAD NOT APPEARED IN 
ANY GRADUATE SHOW THlS YEAR BUT ONLY ON MAIN STAGE, WAS SIMILARLY HONOREDe 
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STUDENT COMMENTS 
STUDENT CRITIQUE, THURSDAY, APRIL 25, 1963, IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING THE 
CRITIQUE DREss REaEARSAL: 
SET: 
MORE WITH ENVIRONMENT 
ITEMS ARE BARE- UNUSED FEELING; THEY STAND OUT 
PALM - WHAT IS IT? 
CENTRAL PICTURE - EMPHASIS DOESN'T RELATE TO PLAY 
LACKS COLOR 
COLOR COULD ADD - PUT MORE ON WALLS 
MAGAZINES AND/OR NEWSPAPERS ON PHONE TABLE 
SET TOO CROWDED - BUREAU NOT NEEDED - NEVER USED - WOULD CREATE MORE SPACE 
BEHIND TABLE FOR DANCING. 
DON 1T KEEP TELEPHONE THERE - USE SOME PLACE ELSE 
GOOD TO USE AMPHITHEATRE - GAVE PLAY MORE POWER 
PHONE OUT OF PLACE IN THE REALISTIC FRAMEWORK 
MOVE ALFIERI'S DESK BACK 
THE APARTMENT SEEMED DULL AND TASTELESS 
WHY DIDN 1T CATHERINE BUY A RUG AND/OR NEW DISHES FOR US TO SEE IN ACT Two 
ANGLE ALFIERI 1S DESK TO FACE KITCHEN DOOR 
GOOD TO HAVE BARREN SET 
LIGHTS: 
DIDN 1T LIKE THE LIGHT SPILL ON A~FIERI 
ACTORS MUST BE SEEN - THEY WEREN 1 T 
STREET SHOULD BE LIT MORE 
NO SENSE OF TIME OR DAY, BUT FEELING OF CLOSE TENEMENT QUARTERS 
EDDIE 1 S NECK WAS EMPHASIZED IN OFFICE SCENES 
CONTINUAL BLACKOUTS SEEMED REPETITIVE- USE MORE FADE-OUTS 
NOT ENOUGH VARIATION IN LIGHTING 
NO ATMOSAHERIC CHANGE 
STREET LIGHTS BROUGHT UP TOO QU[CKLY- INTERRUPTED CLIMAX IN APARTMENT 
WHEN IMMIGRATJOM'MEN ARRIVE 
AUDIENCE ALIENATED BY LIGHTS 
SOUND: 
USE FOG HORN MORE 
USE SOUND DURING BLACK-OUTS 
SOUNDS WERE GOOD 1 SUBTLE AND IMPRESSIVE 
COSTUMES: 
GRAY ENID 1S BUN 
CHANGE EDDIE 1S CLOTHES 
BEAts APRON GOOD 
WHY DOES 8EA WEAR BLACK MANTLE TO WEDDING 
6S. 
81 GHTLJ NES : 
CENTER SECTION GOOD 
SIDE SECTIONS SAD 
EDDIE: 
MORE ATTACK, MORE EXPANSIVE, EXPLOSIVE, SICILIAN CHARACTER THAT WOULD 
CREATE A MORE RHYTHMIC PATTERN 
PAUSE BEFORE KISSING RODOLPHO 
TOO SELF-INDULGENT; TOO MUCH THINKING, NOT ENOUGH ANIMALISTJC INSTINCT 
MORE SOLIDITY IN CHARACTERIZATION' 
LET 1S SEE THAT EDDIE HAS BEEN TROUBLED FOR TWO YEARS 
TOO STRONG REACTIONS 
SEEMED BOYISH IN MEETING LOUIE AND MIKE AT OPENING 
WHEN IN ROCKER HE SEEMED OUT OF IT- SHOULD HAVE MORE REALIZATION 
NO ADdUSTMENT ON rri 1M A PATSY ••• ~ 
TOO HEAVY ALL THROUGH AcT ONE, ScENE ONE 
TOO PENSIVE 
TOOl< TOO LONG ADdUS.TING SO HE SLOWED THE PACE WHEN SCENE SHOULD BE LIGHTER 
WHY WOULD EDDIE WANT TO BOX WITH RODOLPHO; THIS WASN 1T CLEAR 
EDDIE SHOULD BE MORE BOISTROUS WHEN HE COMES IN ~JTH GOOD NEWS 
SPEECH PATTERN POOR- HAD OXFORD ENGLISH- SEEMED AFFECTED 
MORE BODY THAN VOCAL CONTROL 
NO IMPACT UPON EDDIE OF WHAT HE HAS DONE AFTER PHONE CALL 
SHOULD BE MORE EFFUSfVE 
BEATRICE: 
BEST THING SHE 1S DONE 
NEVER SAW HER 11 GOIN 1 AT 11 EDDIE ALL THE TIME LIKE CATHERt NE SAYS 
SMILES THROUGH OPENING DINNER SCENE THEN SUDDENLY BECOMES BITCHY LATER 
WHICH WASN'T dUSTIFIED 
HAD LOTS OF WARMTH 
HAD JEWISH MAMMA EFFECT 
GOT WELL INSIDE THE CHARACTER 
HER STUTTERING GOOD- KEEP IT IN 
SHOULD HAVE STOPPED ROCKING EDDIE SOONER JN DEATH SCENE 
CATHERINE: 
111 NEVER MEANT TO DO NOTHJN sAD TO you, EDDtE 11 CAME TOO QUICKLY 
HER MOTIVATION IN AcT ONE, ScENE ONE NOT CLEAR 
HER REACTIONS IN SCENE WITH BEATRICE WERE NOT CLEAR 
SHE SHOULD BE MORE AGAINST EDDIE AT BEGINNING 
AFRAID TO LET LOOSE BUT VERY WARM 
DIDN'T REALLY GET INSIDE THE CHARACTER 
11 0KAY 11 AT END OF SCENE WITH BEATRJ CE TOO CASUAL 
N~IVETE WAS SIMPLE AND TRUE 
RODOLPHO: 
BEST THING HE 1S DONE AT SCHOOL 
SHOULD RODOLPHO KNEEL DURING SCENE WITH CATHERINE IN HOUSE 
MADE DEVRIES NERVOUS WHEN RODOLPHO HAD HIS BACK TO AUDIENCE 
GOOD CONTROL 
DANCING QUALITY WELL USED 
JOY WAS ILLUMINATING- ONE HAD TO SMILE WITH HIM 
MARCO: 
EXCELLENT CHARACTERlZATION, BUT TENDED TO BECOME WOODEN AND STATIC, GIVE 
HIM MORE TO DO 
SEEMED aTIFF, DIDN 1T GET ANY STRENGTH FROM HIM 
DIDN'T COME OFF AS STRONG AS RODOLPHO 
MORE PHYSICAL STRENGTH SHOULD BE SEEN, ESPECIALLY IN CHAIR LIFTJNG 
DIDN 1T PJCK CHAIR UP IN SAME PLACE AS EDDIE, BECAME A TRICK 
ALFIERI: 
WHAT WAS THE JUSTIFICATION FOR ALFIERI USING A BRIEF WHEN HE HAD NO LEGAL 
DEALINGS- liTHE LAW IS NOT INTERESTED IN THIS 11 
OUT OF CHARACTER TO TURN AWAY AFTER TELLING MARCO THERE IS NO LAW 
NEEDS MORE WORK- SEEMED FRJGHTENED IN RESPONSE TO LOUIE AND MIKE 1S NODS 
AT OPENING, LACKED CONNECTION WITH THE COMMUNITY 
TOOK TOO LONG WITH COAT, HAT, AND BRIEF CASE BUSJNESS; PLAY SHOULD END 
WITH ALFIERI ON STAGE 
REPETITIOUS MOVEMENT; RISING DOWNSTAGE AND SITTING ON DESK; SEEMED LIKE A 
LAWVER ADDRESSING A COURT OF ELDERS; DJDN 1T TALK AS THOUGH WE WERE HIS 
PEERS; SEEMED ALMOST INTIMIDATED BY AUDIENCE; SEEMED LIKE A FORTUNE-
TELLER WHO KNEW EVERYTHING 
NO ADJUSTMENT BETWEEN ALFIERI AND EDDIE WHEN EDDIE SAYS HE 1S A PATSY 
MISSED STRENGTH NECESSARY TO SAY WHAT TRUTHS HE ACTUALLY DOES SAY TO EDDIE 
ALFIERI'S APPROACH TO THE MANNER IN WHICH HE MWST REASON WJTH EDDJE MUST 
BE COLORED BY THE FACT THAT HE KNOWS EDDIE IS IRRATIONAL AND DOESN 1T 
THINK CLEARLY. 
LACKED POETRY- INDICATE- SEEMED ESOTERIC, INHUMAN, COULD HAVE BECOME MORE 
INVOLVED, FACE WAS BLAND, NOT RICH NOR FULL ENOUGH 
LACKED PHYSICAL RELAXATION 
NEEDED MORE RAPPORT WITH AUDIENCE 
NOT AS HUMAN AS THE REST 
BEST IN FIRST SCENE WITH EDDIE- VERY INTENSE 
ALFIERI EXCELLENT - IF HE IS A CHORUS THEN HE MUST BE ALIENATED 
OTHERS: 
LAUGHTER OF LOUIE AND MIKE SHOULDN'T DIE RIGHT INTO WHISPER WHEN ALFIERI 
PASSES THEM AT OPENJNG 
MORE JUSTIFICATION AND DIRECTION FOR BIT CROSSES- USE MORE PROPS 
GAME TH~T LOUIE AND MIKE PLAY AT OPENING NOT RIGHT- USE CARDS 
GET MINOR CHARACTERS OFF STAGE SOONER AFTER DEATH SCENE 
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Orr-STAGE PERSONALITIES CAME THROUGH MORE THAN THE CHARACTERIZATION 
IMMIGRATION MEN TURNED SERIOUS SCENE TO COMEDY 
NO ONE REACTED TO KNIFE AND DEATH 
GENERAL: 
ACTORS SENSING AUDIENCE rOR FIRST TIME AFFECTED OPENING RHYTHM 
NOT ENOUGH AUTHORITY OVER MOVEMENT AND PROPS 
ALL ACTORS DID WELL 
GOOD RHYTHM, GOOD PACE, FINE SHOW 
ACT ONE RHYTHMS WERE NOT CONGEALED, PLAYED ON TOO EVEN A KEEL UNTIL riGHT 
ACCENTS GOOD 
CAST BLENDED WELL 
ACTORS PLAYED MOOD TOO MUCH WHICH TENDED TO MAKE ACTION HEAVY 
NOT ENOUGH UNDERSCORING WHERE IT SHOULD BE 
CLIMAXES RATHER ARBITRARY - MOMENT TO MOMENT PLAYING MISSING 
ACTORS PLAYED MOOD TO REACH CLIMAX 
SOME BEAUTIFUL SCENES BUT WANTED TO SEE SOMETHING PRECISE HAPPEN 
ON SURFACE CHARACTERS ARE HAVING GOOD TJME BUT UNDERNEATH THERE IS TROUBLE 
BREWING 
SCENE SHOULD ~~W DOWN AFTER EDDIE KNOCKS RODOLPHO DOWN SO THAT PEOPLE 
CAN TAKE IN THE FULL EXTENT OF THE INCIDENT 
WITH PRESENTATIONAL-REALISM, GREEK AMPHITHEATRE, PLATFORM STYLE, WHEN ACTO 
COME DOWNSTAGE AND TURNED IN THEY CREATED AN INCONSISTENT FOURTH 
WALL ErrECT 
PRE-SHOW ATMOSPHERE VERY GOOD 
EXCELLENT, INTERESTING PLAY 
GOOD ITALIAN ATMOSPHERE 
GOOD TENSION WHEN RODOLPHO AND CATHERINE RETURN FROM THE MOVIES 
PLEASE INCLUDE CURTAIN CALLS 
IMPRESSIVE MOOD AT OPENING 
ITALIANS LISTEN WHENEVER THEY CAN SO BEA WOULD TALK MORE QUIETLY ON STREET 
WITH EDDIE, BUT CATHERINE SHOULD SCREAM AT END Or HER SCENE WITH EDDIE 
WHOLE FAMILY SHOULD BE HAPPIER IN AcT ONE, SCENE ONE 
PLACE MORE EMPHASIS ON PASSION 
MARCO SHOULD NOT 5TART TO FIGHT EDDIE ArTER HE SPITS AT HJM BECAUSE THE 
SPIT IS THE ULTIMATE HUMILIATION 
BLOCKING: 
PLACE RODOLPHOIS UP-STAGE HAND ON CATHERINE 1 S~OULDER 
TOO MUCH PLAYED IN DOWN-LErT CORNER 
EDDIE 1S PASSING ALriERI AT OrriCE DOOR WAS CLUMSY, AWKWARD,AND CROWDED 
71. 
GRADUATE D I R E c T 0 R s I C R I T I Q U E S MAY 6, 1963 
AKEMI HCRIE: 
HTHE PRODUCTION OF A VIEW FROM THE BRIDGE GAVE ME A FULL THEATRE EXPERIENCE 
ME THE SHOW KEPTAF'ROM THE BEGINNING TO THE END INTERESTED IN WHAT WAS HAPPENIN 
ON STAGE. SOMETIMES I WAS EXCITED AND THRILLED, SOMETIMES EMOTIONALLY 
MOVED. THESE THINGS DO NOT H~PPEN EASILY OR FREQUENTLY TOMEo IN THIS 
SENSE YOUR PRODUCTION WAS SUCCESSFUL. 
"I TRINK YOU SHOULD BE MOST COMPLIMENTED FOR YOUR WORK WITH THE ACTORSo 
MosT OF THEM DID BETTER THAN I HAVE EVER SEEN THEM DO, IN SPJTE OF HANDI-
CAPS OF PLAYING OLDER, MORE M~TURE ROLES. WHAT YOU DID WITH BUFF' WAS AN 
ESPECIALLY AMAZING uOB TO MEo SHE REALLY OPENED UP HER INSIDES. IT 
SHOWED YOUR MATURITY AS A DIRECTOR BEING ABLE TO WORK WITH OTHERS, KEEPING 
YOURSELF OUT OF' OTHER SITUATIONS, NOT BECOMING TOTALLY INVOLVED IN THEIR 
PROBLEMS, AND NOT BECOMING DISTRACTED BY PRODUCTION PROBLEMS. You WERE 
THE ONLV DIRECTOR WHO DID NOT BECOME NEUROTIC AS THE CRITIQUE PERFORMANCE 
MOVED CLOSER. 
liAs FOR THE TECHNICAL COMMENTS, I HAVE ALREADY MENTJ ONED THESE AT THE 
CRITIQUE. I AM SINCERELY SORRY THAT I COULD NOT SEE TUESDAY 1 S PERFORMANCE 
AND MAKE A COMPARISON. 
"YoUR USE OF ROOM 210 WAS BOLO AND IMAGINATIVE, THOUGH I WOULD HAVE WANTED 
MORE DEPTH TO THE AUDITORIUM. 
liMy ONLY QUESTIONS ARE IN THE WAY YOU PRESENTED ALFIERI -HIS POSITION, 
HIS CHARACTER, AND HIS ACTION WERE NOT CLEAR- AND IN CATHERINE 1S ACTING. 
"ANYWAY, IT WAS A GOOD uOBI" 
WILLIA~ SHEFFLER: 
liTHE COMMENTS AND IDEAS CONTAINED IN THIS PAPER ARE BASED ON THE THURSDAY 
EVENING CRITIQUE PERFORMANCE OF THE PLAY AS I WAS UNABLE TO ATTEND EITHER 
MONDAY OR TUESDAY DUE TO REHEARSALS. As SUCH SOME OF THE REMARKS MAY BE 
INVALID AS I UNDERSTAND MUCH MORE CHANGED OVER THE WEEKEND. STILL SOME OF 
THIS MAY BE HELPFUL AS VALID FEELING ABOUT THE PRODUCTION. 
UONE MATTER WHICH DISTURBED ME THROUGHOUT THE PERFORMANCE WAS THE HANDLING 
OF ALFIERI - AS A CHARACTER, AS A PART OF THE DRAMATIC SCHEME, AND AS PART 
OF THE PHYSICAL PRODUCTION. ON THE LAST OF THESE MATTERS THERE HAS 
ALREADY BEEN A GREAT DEAL OF TALK. J FELT THE PLACEMENT OF HIS OFFICE WAS 
INTRUSIVE TO THE SET, THAT THE SPACE IT CONSUMED COULD HAVE BEEN MORE 
VALUABLY USED AS PART OF THE APARTMENT, AND THAT THE SET-UP WITHIN THE 
OFFICE GAVE ALFIERI MOVEMENT PROBLEMS WHICH BECAME TEDIOUS FROM AN 
AUDIENCE VIEWPOINT AND OBVIOUS FROM THE DIRECTOR 1So J WAS ALSO DISTURBED 
BY ALFIERI 1S ON-STAGE PRESENCE DURING THE SCENES IN THE HOME. HE INTRUDED 
ON MY CONCENTRATION. As A PART OF THE DRAMATIC SCHEME OF THE PLAY AND AS 
A CHARAC~ER, I FOUND ALFIERI DISCONCERTING VROM THE EARLtEST MOMENTS OF THE 
PLAY. THE FIRST NOTE J TOOK ON THE PERFORMANCE WAS: 11ARE WE ALFIER1 1S 
FRIENDS? 11 WHAT THIS MEANT WAS THAT I WAS FEELLNG THAT MY uOB FOR THE 
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EVENING WAS TO JUDGE ALFIERI. WAS HE A GOOD LAWYER? DID HE PRESENT HIS 
1CASE 1 WELLf DID HE DO THE CORRECT THING IN REGARD TO EDDIEf HE SEEMED 
TO BE PUTTING HIMSELF ON TRIAL FOR ME. 
11 1N THE NEXT OFFICE SCENE I AGAIN FOUND MY RELATIONSHIP TO ALFIERI CONFUSED. 
THIS TIME THE PROBLEM WAS ONE OF TIME. IT IS OBVIOUS THAT ALFIERI-NARRATOR 
KNOWS THE OUTCOME. HE IS THE PRESENT AND' THE STORY IS THE PAST. BUT IN 
THIS SCENE WE MEET ALFIERI-CHARACTER ADVISING AND TALKING WITH ED~IEo BUT 
AS A~ARACTER IN THE ACTION HE ALSO SEEMED'TO KNOW EVERYTHING. HE KNEW 
THE PROBLEM BEFORE EDDIE HAD EVEN MENTIONED ITo HE SEEMED TO BE PLAYING 
THE END OF THE PLAY, OR AT LEAST THE SCENE, FROM THE VERY BEGINNING. EDDIE 
WAS WRONG BEF,ORE HE GOT HIS FIRST SENTENCE OUT. IT OCCURRED TO ME THAT 
THIS MIGHT BE INTENTIONAL- A DELIBERATE CONFUSION OF TIME. IF so, I 
COULDN 1 T SEE WHAT WAS BEING GAINED FROMJ ITo ITS DISADVANTAGE WAS APPARENT, 
HOWEVER, AS THE SCENE WAS NOT ABLE TO ACHIEVE ANY ORGANIC DEVELOPMENT AND 
REMAINED RATHER SHALLOW. 
"AGAIN AT THE END OF THE PLAY I WAS UNHAPPY WITH ALFIERI. I WANTED SOME-
THING PICTORIALLY WHICH 11'/0ULD DRAW ALFIERI AND THE TABLEAU TOGETHER. As 
IT WAS I HAD A CHOICE OF ONE OR THE OTHER. THE FINAL MOMENT NEEDED TO 
UNDERSCORE HIS RELATION TO THE COMMUNITY BUT INSTEAD IT EMPHASIZED ALFIERI 
AS AN OUTSIDER. BY THE TIME HE TOOK THE CROSS TO THE GROUP, IT WAS TOO 
LATE AND IT FURT~ER EMPHASIZED HIM AS A FOREIGN ELEMENT COMING INe 
11A SECOND ASPECT OF THE PRODUCTION WHICH DISTURBED ME WAS PURELY A DIREC-
TORIAL MATTER. THIS WAS THE UNDERSCORING OF THE DRAMATIC DEVELOPMENT OF 
THE PLAY. THIS FIRST CAME TO MY ATTENTION IN THE SCENE TO WHICH I RE-
FERRED IN THE CRITIQUE WHEN EDDIE AND CATHERINE EMBRACE AND BEATRICE DOES 
NOT RESPONDIN CHRRACTER WITH WHAT SHE MUST LATER BECOME. THIS MADE SOME 
OF BEATRICE 1 S BEHAVIOR LATER IN THE SCENE AWKWARD. THIS PROBLEM CONTINUED 
THROUGHOUT THE PLAY AND AFFECTED OTHER SCENES SUCH AS THE FIGHT SCENE. 
THE SAME LACK OF UNDERSCORE CAUSED RODOLPH0 1S REACTION TO BEING KNOCKED 
DOWN IN THE FIGHT AND THEN DANCING WITH CATHERINE TO BE THE PUNITIVE 
ACT OF A LITTLE BOY RATHER THAN A MAN FIGHTING FOR HIS RIGHTS. AGAIN, 
INADEQUATE UNDERSCORING CAUSED THE DEVELOPMENT OF MARCO AS AN IMPORTANT 
FOCAL POINT OF THE DRAMA TO COME SO LATE IN THE PLAY AS TO LOOK LIKE BAD 
PLAYWRITING. FOR ALL HIS DRAMATIC VAL~E IN THE PRODUCTION, MARCO NEED 
NOT HAVE ARRIVED ON THE SCENE BEFORE THE FIGHT SCENE. YET IN REALITY, 
THINK HIS AWARENESS IS HIGHLY IMPOR1ANT TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE PLAY 
FAR EARLIER. 
IIANOTHER SERIES OF PROBLEMS THAT I FELT THE DIRECTOR WAS BASICALLY RESPON-
SIBLE FOR RESULTED FROM WHAT ( SUSPECT WAS AN OVER-INTELLECTUALIZATION OF 
THE SCRIPT. JUST AS THE SETTING DEVELOPED FROM AN IDEA THAT WAS MORE 
CLOSELY RELATED TO CONCEPTS OF THEORY THAN TO THE INTRINSIC PLAYING NEEDS 
OF THE SCRIPT AND JUST AS THIS CREATED MANY MOMENTS OF AWKWARD MOVEMENT 
AND PICTORIAL SIGHT PROBLEMS, SO I FELT THE INTELLECTUALIZATION PRESENTED 
PROBLEMS TO BOTH CHARACTER REALIZATION AND MEANINFUL REALIZATION OF 
SITUATION. THIS WAS VERY APPARENT IN THE HANDLING OF EDDIE 1 S CHARACTER 
THROUGHOUT BUT MOST CLEARLY SEEN DURING THE DRUNK SCENE WHERE VALUES 
BECAME RATHER CONFUSED. GIVEN A MAN WHOSE CHARACTER IS INSTRINCTUAL WITH 
REASONING RESULTING FROM TRADITIONS AND AS JUSTISJCATION OF INSTINCTUAL 
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IMPULSES, THE SIMPLER THE MOTIVATION FOR ACTION AND THE SIMPLER THE ACTION 
TO ACHIEVE THE OB~ECTIVE, THE EASIER IT SHOULD BE TO BRING THE CHARACTER 
VITALLY ALIVE. THUS YOU MIGHT SAY, EDDIE KISSES CATHERINE SIMPLY BECAUSE 
HIS INSTINCT IS FREED BY THE LIQUOR. HE MUST RELEASE HIS PASSION. THE 
IMPLICATIONS OF THIS ACT AND THE LEVELS OF EFFECT DUE TO RODOLPH0 1S PRE-
SENCE DON 1T NEED EDDIEIS DIRECT PARTICIPATION. THE DIRECTOR CAN HANDLE 
THEM THROUGH THE WAY HE SETS THE SCENE UPe THIS HIGHLY INTELLECTUAL 
CONSTRUCTION OF NON-INTELLECTUAL CHARACTERS .RESULTED IN CHARACTERS WHO 
WEREN 1T STRONGLY ENOUGH MOTIVATED BV INSTINCT. THUS RODOLPHO WAS SO 
TERRIBLY UNAWARE IN THE FIGHT AND PETTIFULLV VENGEFUL AFTERWARDS. PASSION 
GAVE WAY TO EMOTION. SUCH IS A NOTE WHICH I WROTE DURING THE FJRST SCENE: 
1EDDIE SIZEr- REACTIONS ARE SMALL-· EMOTIONAL DEPTH- BUT PASSION?' 
11 THESE LAST TWO FACTORS- ABSENCE OF UNDERSCORING AND OVER-INTELLECTUAL-
IZATION- CREATED PROBLEMS WITH THE CLIMAXES OF THE PLAY AND SOMETIMES 
FORCED THE ACTORS TO PLAY MOOD OR EMOTION IN ORDER TO ACHIEVE THE LEVEL 
OF THEATRICAL IMPACT WHICH THEY SENSED THE SCENE REQUIRED- IeEe THE 
FLARE-UP AT THE END OF SCENE 11, THE END OF SCENE 12, EDDIE 1S REALIZATION 
OF HIS LEGAL OUT IN THE LAWVER 1S OFFICE, BEA 1S PUSHING IN THE EARLY PART 
OF SCENE 13, ALL THE CONE1USED VALUES IN ScENE 21 FROM EDDIE 1S ENTRANCE 
THROUGH THE KISS, AND THE FINAL SOLILOQUY. 
11ALL OF THIS EMPHASIZES THINGS THAT I DIDN 1T LIKE ABOUT THE PRODUCTION. 
THE PLUSSES, HOWEVER, ARE FAR MORE NUMEROUS AND CERTAINLY MITIGATED THE 
INADEQUACIES TO THE EXTENT THAT I WAS .ENGROSSED IN THE PLAY, ENJOYED 
WHAT f SAW, AND WAS MOVED BY WHAT HAPPENED. I WASN 1T STIMULATED BY MY 
CONCERN FOR EDDIE OR MYSELF. ON THIS LEVEL, I FEEL THE PRODUCTION FAILEDe 
HOWEVER, THIS DOES NOT PREVENT A PLAY FROM BEING GOOD THEATER. MANY 
ASPECTS OF THE PRODUCTION WERE IMPRESSIVE. fOREMOST AMONG THESE FOR ME 
WAS CAROL RSSENTHAL 1s PERFORMANCE. SHE HAD A MARVELOUS BALANCE OF 
STRENGTH, PASSION, INSTINCT, P~OTECTIVE COVERING, AND INSIGHT THAT MADE 
BEATRICE A VITAL CHARACTER. PAUL PETERSON 1S WORK ALSO DESERVES COMMENDATIO • 
IT IS CERTAINLY THE .OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE OF HIS YEAR AT BOSTON UNIVERSIT • 
THERE WERE MOMENTS WHEN IT DIDN 1T RING COMPLETELY TRUE BUT MOST OFTEN IT 
WAS OF THE SUBSTANCE OF THE CHARACTER AND THERE WERE A NUMBER OF TRULY 
EXCITING MOMENTS IN HIS WORI<e PAUL ZAKRZEWSKI 1S PERFORMANCE WAS ALSO AN 
EXCELLENT ACTING JOB. IF I DIDN 1T FEEL THAT HE QUITE ACHIEVED THE FULL 
CHARACTER OF EDVIE, IT WAS STILL ACTING OF A HIGH ORDER AND CONSIDERABLE 
MERIT. 
11 fROM A VIEWPOINT THAT IS MORE SPECIFICALLY DIRECTORIAL, I FELT THAT THE 
OVERALL CONTROL OF THE PRODUCTION WAS OF A HIGH ORDER, SOME SCENES OF 
EXCELLENT RHYTHMIC PULSE, NICELY SUSTAINED MOODS, AND SOME VERY EFFECTIVE 
USE OF CROWDSe 
"To SUM IT ALL UPr THE FAILURES WERE ON THE TRAGIC LEVEL AND THE SUCCESSES 
PRODUCED EFFECTIVE THEATER AND ENTERTAINING DRAMA. 11 
RONALD I R~l NG: 
IIJ SAW THIS PRODUCTION ON THURSDAY NIGHT AND AGAIN ON TUESDAY AFTERNOON. 
THERE WAS A GOOD DEAL OF IMPRO~EMENT IN THE FINAL PERFORMANCE RESULTING, 
I EXPECT, FROM EFFECTIVE WEEKEND REHEARSALS; AND, THE CAST HAVING BECOME 
ACCUSTOMED TO PLAYING THE SHOW BEFORE AN AUDIENCE. 
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"ToNY IS TO BE CONGRATULATED ON HIS WORK WITH THE PRINCIPALS. THIS WAS 
THE AREA IN WHICH THE PRODUCTION HAD ITS HIGHEST DEGREE OF ACHIEVEMENT-
AND THIS IS CONSIDERED THE MOST IMPORTANT AREA OF WORK FOR THE GRAD 
DIRECTOR. 
11 THE LEAST SUCCESSFUL ELEMENT OF THE PRODUCTION WAS THE VISUAL ONE. THE 
PLACEMENT OF THE SETTING CONTINUALLY WORKED AGAINST THE SHOWe I SUSPECT 
THAT THE DECISION TO USE THIS PLACEMENT WAS BROUGHT ABOUT BY SYMBOLIC OR 
'ANALOGOUS CONSIDERATIONS WHICH SOMEHOW OVER-RODE COMMON-SENSE THEATRE 
CONSIDERATIONS. I FELT THAT THE BASIC ARRANGEMENT OF FLATS WAS GOOD BUT 
A PLAYING AREA OF THIS WIDTH AND DEPTH DID NOT FIT INTO 210 ALONG THE SIDE 
WALL. THE PLACEMENT MADE IT IMPOSSIBLE (WITH THE EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE) TO 
LIGHT THE STREET AREA WITHOUT ILLUMINATING THE AUDIENCE. THE STATEMENT 
OF INTENTION CALLED FOR THE SET TO U~JTE THE ACTORS AND THE AUDIENCE- IT 
ESTRANGED MEe ENOUGH SAID! 
11 1 DIDN 1T DWELL ON THE PLACEMENT OF THE SET AT THE CRITIQUE BECAUSE SUCH 
COMMENTS WOULD HAVE HAD NOTHING TO CONTRIBUTE TO IMPROVING THE SHOW OVER 
THE WEEKEND. I DID MENTION THE SETTING AND I FELT THAT THERE WAS IMPROVE-
MENT IN THIS AREA ON TUESDAYe BUT I DON 1T THINK THE PROBLEM WAS SOLVED 
BECAUSE THE DECISION TO TREAT THE ROOM EITHER NATURALISTICALLY OR 
STYLISTICALLY WAS NOT MADEo TREATING IT NATURALISTICALLY WOULD BE THE 
SIMPLER OF THE TWO FOR STYLIZATION DEMANDS SELECTION OF OBJECTS THAT ARE 
EXACTLY RIGHTe (THERE ARE FEWER OF THEM AND THEY HAVE A BIGGER JOB TO oo.) 
IN A GRAD DIRECTOR'S SITUATION IT IS EASIER TO FIND MANY OBJECTS THAN IT 
IS TO FIND A FEW THAT WOULD BE ARTISTICALLY SUCCESSFUL• 
11 (T APPEARS THAT I AM SPENDING A GOOD DEAL OF TIME ON THE DESIGN CONCEPTS 
OF THE SHOWo THIS IS DUE TO MY OWN INTEREST IN THIS AREA AND ALSO IN THE 
HOPE THAT THESE POINTS MAY BE OF INTEREST TO TONY (AND WILL PROBABLY NOT 
BE DEALTi·1WITH IN THE OTHER PAPERS). 
''I WAS GREATLY IMPRESSED BY THE WORK WITH THE ACTORS, PARTICULARLY IN THE 
PORTRAYALS OF ~ODIE, RODOLPHO, AND BEATRICE. MARCO WAS AN EXCELLENT 
CHARACTERIZATION THAT WAS LESSENED IN EFFECTIVENESS BY THE ACTOR 1S 1PLAYIN 
THAT CHARACTERIZATION. TONY MIGHT HAVE HELPED OUT HERE BY GIVING MARCO 
BUSINESS OR PROPERTIES TO WORK WITH TO PROVIDE A FOCUS FOR THE ACTOR. ON 
TOO MANY OCCASIONS THE FOCUS SEEMED TO BE ON HIMSELF. 
"I HAD HEARD SOME COMMENTS BY TONY (ABOUT THE PORTRAYAL OF CATHERINE) 
BETWEEN THE TWO PERFORMANCES. BECAUSE OF THIS I PAID PARTICULAR ATTENTION 
TO HER WORK ON TUESDAYe I FELT THAT THE WARMTH SHE PROJECTED WAS EXACTLY 
RIGHTe I ALSO FELT THAT SHE DISPLAYED A CAPACITY TO HANDLE THE HIGH 
EMOTIONAL SCENES. THE DISTURBING FACTOR IN HER PERFORMANCE WAS THAT SHE 
ALL TOO OFTEN ACTED WlmHOUT 1ENERGYel LINES THAT SHE PERHAPS FELT WERE 
NOT IMPORTANT TENDED TO DROP AND ALMOST FADE AWAY. THIS, I THINK, WAS 
RESPONSIBLE FOR THE ALIENATING EFFECT I OFTEN EXPERIENCED WHEN WATCHING 
HERo 
"THE GREATEST CHANGE IN THE TWO PERFORMANCES WAS IN THE ROLE OF ALFIERI • 
I FELT THAT TUESDAY's WORK WAS BETTER BUT I ALSO FELT THAT THE ACTOR AND 
DIRECTOR HAD NOT FOUND THE KEY TO HANDLING THIS DIFFICULT ROLE. 
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11 1 THINK THAT TONY BELIEVES A VIEW FROM THE BRIDGE TO BE A TRAGEDY, 
ALTHOUGH HE, PERHAPS WISELY, OMITTED USING THAT CON~ROVERSIAL TERM IN 
DESCRIBING THE PLAY IN THE STATEMENT OF INTENTIONe 
rrAs FAR AS THE OTHER FEATURES OF THE STATEMENT ARE CONCERNED THERE IS 
STILL MUCH ROOM FOR DISCUSSION; BUT, THE IMPORTANT THING IS THAT TONY 
WAS ABLE TO MAKE IT WORK FOR HIMe 
11 8N TUESDAY (PERHAPS BECAUSE I THEN KNEW THE SETTING AND ACCEPTED ITS 
DISTRACTIONS) I FOUND MYSELF INVOLVED WITH THE ~NFOLDJNG OF THE STORY-
STORY OF 1A MAN CONSUMED BY AN UNUSUAL PASSJON 1 WHICH HE COULD 1NEITHER 
UNDERSTAND, ACCEPT, NOR CONTROL.' AND I SYMPATHIZED WITH THE MANe 11 
BERENICE MENDELSOHN: 
11 FIRST LET ME SAY I THOUGHT YOU DID BRILLIANTLY WITH VJEWe J THOUGHT YOUR 
BEST ACHIEVEMENT WERE WITH THE ACTORS- IN THEIR ENSEMBLE ACTING, AND IN 
SOME OF THE PERFORMANCESe IN SPECIFIC, ABOUT THE PERFORMANCES, f LIKED 
THE STRENGTH AND PASSION YOU FINALLY ACHIEVED WITH PAUL Z., THE LIFE PAUL 
PETERSON BROUGHT TO HIS ROLE (WHICH WAS GREATER THAN HE HAD BROUGHT OT ANY 
OTHER ROLE THIS YEAR), THE SOLIDITY AND INNER STRENGTH LOUIS ACHIEVED, AND 
BUFF'S WARMTHe 
IIPERHAPS YOU COULD HAVE DONE MORE WITH THE TWO OTHER PRINCIPALS. Roz 
SEEMED LIGHTER TEXTURED THAN THE FABRIC OF THE SHOW, AND LESS INVOLVEDe 
THIS MAY BE HER LIMITATION, HOWEVER. I DO THINK YOU MISSED IN THE 
CHARACTERIZATION OF THE LAWYER, ALFIERie IN MAKING HIM SO MUCH MORE ELITE, 
I COULD NOT QUITE JUSTIFY HIS CONCERN AND INVOLVEMENT WITH THE COMMUNITY, 
NOR HIS REFUSAL, WHICH HE SPOKE OF, TO HIS WIFE 1S REQUEST TH~T HE LEAVE 
THE'NEIGHBORHOOD. WHY WAS THIS IMMIGRANT SO MUCHLESS ITALIAN THAN THE 
OTHERS. H1s EDOCATION ~NO PRQFESSION COULD HAVE GIVEN HIM THE OBJECTIVITY 
TO VIEW THE TRAGEDY WITH A 'VIEW FROM THE BRIDGE, 1 BUT WE NEED TO FEEL HIS 
ROOTS ON THE OTHER SIDE, NOT JUST LEARN ABOUT THEM THROUGH HIS LINESe 
"ACTUALLY J DID NOT THINK THE THREE-QUARTER STAGING HELPED YOUe WHEREAS 
IT DID ALLOW FOR FLUIDITY IN SCENE CHANGES, TOO MANY PEOPLE WERE COVERED 
WITHIN THE SCENES, WHICH HAD TO BE FLATTENED, AND ONE VERY IMPORTANT 
MOMENT- THE STABBING AT THE END, - HAD TO BE PLACED IN SUCH A WAY AS TO 
BE LOST TO A GOOD PART OF THE AUDIENCE - NOT VERY GOOD FOR A CLIMAX. 
11 0N THE QUESTION OF STAGEJNG- I WAS NEVER HAPPY WITH THE PLACING OF 
ALFIERI 1S OFFICEe NoT ONLY WAS IT DISTRACTING WHEN IT SHOULDN 1T HAVE 
BEEN SEEN, BUT THE SCRIPT, WITH ITS TWO-SECOND ALFIERI-TRANSITION-SCENES 
POSED OTHER PROBLEMS. IF THE OFFICE COULD HAVE BEEN PLACED DOWN LEFT OR 
RIGHT- OR FURTHER OFF SOMEWHERE, WITH A SPECIAL LIGHT OF ITS OWN WHICH 
COULD GO ON AND OFF QUICKLY AND EASILY, THESE LITTLE SCENES COULD HAVE 
BEEN ACCOMPLISHED WITH MORE FACILITYe 
HI WOULD LIKE TO SUGGEST DIFFERENT BLOCKING FOR THE BOXING SCENE- OR AT 
LEAST DIFFERENT PLACING OF MARCO. CENTER STAGE RATHER IMMOBILIZED HIM, 
AND KEPT HIM SITTING LIKE A BUMP ON A LOG, WITH THE SCENE GOING ON ABOUT 
HIM UNTIL HE FINALLY RISES TO DEFEND HIS BROTHER1S HONOR, A MOVE THAT 
SEEMS ANTICIPATED BY THE TIME IT HAPPENED. IF HE HAD BEEN FURTHER OVER 
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AT STAGE ~EFT, HE COU~D HAVE RESPONDED MORE DURING THE SCENE, AND HAD A 
MUCH MORE IMPORTANT CROSS TO THE CHAIR ~JFTINGe A~so, IT WOU~D HAVE 
A~~OWED MORE ROOM FOR THE BOXING. 
11THESE WERE, HOWEVER, ON~W IMPERFECTIONS IN A WONDERFU~ PRODUCTION.« 
ROBERT SOLOT :, 
11 As I WAS A MEMBER OF THE CAST OF A VIEW FROM THE BRIDGE, IT IS EXCEEDING~ 
DIFFICULT FOR ME TO GIVE AN ACCURATE REPORT AS TO THE QUA~ITY OF THE WORK, 
AS SEEN BY THE AUDIENCE ON CRITIQUE AND SUBSEQUENT NIGHTS• HOWEVER, I 
DO FEEL QUALIFIED TO GIVE A REVIEW OF THE SHOW FROM THE PERFORMERS! POINT 
OF VIEWo 
11 1N A BRIEF BACKSTAGE INTERVIEW WITH ONE OF THE LEADING ACTRESSES, I WOU~D 
~IKE TO SELECT THE FOLLOWING QUOTE AS BEING INDICATIVE OF THE PERFORMANCE: 
1THE BACKGROUND AND IMPROVISATIONAL WORK GIVEN US BY TONY WAS THOROUGH, 
GIVING A~L OF US A SENSE OF SECURITY WHICH WE HAVE SELDOM FE~T ON THE 
STAGE•' IT WAS WITH THIS ATTITUDE THAT BOTH ACTORS AND ACTRESSES ENTERED 
THE STAGE, TO GIY.E WHAT I FELT TO BE SOME OF THE FINEST PERFORMANCES OF 
THEIR CAREERS AT B. U. THIS I FEEL IS ONE OF THE GREATEST COMPLIMENTS A 
DIRECTOR CAN RECEIVE.» 
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P E R F 0 R M A N C E 
MONDAY, APRIL 29, 1963: 
ACT CURTAIN UP 
ONE 8:15 P. M. 
Two 9:43 P. M. 
TUESDAY, APRIL 30, i963: 
ACT CURTAIN UP 
ONE 4:07 P. M. 
Two 5:33 P. M. 
L 0 G 
CURTAIN DOWN 
9:28_ P. M. 
10:26 P. M. 
CURTAIN DOWN 
5:18 P. M. 
6:18 P. M. 
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INTRODUCTION 
A play is rarely given a second chance. Unlike a 
novel, which may be received initially with less than 
enthusiasm, and then as time goes by hailed by a 
large public, a play usually makes its mark right off or 
it vanishes into oblivion. Two of mine, The Crucible 
and A View from the Bridge, failed to :find ~ge audi-
ences with their original Broadway productij>ns. Both 
~ere regarded as rather cold plays at first. However, 
after a couple of years The Crucible was produced 
again off Broadway and ran two years, without a line 
being changed from the original. With McCarthy dead 
it was once again possible to feel warmly toward the 
play, whereas during his time of power it was sus-
pected of being a special plea, a concoction and un-
aesthetic. On its second time around its humanity 
emerged and it could be enjoyed as drama. 
At this writing I have not yet permitted a second 
New York production of A View from the Bridge 
principally because I have not had the desire to see 
it through the mill a second time. However, a year 
or so after its :first production it was done with great 
success in London and then in Paris, where it ran two 
years. It is done everywhere in this country without 
any apparent difficulty in reaching the emotions of 
the audience. This play, however, unlike The Crucible, 
I have revised,. and it was the revision which London 
and Paris .saw.· The nature of the revisions bears di-
rectly upon the questions of form. and style whic~ 
interest students and theater workers. 4 ~ .. 
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The original play produced on Broadway (Viking, 
1955) was in one act. It was a hard, telegraphic, un-
adorned drama. Nothing was permitted which did not 
advance the progress of Eddie's catastTophe in a most 
direct way. In a Note to the published play, I wrote: 
"What siTuck me first about this tale when I heard it 
one night in my neighborhood was how directly, with 
what breathtaking simplicity, it did evolve. It seemed 
to me, :Bnally, that its very bareness, its absolutely 
unswerving path, its exposed skeleton, so to speak, 
was its wisdom and even its charm and must not b~ 
tampered mth. .. . . These qualities of the; events 
themselves, their texture, seemed to me more psyCho-
logically telling than a conventional investigation in 
width which would necessarily relax that clear, clean 
line of his catasiTophe." 
The explanation for this point of view lies in great 
part :in the atmosphere of the time in which the play 
was written. It seemed to me then that the theater was 
retTeating :into an area of psycho-sexual romanticism, 
and this at the very moment whep. great events both 
at home and abroad cried out for recognition and 
~ytic :inspection. In. a word, I was tired of mere 
syinpathy :in the theater. The spectacle of still another 
misl!nderstood victim left me impatient. The tender 
emotions~ I felt, were being overworked. I wanted to 
write . in a way that would call up the faculties of 
knowing as well as feeling. To bathe the audienee m 
tears; to griR people by the age-old methods of sus-
- pense, to theaiTicalize li!e, in a word, seemed faintly 
absurd to me if not disgusting. 
In The Crucible I had taken a step~ I felt, toward 
a J:P,ore self-aware drama. The Puritan not only felt, 
but ·constantly referred his feelings to concepts~ to 
codes and ideas of social and ethical importance. Feel-
ing, it se_emed to me, had to. be -made of :llnportan9e; 
. the dramatic victory' had to be more than a triumph 
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over the audience's indifference. It must call up a 
concept, a new awareness. 
I had known the story of A View from the Bridge 
for a long time. A water-front worker who had known 
Eddie's prototype told it to me. I had never thought 
to make a play of it because it was too complete, there 
was nothing I could add. And then a time came when 
its very completeness became appealing. It suddenly 
seemed to me that I ought to deliver it onto the stage 
as fact; that interpretation was inherent in the very 
existence of the tale in the first place. I saw that the 
reason I had not written it was that as a whole its 
meaning escaped me. I could not :fit it into myself. It 
existed apart from me and seemed not to express any-
thing within me. Yet it refused to disappear. 
I wrote it in a mood of experiment-to see what it 
might mean. I kept to the tale, trying not to change 
its original shape. I wanted the audience to feel toward 
it as I had on hearing it for the first time-not so much 
with heart-wringing sympathy as with wonder. For 
when it was told to me I knew its ending a few 
minutes after the teller had begun to speak. I wanted 
to create _suspense but not by withholding information. 
It must be suspenseful because one knew too well how 
it would come out, so that the basic feeling would 
be the desire to stop this man and tell him what he 
was really doing to his life. Thus, by knowing more 
than the hero, the audience would rather automatically 
see his life through conceptualized feelings. 
As a consequence of this viewpoint, the characters 
were not permitted to talk about this and that before 
getting down to their functions in the tale; when a 
character entered he proceeded directly to serve the 
catastrophe. Thus, normal naturalistic acting tech-
niques had to be modified. Excessive and arbitrary 
gestures were eliminated; the set itself was shorn of 
every adornment. An atmosphere was attempted in 
which nothing existed but the purpose of the tale. 
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The trouble was that neither the director, the actors, 
nor I had had any experience with this ldnd of stag• 
ing. It was difficult to know how f!lf to go. We were 
all aware that a strange style was called for which 
we were unsure how tQ provide. 
About a year later in London new conditions created 
new solutions. Seemingly inconsequential details sug-
gested these solutions at times. For one, the .British 
actors could not -reproduce the Brooklyn argot and 
had to create one that was never heard on heaven or 
earth. Already naturalism wa8 evaporated by this 
much: the characters were slightly strange bemgs -in 
a world of their own. Also, 'f4e pay sCales of the Lon-
don theater made it possible to do what I could not 
do in New York-hire a crowd. 
These seemingly mundane facts had important con-
sequences. The mind of Eddie Carbone is not com-
P!ehensible apart from its xelation to his neighbor-
hood, his fellow workers, his social situation. His self-
esteem depends upon their e&timate of him, and his 
value is created largely by his fidelity to the code of 
his culture. In New York we could have only four 
strategically placed ~ctors to xepresent the community •. 
In London there were at least twenty men and women 
surrounding the main action. Peter Brook, the British 
director, could then proceed to design a set which 
soared to the roof with fire escapes, passageways, sug-
gested apartments, so that one sensed that Eddie was 
Jiving out his horror in the midst of a certain nor-
. mality, and that, invisibly and without having to speak. 
of it, he was getting ready to invoke upon lllmself the 
wrath of his tribe. A certain size accrued to him as a 
result. The importance of his interior psychological 
dilemma was magnified to the size it would have in 
life. VVh.at had seemed like a mere aberration had now 
risen to a fatal violation of an ancient law. By the 
presence of his neighbors alone the play and Eddie 
were made more humanly understandable and mov-
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ing. There was also the fact that the British cast, 
accustomed to playing Shakespeare, could incorporate 
into a seemingly realistic style the conception of the 
play-they moved easily into the larger-than-life atti-
tude which the play demanded, and without the 
self-conscious- awkwardness, the uncertain stylishness 
which hQunds many actors without classic training. 
As a consequence of not having to work at making 
the play seem as factual, as bare as I had conceived it, 
I felt now that it could afford to include elements of 
simple human motivation which I had rigorously ex-
cluded before-specifically, the viewpoint of Eddie's 
wife, and her dilemma in relation to lrlm. This, in fact, 
accounts for almost all the added material which made 
it necessary to break the play in the middle for an 
intermission. In other words, once Eddie had been -
placed squarely in his social context, among his 
people, the mytblike feeling of the story emerged o£ 
itself, and he could be made more human and less 
a figure, a force. It thus seemed quite in keeping that 
certain details o£ realism should be allowed; a Christ-
mas tree and decorations in the living room, for one, 
and a realistic make-up, which had been avoided in 
New. York, where the actor was always much cleaner 
than a longshoreman ever is. In a word, the nature of 
the British actor and of the production there made it 
possible to concentrate more upon realistic characteri-
.zation while the universality of Eddie's type was 
strengthened at the same time. 
But it was not only external a<Iditions, such as a 
new kind o£ actor, sets, and so forth, w.hich led to the 
expansion of the play. As I have said, the original was 
written in the hope that I would understand what it 
meant to me. It was only i!uring the latter part o£ its 
xun in New York that, while watching a performance 
one aftemoo~ I saw my own involvement in this 
story. Quite suddenly the play seemed to be "mine" 
and not merely a story I had heard. The revisions 
ix: 
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subsequently made were in part the result of that new 
awareness. 
In general, then, I think it can be said that by the 
addition of significant psychological and behavioral 
detail the play became not only more human, warmer 
and less remote, but also a cleaxer statement. Eddie 
is still not a man to weep over; the play does not 
attempt to swamp an audient!e in teaxs. But it is more 
possible now to relate his actions to our own and thus 
to understand ourselves a little better not only as 
isolated psychological entities, but as we connect to 
our fellows and our long past together. 
ARTHUR MILLER 
'March 1960 
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CHARACTERS 
Louis 
Mike 
Alfieri 
Eddie 
Catherine 
Beatrice 
Marco 
Tony 
Rodolpho_ 
First Immigration Officer 
Second Immigration Officer 
Mr. Lipari 
Mrs. Lipari 
Two "Submarines• 
Neighbors 
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ACT ONE 
The street ani/, house front of a tenement build-
ing. The front is skeletal entirely. The main acting 
area 1s the living room-dining room of Eddie's apart-
ment.lt_Jy a worker's flat, clean, sparse, homely. There 
is a rocker_down front; a round dining table at center1 
with chairs; and a portable phonograph. 
At back are a bedroom door and an opening to 
the kitchen; none of these interiors are seen. 
At the right~ forestage, a desk. This is Mr. 
Alfierts law office. 
There is also a telephone booth. This is wt used 
until the last scenes, so it may be covered or left in 
view. 
A stairway leads up to the apartment, and then 
farther up to the next story, which is not seen. 
Ramps, repres.enting the street, ron upstage and 
off to right and left. 
As the curtain rises"' Lou~ awl- Mike~ longshore-
~ are pitching coiM against the building at_ ~: 
A distant foghorn blows. 
Enter Alfieri, •a. lawyer in his fifties turning gray; 
~ fs_ portly.., good-humored; and thoughtful. '!h& _tJ,vp 
pitchers nod to him as he passes.< H~ NOssr;s the ~ll. 
· ~ his clesk, remove8-h18 -hat, Nsns his fingers through 
~is hair~ and grinning, speaks to the audie~~ 
.ALFIERI 
~Ol.! !VQ-.uldn't have lmown i!, _but somethinz amus-
ing has just happened. You see how uneasily they 
nod rome? That's because 1 am a lawyer. In this 
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ARTHUR MILLEB 
neighborhood to· meet a lawyer or a priest on the 
street is unlucky. We're only thought of in connection 
with disasters, and they'd rather not get too close. 
I often think that behind that suspicious little nod 
of theirs lie three thousand years of distrust. A lawyer 
means the law, and in Siclly, from where their fathers 
came, the law has not been a friendly idea since the 
Greeks were beaten. 
. ~ _ _j:~ ~ inclined to notice the ruins in things, perhaps 
because I was hom in Italy. • • • I only came here 
when I was twenty-five. In those days, AI Capone, the 
.gre~st Sartli~ e£ aH, was learning his trade on 
these pavements, and Frankie Yale himself was cut 
precisely in half by a machine gun on the comer of 
Union Street, two blocks away. Oh, there were many 
here who were justly shot by unjust men. Justice is 
very important here. . 
But this is Red Hook, not Siclly. This is the slum 
that faces the bay on the seaward side of Brooklyn 
Bridge. This is. the gullet of New York swallowing the 
tonnage of the world. And now we are quite civilized, 
quite American. Now we settle for half, and I like it 
better. I no longer keep .a pistol in my filing cabinet 
And my practice is entirely unromantic. 
My wife has warned me, so have my friends; they 
tell me the people in this neighborhood lack elegance, 
glamour. After all, who have I dealt with in my life? 
Longshoremen and their wives, and fathers and grand-
fathers, compensation cases, evictions, famlly squabbles 
-the petty troubles of the poor-and yet • • • every 
__ few years there is still a case, and as the parties tell" 
me ~hat the trouble is, lth,e flat air in my office sud-
denly washes in with -the green scent of. the sea, the 
dust in this air is blown aw~y and the thought comes 
that ifl,sli'me Gaesals year, in Ga!absa perha:flS er en 
tke eliK £t§yl;aesse,-a:Qother lawyeJ.$ quite differently 
dressect.'~heard the same complaint and s«t there as 
powerless as I, and wa~~eQ Jt run its bloo<Jy...Q.~e~ _ 
Eddie hatl appeared; and has been pitching coins 
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A VIEW· FROM THE BRIDGE. 
with fhe. men and is highlighted among them. He is 
forty-a husky~ slightly overweight longshoreman. 
_____,This one's name was Eddie Carbone~ a longshore-
man working the docks from Brooklyn Bridge to the 
breakwater where the O!len sea_begins._,.. ---~--
-- Aljf£ri walks into darkness.~ 
EDDIE 
(moving up steps into doorway) 
_ jW ell, I'll see y~ £elias. ·· 
"--"" :SJa{l~tiw.& f}'f!!er8 frorl! -~itchen~ crossps dofl)1J. to 
.. window~ looks out. · -- -
LOUIS 
'You workhi tomorrow? 
EDDIE 
'Yeah, there's another day yet on that shin. -~ee y~ 
Louis.. -
- • 'Eddie goes into th~ house, as- light rises in the . 
apartment. --- ' -
Catherine ~ waving to Louis from Jhe w!,__nd!!o/_' 
lind roms to li'tm. - -
CA.'l'HERINl!: 
___:....Hi, E~diel _ 
: Eddie is pleased and theref01'e shy about it; he 
hangs up hiS cap and jacket. 
EDDIE' 
Where you gom all dressed upi? 
CA.THEBINE 
(running her hands over het< skirt) 
I just got it. You like it? 
J EDDIE 
Y~ah, it's nice. And what happened to your hakP 
CA.TBEIUNE 
You like it? I fix:ed it different. Calling to kitchen: 
. J J:Ie' s liere. B.( 
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EDDIE 
Beautiful. Turn axound, lemme see in :tM_back.~She 
turns fOr him. Oh, if your niofher was alive to see you 
now! She wouldn't believe it. 
CATHERINE 
You like it, huh? 
EDDIE 
You look like one of them girls that went to college. 
VVhere you golli? 
CATHERINE 
(taking his arm) 
, J Wait'll B. comes in, I'll tell you something. Here, 
sit down. She is walking him to the armchair. CaUing 
offstage: Huxey up, will you, B.? ,_...,.. "n-= 
:what's gam on? 
EDDIE 
(sitting) 
CATHERINE 
___ I'll get you a beer, all right? 
EDDIE 
Well, tell me what happened. Come over here, talk 
to me. 
• CATBEBINE 
I want to wait till B. comes-in", She sits on _her heels 
~- l?,_f3§Jde_!Jif!!. Gue5s how much we pma for the sldrt. ~ 
EDDIE 
I think it's too short, ain't it? 
CATHERINE 
(standing) 
No! not when I stand up. __, __ ~
EDDIE 
Yeah, but you gotta sit down sometimes. 
CATHERINE 
--~~Mi~ it'~Lf1l~gy'le !!OYf....§.he walksJ.!Ubf@)Ji.rlh I 
mean, $I you see me walkin' down the street-
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A VIEW Fl\OM THE BRIDGE" 
EDDm 
Listen, you been givin' me the willies the way you 
walk down the street, I mean it. 
CATHERINE 
WhyP. 
EDDm 
Catherine, I don't want to be a pest, but fro tellin' 
you you're walkiri wavy. 
CATHERINE 
• I'm wa1kbi wayyP 
EDDm 
Now don't aggravate me, Katie, you are walkin' 
wavy! I don't like the looks they're givin' you in the 
candy store. And with them new high heels on the 
sidewalk-clack, clack, clack. The heads are turnin' 
like windmills. 
cATHERINE 
But those guys look at all the girls, you know that. 
EDDm 
You ain't "all the girls." 
CATHERINE 
, (almost in tears because he disapproves) 
What do you want me to doP You w;;mt me to-
EDnm 
Now don't get mad, kid. 
CATHERINE 
Well, I don't know what you want from me. 
EODm 
__:_Katie, I promised your mother on her deathbed. 
I'm responsible for you. You're ·a baby, you don't 
understand these things. I meru:t like when you stand 
here by the window, wavin' outside. 
CATHERINE 
' I was wavin' to Louis! 
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ARTHUR Ml;LLEB. 
EDDIE 
Listen, I could tell you ~gs about Louis wlrlch 
you wouldn't wave t~ him no more. 
GATliERIN.E 
(trying w foke him out of his warning) 
. Eddie.; I wish there was one guy you couldn't tell 
me things about! 
EDDIE! 
Catherine, do me a favor, will you? You're gettin" 
to be a big girl now, you gotta keep yourself more, 
you cant be so friendly, ldd. Calls: Hey~ B.~ wbat're 
you dom in there] To Catherine: Get her in here, will 
you? I got news for ~er. 
·CATHERINE 
-(!_tarting out) -
EDDIE 
Her cousins landed. 
: CATBERlN'E 
(clPppi?}g_l]_~r '/wnds ~together) 
Nof She tu1'118 instantly and startg for the kitchen. 
-~-YQ.ur_cp~f 
Beatrice enters, wipipg her- hands. 1Vith a towel. 
::o " ,.,~ f::'iOSII Ui, , 
• BEATBICE 
(in the face qf Catherinrts shout) 
CATHERINE 
~-Yo~ys~ got inf ?C 
• BEA.TBICE 
(astounded, turns to Eddie) 
\ What are you talki.n .about? Where? 
--~;;o<c--=---,___-=~~----~"--~--
EDDIE 
I was just knockin' off work before and Tony Bereli 
come o.ver to me; he says the ship is in the North 
lUver. 
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A VIEW FROM THE BRIDGE 
BEATRICE 
(her hands are clasped at her breast: she seems half 
in fear, half in unutterable joy) 
They're all right? 
EDDIE 
He didn't $ee them yet, they're still on board. But 
as soon as they get off he'll meet -them. He figures 
. about ten o'clock they'll be here. 
BEATRICE 
(sits, almost weak from tension) 
~-4A<Lthex'll l~t. them of£ the ship all right? 1Thats 
fixed, heh? 
EDDIE 
Sure, they give them regular seamen papers and 
they walk off with the crew. Dont worry about it, B., 
there's nothiii to it. ·Couple of hours they'll be here. 
BEATRICE 
What happened? They wasn't supposed to be till 
next Thursday. 
EDDIE 
~- I_dont know; they put them on any ship they can 
get them out on. Maybe the other ship they was sup-
posed to take there was some danger- What you 
cryiii about? · 
BEATRICE 
(astounded and afraid) 
rm- I just-I can't believe it! I didn't even buy a 
new tablecloth; I was gonna wash the walls-
EDDIE 
Listen, they'll think its a millionaire's house com-
pared to the way they live. Don't worry about the 
~ _ ~alls~:~They1J._~e thankful To Catherine: Whyn't you 
_ l'll!l- <!~ _b_!!Y_~_ tabl~cloth. Go ahead, here. He is 
reaching into his pocket. 
CATHERINE 
There's no stores open now. 
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ARTHUR M1LLER 
EDDlE 
. (to Beatrice) 
___ Y.ou was gonna put a new cover on the chair. 
:BEATRICE 
I lmow-well, I thought it was gonna be next weeki 
I was gonna clean the walls, I was gonna w~ the 
floors. Sh6 stands disturbed. 
CATHERINE 
_ (pointing upward) 
___ Maybe Mrs. Dondero upstairs-
BEATRICE 
(of the tablecloth) 
No, hers~ worse than this one. Suddenly: My God, 
I don't even have notb.in' to eat for them[ She starts 
for the kitchen. · 
EDDIE 
(reaching out and grabbing her arm) 
Hey, hey! Take· it easy. 
:BEATRICE 
No, rm just nervobs, that's all. To Catherine: I'll 
makethe:6sh. 
• EDDIE 
Yon're sav:in" their lives, what're you worryin' about 
the tablecloth? They probably didn't see a tablecloth 
.in their whole life where they come from. 
:BEATRICE 
(looking into his eyes) 
rm just worried about you, that's all lin worried. 
EDDIE 
Listen, as long as they lmow wheye they're gonna 
sleep. 
:BEATRICE 
I told them in the "letters. They're sleepm on the 
floor. 
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A VIEW FltOM THE BRIDGE 
EDDIE 
Beatrice, all rm worried about is you got such a 
heart that I'll end up on the Hoar with you, and they'll 
be in our bed. · 
BEATBICE 
All right, stop it. 
EDDIE 
Because as soon as you see a tired relative, I end 
up gn the floor. 
BEATBICE 
When did you end up on the HoorP 
EDDIE 
When your father's house burned down~ didn't end 
up on the HoorP 
BEATBICE 
Well, their house binned down! 
EDDIE 
Yeah, but it didn't keep humin' for two weeks! 
< BEATBICE 
All right, look, I'll tell them to go someplace else. 
She &arts into the kitchen. 
EDDIE 
Now just a minute. Beatrice! She halts .. He goes to 
her. I just don't want you 6ein' pushed around, that's 
all. You got too big a heart. He touches her hand. 
What're· you. so touchy? 
BEATBICE 
fm just afraid if it d01:ft turn out good you'll be mad 
at me. 
EDDIE 
Listen, if everybody keeps liis mouth shut, nothm 
can happen. They'll pay for their board. 
BEATBICE 
Oh, I told them. 
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EDDIE· 
Then what the hell. Pgfl§e. He moves. It's an honol', 
B. I mean it. I was jusf'1:bi.nkin' before, co:miti home, 
suppose my father didn't' oome to this country, and I 
· was starvin' like them over there ... and I had people 
in America ·could keep me a couple of months? The 
m,an would be honored to lend me a plac~ to sleep. 
BEATBICE 
. {there are tears in her eyes. 8_he tur.n.s tO' Catherine) 
You see what he is? She turns and- grabs Eddirh 
face in her hands. MmmLYou'r-e an angel! God'll bless 
you. He is gratefully smiling. You'll see, you'll get a 
blessing for thisl 
EDDIE 
(laughing) 
I'll settle for my own bed. 
_ BEATIUCE 
-Go,, Baby, set the table. 
GA~ 
We didn't te.ll.biw about me yet. 
·BEATBICE 
-----::-~Let him eat fust, then we"Jl tell him. Bring ·every· 
__:thing in. She hu~ Catherine out. 
EDDIE 
(sifti~ at t~_!gble) 
What's all that aooufrwliere'SSlie goin'P 
l3EATBICE 
Nopiace. It's very good news~ Eddie. I want you to 
beh~ppy. 
• • EDDIE 
What's goin' on? ~ 
Catherine enters with plates, forks. 
BEAT.I,!l:CE 
Shcfs got a jab. · _ 
Pause. Eddie looks (It Catherine, then. back to 
Beatrice. 
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A VIEW FROM THE BRIDGE 
EDDIE 
What job? She's gonna :finish school. 
CATBERINE 
Eddie, you wont believe it-
, 
EDDIE 
No-no, you gonna :finis;h school. What kinda job, 
what do you mean? All of a sudden you-
CATBERINE 
Listen a minute, it"s wonderful. 
EDDIE 
It"s not wonderful. You'II never get nowheres un-
less you :finish schooL You can't take no job. Why 
didn't you ask me before you take a job? 
BEATBICE 
She's askin' you now, she didn't take notbin.' yet. 
CATBEIIINE 
Listen a minuter I came to school this morning and 
the principal called me out of the class, seeP To go to 
his office. 
EDDIE 
Yeah? 
CATBERINE 
So I went :in and he says to me he's got my records, 
y'lm.ow? And there's a company wants a girl right 
away. It ain't exactly a secretary, it"s a stenographer 
first, but pretty soon you get to be secretary. And he 
says to me that Ym the best student in the whole 
class-
BEATBICE 
You hear that? 
EDDIE 
Well why not? Sure she's the best. 
CATBERINE 
rm the best student, he says, and if I want, I should 
take the job and the end of the y~ar he'II let me take 
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AltTHUR MILLER 
the examination and he'll give me the ceftificat~. So 
- I'll save practically a year! 
EDDIE 
(strangely nervous) 
Where's the job? What company? · 
CATHERINE 
It's a big plumbing company over Nostrand Avenue. 
EDDIE 
Nostrand Avenue and where? 
CATHERINE 
It's someplace by the Navy Yard. 
~ m:A.TlUcE 
dollars a week, Eddie. 
EDDIE ' 
(to Catherine~ surprised) 
"~'Sl'i-l"'-11 1 
CATHERINE 
I swear. 
Pause. 
EDDIE 
What about all the stuff you wouldn't learn this 
year~ though? 
CATHERINE 
There's nothin" more to learn, Eddie, I just gotta 
practice ·from now on. I know all the symbols 'and I 
know the keyboard. I'll just get faster, that's all. And 
wh~n rm workin' I'll keep getf:in' better and ·better, 
you see? 
BEATBICE 
Work is the best practice anyway. 
EDDIE 
That aixit- what I wanted, though. 
CATHEIUNE 
Why! It's a great big company-
14 
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EDDIE 
I don't .lik~ that neighborhoo!l over there. 
CATHERINE 
It's a block and haJ,f from the subway, he says. 
EDDIE 
Near the Navy Yard plenty can happen in a block 
and a half. And a plumbm company! Thais one step 
over the water front. They're practically longshore-
men. 
BE:4';l'RICE 
Yeah, but she'll be in th~ off!c~, Eddie • 
.ED:QlE 
I know she'll be in the office, but tbat ain't what I 
had in mind. 
BSA.TRICE. 
Listen, she's gotta go to work sometime.' 
EDDIE 
Listen, B., she'll be with a lotta plumbers? And 
sailors up and down the street? So what did she go to 
school for? 
$ll{'l"lj CATHERINE 
But ifs.fi£ty a week, Eddie. 
EDDIE 
Look, did I ask you for money? I supported you this 
long I support you a little more. Please, do me a favor, 
will ya? I want you to be with diff13rent kind of people. 
I want you to be in a nice office. Maybe a lawyer's 
office someplace in New York in one of them nice, 
buildings. I mean, if you're gonna get outa here then 
get out; don't go praptically in the same kind of 
neighborhood. 
Pause. Catherine lowers her eyes • 
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ARTHUR MILLER 
~ome day she could be a secretary. They picked her 
out of the whole classXHe is silent, staring down at 
the tablecloth, fingering the pattern. What are you 
worried about? She could take car~ of herself. She'll 
get out of the subway and be in the office in two 
minutes. 
EDDIE 
(somehow sickened) 
I know that neighborhood, B., I don't like it. 
BEATBICE 
Listen, if nothin' happened to her in this neighbor-
hood it ain't gonna happen noplace else. She turns his 
face to her. Look, you gotta get used to it, she's no 
baby no more. Tell her to take it. He turns his head 
. away. You hear me? She is angering. I don't under-
. stand you; she's seventeen years old, you gonna keep 
her in the house all her life? 
EDDIE 
(insulted) 
What kinda remark is that? 
BEATBICE 
(with sympathy but insistent force) 
Well, I don't understand when it ends. First it was 
gonna be when she graduated high school, so she 
graduated high school. Then it was gonna be when 
she learned stenographer, so she learned stenographer. 
So what're we gonna wait for now? I mean it, Eddie, 
sometimes I don't understand you; they picked her out 
of the whole class, it's an honor for her. X 
Catherine enters with food, which she silently 
sets on the table. After a moment of watching her 
face, Eddie breaks into a smile, but it almost seems 
that tears will form in his eyes. 
EDDIE 
With your hair that way you look like a madonna, 
you know that? You're the madonna type. She doesrit 
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A VtEW FROM THE Bll.IDGE 
look at him, but continues .ladling out food onro the 
plates. You wanna go to work, heh, MadonnaP' 
Yeah. 
CATHERINE 
(softly) 
EDDIE 
(with a sense qf her childhood, her babyhood, arnl 
the years) 
__ All pg_ht, _go Jo JYO!..k. She looks a:t.,him, t~e~ fU81ws 
andnugs him. He~ hey! Take it easy! He hCJlds_her 
tlfE.!!.!!~!..Om him to look at Tw::. What'r~ you ctyin' 
~He is affected by her, but smiles his emotion-
away. 
CATBERINE 
(§jtti_ftg~at l!§!J'{lgg,e) · · 
I just-Bursting out~rm gonna buy all new dishes 
with my first pay! They ]augh warmly. I mean it 111 
:fii·up the wltole hoqsel I'll buy a rug! 
"EDDIE 
And then you'll move away. , 
No, Eddiel 
CATHERINE 
EDDIE 
(grinning) 
_ • Why not? That's life. And you come visit on Bun-
days, then once. a month, then Christmas and New 
Year's, finally. 
CATBERINE •. 
(grasping his arm t.o reassure him anil to erf.l8e tM 
_ accusation) . . 
No, pleasel-
;EDDIE 
( smi~ing but fturt) . 
I only ask you one thing-dont trust nobody. You 
got 4 good aunt but shE?s got too big a hear4 you 
learned bad from her. Believe me.· 
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BEATRICE 
Be the way you are? Katie, don't listen to him. 
EDDIE 
(to Beatrice-strangely and quickly resentful) 
You lived in a house all your life~ what do you 
know about it? You never worked in your life. 
BEATRICE 
She likes people. What's wrong with that? 
EDDIE 
Because most people ain't people. She's goin' to 
work; plumbers; they'll, chew her to pieces if she 
don't watch out. To Catherine: Believe me~ Katie? the 
less you trust, the less you be sorry.')( 
Eddie crosses himself and the women do the 
same? and they eat. 
CATHERINE 
First thing I'll buy is a rug, heh, B.? 
BEATRICE 
I don't mind. To Eddie: I smelled coffee all day 
today. You unloadin' coffee today? 
EDDIE 
Yeah, a Brazil ship. 
CATHERINE 
I smelled it too. It smelled all over the neighbor-
hood. 
EDDIE 
That's one time, boy, to be a longshoreman is a 
pleasure. I could work coffee ships twenty hours a 
day. You go down in the hold, y'know? It's like flow-
ers, that smell. We'll bust a bag tomorrow, rll bring 
you some. 
BEATRICE 
Just be sure there's no spiders in it, will yaP I mean '" 
it. She directs this to Catherine? rolling her eyes up-
ward. I still remember that spider commg out of that 
bag he brung home. I nearly died. 
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EDDIE 
You call that a spider? You oughta see what comes 
outa the bananas sometimes. 
} l • 
• BEATRICE 
Don't talk about it! 
EDDIE 
I .seen spiders could stop a Buick. 
BEATRICE 
(clapping her hands over her ears) 
All righ~ shut upf 
EDDIE 
(laughing and taking a watch out of his pocket) 
W~ll,_who started with spiders?){ 
:SEATBICE 
All righ~ I'm sorry, I didn't mean it. Just don't 
bring none home again. What time is it? 
EDDIE 
Quarter nine. Puts watch back in his pocket. They 
continue eating in silence. 
CATHERINE 
He':s bringin' them ten o·clock, Tony? 
"EDDIEi 
Around, yeah. He ~ats. 
CATHERINE 
Eddie, suppose somebody .asks i£ they•re livin' here. 
He looks at her as though already she had divulged 
something publicly. Defensively: I mean if they a.Sk. 
EDDIE -· ·~ 
Now look, Baby, I can"s~e were ~ttin' lllixed up 
again here. 
CA'IIHERINE 
No, I 'just mean ••• peop1e•n see them goin' in and 
out. 
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EDDIE 
I dont bare who sees them goin' in and out as long 
as you don't see them gom in and out And this goes 
for you too, B. You don't see nothiii and you don't 
know nothiii. • 
BEATRICE 
What do you mean? I understand. 
EDDIE 
You dont understand; you still think you can talk 
about this to somebody just a little bit. Now lemme 
say it once and for all, because you'!e makin' me~ 
nervous again, both of you. I don't care if somebody 
comes in the house and sees them sleepm on the 
floor, it never comes out of your mouth who they are 
or what they're dom here. 
BEATRICE 
Yeah, but my mother'lllmow-
EDDIE 
Sure she'll lmow, but just dont you be the one who 
told her, that's all. This is the United States govern-
ment you're playiii with now, this is the Immigration 
• Bureau. If you said it you lmew it, if you didn't say 
it you didn't lmow it . 
CATHERINE 
Yeah, but Eddie, suppose somebody-
EDDIE 
I don't care what question it is. You-dont-lmow 
-nothiii. They got stool pigeons all over this ,neigh-
borhood they're payin them every week for informa-
tion, and you doll.t lmow who they are. It could be 
our best friend. You hear? To Bel&trice: Like Vinny 
Bolzano, remember V~y? 
BEATRICE 
Oh, yeah. God forbid. 
20 
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EDDIE 
Tell her about Vinny. To Catherine: You think rm 
blowm steam here? To Beatrice; Go ahead, tell her. 
To Catherine: You was a baby then. There was a 
family next door to her mother, he was about sixteen-
BEATRicE 
No, he was no more than fourteen, cause I was w 
lrls confirmation in Saint Agnes. But the family had aa 
uncle that they were hidin' in the house, and he 
snitched to the ~gration. 
CATHEIUNE 
The ldd snitchedr 
EDDIE 
On his own uncle! 
CATBEBINE 
What, was he crazy? 
EDDIE 
He was crazy after, 1 tell you that, boy. · 
BEATRICE 
0~ it was terrible. He had five brothers and the 
~old father. And they grabbed him in the ldtchen and 
pulled him down the stairs-three flights his head was 
bouncin" like a coconut. And they spit on him in the 
street, his own father and his brothers. The whole 
neighborhood was cryin'. 
CATBEBlNE 
Tsl So what happened to him? 
BEATRICE 
I think he went away. To Eddie: I never seen him 
ag~ did you? 
.EDDIE 
(rises during this, taking out his watch) 
--=--?Him='=:::P. You'll never see him no more, a guy do a 
thing like that? How's he gonna show his face? To 
Catherine, as he gets up 'E:~lJL: Just remember. 
kid, you can quicker get ·back a million dollai's that 
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ARTHUR MILLER 
was stole than a word that you gave away. He is 
standin~ ng~~ stretching his back. 
CATHEBINE 
Okay, I won't say a word to nobody, I swear. 
EDDIE 
Gonna rain tomorrow. We'll be s1idin' all over the 
decks. Maybe you oughta put something on for them, 
they be here soon. 
BEATRICE 
I only got fish, I hate to spoil it i£ they ate already. 
I'll wait, it only takes a few minutes; I could broil it. 
CATHEBINE 
What happens, Eddie, when that ship pulls out and 
they ain't on it, though? Don't the captain say nothin'? 
EDDIE 
(slicing an apple with his pocket knife) 
Captain's pieced o:lf, what do you mean? 
CATHEEIJNE 
Even the captain? 
EDDIE 
What's the matter, the captain don't :have to live? 
Captain gets a piece, maybe one of the mates, piece 
for, the guy in Italy who fixed the papers for them, 
'J;ony here'll get a little bite. • ! • 
BEATRICE 
I jtist hope they get work here, that's all I hope. 
EDDIE 
Oh, the s.yndicate11 fix jobs for them; till they pay 
'em-o:lf they'll get them work every day. ]t's after the ; 
pay-off, then they'll have to scramble like the rest 
of us. · · . 
BEATRICE 
Well, it be better·than they got there. 
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A VIEW FROM THE BRIDGE 
EDDIE 
Oh sure, well, listen. So YO'!! gonna start Monday, 
heh, Madonna'? 
CATHEiuNE_.._ 
(embarrassed}' 
rm supposed to, yeah. 
Eddie is standing facing the two seated women. 
First Beatrice smiles~ then Catherine, for a powerful 
emotion is on him, a childish one and a knowing fear, 
and the tears show in his eyes-and they are shy 
be{oJ'e the avowal. 
EDDIE 
(sadly smiling, yet somehow proud of her) 
Well ... I hope you have good luck. I wish you the 
best. You know that, kid. 
CATHERINE , 
(rising, trying to .laugh) 
You sound like fm goixi a million miles! 
EDDIE 
I know. I guess I i,ust never figured on one thing. 
What? 
CATBEIUNE 
. (smiling) 
EDDIE 
That you would ever grow up. He utters a soundless 
laugh at himself, feeling his breast pocket of his shirt. 
!"left a cigar in my other. coat, I think. He starts for 
the bedroom. 
CATBEIUNE 
__ Stay there! 111 get it for you. 
She hurries out. There is a slight pause, and 
Eddie turns to Beatrice, who has been avoiding his 
gaze. 
EDDIE 
__ What are you mad at me lately? 
.23 
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BEATBICE 
Who's mad? She gets up, clearing the dishes. Ym 
not mad. She picks up the dishes and turns to him. , 
-~ .Xroire the one is mad~ She turns and goes into the 
=kitchen as Catherine eiiters from the bedroom wJth 
a cigar and a pack of matches~ 
CA'I'BERl:NE 
Here! fll llght it for you! She strikes a 11UJtch and 
holds it to his cigar. He puffs. Quietly: Don't worry 
about ~e, Eddie, heh? 
• EDDIE Po~'~ burn yo~self-=,Yifust in time she blows out tke 
match. You better go in help her with the dishes. 
CATBERINE 
(turns quickly to the table, and_, seeing the table 
cleared, she says, almost guiltily) 
--~O~h~l~She hurries into the kitchen, and as she exits 
_ there: fll do the dishes, B.f\[ 
Alone, Eddie stands looking toward the kitchen 
for a moment. Then ~~1ft h.i§~atfilk~gl!J~-~ 
at it, rrm.laces it i'IJ...his p_oqke1-=sj"!§._,.jn_t1:):e=ar.1'1J}.Phid-~.1-­
and stares at the smoke flowing out-of his mouth. 
The lights do ~ then come up' on Alfieri, 
who has mov¢ onto the forestage. 
ALFlERI 
He was as ·good a J;llan as he had to be :in ~ life ,that 
. was hard and even. He ·worked on the piers when 
there was work, he broughl: home his pay, and he 
lived. And toward ten o'clo~ of that night, after they 
· had eate11 the cous4!s came. ;x .,..,_ __ :._ __ = 
·The lights- {ade on Alfieri 1lnd rise on the street. 
~!!_t~'l;£!!.!Y,__escorfing J.f.at.?o f!nd Roj,oJplu!_. each 
J»it]} _a _val/$§. Xonu }lgl~_indtq~~ _ t~ _ hgf1!e._ T~ 
stand for 9-_mo_ment looking f}t it. 
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M'.ABCO 
(he is a square-built p.easant of thirty-two~ suspicious, 
tender, and quiet 1Joiced) 
_Thank you. 
TONY 
1 You,re on your own now. Just be careful that's all. 
Ground floor. · 
Thank you. 
MABCO 
TONY 
(indicating the house) . 
= I1l see you on the pier tomorrow. You'll go to work. 
Marco nods. 'Fony continues On. '1ViillafigCU:JWfi== 
tlw street. 
·BODOLPHO 
This will be the first house I ever walked into in 
America! Imagine! She said they were poor! 
MABCO 
Sshl Come. {J'hey go to door. 
Marco knocks. The lights rise in the room. Eddie 
go-es and opens the door. Enter Marco and Rodolpho, 
removing, their caps. _Beatrice and Catherine enter 
from the kitchen. The lights fade in th'e street. 
EDDlE 
You Marco? 
MABCO. ~~'t.1l1.f, • .{;;-o eo'i>Jt-fov'et' 
Marco • ...-------- 1ov .!.. 7o"DQL."Pt\O 
EDDlE 
Come on in! He shakes Marcds hand. 
- ~ - -- _:~-====--· 
BEATBICE 
Here, take the bags! 
MABCO 
(nods, looks to the women and fixes on Beatrice. 
Grosses to Beatrice) 
Are you my cousin? 
She nods. He kisses her hand • 
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BEATRICE 
(above the table, touching her chest with her hand) 
Beatrice. ThiS. is ·my husband, Eddie. All nod. 
Catherine, my sister Nancy's daughter. The brothers 
nod. 
MARCO 
(indicatjng Rodolpho) 
My brother. Rodolpho. Rodolpho nods .• MJJrco 
comes with a certain.formal stiffness to Eddie. I want 
to tell you now Eddie-when you say go, we will go. 
EDDIE 
011, no ••• Takes Marcr/s bag. 
MARCO 
I see it's a small house, but soon, maybe, we can 
have our own house. 
EDDIE 
-~_,You're welcome, Marco, we got plenty of room 
bere. Katie, giv:e ~em supper. heh?~Exits J!lto b~dt­
~ wi!_"f! ~hei!J!.af48. 
CA~ 
Come here~ sit down. rn get you some soup. 
MARCO 
(as they go to the table) 
We ate on the ship. Thank you. To Eddie, calling 
aff to bedroom: Thank you. 
. 'BEATRICE • 
Get some coffee. We11 all have coffee. Come sit 
...,..,...-...::d=-=o~wn.~ . · 
Rodolpho and Marco sit~ at the table. 
CATBEEIINE 
(1JJOrulrously) 
How come he's so dark and you're .SO light, Ro-
dolphq? 
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RODOLPHO 
(ready to laugh) 
I don't know. A thousand years ago, they say, the 
Danes invaded Sicily. 
Beatrice kisses Rodolpho. They laugh as Eddie 
enters. 
CATHERINE 
(to Beatrice) 
He's practicall)l: blond! 
EDDm 
How"s the coffee doin'? 
CATHERINE 
(brought up) 
,., 
rm gettin' it1)She hurries out to kitchen. 
EDDm 
(sits on his rocker) 
Yiz have a nice trip? · 
MARCO 
The ocean is always rough. But we are good sailors: 
EDDm 
No trouble gettin' here? 
MARCO 
No. The man brought us. Very nice man. 
RODOLPHO 
(to Eddie) 
He says we start to work tomorrow. Is he honest? 
EDDm 
. (laughing) · 
No. But as long as you owe them money, they"ll 
get you plenty of work. To Marco: Yiz ever work on 
the piers in Italy? 
MARCO 
Piers? Tsl-no. 
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RODOLP;r:IO 
(~iling at the-smallness of his town) 
In oux town there are no piers~ only the beach, and ·· 
little :Bsbing boats. 
BEATRIGE 
So wliat ldnda work did yiz do? 
MARCO 
(shrugging shyly, even emb.arrll$sed) 
Whatever thet~ is, anything. 
RODOLPHO 
Sometimes they build a· house, or if they :Gx the 
bridge-Marco is a mason and I bring him the 
cement. He laughs. In harvest tin;le we work in the 
·:fields • • • if there is work. Anything. 
EDDIE 
Still bad there, heh? 
MARcO 
Bad, yes. 
RODOLPHO -
(laughing)-
It's terrible! We stand around all- day in the piazza 
listening to the fountain like birds. Everybody waits 
only for the train. 
BEATRICE ~ 
What's on the train? 
RODOLPHO 
Nothing. But if there are many passengers and 
youre luqky you make a few lire to push the taxi up 
the bilL X · 
- Ent~r'qatherine; she listens. 
BEATRICE_ 
You gofta push a taxi? 
RODOLPHO 
(laughing) 
Oh, sure! It's a featur-e ip, our town. The horses in 
our town are skinnier than goats. So if there are too 
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' many passengers w'e help push the carriages up to 
the hotel. He laughs. In our town the horses are only 
fo:~; show. 
CA.'I'HERINE 
WhY don't they have automobile taxis? 
RODOLPHO 
There is one. We push that too. They laugh. Every-
thing in our town, you gotta push! 
BEATRICE 
(to Eddie) 
How do you like that! 
EDDIE 
(to Marco) 
So what're you wanna do, you gonna stay here in 
this country or you wanna go back? 
MARCO 
Go back? 
(surprised) 
EDDIE 
Well, you're married, ain't you? • 
MARCO 
Yes. I have three child!en. 
BEATRICE 
Three! I thought only one. 
MARCO 
Oh, no. I have three now. Four years, :five years, 
six Y!'Jars. 
BEATRICE 
Ah ••• I bet they're cryin' for you already, heh? 
MARCO 
What can I do? The older one is sick in his chest. 
My wife-she feeds them from her own mouth. I tell 
you the truth, jf I stay there they will never grow up. 
They eat ·the sunshine. 
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:SEA TRICE 
My God. So how long you want to ~tayP 
MARCO 
With your permission, we will stay maybe a-
EDDlE 
She don't mean in this house> she means in the 
country. 
MARCO 
Oh. Maybe four, flve, six years> I think. 
RODOLPHO 
(smiling) 
He 1rusts his wife • 
.BEATRICE, 
Yea]; but maybe you'll get enough, you1l be able 
to go back quicker. 
MARCO 
I hope. I dQn't -know. To Eddie: I understand it's 
not so good here either. 
EDDIE 
Oh, you guys'll be in right-till you pay them off, 
anyway. Mter that, -you'll have to scramble, that's all 
But you'll make better here than you could there. 
RODOLPHO • 
How much? We hear all kinds of ngures. How much 
can a man make? We work hard, we'll work all day, 
~m~~ . 
---"= Marco raises a hand to hush him. 
EDDIE 
(he is coming more and more to address Marco only). 
On the average .a whole year? Maybe-well, it's 
hard to say> see. Sometimes we lay off> there's no ships 
three four weeks. 
MARCO 
Tbree, four weeksf-Tsl . 
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ED~ ~ 
But I think you could probably~, £ort:f;viJ 
week, over the whole twelve months of the year. 
MARCO 
(Tises, crosses to Eddie) 
Dollars. 
EDIE 
Sure dollars. 
MaTeo puts an arm around Rodolplw and they 
laugh. 
MARCO 
____E we can stay here a few months, Beatrice-
BEATRICE 
Listen, you."re welcome, Marco-
MARCO 
Because I could send them. a little more if I stay 
here. 
. 
BEATRICE 
As long as you want, we got plenty a room. 
MARCO 
(his eyes are showing tears) 
My wife-To ErJilj&:_}II.y wife-~ want to send right 
away maybe twen~ars-
EDIE 
You could send them something next week already. 
MARCO 
(he is near tears) 
Eduardo ••• !Je$/~to Eif,die, offering his hand. 
EDIE 
Don't thank me. Listen, what the hell, it~s no skin 
off me. To Catherine: What happened to the coffee? 
CATHERINE 
I got it on. To Rodolplw: You married too? No. 
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A VIEW FROM 'l;'R:& BRIDGE 
RODOLPHO 
(ta Marco) 
___ ..JiYhy? Ta Eddie: Messages! The rich people in the 
·hotel always need someone who will carry a message . 
.But .quickly, and '\Yith a great noise. With a blue 
motorcycle I would station myself in the courtyard 
of the hotel, and in a little while I would have mes-
sages. 
:MARCO 
When you have no wife you have dreams, 
ED~IE 
Why cant you just walk, or take a trolley or 
sump'm? 
EnteHJeatriee-f»i#H;efjee. 
RODOLPHO 
-0]1, no, the machine, the machine is necessary. A · 
man comes into a great hotel and says, I am a mes-
senger. Who is this man-? He disappears walking, 
th<?re is no.noise, nothing. ·Maybe he will never come 
back, maybe he will never deliver the message. But a 
man who rides up on a gr~t machine, thiS lnan is re-
sponsible, this man exists. He will be given messages. 
He helps Beatrice set out the coffee things. I am also 
a singer, though. -
EDDIE 
You mean a regular-? 
ll.ODOLPHO 
Oh, yes. One night last year Andreola got sick. 
- Baritone. And I took his place in the garden of the 
hotel. Three arias I sang without a lnistakel Thousand-
lire notes they threw from the tables, money was fall-· 
ing like a storm in the treasirry. It was magnificent. 
We lived six months on that night, eh, Marco? 
Marco nails doubtfully. 
Twom~. :MARCO 
Eddie laughs. 
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BEATRICE 
Cant you.get a job m that place? 
RODOLPHO 
Andreola got better. He's a baritone, vecy strong. 
Beatrice laughs. 
MARCO 
(regretfully, to Beatrice) 
--~H_e s~too loud . 
. }\ODOLPHO 
Why too-loucJ.? 
MARCO 
Too loud. The guests in that hotel are all English-
men. They don't like too loud. 
RODOLPHO 
(to Catherine) 
Nobody ever said it was too loud! 
~co 
I say. It was too loud. To Beatrice: I knew it as soon 
as he started to sing. Too loud. 
RODOLPBO 
Then why did they throw so much money? 
' MARCO 
They paid for your courage. The English like cour-
. age. But once is enough. 
~ 
RODOLPHO 
(to all but Marco) 
I never heard anybody say it was too loud. 
CATHERINE 
Did you ever hear of jazz? 
RODOLPHO 
Oh, sure! I sing jazz. 
CATHERINE 
(rises} 
You could sing jazz? 
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BODOLPHO 
Oh, I sing Napolidan, jazz, bel canto-! sing "Paper 
Doll," you like "Paper Doll"? 
CATHERINE 
0~ sure, fm crazy for "Paper Doll." Go ahead, 
sing ie-·· 
BODOLPHO 
('f!:_~ ~is sta~er gettin{{ a ~cL!!f. permission fiom ~iul with a hignterwr voice 6eg1m 
- - ~ -~ singing) 
"ml::telh)!mLihefid~s teH~-.ftlene, 
..1\:ml it's tottgh le love a doH tmtt'-s !let yem awn. 
rom fol:N;eegk wiitk aU e£ i1iem, 
FH :ne~ ex faR aga:in, 
118y, Be,",. 'iv:b.at you gGrma do? 
fm gonna buy a paper doll that I can call my own, 
A doll that other fellows cannot steal.)(, 
- ]J;'qjl__ie rises and_~~ gp~. 
And then those flirty, Hirty guys 
With their Hirty, Hirty eyes , 
Will have to flirt with dollies@at are real) 
EDDIE 
Hey, ldd-hey, whit a minute-
CATHERINE 
( enthraUed.) 
Leave him finis!!, its beauti£ull To Beatrice:. He's 
terrific! Its terrific, Rodolpho. 
• EDDIE 
Look, ldd; you don't want to be picked up, dJ> yar 
MAll CO 
No-no! He Xlses.. • 
- - EDDIE - -. 
(indicating t"M rest of the building) 
Because we never had no singers here ..• and'.all1 
of a sudden there's a singer in the house, y'know whaj: 
I mean? 
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MARCO 
Yes, yes. ¥ou'll be quiet, Rodolpho. 
EDDIE 
(he is flushed) 
They got guys all over the place, Marco. I mean. 
MARCO 
Yc;)s. He'll be quiet. To Rodolpho: You'll be 9uiet. 
Rodolpho ncds. 
E£Wit1 Jaas risen, 1r#h iron et9Air&'l, D1'e1J a fRiile. fZ 
if:g movei' to C!#herme. 
EDDIE 
What's the high heels for, Garbo? 
CATBERINE 
I figured for tonight-
EDDIE 
Do me a favor, will youP Go ahead. X 
P:mbarrassed now, angered, Catherine goes out 
into the bedroom. Beatrice watches her go- iiiiil gets 
up; in passing, she gives Eddie a cold look, restrained 
only by the strangers, and goes to the talile to pour 
cafjee. 
EDDIE 
(striving to laug~ and to Marco, but directed as much 
to Beatrice) 
All actresses they want to be around here. 
RUDOLPHO 
(happy about it) 
In Italy tool All the girls. X · 
Catherine emergfJS frqm the bedroom in low-heel 
.shoes, comes to the table. Rodolpho is lifting a cup. 
EDDIE 
(he is sizing up Rodolpho, and there is a concealed 
suspicion) 
Yeah, heh? 
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A VIEW FROM Tli:E BRIDGE 
RODOLPHO 
Yes! Laughs, indicating Catherine:- Especially when 
they are so beautiful! 
You like sugar? 
=_1: ligh"t.Uade on Alfieri. the;'-;:;;e ,_on Eddie r= 
staiiding at the doorway of thi IW1i8e. Beatrice enters 
on t"'J.le street. She sees Eddie, smiles at him. He loob 
away. 
She starts to enter _the house- when Eddie speaks. 
EDDIE 
It's after eight. 
BEATRICE 
Well, it's a long show at the Paramount. 
liD DIE 
They must've seen every picture in Brooklyn by 
now. He's supposed to stay in the house when he ain't 
working. He ain't supposed to go advertising himself. 
BEATRICE 
Well that's his trouble, what do you care? H they 
pick him up they pick him up, that's all. Come in. the 
house. 
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EDDm 
What happened to the stenography? I don't see her 
practice no more. 
BEATRICE 
She"ll get back to it Shes excited, Eddie. 
EDDm 
She tell you anything? 
BEATRICE 
(comes to him, now the subject is opened) 
yvhat's the matter with you? He's a nice kid, what 
do you want from him? 
EDDm 
That's a nice kid? He gives me the h:eeby-jeebies. 
BEATRICE 
(smiling) 
Ah, go on, you're just jealous. 
EDDm 
0£ himP Boy, you don't think much of me. 
BEATRICE 
I don't understand you. What's so terrible about 
him? 
EDDm 
You mean it's all right with you? That's gonna be 
her husband? 
BEATRICE 
Why? He's a nice £ella, hard workin', hes a good-
lookin' £ella. 
EDDm 
He sings on the ships; didja know that? 
BEATRICE 
'Wl:!a~ do you mean, he sings? 
EDDm 
Just what I said, he sings. Right on the deck, all 
of a sudden, a whole song comes out of his mouth-
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A VIEW FRO~ THE BRIDGE 
with motions. You know what theyre calling him now? 
Paper Doll they're callin' him, Canary. Hes like a 
weird. He comes out on the pier, one-two-three, its a 
regular show. 
BEATRICE 
Well, hes a ldd; he don't know how to behave him-
self yet. 
EDDIE 
And with that wacky hair; he~s like a chol\IS girl or 
sump'n. 
BEATRICE 
So hes blond, so-
EDDIE 
I just hope that's his regular hair, that's a!J I hope. 
BEATRICE 
You crazy or sump'n? S~ tries to turn him to her. 
EDDIE 
(he keeps his head turned away) 
__ _.Wh.afs so crazy? I don't like his wJ:tole way. 
BEATRICE • 
Listen, you never seen a blond guy in yom life? 
What about Whitey Balso? 
EDDIE 
(turning to her victoriously) 
Sure, but Whitey don't sing; he don't do like that 
on the ships. 
• BEATRICE 
Well, maybe that's the way they do in Italy. 
EDDIE 
Then why don't his brother sing? Marco goes 
around like a man; nobody ldds Marco. He moves 
from her, halts. She realizes there is a campaign 
solidi d in him. I tell you the truth I'm surprised I 
have to tell you all this. I mean I'm surprised, B. 
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BEATRICE 
(she goes to him with purpose now) 
Liste:g. you am'qwnna st~Jltbin' Jrere. 
EDDIE 
I ain't startin' noth:in'~ but I ain't gonna stand around 
lookin' at that. For that character I didn't bring her 
up. I swear, B., I'm surprised at you; I sit there 
waitin' for you to wake up but everything is great with 
yo"'· 
1JEA.'I'JUCE 
No, everything ain't great with me. 
EDDIE 
No? 
BEATRICE 
No. But I got other worries. 
EDDIE! 
Yeah. He is alreai/y weakening. 
BEATRICE 
Yeah, you want me to tell you? 
EDDIE! 
(in retreat) 
Why? What worries you got? 
BEATRICE 
__ .,......,When am I gonna be a wife again, Eddie? , 
, EDDIE 
I ain't been feelin' good. They bother me since they 
came. 
lmATRICE 
It's almo_st three months you don't f.eel good; ·they're 
only here a couple of weeks. It's three months, Eddie. 
> ' 
EDDIE 
I don't know, B. I don't want to talk about it. 
BEATRICE 
VVhat's the matter, E<Jdie~ .y~u dont like me, heh.P 
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EDDIE 
What do you mean, I don't like you? I said I don't 
feel good~ that's all. 
BEATBICE 
Well,. tell me, am I doing something wrong? Talk 
to me. 
EDDIE 
(Pause. He cant sp~ then) 
I can't. I can't ~ about it. 
BEATBICE 
"- =. ~~!1 tell _lE~~ what-
EDDIE 
~Q~}!l' ~~about it! 
She stands for a moment; he is looking off; she 
turns to go into the house. 
EDDIE 
Til be all right B; just lay off me, will ya? I'm 
worried about her. 
BEATBICE 
The girl is gonna be eighteen years old, it's time 
already. · 
EDDIE 
B., he's taking her for a ride! 
BEATBICE 
All right, that's her, ride. What're you gonna stand 
over her till she's .forty? Eddie, I want you to cut it 
out now, you hear me? I don't like it! Now come in 
the house. 
EDDIE 
I want to take a walk, I'll be in right away. 
BEATBICE 
. They ain't goin' to come any quicker if you stand 
jn the sueet.llt ain't nice, Eddie. 
EDDIE 
I'll be in right away. Go ahead. He walks off. 
She goes into the house. Eddie glances up the 
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street, sees Louis and Mike coming. and Bits on an 
iron railing, Louis- and Mike enter. 
LOUIS 
Wanna go bowl.i.U tonight? 
~-----
EDDIE 
r~ too tired. Gom to sleep. 
LOUIS 
How's your two submarines?" 
EDDIE 
They're okay. 
LOUIS 
I see they're gettin' work allatime. 
EDDIE 
Oh, yeah, they~re dom all tight. 
MIKE 
That's what we oughta do. We oughta leave the 
country and come in under the water. Then we· get 
work 
EDDIE. 
You amt kiddm. 
LOUIS 
Well, what the hell. Y'know? 
EDDJE 
Sure. 
LOUIS 
(sits on railing beside Eddie) 
Believe me, Eddie, you got a Iotta credit comin' 
to yolL 
EDDJE 
Aah, they dont bother ll!e, dont cost me nutt'n. 
. 
:MIKE . 
That older one, boy, hes a regular bull. I seen him 
the other day .li£tiii coffee bags over the Matson Line. 
They leave him alone he woulda load the whole ship 
by himself. 
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EDDIE 
Yeah, he's a strong guy, that guy. Their father was 
a regular giant;-supposed to be. 
- '1tJ( .: ~· 
LOUIS 
Yeah, you could see. He's a regular slave. 
:MIKE 
(grinning) 
That blond one; though-Eddie looks at him. He's 
got a sense of humor. Louis snickers. 
EDDIE 
(searchingly) 
Yeah. He's funny-
:MIKE 
(starting to laugh) 
Well he ain't exactly funny, but he's always like 
makin' remarks like, y'know? He comes around, every-
body's laughin'. Louis laughs. 
EDDIE 
(uncomfortably, grinning) 
Yeah, well , • , he's got a sense of humor. 
:MIKE 
(laughing) 
Yeah, I mean, he's always makin' like remarks, 
like,. y'know? 
EDDIE 
Yeah, I lmow. But he's a kid yet, yhow? He-he's 
just a kid, that's all. 
MIKE 
(getting hysterical with Louis) 
I Imow. You take one look at him-everybody's 
happy: Louis laughs. I worked one day with him last 
week over the Moore-MacCormack Line, I'm tell' you 
they was all hysterical. Lpuis and he explode in 
laughter. 
EDDIE 
__ Why? Whafc! he do? 
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MIKE 
I don't know • ~ • he w.as just humorous. You never 
can remember what he says~ yKn.ow? But it's the way 
he says it I mean he gives you a Jook sometimes and 
you start laughin'f 
EDDIE 
----=~:.::eah.= T-roubled: He's got a senseco£ humor. 
Yeah. 
MIKE 
(gasping) 
LOUIS 
(rising) 
Well, we see ya, Eddie. 
EDDIE 
Take it easy. 
LOUIS 
Yeah. See ya. 
MIKE 
I£ you wanna come bowlin' later we're gom Flat-
bush Avenue. 
Laughing, they move to exit~ meeting Rodolpho 
and Catherine entering on the street. Their laughter 
rises as they see Rodolpho, who does not understand 
but foins in. Eddie moves to enter the house as Louis 
and Mike exit. Catherine stops him at tbe door. 
CA'I'BERINE 
Hey, Eddie-what a. picture we saw! Did we laugh! 
EDDIE 
(be emit help smiling at sight of her) 
Where'd you goP 
OA.'l'BERINE 
Paramount. It was with those two guys, y'knowP 
. That-
EFIDIE 
Brooklyn Paramount? 
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CATHERINE 
(with an edge of anger_, embarrassed before 
Rodolpho) 
Sure, the Brooldyn.Paramount. I told you we wasn"t 
goin" to New York. 
EDDIE 
(retreating before the threat of her anger) 
All right, I only asked you. To Rodolpho: I just 
don't want her hangin" around Times Square, see? 
It's full of tramps over there. 
li.ODOLPHO 
I would like to go to Broadway once, Eddie. I 
would like to walk with her once where the theaters 
are and the opera. Since I was a boy I see pictures of 
those lights. 
EDDIE 
(his little patience waning). 
I want to talk to her a minute, Rodolpho. Go inside, 
will you? 
RODOLPHO 
Eddie, we only walk together in the streets. She 
teaches me. 
CATHERINE 
You know what he can't get over? That there's no 
fountains in Brooklyn! 
EDDIE 
(smiling unwillingly) 
Fountains? Rodolpho smiles at his own naivete. 
CATHERINE 
In lta'ly he says, every town's got fountains, and they 
meet ihere. And you know what? They got oranges 
on the trees where he comes from, and lemons. Imagine 
-on the trees? I mean it's interesting. But he's crazy 
for New York. 
RODOLPHO 
(attempting familiarity) 
Eddie, why can't we go once to Broadway-? 
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EODlE 
Look, I gotta tell her something-
l\ODOLPHO 
Maybe you can come too. I want to see all those 
lights, He sees no response in Eddir!s fa:ce.He glances 
a;f; Ca;f;herine. 111 _walk by the river before I go to 
_ ___;s:;;;;~e;;.;;e...:p.l.fe f_£alks off down the street. 
CATBEBINE 
Why don't you talk to him, Eddie? He blesses you, 
and you. don't talk to him hardly. 
EDDlE 
(enveloping her with his eyes) 
I bless you and you don't talk to me. He tries to 
smile. · · 
CATBEBINE 
I don't talk to youP. She hits his arm. What do you 
mean? · 
EDDlE 
I don't see you no more. I come home youre runniii 
around someplace-
CATBEBINE 
Well, he wants to see everytbing, that's all, so we 
go •••• You mad at me? 
EDDlE 
---·.;:;Ni;.:::o:::.. He moves from her, smiling sadly. Ifs just I 
used to come home, you was always there. Now~ I turn 
around, you're a big girL I don't know how ro ~ 
to you. 
Why? 
ED:QlE 
I don't know, yo~re runniii, youre _l11Dllin", Katie. 
I don't think you listening any more to me. 
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CATBEBINE 
( $f]i?M,.__to_.hf!ry) . 
Ah, Eddie, sure I~. What's the matter? You don't 
like him? 
Slight pause. 
EDD1E 
(turns to her) 
You Jike him. Katie? 
CATBEBINE 
(with a blush but holding her ground) 
Yeah. I like him. 
You like him. 
EDD1E 
(his 8mile goes) 
CATHEBINE 
(looking down) 
Yeah. Now she looks at him fa,r the consequences, 
8miling but tense. He looks at her like a lost boy. 
What're you got against him? I don't understand. He 
only blesses you. 
EDDIE 
(turns away) 
He don't bless me, Katie. 
CATBEBINE 
He does! You're like a father to himl 
Katie. 
What, Eddie? 
EDD1E 
(tu1"PS·to her) 
CATHERINE 
EDDIE 
You gonna marry him? 
CATHEBINE 
I don't lmow. We just been •.• goin' around, that's 
......ruJ., Tur~ to him: What're you got against bim, Eddie? 
Please, tell me. What? 
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ARTHUR MILLER 
liD DIE 
He don't respect you. 
CATHERINE 
Why? 
EDDIE 
Katie ••• if you wasn't an orphan, wouldn't he ask 
your father's permission before he run around with 
you like thjs? 
CATHERINE 
Oh, well, he didn't think you d mind. 
EDDIE 
He knows I mind3 but it don't bother him if I mind, 
don't you see that? 
CATHERINE 
No, Eddie, he's got all kinds of respect for me. And 
you tool We walk across the street he takes my arm-
he almost bows to mel Ybu got him all wrong, Eddie; 
I mean it, you-
EDDIE. 
Katie, he's only bowin' to his passport. 
CATHERINE 
His passport! 
EDDIE 
That's right. He marries you he's got the right to 
be an American citizen. That's what's goin' on here. 
She is puzzled and surprised. You understand what 
I'm tellin' you? The guy is lookin' for his break, that's· 
all he's lookin' for. 
CATHERINE 
(pa.ined) . 
Oh, no, Eddie, I don't think so.-
EDDIE 
You don't think sol Katie, you're gonna make me 
cry here. Is that a workin' man? What does he do with 
his first money? A snappy new jacket he buys, records, 
a pointy pair new shoes and his brother's kids ate 
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A VIEW. ,_li'J\_O;M: :tHE Bll..IDGl!: 
starvm over there with tuberculosis? Thafs a hit-and-
run guy, baby; he's got bright lights in his head, 
Broadway. Them guys do:li't think of nobody but theii:-
selfl You marzy him and the next time you see 1llm 
it'll be for divorce! 
CATHERINE 
(steps toward him) . 
Eddie, he never said a word about his papers or-
EDDlE 
You mean he,s supposed to tell you that? 
CATHEBINE 
I don't think he's even thinking about it. · 
EDDlE 
What's better for him to think about! He could be 
picked up any day here and he's back pwhin' taxis "Up 
the hill! 
CATHERINE 
No, I don't believe it. 
EDDlE 
Katie, don't break my h_eart, listen to me. 
CATBERINE 
. I don't want to he;u- it 
"EDDlE 
Katie, listen •• : 
CATHERINE 
__ H_e_Iov.:::::es~m::::::!el~-----~~~--- ~~~~ 
EDDlE 
- (with deep alarm) 
Don't say that, for God's sake! This is the.. oldest 
racket in the country-
CATEElW'iE 
(desperately~ (1$ though he had made his imprint) 
I don't believe itl She rushes to the house. 
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EDDm 
(following her) 
They been pulllii this since the Immigration Law 
was put in! They grab a green kid that don't know 
nothin' and they-
CATBERINE 
(sobbing) 
I don't believe it and I wish to hell you'd stop itl 
EDDm 
Katie! 
They enter the apartment. The lights in the living 
room have risen and Beatrice is there. She looks past 
the sobbing Catherine at Eddie, who in the pre.sence 
of his wife, makes an awkward gesture of eroded 
command, indicating Catherine. 
EDDm 
Why don't you straighten her out? 
BEATRICE 
(inwardly angered at his flowing emotion 
. which in itself alarms her) 
When are you going to leave her alone? 
• EDDm 
B., the guy is no good! 
BEATRICE 
(suddenly, with OP,en fright and fury) . 
You going to leave her alone? Or you gonna drive 
me crazy? He turns, striving to retain his dignity, but 
nevertheless in guilt walks out of the house, into the 
street and away. Catherine starts into a bedroom. 
Listen, Catherine. Catherine halts, turns to her sheep-
ishly. What are you going to do with yourself? 
. 
CATBERINE 
I don't know. 
BEATRICE 
Don't tell me you don't know; you're not a baby 
any more, what are you going to do with yourself? 
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CA'I'lJ:ERINE 
He wont listen to me. 
:BEATRICE 
I dont understand this. He's not your father, 
Catherine. I don't unders~d what's going on here. 
CATHERINE 
(as one who herself is trying to rationalize 
a buried impulse) 
What am I going to do, just kick him in the face 
with it?-
BEATBICE 
Look, honey, you wanna get married, or don't you 
wanna get married? What are you worried about;. 
Katie? · 
CATHERINE 
(quietly, trembling) 
I don't lmow B. It just seems wrong if he's against 
it so much. 
BEATRICE • 
(never losing her aroused alarm) 
Sit down, honey, I want to tell you something. Here, 
sit down. Was there ever any £ella he liked for you? 
There wasn't, was there? 
CA'l'HERINE 
But he says Rodolpho's just after 1rls papers. 
BEATBICE 
Look, he'll say anything. What does he cate what 
he says? If it was a prince came here for you it would 
be no different You lmow that, don't you? 
CATHERINE 
Yeah, I guess. 
BEATRICE 
So what does that mean? 
CATHERINE 
(slowly turns her head to Beatrice) 
What? 
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BEATRICE 
It means you gotta be your own se1f more. You still 
think you're a little girl, honey. But nobody else can 
make up your mind for you any more, yo"Q. under-
stand? You gotta give him to understand that he can't 
give yoq. orders no more. 
CATBElUNE 
Yeah, but how am I going to do that? He thinks 
I'm a baby. 
BEATRICE 
Because you think you're a baby. I told you :6£ty 
times already, you can't act the way you act. You still 
walk around in front of him in your slip-
CA'l'BERINE 
Well I forgot. 
JJEATRICE 
Well you can't do it. Or like you sit on the edge of 
the bathtub talki.U to him when he's shavixi in his 
underwear. 
CATBElUNE 
When'd I do that? 
BEATRICE 
I seen you in there this mornil}g. 
CATHERINE 
Oh • • • well, I wanted to tell him something and 
I-
BEATRICE 
I lmow, honey. But if you act like a baby and he be 
treatin" you like a baby. Like when he comes home 
sometimes you throw yourself .at him like when you 
was twelve years old. 
CATHERINE 
Well I like to see him and fm happy so I-
BEATRICE 
Look, I'm not teilln' you what to do honey, but-
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CA~ 
No, you could tellll!e, 13.1 Gee, fm all mixed up. 
See, I-He looks so sad now and it hurts me. 
BEATBICE: 
Well look Katie, if it's_ goin:' to hurt you so much 
youre gonna end up an old maid here. 
CAT.BERINE 
No I 
BEATBICE 
fm telling you, fm not maldn' a joke. I tried to tell 
you a couple of times in the last year or so. That's why 
I was so happy you were going to go out and get work, 
you woulchit be here so much, you'd be a little more 
independent I mean it. It's wonderful for a whole 
family to love each other, but you're a grown woman 
and you're in the same house with a grown man. So 
you11 act different now, heh? 
CATHERINE 
Yeah, I will. Til remember. 
BEATBICE 
Because it ain't only up to hhn, Xatie, you under-
stand? I told him the same thing already • 
.cATHERINE 
(quickly) 
What? 
BEATBICE 
That he should let you go. But, you see, if only I 
tell hhn, he thinks fm just bawlin' him out, or maybe 
fm jealous or somethir{, you know? 
CATHERINE 
(astonished) 
He said you was jealous? 
BEATBICE 
No, f.m just sayin' maybe that's what he thinks. 
She reaches over to Catherirui's hand; with a strained 
smile: Yqu think I'm jealous of you, honey? 
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CATIIERINE 
No! It's the first I thought of it. 
BEATRICE 
(with a quiet sad laugh) 
Well you should have thought of it before ••• but 
I'm not. We'll be all right. Just give him to understand; 
you don't'have to fight, youre just- You're a woman, 
that's all, and you got a nice boy, and now the time 
came when you said good-by. All right? 
CATHERINE 
(strangely moved at the prospect) 
All right. • • • I£ I can. 
BEATRICE 
Honey ••• you gotta. 
Catherine, sensing now an imperious demand, 
turns with some fear, with a discovery, to Beatrice. 
She is at the edge of tears, as though a familiar world 
had shattered. · 
CATHERINE 
----~O~k~a~~ _ ~ 
Lights out on them and U'fL.OJt-A.~ seated be-
hind his clesk. - -
. .ALFIEBI 
-----=I=t--'w.:..:as=, at this time that he first came to me. I had 
represented his father in an accident case some years 
before, and I was acquainted with the family in a 
casual. way. I remember him. now as he walked 
through my doorway-
~ Eif4!§_jlown right ramp. 
His eyes were like tunnels; my first thought was that 
he had committed a crime. 
Eddie sits beside th:i3 desk, cap in ha!Ui, looking 
out. · ' .. 
but soon I saw it was only a passion that had mov'kd · 
into his body, like a stranger. ~Alfieri pauses, .loC!IS/1~~ 
down at his desk, then to Eddie as though he were 
continuing a conversation with him. I don't quite 
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understand what I can do for you. Is there a question 
of law somewhere? 
. EDDIE 
That's what I want to ask you • 
.ALFIERI 
Because there's nothing illegal about a girl falling 
in love with an immigrant. 
EDDIE 
Yeah, but what about it if the only reason for it is 
to get his papers? 
.ALFIERI 
First of all you don't know that. 
EDDIE 
I see it in his eyes; he's laughin' at her and he's 
laughll( at me. 
.ALFIERI 
Eddie, I'm a lawyer. I can only deal in what's prov-
able. You understand that, don't you? Can you prove 
that? 
EDDIE 
I know what's in his mind, Mr. Alfleril 
.ALFIERI 
Eddie, even if you could prove that-
EDDIE 
Listen ••• will you listen to me a minute? My father 
always said you was a smart man. I want you to listen 
tome. 
.ALFIERI 
I'm only a lawyer, Eddie. 
EDDIE 
Will you listen a minute? I'm talkin' about the law. 
Lemme just bring out what I mean. A man, which 
he comes into the country illegal, don't it stand to 
reason he s gonna take every penny and put it in the 
sock? Because they don't know from one day to an-
other, right? 
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EDDlE 
He's spendin'. Records he buys now. Shoes. Jackets. 
Ynnderstand 'me.? This guy ain't worried. This guy is 
here. So it must be that he's got it all laid out in his 
mind already-he's stayin'. Right? 
.ALF1EBI 
Well? What about it? 
EDDlE 
All tight. He glllnces at Alfieri, then down to the 
floor. Tm talking to you confidential; ain't I? 
.ALF1EBI 
Certainly. 
EDDlE 
I mean it don't go no place but here. Because I 
don't like to say this about anybody. Even my wife I 
didn't exactly say tbis. 
What is it? 
EDDlE 
(takes a breath and glllnces briefly oveT each 
shoulder) 
The guy ain't right, Mr. Alfieri. 
.ALF1EBI 
What do you mean? 
EDDlE 
I mean he ain't right. 
I don't get you. 
EDDlE 
(shifts to another position in the oho,irJ · 
Dja ever get a look at him? 
.A.L1ITEBI 
Not that I 1mow of, no. 
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EDDm 
He's a blond guy. Like .•• platinum. You lmow 
what I mean? 
No. 
. ED~~ 
_l.mean if you close the ~ fast-you could blow 
~over. 
ALFIEBI 
Well that doesn't mean-
EDDm 
Wait a minute~ fm tellin' you sump'm. He sings, 
see. Which is- I mean it's all right, but sometimes 
he hits a note, see. I tum around. I mean-high. You 
lmow what I mean? 
ALFIEBI 
Well, that's a tenor. 
EDDm 
I lmow a tenor, Mr. Alfieri. T1iis ain't no tenor. I 
mean if you came in the house and you didn't lmow 
who was singin', you wouldn't be lookin' for him you 
be lookin' for her. 
ALFIEBI 
Yes, but that's not-
EDDm 
Ym tellin' you sump'm, wait a minute. Please, Mr. 
Alfieri. rm tryin' to bring out my thoughts here. 
Couple of nights ago my niece brings out a dress 
which it's too small for her, because she shot up like 
a light this last year. He takes the dress, lays it on the 
table, he cuts it up; one-two-three, he makes a new 
dress. I mean he looked so sweet there, like an angel-
you could kiss him he was so sweet. 
ALFIEBI 
Now look, Eddie-
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EDDlE 
Mr. Alfieri, they're laughm at him on the piers. rm 
ashamed. Paper Doll they call him. Blondie now. His 
Q.rother thinks it"s because he's got a sense of humor, 
see-which he's got-but that ain't what they're 
laughin'. Which they're not goin' to come out with it 
because they know he's my relative, which they have 
to see me if they make a crack, y'know? But l know 
what they're laughin'-at, and when I think of that guy 
layin' his hands on. her I could- I mean it"s eatin' me 
out, Mr. Alfieri, because I struggled for that girl. And 
now he comes in my house and-
A.LFIERI 
Eddi~ look-! have my own children. I understand 
you. But the law .is very specific. The law does not ••• 
EDDIE 
(with a'fuller flow of indignation) 
You mean to tell me that there's no law that a guy 
wl:rlch he ain't right can go to work and marry a girl 
and-? 
.A.LF1ERI 
You have no recourse in the law, Eddie. 
EDDlE 
YeM, but if he ain't right, Mr. Alfi.eri, you mean to 
tellme-
.A.LFlERI 
There is nothing you can do, Eddie$ believe me. 
EDDlE 
Nothin'. 
.A.LF1ERI 
Nothing at all. ThereJs only one legal .question here. 
EDDlE 
What? 
.A.LF1ERI 
The manner in which they entered -the country. 
But I don't think you want to do anything about that, 
do you? 
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EDDIE 
You mean-? 
.ALFIEBI 
Well, they entered illegally. 
EDDIE 
Oh, Iesus, no, I wouldn't do nothin' about that, I 
mean- . 
.ALFIEBI 
All right, then, let me talk now, eh? 
EDDIE 
Mr. Alfieri, I can't believe what you tell me. I mean 
there must be some kinda law which-
.ALFIERI . 
Eddie, I want you to listen to me. Pause. You know, 
sometimes God mixes up the people. We all love some-
body, the wife, the kids-every mans got somebody 
that he loves, heh? But sometimes .•• there's too 
much. You know? There's too much, and it goes where 
it mustn't. A man works hard, he brings up a child, 
sometimes it's a niece, sometimes even a daughter, 
and he never realizes it, but through the years-there 
is too much love for the daughter, there is too much 
love for the niece. Do you understand what I'm saying 
to you? 
EDDIE 
(sardonically) 
What do you mean, l shouldn't look out for her 
good? · 
.ALFIERI 
Yes, but these things have to end, Eddie, that's 
all. The child has to grow up and go away, and the 
man has to learn to forget. Because after all, Eddie 
-what other way can it end? Pause. Let her go. That's 
my advice. You did your job, now it's her life; wish 
her luck, and let her go. Pause. Will you do that? Be-
cause there's no law, Eddie; make up your mind to it; 
the law is not interested in this. · 
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, EDDIE 
You mean to tell me, even if he's a punk? If he's-
.ALFIERI 
There's nothing you can· do. 
Eddie stands. 
EDDIE 
Well, all right, thanks. Thanks very muoh. 
• .ALFIERI 
What are you going to do?' 
EDDIE 
(w:ith a helpless but ironic gesture) 
What can I do? I'm a patsy~ what can a patsy do? I 
worked like a dog twenty years sd a punk could have 
.her, so that's what I done. I mean, in the worst times, 
in the worst, when there wasn't a ship comin' in the 
harbor, I didn't stand around lookhi for relief-! 
hustled. When there was e_mpty piers in Brooklin I 
went to Hoboken, Staten Island, the West Side, Jersey, 
all over-because I made a promise. I took out o£ my 
own mouth to give to her. I took but of my wife's 
mouth. I walked hungry, plenty days in this city! It 
begins to break through. And now I gotta sit in my 
house and look at a son-of-a-bitch punk like that-
which he came out o£ nowhere! I giye him my house 
to sleep! I take the blankets off my oed for him, and 
he takes and puts his dirty :Slthy .hands on her like a 
goddam thief! 
.ALFIERI. 
(rising) 
But, Eddie, she's a woman now. 
EDDIE 
He's stealing from mel 
ALFIEBI 
She wants to get married, Eddie. She can't marry 
you, can she? 
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EDDIE . 
(furiously) 
What're you talkin' about, marry mel I don't know 
what the hell you're talkin' about! 
Pause. 
ALFIERI 
I gave you my advice, Eddie. That's it. 
Eddie gathers hirmelf. A pause. 
EDDIE 
Well~ thanks. Thanks very much. It just-it's breakbi 
my heart, y'know. I-
ALFIERI 
I understand. Put it out of your mind. Can you do 
tha~? 
EDDIE 
fm- He feels the threat of sobs, and with a helpless 
wave. I'll see you around.ll!Lgoes_~ 
!E-"!P· 
ALFIERI 
(sits on desk) 
There are times when you want to spread an alarm, 
but nothing has happened. I knew, I knew then and 
there-! could have finished the whole story that after-
noon. It wasn't as though there was a mystery to un-
ravel. I could see every step coming, step after step, 
like a dark figure walking down a hall toward a cer-. 
ta:in door. I knew where he was heading for, I knew 
where he was going to end. And I sat here many after-
noons asking myself why, being an intelligent man, 
I was so powerless to stop it. I eve:a v. Emt to a eel b:th.:t 
old lady in: ~a lleigaseFaeg,;J., a , H) "Le old womtm; 
a"d • *"' J 7 f', and sfte sBly Bs8&1&9s ftllEI: said, "Pftty 
im h::im ••. "And so I waited here. l\ 
As lights go out on Alfieri, tliey rise in tneapart:== 
ment where all are finishing dinner. Beatrice and 
Catherine are clearing the table. 
CATHERINE 
You know where they went? 
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ARTHUB MILLE.R 
BEATRICE 
CATHERINE 
They went to Mrica once. On a fisbing boat. Eddie 
glllnces at her. It's true, Eddie. 
Beatrice exits into the kitchen with dishes. 
EDDIE 
I didn't say nothiri. He goes to his rocker, picks 
up a newspaper. 
CATHERINE 
And I·was never even in__Staten Island. 
EDDIE 
. (sitting with the paper) 
You didn't miss nothi!?. Pause. Catherine takes 
dishes out. How long that take you, Marco-to get to 
Mrica? 
MARCO 
(rising) 
Oh ••• two days. We go all over. 
RODOLPHO 
(rising) 
Once we went to Yugoslavia. 
EDDIE 
(to Marco) 
They Bay all right on them boats? 
Beatrice enters. She and Rodolpho stack the re-
maining dishes. 
MARCO 
H they catch fish they pay all tight. Sits on a stool. 
RODOLPHO 
They're family boats, though. And nobody in our 
family owned one. So we only worked when one. of the 
families was sick. 
BEATRICE 
Yknow~ Marco, what I don't understand-there's 
an ocean full of fish and y.iz are all starvin'. -
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' A VIEW FROM THE BRIDGE 
EDDIE 
They gQtta _have boats, nets, you need money. 
Catherine enters. • 
BEATRICE 
Yeah, but couldn't they like fish from the beach? 
You see them down Coney Island-
MARCO 
EDDIE 
Sure. Laughing. How you gonna catch sa,rdines on a 
hook? 
:BEATRICE 
Ob, I didn't know they're sardines. To Catherine: 
They'r-e sardines! 
CATimru:NE 
Yeah, they follow them all over- the ocean, Africa, 
Yugoslavia ••• She sits anil begins to look through a 
movie magazine. Rodolpho joins her. 
BEATRICE 
Jto Eddie) 
It's funny, y'know. You never think of it, that sar-
dines are swimming in the_ ocean! She exits to kitchen 
with dishes. 
CA'l'BERINE 
I know. It's like oranges and lemons on a tree. To 
Eddie: I mean you ever think of oranges and lemons 
on a tree? 
EDDIE 
Yeah, I know. It's funny. To Marco: I heard that 
they paint the oranges to make them look orange. 
Beatrice enters. 
MARCO 
(he has been reading a letter) 
Paint? 
EDDIE 
Yeah, I heard that they grow like green. 
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MARCO 
No, in Italy the oranges are orange. 
RODOLPHO 
Lemons are green. 
EDDIE 
(resenting his instruction) 
I know lemons are green, for Christ's sake, you see 
them in the store they're green sometimes. I said 
oranges they paint, I didn't say nothin' about lemons. 
BEATRICE 
(sltting; diverting their attention) 
Your wife is gettiii the money all right, Marco? 
MARCO 
Oh, yes. She bought medicine for my boy_ 
BEATRICE 
That's wonderful. You feel better, heh? 
MARCO 
Oh, yes! But rm lonesome • 
• BEATRICE 
I just hope you ahit gonna -do like some of them 
around here. They're here twenty-five years, some 
men, and they didn't get enough together to go back 
twice. 
MARCO 
Oh, I know. We have many families in our town, 
the children never saw the father. But I will go home. 
Three, four years, I thfuk. 
BEATRICE 
Maybe you should keep more here. Because maybe 
she thinks it comes so easy yolLII neyer get ahead of 
yourself. 
MARCO 
Oh, no, she saves. I send everything. My wife is very 
lonesome. He smiles shyly.· 
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BEATRICE 
She must be nice. She pretty? I bet, heh? 
MARCO 
(blushing) 
No,. but she understand everything. 
RODOLPHO 
Oh, "he's got a clever wife! 
EDDIE 
I betcha there's plenty surprises sometimes when 
those guys get back there, heh? 
MARCO 
Surprises? 
EDDIE 
(laughing) 
I mean, you Imow-they count the kids and there's 
a couple extl'a than when they left? 
MARCO 
No-no ••• The women wait, Eddie. Most. Most 
Very few surprises. 
RODOLPHO 
Ifs more stricHn our town. Eddie looks at him now. 
It's not so tree. 
EDDIE 
(rises, paces up and down) 
It ain~t so free here either, Rodolpho, like you think. 
I seen greenhorns sometimes get in trouble that way-
they think just because a girl don't go around with a 
shawl over her head that she ain't strict, y'know? Girl 
don't have to wear black dress to be strict. Know what 
I mean? 
RODOLPHO 
Well, I alway~ have respect-
EDDIE 
I Imow, but in your town you wouldn't just drag 
off some girl without permission, I mean. He turns. 
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You know what I mean, Marco? It ain't that much 
different here. 
. Yes. 
MARCO 
(cautiously) 
, BEATRICE 
Well, he didn't exactly drag her off though, Eddie. 
EDDIE 
I know, but I seen some of them get the wrong idea 
sometimes. To Rodolpho: I mean it might be a little 
more free here but it's just as strict. 
RODOLPHO 
I have respect for her, Eddie. I do anything wrong? 
EDDIE 
Look, kid, I ain't her father, rm only her uncle-
BEATRICE 
Well then, be an uncle then. Eddie looks at her, 
aware of her criticizing force. I mean. 
MARCO 
No, Beatrice, if he does wrong you must tell him. 
To Eddie: What does he do wrong? 
EDDIE 
Well, Marco, till he came here she was never out on 
the street twelve o'clock at night. 
MARCO 
(to Rodolpho) 
You come home early now. 
BEATRICE 
(to Catherine) 
Well, you said the movie ended late, didn't you? 
CATHElUNE 
Yeah. 
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BEA.TRICE 
Well, tell him, honey._ To Eddie: The movie ended 
late. -
EDDIE 
Look, B., rm just sayin'-he thinks she always stayed 
out like that. 
"MAll. CO 
:You come ho!lle early now, Rodolpho. 
RODOLPHO 
(embarrassed) 
All right, ,sure. But I can't stay in the house all the 
time, Eddie. 
EDDIE 
Look, kid, rm not only talkin' about her. The more 
you run around like that the more chance you're 
ta.kill. To Beatrice: I mean suppose he gets hit by a 
car or something. To Marco: Where's his papers, who 
is he? Know what I mean? 
BEATRICE 
Yeah, but who is he in the daytime, though? It's 
the same chance in the daytime. 
EDDIE 
(holding back a voice furl af anger) 
Yeah, but he don't have to go lookin' for it, Beatrice. 
If he's here to work, then he should work; if he's here 
for a good time then he could fool around! To Marco: 
Eut I understood, Marco, that you was both comin' to 
make a livin' for your family. You understand me, 
don'ty..Q.!!,. Marco? He goes to his rocker. 
- .....__.... "' -
MARCO 
I beg your pardon, Eddie. 
EDDIE 
I mean, that's what I understood in the :Brst place, 
see. 
MARCO-
Yes. That's why we came. 
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EDDm 
(sits on'"'_his'rocker)' 
Well, that's all Im askin. 
Eddie reads his paper. There is a pa'use, an awk-
wardness. Now Catherirte gets up and puts a record 
on the phonograph-"Paper Doll." 
CATIIEBINE 
(flushed with revolt) 
You wanna dance, Rodolpho? 
Eddie freezes. 
RODOLPHO 
(in deference to Eddie) 
No, 1-fm tired. 
BEATRICE 
Go ahead, dance, Rodolpho. 
CATIIEBINE 
Ah, come on. They got a beautiful quartet, these 
guys. Come. -
She has taken his hand and he stiffly rises, feeling 
Eddie's eyes on his back, and they dance. 
EDDm 
(to Catherine) 
What's that, a new record? 
CATIIEBINE 
It"s the same one. We bought it the other day~ 
BEATRICE 
(to Eddie) 
They only bought three records. She watches them 
dance; Eddie turns his head away. Marco just sits 
there, waiting. Now Beatrice turns tq Eddie. Must be 
nice to go all over in one of them £shin' boats. I would 
like that myself. See all them other countries? 
.1-\IHl..~o 
EJmm 
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BEA'IlUCE 
(to Marco) 
But the women don't go along, I bet. 
MAll CO 
No, nQt on the boats. Hard work. 
13EA'IlUCE 
"What'r-e you got, a regular kitchen and everything? 
MAll CO 
Yes_, we eat very good on the boats-especially 
~hen Rodolpho comes along; everyboay gets fat. 
BEA'IlUCE 
Oh, he cooks? 
MARCO 
S!Jre, very good cook. Rice, pasta, fish, everything. 
Eddie lowers his paper. 
EDDIE 
He's a cook, toof Looking at Rodolplw: He sings, 
he cooks ••• 
Rodolpho smiles thankfully. 
BEA'IlUCE 
Well; -it's good, he could always make a living. 
EDl>lE 
It's wonderful. He sings, he cooks, he could make 
dresses. 
CATHERINE 
They get some high pay, them guys. The head chefs 
fn all the big hotels are men. You read about them. 
EDl>JE 
That's what rm sayin'. 
Catherine and Rodolpho continue dancing. 
C'A.THEI:UNE 
Yeah, well, I mean. 
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EDDIE 
(to Beatrice) 
He's lucky, believe me. Slight pame. He looks away, 
then back to Beatrice. That's why the water front is 
no place for him. They stop dancing. Rodolpho turns 
off phonograph. I mean like me-l can't cook, I can't 
sing, I can't make dresses, so I'm on the water front 
But if I could cook, if I could sing, if I c;ould make 
dresses, I wouldn't be bn the water front. He has been 
unconsciomly twisting the newspaper into a tight 
roll. They are all regarding him now; he senses he is 
exposing the issue and he is driven on. I would be 
someplace else. I would be like in a dress store. He 
has bent the rolled paper and it suddenly tears in two. 
He suddenly gets up and pulls his pants up over his 
~and goes to Marco. What do you say, Marco, we 
go to the bouts next Saturday night. You never seen a 
fight, did you? 
MARCO 
(uneasily) 
Only in the moving pictures. 
EDDIE 
(going to Rodolpho) 
I'll treat yiz. What do you say, Danish? You wanna 
come along? rn buy the tickets. 
BODOLPHO 
Sure. I like to go. 
CATHERINE 
(goes to Eddie; nervomly happy now) 
I'll make some coffee, all right? 
EDDIE 
Go ahead, make somei_Mak~ it nice and strong. 
Mystified, she S'[niles and exits to_ kitchen. He is weirdly 
elated, rub"bfng )iis fists into hispalm:;: He' strides to 
Marco. You wait, Marco, you see some real fights here. 
You ever do any. boxing? 
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MARCO 
No, I never. 
EDDIE 
(to Rodolpho) 
:Betcha _ _you have dq~ some, hehP 
BODOLPHO 
No. 
EDDIE 
Well, come on, rn teach you. 
BEATRICE 
What's he got to learn that forP 
EDDIE 
Ya parit tell, one a these days somebody's liable to 
step on his foot or sump'm. Come on, Rodolpho, I 
show you a couple a passes. He stands below table. 
BEATRICE 
Go ahead, Rodolpho. He's a. good boxer, he could 
teach you. 
• BODOLPHO 
(embarrassed) 
Well, I don't know how to-He moves down to 
Eddie. 
EDDIE 
Just :QUtJ!:Our hands up. Like this, seeP That's right. 
That's very good, keep your left up, because you 
lead with the left, see, like this. He gently moves his 
left into Rodolpho's face. See? Now what you gotta do 
is you gotta block me, so when I come in like that 
~-Rodolpho parries his left. Hey, that's very good! 
Rodolpho laughs. All right, now come into me. Come 
on. 
BODOLPHO 
I don't want to hit you, Eddie. 
EDDIE 
Don't pity me, come on. ·Throw it, ril show you 
how to block it. Rodolpho jabs at him, laughing. The 
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others join. 'At's it. Come on again. For the jaw right 
here. Rodolpho jabs with more lfSSUrance. Very good! 
BEATRICE 
(to Marco) 
He's very good! 
Eddie C'fosses direatly upstage of Rodolpho. 
EDDJE 
Sure, he's great! Come on, kid, put sump'm behind 
it, you can't hurt me. Rodolpho, more seriously, jabs 
at Eddii's taw and grazes it. Attaboy. 
Catherine comes from the kitchen, watches. 
Now I'm gonna hit you, so block me, see? 
CATBEBINE 
(with beginning alarm) 
What are they doin'? 
They are lightly boxing now. 
BEATRICE 
(she senses only the comradeship in -it now) 
He's teachin' him; he's very good! 
EDDJE 
Sure, he's terrific!' Look at him go! B.odolpho lands 
a blow. 'At's it! Now. watch out here I come. Danish! 
Be feints with his left hand and lands with his right. 
1t mJldly staggers Rodolpho. Marco rises. 
Eddie! 
CATBEBINE 
(rushing to Rorlolpho) 
EDDJE 
Why? I didn't hurt him. Did I hurt you, kid? He 
rubs the back of his hand across his 'llieuth. 
B.ODOLPHO 
No, no, he didn't hurt me. To Eddie with a certilin 
gleam and a smile: I was only surprised. 
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BEATRICE 
(pulling Eddie down into the 1'ocker) 
~ _ '!@fs enougl!, Eddie; he did pretty good, though. 
EDDIE 
Yeah. Rubbing his fists together: He could be very 
~arco. rn teach him again. 
Marco nods at him dubiously. 
RODOLPHO 
Dance, Catherine. Come. He takes her hand; they 
go to phonograph and start it. It pklys "Paper DoU." 
Rodolpho takes her in his arms. They dance. 
Eddie in thought sits in his chair, and Marco takes 
a chair, places it in front af Eddie, and looks down at 
it. Beatrice and Eddie watch him. 
MARCO 
Can you lift this chair? 
EDDIE 
What do you mean? 
MARCO 
From here. He gets on one knee with one hand 
behind his back, and grasps the bottom af one af the 
chair leg~ but does not raise it. 
EDDIE 
_Sure, why not? He comes to the chair, kneels, grasps 
the leg, raises the chair one inch, but it leans over to 
the floor. Gee, that's hard, I never knew that. He tries 
again, and again fails. Irs on an angle, that's why, 
~ 
MARCO 
Rere. He kneels, grasps, and with strain s~wly 
raises the chair higher and higher, getting to his feet 
now. Rodolpho and Catherine have stopped dancing 
as Marco raises the chair over his head. 
Marco is face to face with Eddie, a strained ten-
13 
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8Wn, gripping his eyes aJUlfaw~ his neck stiff~ the chair 
raised like a weapon over Eddie's head-and he trans-
forms what might appear like a glare af waming into 
a smile af triump~ and Eclilie's grin 1Janishes as he 
absorbs his look. 
CURTAIN' 
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Light rises on AlfW:.i at his desk. 
.ALFIEBI 
ACT TWO 
On the twenty-third of that December a case of 
Scotch whisky slipped from a net while being un-
loaded-as a case of Scotch whisky is inclined to do on 
the twenty-third of December on Pier Forty-one. 
There was no snow, but it was cold, his wife was out 
shopping. Marco was still at work. The boy had not 
been hired that day; Catherine told me later that this 
was the first time they had been alone together in the 
house. 'l( 
Light w rising on CatlWrine in tne apaitmertt~---~~ 
Rodolpho is watching as she arranges a paper pattern 
on cloth spread on the table. 
CATHERINE 
_You hungry? 
RODOLPHO 
Not for anything to eat. Pause. I have nearly three " 
hundred dollars. Catherine? 
CATHERINE 
I heard you. 
RODOLPHO 
You don't like to talk about it any more? 
CATBERINE 
Sure, I don't mind talkin' about it. 
RODOLPHO 
What worries you, Catherine? 
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• CATHEBINE 
I been wantin' to ask you about something. Could I? 
RODOLPH() 
All the answers are m my eyes, Catherine. But you 
don't look in my eyes lately. You're full of secrets. She 
looks at him. She seems withdrawn. What is the ques-
tion? 
CATHEBINE 
Sul?pose I wanted to live in Italy. . 
RODOLPHO 
(smiling at the incongruity) 
You going to marry somebody rich? 
CATBERINE 
No, I mean live there-you and me. 
ll.ODOLPHO 
(h~ smile vanishing) 
When? 
CATBERINE 
Well ••• when we get married. 
RODOLPHO 
(astonished) 
You want to be an Italian? 
"CA"THEIUNE 
No, but I could live there without being Italian. 
Americans live there. 
RODOLPHO 
Forever? 
CATBERINE 
Yeah. 
ll.ODOLPHO 
(cross~ to rocker) 
You'.re f-ooling. 
CATHERINE 
No, I mean. it. 
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RODOLPHO 
Where do you get such an idea? 
CATHEIUNE 
Well, youre always saying it's so beautiful there, 
with the mountains and the ocean and all the-
I mean it. 
RODOLPHO 
CATHEIUNE 
RODOLPHO 
(goes to her slowly) 
Catherine, if I ever brought you home with no 
money, no business, nothing, they would call the priest 
and the doctor and they would say Rodolpho is crazy. 
CATHEIUNE 
I know, but I think we would be happier there. 
RODOLPHO 
Happier! What would you eat? You can't cook the 
view! 
CATHERINE 
Maybe you could be a singer, like in Rome or-
RODOLPHO 
Rome! Rome is full o£ singers. 
CATHERINE 
Well, I could work then. 
RODOLPHO 
Where? 
CATHEIUNE 
God, there must be jobs somewhere! 
RODOLPHO 
There's nothing! Nothing,. nothing, nothing. Now 
tell me what you're talking about. How can I bring 
you from a rich countryr to suffer in a poor country? 
What are you talking about? He searches for words. 
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I would be a criminal stealing your face. In two years 
you woqld have an old, hungry face. When my 
brother's babies cry they give them water, water that 
boiled .a bone. Don't you .believe that? 
CATHERINE 
(quietly) 
r-m afraid of Eddie here. 
Slight pause. 
RODOLPHO' 
(steps closer to her) 
We wouldn't live here. Once I am a citizen l could 
work anywhere and I would 1lnd better jobs and we 
wQuld have a house, Catherine. If I were not afraid 
to be arrested· I would ·start to be something wonder-
ful herel · 
CATBEIIINE 
(steeling herself) . 
Tell me something. l mean just ~ell me; Rodolpho-
would you still want to do it jf it turned out we had 
to go live in Italy? I mean just if it turned out that 
way. • 
ROD01:.PHO 
This is your question or his quesfi~n? 
CATHERINE 
I would like to..laiow, Rodolpho. I mean it. 
•, 
RODOLPHO 
To go there with nothing. 
CATHEBINE 
Yeah. 
llO:QPLPltO 
-~N....,o"'"". She looks at him. wide~eyed. No. 
CATHERINE 
You wouldn't? 
RODOLPHO 
J 
No; l will not marcy you to live m .Italy. I want you 
to be my wife, and I want to be .a citiz~n. Tell him 
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_tb!!..t_or Lm~ He 11WVes about angrily. And tell 
him also, and tell yourself, please, that I am ·not a 
beggar, and you are not a horse, a gift, a favor for a 
poor immigrant. 
CATHERINE 
Well. dorit getmadl 
j. -
RODOLPHO 
I am furious! Goes tQ her. Do you think I am so 
desperate? My brotheris desperate, not me. You think 
I would carry on JllY back the rest of my life a woman 
I !fidrit love just to be an American? It's. so wonderful? 
You think w~ have no tall buildings in Italy? Electric 
lights? No wide streets? No flags? No automobiles? 
Only work we don't have. I want to be .an American 
so I can work, that is the only wonder her<7-workl 
How can you insult me, Catherine? 
CATHERINE 
_I didn't mean that-
RODOLPHO 
~ My heart dies to look at you. Vvhy are you so 
afraid of him? 
CATHERINE 
(near tear~) 
don't lrn.owl • 
RODOLPHO 
~ you trust me, Catherine? You? 
CATHERINE 
It's .only that I- He was good to me, Rodolpho. 
You dorit lrn.ow him; he was always the sweetest guy 
to' me. Good. He razzes me all the time but he don't 
mean: it. I lrn.ow. I would-just feel ashamed if 1 made 
him sad. 'Cause I always dreamt that when- I got mar-
ried he would be happy at the wedding, and laughin'-
and now he's-mad all the time and nasty- She is 
1~weepffig. Tell him you'd live in Italy-just tell him, t and maybe he would start to trust you a little, seeP 
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ARTHUR MILLElt 
Because I want him to be happy; I mean-! like him, 
Rodolpho-and I can't stand itl 
RODOLPHO 
Oh, Catherlne-oh, little girl. 
CATHERINE 
I love you, Rodolpho, I love you. 
RODOLPHO 
Then why are you afraid? That he11 spank you? 
CATHERINE 
Oon't, don't laugh at mel fve been here all my 
life. . . . Every day I saw him when he left in the 
morning and when he came home at night. You tbink 
it's so easy to turn around and say to a man he's 
nothin' to you no more? 
RODOLPHO 
!know, but-
CATHERINE 
~You don't know; nobody knows! I'm not a baby, 
I know a lot more than people think I know. Beatrice 
says to be a woman, but-
RODOLPHO 
Yes. 
CATHERINE 
____:Then why don't she be a woman? If I was a wife 
I would make a man happy insteac'!- of goip' at him all 
the time. I can tell a block away when he's blue in his 
mind and just wants to talk to somebody qui~t and 
nice .... I can tell when he's hungry or wants a beer 
before he even says anything. I know when his feet 
hurt him, I mean I know him and now I'm supposed to 
turn around and make a stranger .out of him? I don't 
know why I have to do that, I mean. 
RODOLPHO 
_Catherine. If I take in my hap.ds a little bird. And 
she grows and wis}les to B.y. But I will not let her out 
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A VIEW FROM: THE BR'IDGE 
of my llands because I love her so much, is that right 
for me to do? I don't say you must hate him; but any-
way you must go, mustn't you? Catherine? 
_Hold me. 
CATHERINE 
(softly) 
RODOLPBO 
(clasping her to him) 
_Oh, my little girl, 
CATHERINE 
Teach me. She i8 weeping. I don't know anything, 
-~cb. ~_l~ogqlpho. hold me. Jt 
RODOLPBO 
___ There's nobod}!' here now. Come inside. Come. H.e 
is leading her toward the bedrooms. And don't cry 
any more. 
Light rises on the street. In a moment Eddie 
appears. He is unsteadu~ dnink. He mounts the stairs. 
He enters the apartment~ looks around, takes .out a 
bottle from one pocket~ puts it on the table. Then 
another bottle from another pocket, and a third from 
an inside pocket. He sees the pattern and cloth) goes 
over to it and touches it~ and turns toward f.!pstage. 
EDDlE 
Beatrice? He goes to the open kitchen door and 
looks in. Beatrice? Beatrice? X 
Catherine enters from bedroom; under his gaze 
she adjusts her dress. 
CATHERINE 
You got home early. 
EDDlE 
Knocked off for Christmas early. Indicating the pat-
tern: Rodolpho makin' you a dress? 
CATHERINE 
No. Yin makin' a blouse. 
RodolphO appears in the bedroom doorway. 
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' ARTHUR MILLER 
Eddie sees him and his arm jerks slightly in shock. 
Rodolpho nods to him testingly. 
RODOLPHO 
Beatrice went to buy present for her mother. 
Pause. 
EDDlE 
Pack it up. Go ahead. Get your stuff and get outa 
--#h~er~e. Catherine instantly turns and walks toward the 
bedroom, and Eddie grabs her arm. Where you goin'? 
CATHERINE 
(trembling with fright) 
I think I have to get out of here, Eddie. 
EDDIE 
No,'you ain't goin' nowheres, he's the one. 
CATHERINE 
I think I can't stay here no more. She frees her 
arm, steps back toward the bedroom. I'm sorry, Eddie. 
She ~ees the tears in his eyes. Well, don't cry . .I'll be 
around the neighborhood; I11 see you. I just ·can't 
stay here no more. You know I can't. Her sobs of pity 
and love for him break her composure. Don't you 
know I cant? You know that, don't you? She goes to 
him. Wish me luck . . She clasps her hands prayerfully. 
Oh, Eddie, don't be like thatl 
. 
EDDJE 
You ain't goin' nowheres. 
CATHERINE 
Eddie, I'm not gonna be a baby any morel You-
He reaches out suddenly, draws her to him, and 
as she strives to free herself he kisses her on the 
mouth. 
RODOLPHO 
__ ..:::D:.::o~n·~tl He·pulls Eddie's arm. Stop that! Have re-
spect for her! · 
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EDDIE 
(spun around by Rodolpho) 
You want something? 
ROPOLPHO 
Yes! She'll be my wife. That is what I want. My 
wife! . . . 
EDDIE 
;But what're you gonna be? 
• RODOLPHO 
I show you what I bel 
CATHEBJNE 
Wait outside; dont argue with him! 
EDDIE ; 
Coml3 on, show mel What're you gonna be? Show 
mel 
RODOLPHO 
(with tears of rage) 
Don't say that to mel 
Rodolpho flies at him in attack. Eddie pins hUI 
lZ1"l)Z8, laughing, and sudderilu kWses him. 
CATHERlNE 
-~l:lLLet go_,. ya hear mel I'll kill you! teggo of 
him! 
She tears at EddWs ·face and· Eddie releases 
Roilolpho. Eddie stands there with tears rolling down 
his face as he laughs ·mockingly at Rodolpho. She is 
stating at him in. horror-. Rodolpho is rigid. They are 
like animals that have torn at one another and broken 
up without a decision, each waiting for the others 
mood. 
EDDIE 
(to Catherine) 
You see? To Rodolpho: I give you till tomorrow, 
kid. Get outa here. Algpe. You hear me? Alone. 
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ARTHUR MILLER 
CATHERINE 
fm going with him, Eddie. She starts toward Ro-
dolpho. 
EDDIE 
(indicating Rodolpho with his head) 
Not with that. She halts, frightened. He sits, still 
panting for breath, and they watch him helplessly 08 
he leans toward them over the table. Dont make me 
do nuttin', Catherine. Watch your step, submarine. 
By rights they oughta throw you back in the water. 
But I got pity for you. He moves unsteadily toward 
the door, always facing Rodolpho. Just get outa here 
and don't lay another hand on her unless you wanna 
go out feet first. He goes out of the apartment. 
The lights go down, 08 they rise on Alfieri. 
ALFIERI 
___ On December twenty-seventh I saw him next. I 
normally go home ·well before six, but that day I sat 
around looking out my window at the bay, and when 
I saw him walking through my doorway, I knew why 
I had waited. And if I seem to tell this like a dream, 
it was .that way. Several moments arrived in the 
course of the two talks we had when it occurred to 
me how-almost transfixed I had come to feel. I had 
: 12$.!: mL~trengt;h som,ewherp. Eddie enters, removing 
his cap, sits in the chair, looks thoughtfully out. I 
looked in his eyes more than I listened-in fact, I can 
hardly remember the conversation. But I will never 
forget how dark the rooin became when he looked at 
:~pe; his eyes were like tunnels. I kept wanting to call 
the police, but nothing had happened. Nothing at all 
had really happenedXHe bre{lks off and looks down 
at the desk. Then he turns tDmW.~wor~­
he won't leave? 
EDDIE 
My wife is ta1kin' about renting a room upstairs for 
them. An old lady on the top floor is got an empty 
room. 
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A VIEW FROM 'l'llE :BRIDGE 
.ALFIERI 
What does Marco say? 
. EDDIE 
He just sits there. Marco don't say much. 
~ 
I guess they didn't tell him, heh? "What happened? 
~ 
EDDIE 
I don't know; Marco dont say much. 
ALFIERI 
VVhat does your wife say? 
EDDIE 
(unwilling to pursue this) 
Nobody's talkin' much in the house. So what about 
that? 
.ALnERJ, 
But }'OU didnt prove anything about him. It sounds 
like he just wasn't strong enough to break yllur grip. 
EDDIE 
Ym tellin' you I lmow-he ain't right, Somebody 
that dont want it can .break it Even a mouse, if you 
catch a teeny mouse and you. hold it in your hand, 
that mouse can give you the right kind of fight. He 
didn't give me the right kind of fight, I know it, Mr. 
Alfieri, the guy ain't right 
.ALFIERI 
What did you do that for, Eddie? 
EDDIE 
To show her what he is! So she would see, once and 
for all! Her mother'Il turn over in the gravel He 
gathers himself almost peremptorily. So what do I 
gotta do now? Tell me what to do. 
• .ALFlER1 
She actually said she's marrying him? 
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AR+HUR MILLER 
EDDIE 
She told me, yeah. So what do I do? 
Slight pause. 
ALF1ERI 
This is my last word, Eddie, take it or not, that's 
your business. Mo}'ally and legally you have no rights, 
you cannot stop it; she is a free agent. 
EDDIE 
(angering) 
Didn't you hear w~at I told you? 
ALF1ERI 
(with a tougher tone) 
I heard what you told me, and rm telling you what 
the answer is. rm not only telling you now, I'm warn-
rug you-the law is nature. The law is only a word 
for what has a right to happen. When the law is 
wrong it's because it's unnatural, but in this case it 
is natural and a river will drown you if you buck it. 
Let her go. And bless her. A phone booth begins to 
glow on the opposite side of the stage; a faint, lonely 
blue. Eddie stands up, faws clenched. Somebody had 
to come for her, Eddie, sooner or later. Eddie starts · 
turning to go and Alfieri rises with new anxiety. You 
wont have a friend in the world, Eddie! Even those 
who understana will tum against you, even tile ones~' 
who feel the same will despise you! Eddie moves off. 
Put it out of your mind! Eddie! He follows into the 
- darkness, caUing desperately. 
Eddie is gone. The phone is glowing in light 
now. Light is out on Alfieri. Eddie has at the same 
time appeared beside the phone. 
EDDIE 
Give me the number of the Immigration Bureau. 
Thanks.)Qie dials. I want to report somefu!ng. illegal 
immigrants. Two of them. That's right. Four-forty-one 
S~on Street, Brooklyn, yeah. Ground floor. Heh? With 
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A VIEW FROM THE BRIDGE 
greater difficulty: I'm just around the neighborhood, 
=fb!fS all, _H_!lhf Y _ ~ -~=~- - --
Evidently he is being questioned further,. and he 
slowly lwngs up. He leaves the phone iust as Louis 
and Mike come down the street. 
LOUIS 
Go bowlin', Eddie? 
EDDIE 
No, I'm due home. 
LOUIS 
Well, take it easy. 
EDDIE 
I'll see.yiz. . 
They leave him, exiting right, and he watches 
them go. He glances about, then goes up into the 
house. The lights go on in the apartment. Beatrice is 
taking down Ghrist111.(lS decotations and packing them 
in a box. 
EDDIE 
Where is everybody? Beatrice does not answer. I 
says where is everybody? · 
BEATRICE 
(looking up at him, wearied with it, and concealing a 
fear of him) 
I decided to move them upstairs with Mrs. Don-
dero. 
EDDIE 
Oh, they're all moved up there already? 
BEATRICE 
Yeah. 
EDDIE 
Where's Catherine? She up there? 
BEATRICE 
Only to bring·pillow cases. 
EDDIE 
'She ain't movin' in with them. 
' . 
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ARTHUR M:U.LEl\ 
BEATRICE 
Look,. rm sick and tired of it. I'm sick and tired of 
it! 
EDD1E 
All ~ all right, take it easy. 
BEATRICE 
I don't wanna hear no more about it, you under-
stand? Notbin'l 
;EDDIE 
what're you blowin' off about? Who brought them 
in here? 
'\ BEATRICE 
All right, fm sorry; I wish r d a drop dead before 
I told them to come. In the ground I wish I was. 
EDDIE 
Don't drop dead, just keep in mind wno brought 
them in here, that's all. He moves about restlessly. I 
mean I got a couple of rights here. He moves, want-
ing ta beat dou>n her evident dwappraval of him. ThiS 
:is my house here not their house. 
' BEATRICE 
VVhat do you want from me? They're moved out; 
what do you want now? 
EDDIE 
I want-my respect! 
BEATRICE 
So I moved them out, what more do you want? 
Yoo got your house now> you got your .respect. 
EDDIE 
(he moves about biting his lip) 
. I don't like the way you talk to me, Beatrice. 
BEATRICE 
I'm just tellin' you I done what you want! 
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EDDIE 
I don't like itl The way you talk to me and the way 
you look at me. This is my house. And she is my niece 
and rm responsible for her. 
BEATRICE 
So that's why you done that to him? 
EDDIE 
I done what to him? 
BEATRICE 
What you done to him in front of her; you lmow 
what I'm ta1kin' about. She goes around shakin' all 
the time, she can't go to sleep! That's what you call 
responsible for her? 
EDDIE 
(quietly) 
The guy ain't right, Beatrice. She is silent. Did you 
!:tear what I said? 
BEATRICE 
Look, I'm finished with it. That's all. She 1'esumes 
Wr work. : 
EDDIE 
(helping her to pack the tj,nsel) 
_I'm gonna have it out with you one of these days, 
Beatrice, 
BEATRICE 
Nothin' to have out with me, it's all settled. Now we 
~onna be like it n~ver happened, that's all. 
EDDIE 
I want my respect, Beatrice, and you lmow what 
rm talkin' -about. 
BEATRICE 
What? 
Pause. 
EDDIE 
. (finally his resolution hardens) 
What I feel like doin' in the bed and what I don't 
:eel like doin', I don't want no-
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AltTHUR MILLER 
BEATRICE 
When'd I say anything about that? 
EDDIE 
You said, you said, I ain't deaf. I don"t want no 
more conversations about that, Beatrice. I do what I 
feel like doin' or what I don't feel like doin'. 
BEATRICE 
Okay. 
Pause. 
EDDIE 
~~,.,;;~;.;;;o;:::.u used to be different, Beatrice. You had a. whole 
different. way. 
BEATRICE 
rm ·no different. 
EDDIE 
You didn't used to jump me all the time about 
everything. The last year or two I come in the house 
I don't know what's gonna hit me. It's a shootin' gal-
lery in here a:nd I'm the pigeon. 
BE!ATRICE 
Okay, okay. 
EDDIE . 
Don't tell me okay, okay, I'm tellin' you the truth . 
....... _...:;A;;....:wife is supposed to believe the husband. If I tell 
you that guy ain't right don't tell me he is right. 
BEATRICE 
But how do you know? 
EDDIE 
Because I lmow. I don't go around maldn' accusa-
tions. He give me the heeby-jeebies the first minute 
I seen him. And I don't like you sayin' I don't want 
' her marryin' anybody. I broke my back payin' her 
stenography lessons so she could go out and meet a 
better class of people. Would I .do that il I didn't want 
her to get married? Sometimes you talk ]ike I was a 
crazy man or srimp~m. 
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A VIEW FROM THE BRIDGE 
BEATRICE 
But she likes him. 
EDDIE 
Beahice, she's a baby, how is she gonna know what 
she likes? 
BEATRICE 
Well, you kept her a baby, you wouldn't let her go 
out. I told you a hundred times. 
Pause. 
EDDIE 
All right. Let her go out, then. 
BEATRICE , 
She don't wanna go out now. It's too late, Eddie. 
Pause. 
EDDIE 
Suppose I told her to go out. Suppose I-
BEATRICE 
They're going to get married next week, Eddie, 
EDDIE 
(his head ferks around to her) 
She said that? 
BEATRICE 
Eddie, if you want my advice, go to her and tell 
her good luck. I think maybe now that you had it out 
you learned better. 
EDDIE 
What's the hurry next week? 
BEATRICE 
Well. she's been worried about_him bein'~ipke_d_l,lp,;=- · ·, 
this way he ·could start to be a citizen. She loves him, 
Eddie. He gets up, moves about uneasily, restlessly. 
Why don't you give her a good word? Because I still 
think she would like you to be a friend, y'know? He 
is standing, looking at the floor. I mean like if you 
told her you'd go to the wedding. 
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ARTHU'R MlLLEl\ 
EDDIE 
She asked you that? 
BEATBICE 
I know she would like it. rd like to make a party 
for her. I mean there oughta be some kinda send-off. 
Heh? I mean she'll have trouble enough in her life~ 
let's start it off happy. 'What do you say? Cause in her 
heart she still loves you, Eddie. I know it. He presses 
his fingers against his eyes. What're you, cry:in'? She 
goes to him, holils his face. Go ••• whyn't you go tell 
her you're sorry? Catherine is seen on the upper klnif.. 
ing of the stairway, and they hear her descending. 
Ttlere., • she's comin' down. Come on, shake hands 
with her. 
EDDIE 
(moving with suppr!3Ssed suddenness) 
~g,-,1.~ I can't talk to her. 
BEATlUCE 
Eddie, give her a break; a wedding should be 
happy! 
EDDIE 
rm goin', rm goin' for a walk. 
He "goes upstage for his jacket. Catherine enters 
and sta~ f01' the bedroom do01'. 
BEATBICE 
~atie? • .._. Ed_die, don't,go, wait a.JD~ She 
embraces Eddie's arm with warmth. Ask him, Katie. 
Come on, honey. 
EDDIE 
It'.s all right, rm- He starts to go and she holds him. 
BEATBICE 
No, she wants to ask you. Come on, Katie, ask him. 
We'll have a party! Wha6:e we gonna do, hate each 
other? Come ont 
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A VIEW FROM THE BRIDGE 
CATHEBINE 
I'm gonna get married, Eddie. So if you wanna 
come; the wedding be on Saturday. 
Pause. ' 
EDDIE 
Okay. I only wanted the best for you, Katie. I hope 
you know that. 
CATHERINE 
Okay. She starts out again. 
EDDIE 
Catherine? She turm to him. I was just tellin' 
Bea.b:ice ••. if you wanna go out; like • . . I mean I 
realize maybe I kept you home too much. Because 
he's the flrst guy you ever knew, y'know? I mean now 
that you got a job, you might meet some £elias, and 
you get a different idea, y'know? I mean you could 
always come back to him, you're still only kids, the 
,!loth of yiz. What's the hurry? Maybe you'll get around 
a little bit, you grow up a little more, maybe you'll see 
different in a couple of months. I mean you be sur-
prised, _it don't have to be him. · 
CATHERINE 
No, we made it up already. 
EDDIE 
(with increasing anxiety) 
Katiea wait a minute. 
r 
CATHERINE 
No, I made up my mind. 
EDDIE 
But you never knew no other £ella, Katie! How 
could you make up your mind? 
CATHERINE 
Cause I did. I don't want nobody else. 
EDDIE 
But, Katie, suppose he g~ts picked up. 
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CATBElu:NE 
Thafs why we gonna do it right away. Soon as w~ 
:fl~Wh the wedding hes gom right over and start to 
be a citizen. I made up my mind, Eddie. rm sorry! 
To Beatrice: Could I take two more pillow cases for 
the other guys? 
BEA.T1UCE 
Sure, go ahead. Only don't let her forg~ where they 
came from. · 
. Catherine goes into a bedroom. 
EDDlE 
Shes got other boarders up thefe~ 
BEAT1UCE 
Yeah, there's two guys that just came over. 
EDDlE 
What do you mean, came over? 
BEAT1UCE 
Froll! Italy. Lipari the butche.r-his nephew. They 
come from Bari, they just got here yesterday. I didn't 
even Imow till Marco and Rodolpho moved up there 
before. Catherine enters, going toward exit with two 
pillow ciases. It"ll be nice, they could all talk together. 
EDDlE 
Catherine! She halts -near the exit door. He takes in 
Beatrice too; What're you, got no brains? .You put 
them up there with two other submarines? 
CATBEBINE 
Why? 
' EDDlE 
(in ·a driving fright and anger) 
Why! How do you know they're not trackin' th~e 
guys? They"ll come up for them and find Marco and 
Rodolphol Get them out of the house! 
BEAT1UCE 
But they been here so long already- • 
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EDDIE 
:ffow do you la.!ow what enemies Lipa.rls got? 
Which they'd love to stab him .in the back? 
CAT.BERINE 
Well what'll I do with them? 
EDDIE 
. The neighborhood is full ·of rp9ms. Can't you stand 
to live a couple of blocks away from him? Get them 
out of the house} 
CATBERINE 
Well maybe tomorrow night I'll-
EDDIE 
Not tomorrow, do it now. Catherine, you never mix 
yourself with somebody's else's family! These guys 
get picke_d up, Liparis liable to blame you or me and 
?~'~gol his whole family on our head. They got a 
temper, that family. 
Two men in overcoats appear outside, start into 
the house. 
CATHERiNE: 
How'm I gonna :6nd a place tonight? 
EDDIE 
Will you stop arguin' with me and get them outl 
You think fm always tryin' to fool you or sump'in? 
What's the matter with you, don't you believe I could 
think of your good? Did I ever ask sump'm for my-
>elf? You think I got no feelin's? I never told you 
iiOthii] 'in my life that wasJit fat your good. Noth.irll 
1\.nd look at the way you talk to mel Like I was an 
!lemv:l Like I--14. knock on the door. Hw head 
werpes. They an stanil motionless. Another knock. 
'ftddie, in a whisper, pointing upstage. Go up the fire 
:~Scape, get them out over the back fence. 
Catherine stands motionless, uncomprehending. 
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FIRST OFFICER .. c,t(fHl,l~l 
(in the hall) 
Immigrationt Open up in there! 
EDD1E 
Go, go. Hurry up! She stands a moment staring at 
him in a realized ho1'1'or. Well, what're you lookin' at! 
Si'E"-'~9 OoMt~'cjC.. ~OFFICER"" 
Open up! 
EDD1E 
(caning toward door) 
Who's that there? 
ert,'A'd-t:-1& 
FIRST OFFICER !"" 
~Immigratiop, open up. K_ 
· Eddie turns~ looks at Beatrice. She sits. Then he 
looks at Catherine. With a sob of fury Catherine 
streaks into a bedroom. 
Knock is repeated. 
' EDD1E 
Ali: right, take it easy, take it easy. He goes and 
opens the door. The Officer steps inside. What's all 
this? £2:C.bN9 
..sm8'r OFFICER..., 1)l)""-1PIC.JC!-
Where are they? ll 
Second Officer sweeps past a~ glancing about~ 
goes into the kitchen. 
EDD1E 
Where's who? 
FIRST OFFICER 
Come on, come on~ Viiliere are they? He hurries into 
the bedrooms. 
EDD1E 
Who? We got nobody here. He looks at Beatrice, 
whO turns her head away. Pugnaciously, furious, he 
steps toward Beatrice. What's the matter with you? 
First Officer enters from the bedroom, calls to 
the kitchen. 
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Dominick? 
Enter Second Office;t from kitchen. 
SECOND OFFICER -D"a\1MAJtt:.U. 
Maybe it's a different apartment. 
FmST OFFICER - CHatl.L IG-
There's. only two more floors up there. rn take the 
lTont, you go up the fire escape. I'll let you in. Watch 
your step up there. 
SECOND OFFICER .-DDl\1,/iUlC(<_ 
Okay, rl@.t Charley. First Officer goes out apart-
ment door and runs up the stairs. This is Four-forty-
~ne, isn't it? 
EDDIE 
That's right. 
Second Officer goes out into the kitehen.. 
Eddie turns to Beatrice. She rooks at ,hJm now 
and sees his terror. 
BEATRICE 
(weakened with fear) 
Oh, Jesus, Eddie. 
EDDIE 
What's the matter with you? 
BEATRICE 
(pressing her palms against her face) 
0h, my Qed, my God. 
EDDIE 
What're you, accusm me? 
BEATRICE 
(her final thrust is to turn toward him instead of run-
ning from him) 
My God, what did you do? 
Many steps on the outer stair draw his attention. 
We·;see the First Officer descending, with Marco, be-
hind him Rodolpho, and Catherine and the two 
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strange immigrants, foUowed by Second Officer. Bea-
trice hurries to door. 
CAT.HEIUNE 
(backing down stairs, fighting with First Officer;. as 
they appear on the stairs) 
What do yiz want from them? They work, that's all. 
· Theyl'eoOaicl.ers upsfiiliS, tliey wont onlliepiers. ---= 
)3.,UJ]hCE . 
r-=-~~~---=---._.(t::::0~-~~;::.,.,::0-.uffi.!J§.tt 1/0nt/N~~ 
Ah, Mister, what do you want from them, who do 
the hurt? 
CATHERINE 
(pointing to Rodolp1w) 
They ain't no submarines, he was hom in Phila-
delphia. 
FIRST OFFICER - CK/ItU.I e 
Step aside, lady. 
CATHERINE 
What do you mean? You can't just come in a house 
and-
FIRST OFFICER - (/j{l}e,J..tf: 
All right, take it easy. To Rodolp1w: What street 
were you hom in Philadelphia? 
CATHERINE 
What do you mean, what street? Could you tell me 
what street you were hom? 
FIRST OFFICER -CH/f€J.le-
Sure. Four blocks away, one-eleven Union Street. 
Let's go fellas. 
CATHERINE 
·(fending him off Rodolp1w) 
No, you cant! Now, get outa here! 
FIRST OFFICER - (1(/hZJ../G 
Look, girlie, if they're all right they'll be out tomor- ' 
row. If they're illegal they go back where they came 
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' 
_from. If~ ~ant, get yourself a lawyer, although 
l'm tellin~ you now you're wasting your money. Let's 
get them in the car, Dom. To the men: .Andiamo, 
Andiamo, let's go. ht-s'S~T- ~ E>e IJeY>r ?AG-E I 
The men start, but Marco hangs back. 
BEATBIC& 
(from doorwa ~1:Iiey hurt:ID, for God's1«-.sak...-e-, -w.-..h-a-::-t-:d;-oo-yo-u-. 
want from them? They're sta.rv:i.U over there, what do 
ou want! Marco! 
area n y ea from the group and 
ihtshes into the room and faces Eddie; Beatrice and l J!W9t Officer rush in as Marco spits into EddWs face. 
Catherine runs int{) hallway and throws herself 
mto Bodolpho's arrm. Eddie, with an enraged cry, 
lunges for Marco. 
EDDIE 
__Q~ you mothe~r 
?-~Officer quickly intercedes and pushes Eddie 
from Marco, who sta'IJils there accusingly. 
f:Ge(l'A.!~ ~OFFICER ,-DtlWttAJ1Ci::_ 
(between_ t~ pushing Eddie from Maroo.) 
Cut it out! 
-- 2,. .. ! EDDIE 
(over the~ Officer's shoulder, f;o Marco) 
I'll kill you for that, you son of a bitch! 
~L 
OF.FIGER - 1)il"MlUid::: 
Hey! Shakes him. Stay mherenow, don"t come out, 
don't bother him. You hear me? Don't come out £ella. il 
For an instant there is silence. Then 1i::ittlt fJfficer ~ 
turi18 and takes Marcels arm and then gives a llzst, 
mformative look at Eddie. As- he and· Marco are going 
out into the han, Eddie erupts. 
EDDIE _ 
I don't forget that Marcof You hear what rm 
say.bi? -
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Out in the hall, ~Officer and Marco go down 
the stairs. Now, in the street, Louis, Mike, and several 
neighbors including the butcher, Lipari-a st,out, in-
tense, middle-aged man-are gathering around the 
stoop. 
Lipari, the butcher, walks over to the two strange 
men and kisses them. His wife, keening, goes and 
kisses their hands. Eddie is emerging from the house 
shouting after Marco. Beatrice is trying to restrain 
him. 
EDDIE 
That's the thanks I get? Which I took the blankets 
off my bed for yiz? You gonna apologize to me, 
Marco! Marco/ X IIJSeR 'r _n>P o p P. qq 
FIRST OFFICER .- eJ-t/ffll.!f?. 
(in the doorway with Marco) 
All right, lady, let them go. Get in the car, fellas, 
it's over there. 
Rodolpho is almost carrying the sobbing Cather-
ine off up the street, left. 
CATHERINE 
He was hom in Philadelphia! What do you want 
from him? 
FIRST OFFICER -eftjJ-ILL/6' 
Step aside, lady, come on now ••• 
The Second Officer has moved off with the two 
strange men. Marco, taking advantage of the First 
Officers being occupied with Catherin(}, s,yddenly 
;frees himself and points back at Eddie. 
MARC(} 
That one! I accuse that one! 
Eddie brushes Beatrice aside and rushes out to 
the stoop. ~J, 
ll'HlS!f' OFFICER - pom IIU I~ 
(grabbing him and moving him quickly off up the 
left street) 
Come on! 
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A VIEW FROM THE ]ht'IDG.E . 
J.Y.[ARCO 
(as he is taken off, pointing back at Eadie) 
That one! He killed my children! That one stole the 
:ood from my ch'iidrenf~, :. • ' 
Marco is gone. The crowd 1w.s turned to Eddie. 
EDDIE 
(to Lipari and p;i!e) r 
Be's cr~l I give them the blankets oiF my bed. Six 
nonths· I kept them :like my own brothers! 
Lipari, the butcher, turns and starts up left wlth 
Jfs arm around his wlfe. 
EDDIE 
Li'Q_ariliHe follows Lipari up left. For Christ's sake, 
• kept them, I give them the blankets_o__~l ToN4/ ~ 
Lipari and wife exit. Eddie 'turns and starts cross-
ng down right to Louis and Mike. 
t-IIM.e EDDIE 
Louis! 1i:miisf -
Louis barely turns, then walks off and exits down. 
tght with Mike. Only Beatrice fs left on the stoop. 
latherine now returns, blank-eyed, fiom offstage and 
'fw car. Edd~ caUs after Louis and Mike. 
EDDIE 
He's gonna take that baCk. He's gonna take that 
1ack or l'llkill him! Y~e? f.II kill him! fll kill 
:iml He exits -up street callivg!.=== == . _ 
There is a pause of darkness before the lights rise, 
n the reception room of a prison. Marco is seated; 
'Jfieri, Catherine, and Rodolpho standing. 
ALFIERI 
fm waiting, Marco, what do you say? 
llODOLPHO 
Marco never hurt anybody. 
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ALFIERI 
I can bail you out until your hearing comes up. But 
I'm not going to do it, you understand me? Unless I 
have your promise. Youre an honorable man, I will 
believe your promise. Now what do you say? 
MARCO 
In my cquntry he would be dead now. He would 
not live this long. 
ALFIERI 
All right, Rodolpho-you come with me now. 
RODOLPHO 
No! Please, Mister. Marco-promise the man. Please, 
I want you to watch the wedding. How can I be 
married and you're in here? Please, you're not going 
to do anything; you know you're not 
Marco is silent. 
CATHERINE 
(kneeling left of Marco) 
Marco, don't you understand? He can't bail you out 
if you're gonna do something bad. To hell with Ed-
die. Nobody is gonna talk to him again if he lives to 
a hundred. Everybody knows you spit in his face, 
that's enough, isnt .it? Give me the satisfaction-! 
want you at the wedding. You got a wife and ldds, 
Marco. You could be worldn till the hearing comes 
up, instead of laym around here. 
MARCO 
(to Alfieri) 
I have no chance? 
ALFIERI 
(crosses to behind Marco) 
No, Marco. You're going back. The hearing is a 
formality, that's all. 
MARCO 
But him? There is a chance, eh? 
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ALFIERI 
When she marries lrlm he can start to become an 
merican. They permit that, if the wife is born here. 
::MARCO 
(looking at Rodolpho) 
Well-we did something. He lays a palm on Ro-
"Jlpho's arm [Jnd Rodolpho covers it. 
RODOLPHO 
Marco, tell the man. 
::MARCO 
(pulling his hand away) 
What will I tell him? He knows such a promise is 
ishonorable. 
ALFIERI 
To promise not to kill is not dishonorable. 
No? 
No. 
::MARCO 
(looking at Alfieri) 
::MARCO 
(gesturing with his head-this is a new idea) 
Then what is done with such a man? 
ALFIERI 
Nothing. H he obeys the law, he lives. That's all. 
::MABOO , 
(rises, turns to Alfieri) 
The law? All the law is not in a book. 
.ALF1ERI 
Yes. In a book. There is no other law. 
::MARCO 
(his anger rising) 
He degraded my brother. My blood. He robbed my 
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children, he mocks my work. I work to come here, 
mister! 
llmow, Marco-
MARCO 
There is no law for that? Where is the law for that? 
There is none. 
MARCO 
( sluzking his head, sitting) 
= J don't understand this country. 
ALFIERI 
Well? What is your answer? .You have five or six 
weeks you could work. Or else you sit here. What do 
you say to me? 
MARCO 
(towers his eyes. It almost seems he is ashamed) 
All right. 
ALFlERI 
You won't. touch him. This is your promise. 
Slight pause. 
MAl\ CO 
Maybe he wants to apologize to me. · 
Marco is staring away. Alfieri takes one af his 
hands. 
.ALFIEBl 
This is not God, Marco. You hear? Only-God makes 
justice, , 
' 
All right. 
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CATHERINE 
I'll get Beatrice and meet you at the church. She 
mes quickly. 
Marco rises. Rodolpho suddenly embraces him. 
arco pats him on the back and Rodolpho exits after 
rtherine. Marco faces Alfieri. 
ALFIEBI • 
Only God, Marco. ,_1-::::----:o:;-;:-:---=::-~==-=:' 
Marco turns and walks out. Alfieri with a certain 
·ocessional tread leaves the stage. The lights dim out. 
The lights rise in the apartment. Eddie is alone 
the rocker, rocking back and forth in little surges. 
~use. Now Beatrice emerges from a bffdroom. She is 
her best clothes, wearing a hat. 
BEATRICE 
(with fear, going to Eddie) 
I'll be back in about an hour, Eddie. All right? 
EDDIE 
(quietly, almost' inaudibly, as though drained) 
What, have I been ta1kin' to myself? 
BEATRICE 
Eddie; for God's sake, it's her wedCiing. 
EDDIE 
Didn't you hear what I told you? You walk out that 
10r to that wedding you ain't comin' back here, 
a trice. 
BEATRICE 
yl What do you want? 
EDDIE 
want my respect Didn't you ever hear of that? 
mm wife? 
Catherine enters from bedroom. 
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CA'I'BEIIINE 
It's after three; were supposed to be there already, 
Beatrice. The priest won't wait · 
BEATIIICE: 
Eddie. It's her wedding. There'll be ·nobody there 
from her family. For my sister 1et me go. I'm gom for 
my sister. 
EDDIE 
(as though hurt) 
Look, I been arguin' with you all day already, Bea-
trice, and I said what I'm gonna say. He's gonna 
come here and .apologize to me or nobody from this 
house is gom into that church today. Now if that's 
more to you than I am, then go. But don't come back. 
You be on my side or on their side, that's all. 
CATHERINE 
( sudilenly) 
Who the hell do you think you are? 
BEATIIICE: 
Ssshl 
CATHERINE 
You got no more right to tell nobody nothin'l No-
body! The rest of your life, nobody! 
BEATIIICE" 
Shqt up, Katie! She turr!$ Catherine around. 
CATHERINE 
You're gonna come with mel 
BEATIIICE: 
I can't Katie, I can't • ~ • 
CATHERINE 
How can you listen to biro? This rat! 
l3EATIIICE: 
. (shaking Qatherine) 
Don't you call him tha:tl 
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CATHERINE ,· 
(clearing from Beatrice) 
What're you scared of? He•s a rat! He belongs in the 
sewer! · 
Stop it! 
BEATRICE 
CATHERINE 
(weeping) 
He bites people when they sleep! He comes when 
nobodys lookili and poisons decent people. In the 
garbage he belongs! 
Eddie seems about to pick up the table and fling 
it at her. 
BEATRICE 
No, Eddie! Eddie! To Catherine: Then we all be-
long in the garbage. You, and me too. Dont say that. 
Whatever happened we all done it, and dont you ever 
forget it, Catherine. She goes to Catherine. Now go, 
go to your wedding, Katie, I'll stay home. Go. God 
bless you, God bless your children. 
Enter Rodolpho. 
BODOLPHO 
Eddie? 
EDDIE 
Who said you could come in here? Get outa here! 
• RODOLPHO , , 
Marco is coming, Eddie. Pause.. Beatrice raises her 
hands in terror. He's praying in the church. You un-
derstand? Pause. Rodolpho advances into the room. 
Catherin~, I think it is better we go. Come with me. 
CATHERINE 
Eddie go away, please. 
BEATRICE 
(quietly) 
Eddie. Let's go someplace. Come. You and me. He 
has n6t moved. I don•t want you to be here when he 
comes. I'll et our coat. 
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.ED))IE 
Where? Where am I goin'? This :is my house. 
l3RATBICE 
' (crying out) 
What's the use of it! He·s crazy now, you know the 
way they get; what good :is it. You got nothin' against 
Marco, you always liked Marcol 
ED ;DIE 
I got nothin' against Marco? Wlrlch he called me 
a rat in front of the whole neighborhood? Which he 
said I killed his children! Where you been{, 
RODOLPHO 
(quite suddenly, stepping up to Eddie) 
It :is my fault, Eddie. Everything. I wish to apolo-
gize. It was wrong that I do not ask your peimission. 
l kiss your hand. He reaches for Eddie's hand, but 
Eddie snaps it away from him. 
BEATBICE 
'Eddie, he's apologizing! 
RODOLPHO 
I have made all our troubles. But you have insult 
me too. Maybe God understand why you did that to 
me. Maybe you did not mean to insult me at all-
BEATBICE 
Listen to him! Eddie, listen what he's tellin' you! 
RODOLPHO 
I think, maybe when Marco comes,· if we can tell 
him we are comrades now, fUld we have no more argu-
ment between us. Then maybe Marco will not-
EDDIE 
Now, listen-
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CATHERINE 
Eddie, give him a chancel 
BEATRICE 
What do you want! Eddie, what do you wantl 
EDDIE 
I want my name! He didn't take my name; he's only 
a punk. Marco's got my name-to Rodolpho: ahd you 
can~ telll!4n.._k!Q. that he's gonna give it back to 
me in front of this neighborhood, or we have it out 
Hoisting up his pants: Come on, where is he? Take 
me to li1ilil 
· BEATRICE 
Eddie, listen-
EDDIE 
I heard enough! Come on, let's go! 
BEATRICE 
Only blood is good? He kissed your hand! 
EDDIE 
What he does dont ·mean nothixi to nobody! To 
Rodolpho: Come on! 
BEATRICE 
(barring his way to the stairs) 
What's gonna mean somethin'? Eddie, listen to me. 
Who could give you your name? Listen to me, I love 
you, I'm taikin' to you, I love you; if Marco'll kiss your 
hand outside, if he goes on his knees, what is he got 
to give you? That's not what you want 
EDDIE 
Dont bother mel 
BEATRICE 
You want somethixi else, Eddie, and you can never . 
have her! 
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ARTHUR MrLLEl\ 
CATHERINE 
(in hvrr6r) 
EDDIE 
(shocked, horrified, his fists cle:nching) 
Beatrice! 
Marc.o appears outside, walking toward the door 
·om a distant point. 
BEATRICE 
(crying out, weeping) 
~th is not as bad asJllQQ_d, E_ddieLI'm t~llin' 
I)U the truth-tell her good-by forever! ' 
EDDIE 
(crying out in agony) 
That's what you think of me-that I would have 
1ch a thought? His fists clench his head as though it 
~ll burst. 
MARCO _ 
(calling near the door ouisfde) 
Eddie Carbon~! 
Eddies swerves about; all stand trafiB/ixed for an 
IStant. People appear outside. 
RODOLPHO ""~--o..M,..,..:~---leas;-"-=~MF.Ecl,ddie, please, he has children! 
u will kill a fa.mii~~ -
BEATRICE l 
r-----...-l r• ln 1he house! Eddie, "" ln 1he honsel I 
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EDDlE 
(he graaudllu -comes ta-aililress tlte people) 
Maybe he comes to apologize· to m~. Heh, Marco? 
'or what you· said about me in front of the neighbor-
cod? He is incensing himself and little bits af ltlugh-
~ even escape him as his eyes are murderous and he 
racks his knuckles in his hands with a strange sort 
f relaxation. He knows that aiiit right. To do like 
1at? To a man? Which I put my roo£ over their head 
nd my food .in their mouth? Like in the Bible? 
!:rangers I never seen in my whole ·life? To come out 
f the water and grab a girl for a passport? To go and 
ike from your own family like from the stable-and 
ever a word to mer And now accusations in the bar-
ainl Directly to Marco: · Wipin' the neighborhood 
r:ith my name like a dirty rag! I want my nam~ 
[arco. He is moving now, carefully~~" toward Marco. 
row gimme my name and we go together to the 
'edding. 
BEA.TBICE and CATHERINE 
(keening) 
Eddie! Eddi~ dontl Eddie! 
EDD1E 
No~ Marco knows whafs right from wrong. Tell the 
eople, Marco~ tell them what a liar you are! He has 
is arms spread and Marco is spreading his. Come on, 
ar, you know what you done! He lunges for Marco 
~ a great hushed shout goes up from the people. 
Marco strikes Eddie beside the neck. 
MARCO 
Animal! Ygu go on your knees to mel . 
-Eddie goes i1oum with the blow and Marco starts 
' "Taise a foot to stomp him when Eddie springs a 
r,ife into his· hand and Marco steps back. Louis 
eshe3-in toward Eddie. 
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ARTHUR MJ:LLEl\, 
LOUIS 
Eddie, for Christ's sake! 
Eddie raises the knife and Louis halts and steps 
back. 
EDDlE 
You lied about me1 Marco. Now say it. Come on 
now1 say it! 
MARCO 
Anima-a-a-U 
Eddie lunges with the knife. Marco grabs his 
arm, turning the blade inward and pressing it home as 
the women and Louis and Mike rush in and separate 
them, and Eddie, the knife stiU in his hand, falls to 
his knees before Marco. The two women support him 
for a moment, calling his name again and again. 
CATBEBJNE 
Eddie I never meant to do nothing bad to you. 
EDDIE 
Then why-Oh, B.! 
BEATRICE 
Yes1 y~l 
EDDlE 
My B.! 
He dies in her arms, and Beatrice covers him with 
her body. Alfieri, who is in the crowd, turns out to the 
audience. The lights have~gone down, leaving him in 
a glow, while behind him the dull prayers of the 
people and the keening of the women continue. 
ALFIERI 
Most of the time now we settle for half and I like 
it better. But the truth is holy1 and even as I know 
how wrong he was, and his death useless, I tremble, 
for I confess that something perversely pure calls to 
me from his memory-not purely good, but himself 
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rrely, for he allowed himself to be wholly known 
td for that I think I will love him more than all my 
nsible clients. And yet, it is· better to settle for half,. 
must bel And so I moum him-! admit it-with a 
lrtain • • • alarm. v 
CURT.AIN 
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I NUMBER ----------~-POSITION TYPE LAMP ·ciRCUIT OIIVMER USE COLOR NOTES n r •1 PtPE A 0Lo"bi'LEKO 500-w:- A3 7 SR RAMP so 
2 PtPE E 0Lo 611 LEKd 500 w. E2 s SL RAMP so 
II 
Ci) 3 PtPE A MORMON 150 W. PAR A1 ' 5 AREA S so :::r: 4 Pr PE B P. c. 400 w. B6 9 HALL SPECIAL 2 
-1 5 PIPE B OLD 6'1 LEKO 500 w. B2 7 AREA 11 29 
6 PJPE 0 01..o 611 LEKO 500 w. 02 'g AREA 9 29 
II z 7 RtPE A MORMON 150 W. PAR A3 7 AREA 9 29 Ci) s PIPE F MORMON 150 W., PAR B1 1 AREA 1 29 
9 Pt PE F MORMON 150 W. PAR c4 6 AREA S 29 10 PIPE F MoRMON 150 W. PAR B1 1 A AREA 2 29 "U 11 Pt PE F MoRF.liON 150 W. PAR C2 2 AREA 1 71 r 12 PIPE F MORMON 150 W. PAR B1 1 AREA 3 71 0 
13 P.t PE F MORMON 150 W. PAR 01 2 AREA 2 71 -1 
14 PtPE F MORMOISl 
' 150 W. PAR C3 3 AREA 7 29 
15 PtPE F MORMON 150 W. PAR B1 1 AREA 4 71 
16 Pr PE F MORMON 150 W. PAR 01 2 AREA 3 71 
17 Pt PE F OL.·o 6 11 LEKO 500 w. 05 6 PHONE SPECIAL-NO GEL 
1S PtPE 0 MORMON 150 W. PAR 01 2 AREA 4 29 
• ' II 19 PJPE G MoRMON 150 W. PAR E1 4 AREA 7 2 
N 1120 PtPE E MORMON 150 W. PAR E2 s AREA 11 29 8 21 PtPE B TtN CAN 150W. PAR B2 7 AREA 10 29 
• 22 PIPE 0 TJN CAN 150 W. PAR 02 s AREA 10 29 
23 PtPE A KEITH Box 1-150 W. PAR B1 1 APT. SPECIAL 29 24 PtPE H MORMON 150 W. PAR B3 1 AREA 5 29 
2.5 PtPE H MORMON 1.50 W. PAR B3 1 AREA 6 29 26 PtPE H MORMON 150 W. PAR C2 2 AREA 5 71 
27 PtPE H MoRMON 150 W. PAR C2 2 AREA 6 71 28 PtPE c P. C. 400 w. B5 4 AREA 1 S0/1 
29 PtPE c P. c. 400 w. 03 4 -a AREA 4 S0/1 
30 HALL BACKII NG INKIE 1.50 'W. B4 3 HALL BACKING 71 31 HALL BACKING I NKI E 150 w. B'+ 3 HALL BACKING so 32 PrPE os KEITH Box 1 -1.50 W. PAR 01 2 KITCHEN BACKING 71 
33 PIPE F KEJ TH Box 3-150 W. PAR C5 11 STREET/CELL so THESE THREE JN-34 PIPE F KEITH Box 3-150 W. PAR C1 10 STREET/CELL 2 STRUMENTS WERE HU]G 35 Pr PE F KEITH Box 3-1 .50 W. PAR C5 11 STREET/CELL SO UNDER OTHERS ON Fl 36 PIPE c Scoop 750 w. 06 5 HousE LIGHT NO GEL I 
li 
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L I G H T C U E S H E E T 
UNLESS OTHERWISE DESlGNA~ED, ALL LlGHfS ARE AT FULL WHEN UP 
NUMBER DESCR 1 PTl ON 
AcT ONE; 
1 CROSS FADE HOUSE LIGHTS OUT TO STREET AND RAMP LlGHfS 
2 
.3 
4 
5 
6 
7 & 8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 ' 
14 & 15 
16 
17 
13 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
AcT Two: 
UP 
ALFIERI BLUE SOLO UP ON SWITCH 
HALL. AND STEPS UP 
CR•ss FADE ALFIERI OUT AND APARTME:Nf UP 
HALL AND STEPS OUT 
STREE~ AND RAMPS OUT 
CROSS FADE APARTMENT OUT AND AL~1ER1 BLUE SOLO UP 
CROSS FADE ALFIERI OUT AND STREET, RAMPS, AND HALL UP 
APARTME:NT UP 
HALL, STRE:ET, AND RAMPS OUT 
APARTMENT OUT 
ALFlERl BLUE SOLO UP 
CROSS FADE ALFIERI OUT AND STREET, RAMPS, AND STEPS UP 
APAR'l'MENT UP 
STRE:E:T, RAMPS 1 AND STEPS OUT 
APARTMENT OUT 
ALFIERI BLUE SOLO UP 
ALFt.ERl STRAW UP 
ALFIERI STRAW OUT 
ALFIERI BLUE SOLO OUT 
APARTMENT UP 
APARTMENT BLACK OUT 0~ SWlTCH 
HOUSE LJ GHl'S UP 
HOUSE LIGHTS OUT 
25 ALFlERJ BLUE SOLO UP 
26 & 27 CROSS FADE AL~lERl OUT AND APARTMENT UP 
27A APARTMENT DOWN Te 7 
27B APARTMENT UP TO FULL 
28 APAR'l'MENT BLACI< OUT ON SWt TC)i 
29 ALFIERI BLUE SOLO UP 
30 , .LFI ::Al.FtltR,J, •STRAW UP 
31 STREET UP TO 4 AND STEPS UP FULL 
32 ALFIERI BLUE AND STRAW OUT AND STREET OU'l' YOGETHER 
33 PHONE SPECIAL UP ON SWITCH AND STREET UP TO 3 
34 STEPS OUT 
35 ' 
36 ' 
37 
38 
.39 
39A 
40 
PHONE BLACKOUT ON SWITCH AND STEPS UP 
STREET OUT 
CROSS FADE APARTMENT UP AND STEPS OUT 
HAt,L BACJ<J NG UP TO 6 
StEPS UP· TO 7 
StREET, RAMPS, STEPS, AND HALL UP 
BLACK OUT ON EVERYTHING ON SWlfOH 
203-A. 
COUNT 
7 
8 
3 
8 
10 
3 
3 
10 
5 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
3 
5 
5 
3 
3 
3 
3 
~ 
.3 
3 
1 
3 
.3 
3 
4 
12 
10 
4 
LIGHT CUE SHEET- CONTINUED 
UNLESS OTHERWISE DESIGNATED, ALL LfGHTS ARE AT FULL WHEN UP 
NUMBER DESCRIPTION COUNT 
AcT Two - coNCLUDED: 
41 PRISON UP 3 
42 PRJ SON BLACK OUT ON SWJ TCH. 
43 APARTMENT UP 3 
44 STREET, RAMPS, STEPS, AND HALL UP 10 
45 APARTMENT OUT 10 
46A STREET, RAMPS, STEPS, AND HALL OUT 12 
468 At.,FJERJ BLUE SOLO UP 7 
47 ALFIERI BLUE SOLO OUT 6 
HousE LIGHTS UP 10 
203-B. 
P R 0 P E R T Y L I S T 
BEFORE AcT ONE PRESET: 
ONSTAGE: 
WHITE LACE TABLECDOTH ON CIRCULAR APARTMENT TABLE 31 IN DIAMETER 
BOWL Or APPLES WITH PARING KNIFE ON CENTER Or ABOVE TABLE 
CENTER CHAIR PUSHED UNDER TABLE 
SR CHAIR PULLED SLIGHTLY ouT AND rACING DL 
SL CHAIR PULLED SLIGHTLY ouT AND rACING DR 
PHONOGRAPH ON SR END OF SR SQUARE TABLE, WITH RECORD Or"PAPER DOLL" ON 
PHONOGRAPH TURNTABLE, VOLUME ON PHONOGRAPH TURNED ON AND SET AT 
CORRECT LEVEL 
PICTURE PUZZLE IN BOX SET ON LOWER SHELF OF SQUARE TABLE, UNDER PHONOGRAPH 
WASTEPAPER BASKET SET ~UST DOWNSTAGE Or SQUARE TABLE AND AGAINST WALL 
TWO CHAIRS WITH BLUE SEATS BLACED EITHER SIDE Or CENTER CHEST 
3 KNIVES AND 3 FORKS IN DRAWER Or CHEST 
ROCKING CHAIR SR rACING DR or C 
PHILODENDRON ON CHEST TOP WATERED 
CRUCIFIX WITH BEADS AND PALM ON CHEST TOP 
DAMPENED ASH TRAY ON TABLE NEXT TO PHONOGRAPH 
PILE OF MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS ON PHONOGRAPH TABLE SHELF NEXT TO PUZZLE 
SMALL SEWING TABLE USR AGAINST REAR WALL 
WHITE LACE ANTIMACASSAR ON SEWING TABLE 
BOX ON TOP OF ABOVE ANTIMACASSAR, BOX ON SEWING TABLE SHELF 
OVAL PHOTOGRAPH IN GILT FRAME OF EDDIE IN FIRST COMMUNION SUIT OVER SEWING 
TABLE 
LANDSCAPE OIL PAINTING PRINT IN PLAIN FRAME OVER CENTER CHEST 
HATRACK IN USL coRNER OF ALFIERI's OFFICE 
B DRAWER METAL FILING CABINET WITH BOOKS ON TOP IN USR CORNER Or ALFIERJ~S 
. OFfi~E 
BROWN METAL GOOSENECK LAMP ON RECTANGULAR ONE-DRAWER TABLE-DESK, LAMP 
SWITCHED OFF (ALL IN ALriERI~S OFFICE) 
GREEN METAL WASTE BASKET UNDER DESK IN ALFIERI 1S OFFICE 
SWIVEL ARMCHAIR BEHIND ALFIERI'S DESK 
SMALL BROWN METAL FOLDING CHAIR IN DL CORNER OF ALFIERI 1S OFFICE FACING DES 
BACKSTAGE: 
FOLDED NEW YORK DAILY MIRROR FOR EDDIE 
BRIEFCASE CONTAINING LAW BOOK AND FOUR BLUE-COVERED BRIEFS FOR ALFIERI 
BEER CAN PARTLY OPENED WITH CAN OPENER FOR CATHERINE 
LUNCH PAIL FOR EDDIE 
3 UNMATCHED PLATES, 3 UNMATCHED GLASSES, AND 3 NAPKINS FOR CATHERINE 
BOWL Or HOT LASAGNA WITH SERVING SPOON FOR CATHERINE 
'HALF-LOAF UNCUT ITALIAN BREAm FOR CATHERINE (IN BASKET) 
SHORT WICKER-COVERED BOTTLE Or CH~~NTI FOR CATHERINE 
UNWRAPPED CIGAR BUT WITH PAPER RING STILL ON IT PLUS BOOK Or .PAPER MATCHES 
FOR CATHERINE 
5 UNMATCHED CUPS AND SAUCERS FOR CATHERimE 
204. 
STEAMING COFFEE IN OLD METAL POT AND OVAL CORK HOT MAT FOR BEATRICE 
UNMATCHED CONTA~NERS OF CREAM AND SUGAR FOR CATHERINE 
NAVY BLUE PEA JACKET AND NAVY BLUE KNIT TOQUE FOR EDDIE IN AcT ONE, SCENE 3 
3 LONGSHOREMEN 1S HOOKS FOR TONY, LOUIS, AND MIKE 
DIFFERENT EDITION FROM ABOVE OF NEW YORK DAILY MIRROR (FOLDED) FOR EDDIE 
FALSE TABLE TOP FOR ROUND TABLE WITH NEW GREEN AND WHITE CLOTH, 5 MATCHED 
PLACE SETTINGS EACH CONTAINING: PLATES, KNIVES, FORKS, NAPKJNS 1 GLA6SE 
WITH ~INE IN THEM, BOTTLE OF WINE, BREAD, HALF-EMPTY BOWL OF FOOD WITH 
SERVING SPOON; THE WHOLE ARRANGEMENT TO LOOK LIKE A MEAL JUST FINISHED 
BUT WITH TABLECLOTH FOLDED UP ON TOP OF EVERYTHING ALL AROUND- ALL 
TO BE CARRIED IN BY MARCO AND RODOLPHO 
DURING INTERMISSION! 
STRIKE! 
NEWSPAPER FROM BESIDE ROCKING CHAIR 
FALSE TABLE TOP AND EVERYTHING ON IT 
BRESET! 
CENTER CHAIR PUSHED UNDER TABLE 
SIDE CHAIRS PULLED OUT FOR EASY SITTING IN DARK 
2P SQUARE PIECE OF BRIGHT PRINT CLOTH, 3 SMALL PATTERNS, SMALL BOX OF 
STRAIGHT PINS, AND A PAIR OF SCISSORS ON ROUND TABLE 
. SMALL GREEN ARTIFICIAL 6HRISTMAS TREE WITH TINSEL AND ORNAMENTS ON PHONO-
GRAPH 
BACKSTAGE! 
TWO DIMES IN EDDIE 1S FRONT RIGmT PANTS POCKET 
EMPTY BOX FOR CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS FOR BEATRICE 
SWITCHBLADE WITH TAPED POINT AND WIRED OPEN FOR EDDIE 
WHITE PRAYER BOOK WITH FLOWERS FOR CATHERINE 
2 CLEAN WHITE FOLDED PILLOW CASES FOR CATHERINE 
1 OLD BLUE WOOD KITCHEN CHAIR FOR MARCO IN PRISON SCENE 
ADDENDUM: 
PRESET BACKSTAGE BEFORE AcT ONE 2 SMALL DIRTY OLD SUITCASES FOR RODOLPHO 
AND MARCO 
PRESET 1 DIME IN COIN RETURN SLOT OF TELEPHONE BEFORE ACT ONE 
PRESET 3 FULL SHOPPING BAGS OF VARYING KINDS AND SIZES BACKSTAGE BEFORE 
AcT ONE FOR MRs. DoNDERO AND MRs. LIPARI 
205. 
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COSTUME P L 0 T 
EDDIE- PAUL ZAKRZEWSKI: 
6ARK BLUE SWEATER OVER BLACK TURTLENECK SWEATER, GRAY NARROW STRIPE WORK 
PANTS OVER ANOTBER PAIR Or PANTS ROLLED UP AT CUFF, TWO HEAVY SWEATERS UNDE 
TURTLENECK SWEATER FOR PADDING, BLACK OLD SHOES, DARK SOCKS, NAVY BLUE PEA 
JACKET, BLACK KN]T NAVY TOQUE. SAME COSTUME WORN THROUGHOUT SHOW BUT WITH-
OUT JACKET AND TOQUE IN INTER10R SCENES. 
BEATRICE - CAROL RoSENTHAL: 
AcT ONE, SCENE 1C- BROWN AND WHITE PRINT DRESS WITH RIPPED GREEN PRINT 
SMALL.APRON, OLD BROWN LOAFERs. 
AcT ONE, SCENE 28- SAME AS ABOVE BUT CHANGE JNTO OLD BLACK OXFORD SHOES 
AND ADD BLACK COAT WITH BLACK BELT AND BLACK POCKETBOOK. 
AcT ONE, SCENE 2F- DARK BROWN PRINT BLOUSE,LONG LIGHT BROWN SKIRT, OLD 
BROWN LOAFERS. 
AcT ONE, ScENE JA- PLAIN BROWN PRINT DRESS AND OLD BROWN LOAFERS. 
AcT Two, SCENE 2C SAME BROWN AND WHJTE PRINT DRESS FROM ACT ONE WITH SAME 
LOAFERSe 
/AC,T Two, ScENE 38 - BLACK LACE DRESS, BLACK OXFORDS, CARRIES BLACK COAT AND 
BLACK LACE VE1Le 
CATHERINE - RosLYN DICKENS: 
AcT ONE, SCENE 1C- WHITE BLOUSE, STRA1GHT TAN SKIRT, BLACK HEELS- CHANGES 
INTO BLACK FLATS, THEN BACK AND F9RTH ONCE MOREe 
AcT ONE, SCENE 20- NAVY BLUE SKIRT, BLUE SWEATER, BLACK FLATS, BLACK WJNTE 
COAT WITH BLACK BELT. 
AcT ONE, SCENE 3A - BLACK FLATS, NAVY BLUE SKIRT, WHITE BLOUSE; AND NAVY 
BLUE SWEATER VESTe 
AcT Two, SCENE 18 - WHITE LACE BLOUSE THAT BUTTONS UP THE FRONT TO A PETER 
PAN COLLAR, STRAIGHT BLACK SKIRT, BLACK FLATSe 
~CT Two, SCENE 20 - RUST COLOR SKIRT, RUST PRINT BLOUSE, BLACK FLATS. 
AcT Two, SCENE 3A - SAME AS ABOVE BUT ADD BLACK WINTER COAT WITH BLACK BELT 
AcT Two, SCENE 38- SAME AS ABOVE BUT CHANGE COAT TO VLARED BLACK RAINCOAT 
WITHOUT BELT, WHITE LACE VEIL, AND BLACK HEELS. 
ROOOLPHO- PAUL PETERSON: 
AcT ONE, SCENE iE- TAN SUIT JACKET, GRAY BAGGY PANTS, WHITE SHIRT, WITH 
OPEN FLARED COLLAR OVER SUIT JACKET COLLAR, BLACK SHOES AND SOCKS, 
DIRTY TAN WJNTER RAIN COATe 
ACT ON~, SCENE 20- TAN LEATHER JACKET, CREAM COLOR SHOEs, LIGHT BLUE SH]RT, 
DARK BLUE PLAID SLACKS, WHITE SOCKS. 
AcT ONE, SCENE 3A- DARK BLUE DU~GAREES, BLUE WORK SHIRT, WHITE SOCKS, OLD 
BLACK OXFORD SHOESe 
AcT Two, SCENE 18 - WHITE BUTTON-DOWN COLLAR SHIRT, DARK BLUE PLAID SLACKS, 
CREAM'COLOR SHOES, WHITE SOCKS. 
206. 
RODOLPHO (CONTIN~ED)l 
AcT Two, SCENE 2E- SAME AS IN AcT ONE, SCENE 3A WITH ADDITION OF DIRTY TAN 
WINTER RAINCOAT. 
AcT Two, ScENE JC- BLACK SUIT, BLACK ~HOES AND SOCKS, WHITE SHIRT, DA~TIE, 
TAN TRENCH COATe 
MARCO- Lou1s PoNDERoso: 
AcT ONE, ScENE 1E- MISMATCHED GREY SUIT, WHITE SHIRT WITH WIDE FLARED 
COLLAR, BLACK SHOES, DARK SOCKS, RED TIE, DIRTY BLACK TRENCH COAT. 
AcT ONE, SCENE JA - SAME WHITE SHIRT, BUTTONED AT COLLAR BUT NO TIE, BLACK 
CARDIGAN SWEATER BUTTONED UP, DUNGAREES, BLACK SHOES AND DARK SOCKSe 
AcT Two, SCENE JA - SAME AS AcT ONE, ScENE JA WITH ADDITION OF DIRTY BLACK 
TRENCH COATe 
Acr Two, ScENE 3D - SAME As AcT ONE, ScENE 1E. 
ALFIERI - ALDO DELVECCHIO: 
(sAME THROUGHOUT) - DARK SUIT, WHITE SHIRT, DARK TIE, GREY FELT HATt DARK 
SHOES AND SOCKS, TAN TRENCH COATe 
LOUIE - ALAN GERSTEL: 
(sAME THROUGHOUT)- ARMY FATIGUE SHIRT WITH BLACK TURTLE NECK SWEATER UNDER, 
DUNGAREES, BLACK BOOTS, NAVY PEA COAT AND NAVY TOQUEe 
MIKE: - 8os SoLOT: 
(sAME THROUGHOUT) - FATIGUE PANTS, BLACK BOOTS, GRAY SWEATSHIRT WITH HOOD, 
WORKMAN 1 S ~ACKETe 
FIRST IMMr:GRATI ON OFFICER - TOM WoRTH: 
SAME THROUGHOUT - BROWN TWEED OVERCOAT OVER DARK SUIT, WHITE SHIRT, DARK 
TIE, DARK SHOES AND SOCKSe 
SECOND IMMIGRATION OFFICER - BILL SIEGLER: 
SAME THROUGHOUT - BLACK TRENCH COAT OVER DARK SUIT, BLACK SHOES AND SOCKS, 
BROWN HATt WHITE SHIRT AND TIE. 
TONY - MARK KRAUSE: 
(sAME THROUGHOUT) - BLACK NAVY PEA ~ACKET, DUNGAREES, BLACK BOOTS, WORK 
SHIRT, DARK BLUE NAVY TOQUE. 
MR. LIPARI - LARRY WEEMAN: 
(SAME THROUGHOUT) -WHITE PANTS, WHITE BLOOD-STAINED BUTCHER 1S APRON, DARK 
SHOES AND SOCKS, WHITE BUTCHER 1S CAP, PLUS OLD DARK BLUE OVERCOAT TN 
AcT ONE, SCENE 2A. 
MRS. LIPARI - JANE BADGERS: 
(sAME THROUGHOUT) - BROWN AND BLUE PRINT COTTON DRESS, OLD BLACK OXFORDS, 
BLACK SHAWL, DIRTY APRON, PLUS OLD BLACK COAT IN AcT ONE, SCENES 1A 
AND 1 D. 
MRS. DONDERO- ENID EDELMAN: 
(sAME THROUGHOUT) - BROWN PRINT DRESS, LARGE GRAY SHAWL, OLD BLACK OXFORD 
SHOES, PL8S OLD DARK BLUE COAT IN ACT ONE, SCENE 1A, AND AcT ONE, 
ScENE 2D. 
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FIRST 'SUBMARINE - ALAN GRUET: 
GBEEN ARMY ~ATIGUE PANTS, BLACK SHOES AND SOCKS, GRAV SWEAT SHIRT WITH HOOD 
SECOND SUB~ARINE- LoWELL LEVlNGER: 
LIGHT TAN JACKET, BROWN SHIRT, DARK BLUE DUNGAREES, BLACK BOOTS. 
HINDSIGHT CONCLUSIONS AND SELF CRITICISM 
To REREAD ONE 1S ORIGINAL STATEMENT OF INTENTION AND SIMULTANEOUSLY 
REA~JZE HOW MUCH OF ONEfs OB~ECTIVE WAS NOT ACCOMPLISHED IS FRIGHTENING. 
FORTUNATELY, THIS VOID SEEMED TO OCCUR PRIMARILY IN ONLY ONE AREA, BUT 
IT WAS - AND IS - AN IMPORTANT ONE, AND PERHAPS THE MOST IMPORTANT ONE 
OF ALL. I FAILED TO MAKE ALL SIGNIFICANT ACTtON CLEARLY VtSIBLE TO THE 
ENTIRE AUDIENCE. THIS SEEMED TO ACCOUNT FOR A MA~OR PORTION OF THE 
CRITICISM. 
FROM THIS PERSPECTIVE I CAN WHOLEHEARTEDLY AGREE WITH THOS~ WHO 
ARGUE THAT THE AUDIENCE ARRANGEMENT WAS PROMPTED BY SUCH REASONS AS 
UNIQUENESS AND THEORETICAL OR INTELLECTUAL STYLE, AND NOT BY COMMON-
SENSE THEATRE CONSIDERATIONS. WERE I TO DIRECT THJS PLAY AGAIN JN 
ROOM 210, I WOULD PLACE THE SETTJNG AGAINST THE STAGE- OR POSSIBLY 
PUT THE~ARTMENT, OR BETTER VET, ALFIERI'S OFFICE, UP ON THE STAGE. 
I WOULD STILL CREATE A SEMI-CIRCULAR AREA FOR THE STREET IN FRONT OF 
THE APARTMENT ON THE AUDIENCE 1S FLOOR LEVEL, AND LEAVE TWO AISLE/STREETS 
AGAINST THE SIDE WALLS OF THE ROOMe THE ARC SIZE OF THE AUDIENCE WOULD 
BE SMALLER THAN THE CENTER SECTION OF MY RECENT PRODCCTION, BUT OF ANY 
DESIRED DEPTH BACK TO THE FOYER WALL. PLACING ALFIERI'S OFFICE ON THE 
EXISTING STAGE WOULD BE GOOD FROM THE "BRIDGE-VIEW« ASPECT, AND WOULD 
HELP TO REMOVE HIM BOTH PHYSICALLY AND PSYCHOLOGICALLY FROM THE CARBONE 
FAMILY. HIS FORMER PROXIMITY WAS ANOTHER POINT OF CRITICISM. ROOM 210 
STILL DOES NOT HAVE SUFFICIENT PLATFORMS FOR TIERING THE AUDIENCE ' 
(PARTICULARLY OF THIS INCREASED DEPTH) AND ALSO ELEVATING THE APARTMENT, 
EXCEPT BY PLACING THE LATTER ON THE EXISTING STAGE, WHICH WOULD ELIMINATE 
ALFIERI'S DISTANCE AND HEIGHT. PLACING ALFIERI ON THE FLOOR AND THE 
APARTMENT ON THE STAGE PROVIDES THE REQUISITE DISTANCE, BUT CREATES AN 
lLLOGJCAL DIFFERENCE IN HEIGHT. AN APARTMENT AT LEAST THREE STEPS ABOVE 
THE STREET LEVEL IS OF PARAMOUNT IMPORTANCE TO ME. THE ONLY OTHER POSSIBILJ V 
THAT IMMEDIATELY SUGGESTS ITSELF IS HAVING THE STREET AND ALFIERI's OFFICE 
ON THE STAGE AND THE APARTMENT ON THE FLOORe THJS PLACES THE SOCIAL OR 
PUBLIC LIFE OF EDDIE IN THE BACKGROUND, WHEREAS FOR ME IT SHOULD BE IN 
THE FOREGROUND. 
TWO SPECIFIC )NSTANCES OF BLOCKING BOTHERED ME, AND OTHERS As WELL, 
AND f WOULD CHANGE THEM "NEXT TIME 11 • ONE IS THE PLACEMENT OF MARCO DURING 
THE BOXING SCENE vUST BEFORE THE CHAIR LJFTING; THE OTHER IS THE SPITTING 
INCIDENTe IN THE FORMER I WOULD HAVE MARCO ELSEWHERE THAN CENTER STAGE, 
AND THEN FOR THE CHAIR LIFTING HAVE HIM CROSS INTO CENTER. FOR THE 
SPJTTlNG I WOULD DISREGARD MtLLER 1s DIRECTIONS AND BRING IT OUT TO THE 
FRONT STEPS OF THE APARTMENT IN FULL VIEW OF THE NEIGHBORS. OTHER ASPEC~S 
OF THE BLOCKING WHICH MAY HAVE CAUSED CONCERN WOULD, J THINK, BE ELIMINATED 
BY THE NEW AUDIENCE PLACEMENT. 
WITH A SETTING WHICH MIGHT CREATE MORE SPACE I WOULD TRY USING AN 
ACTUAL PHONE BOOTH, BUT I WOULD STILL PLACE IT IN A PROMINENT POSITION, 
I 
DOWNSTAGE BETWEEN CENTER AND RIGHT, AND IF NECESSARY HAVE A STAGE HAND 
BRING fT ON AND OFFe DURING THIS PRODUCTION I BECAME INTRIGUED BY THEr 
POSSIBILITY OF MUFFLING OR MAKING COMPLETELY INAUDIBLE EDDIE 1S LINES AT 
THE TELEPHONE, AND WAS CURIOUS TO KNOW IF THE AUDIENCE WOULD BE ABLE TO 
TELL WHAT HE WAS DOJNG SIMPLY BY WATCHING H}M. THIS WOULD ONLY BE POSSIBLE 
WITH A SOLID BOOTHe 
As FOR THE MOMENTS THAT »DIDN 1T WORK: 11 MILLER CALLS FOR SCENES OF 
"HIGH AND OPEN EMOTIONrr AND TO THE EXTENT WE DID ACHIEVE THIS- PERHAPS 
PARTICULARLY AND PRIMARILY WITH BEATRICE AND EDDIE- I WAS VERY PLEASED. 
I THINK IT fS POSSIBLE- EVEN WITH THE SAME CAST- TO GO FURTHER, NOT ONLY 
WITH THE OTHER ACTORS BUT ALSO WJTH THESE TWO- AND IN ALL SCENES- AND I 
WOULD WORK TOWARD THIS. THE TWO SCENES WHICH PROBABLY NEED THE MOST RE-
DIRECTION IN THIS REGARD ARE THE KISS SCENE AND THE CHAIR LIFTING. THE 
LATTER MUST BE AN OBVIOUS FEAT OR TEST OF STRENGTH, AND NOT A TRICK, AND 
EDDJE MUST BE THE LOSER. To DO THIS WITH AN EDDIE WHO CAN LIFT ALMOST 
ANY CHAIR FAIRLY EASILY AND A MARCO WHO CANNOT IS SOMEWHAT OF A PROBLEM, 
BUT HAVING EDDIE REMAIN KNEELING AFTER HIS ATTEMPT WOULD HELP. I AGREE 
THAT THE KISSING SCENE SHOULD BE INSTINCTUAL AND UNPREMEDITATED. To 
ACHIEVE SUCH A QUALITY IN A STRONGLY EMOTIONAL MOMENT WHEREIN THE ACTOR 
OBVIOUSLY KNOWS WHAT HE IS GOING TO DO IS VERY DIFFICULT. I WOULD 
PROBABLY TRY TO DEVISE A NUMBER OF IMPROVS TO LENGTHEN THE AMOUNT OF 
TJME BEFOBE EACH KISS AND THEN PERHAPS INCORPORATE SOME OF THIS BLOCKING 
OR MOVEMENT INTO THE ACTUAL SCENE. I WOULD ALSO AGREE THAT I QUITE 
POSSIBLY CONFUSED THE ACTOR AT THIS POINT BY OVER-INTELLECTUALIZING 
EDDIE 1S REASONS FOR KISSING RODOLPHO, WHEREAS THE ACTOR (AND THE 
CHARACTER) SHOULD BE THINKING ONLY OF HOW TO SHOW CATHERINE WHAT HE 
THINKS RODOLPHO REALLY ISe AT THIS POINT J SERIOUSLY QUESTION HOW MUCH 
LATENT HOMOSEXUALITY LIES IN EDDIE AS INDICATED BY THE SCRIPT, AND QUITE 
POSSIBLY I SUCCUMBED TO A REVIEWER 1 S INTERPRETATION OF THE SCRIPT AND 
SAW THEN THE REASONS FOR EVENTS BEST EXPLAINED OTHERWISE. 
I DO NOT THINK IT POSSJBLE FOR ANY PORTRAYAL OF ALFIERI TO PLEASE 
EVERYONE WHO CLAIMS CRITICAL VALIDITY. PERHAPS THE MERE FACT OF HIS INTER-
JECTED SOLILOQUIES IS ENOUGH TOBBRING THE AUDIENCE BACK TO OBJECTIVITY AND 
HE DOES NOT NEED A COLD AND IMPERSONAL ATTITUDE TO UNDERSCORE IT AND KEEP 
BACK THE IJsEA OF THEATRICAL SENT1MENT 11 WHICH MILLER SAYS "rs SO EASILY LET 
1 N TO DROWN ALL FORM AND MEAN I NGe II J DO NOT KNOW ANY STUDENT IN THE SCHOOL 
WHO COULD HAVE LOOKED AND ACTED THE PART BETTER UNDER MY DIRECT10N THAN ALDO 
AND THEREFORE, WHILE THE KEY TO THIS CHARACTER MAY STILL ELUDE ME, I WOULD 
NOT RECAST THAT ROLEe THE PROBLEM LJES NOT THERE. THE CHARACTER WAS A BIT 
VAGUE AND MUDDY, BUT THE DIRECTJON CREATED THE CONFUSlON AND UNCERTAJNTYe 
QUJTE POSSIBLY I EXPECTED ALDO TO SORT OUT VARIOUS NOTES POR HIMSELF, WHICH 
I SHOULD HAVE DONE BEFORE GIVING THEM TO H)M. 
ANOTHER CHARACTER WHO STILL SEEMS TO SLIP FROM MY GRASP [S MARCO, 
THOUGH PERHAPS THIS lS ONLY A TRANSFERRAL CREATED JN MY MJND. I WAS CON-
SISTENTLY PLEASED WtTH ALL THE PERFORMANCES OF THIS ACTOR AND HIS REHEARSALS 
UP THROUGH THE CRITIQUE. GIVEN THE OPPORTUNITY I WOULD PROBABLY RECAST THIS 
PART WITH SOMEONE TALLER, STRONGER, AND MORE CONFtDENT OF HIS OWN ABILITY, 
BOTH IN ACT)NG AND IN CONTROLLING OTHERS. THE AMOUNT OF PMYSICAL INTERPLAY 
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NECESSARY BETWEEN MARCO AND EDDIE IS SUCH THAT I~ MARCO tS NOT ABLE TO 
11 HOLD HIS OWN II BOTH PhlYS I CALLY AND PSYCHOLOGICALLY• THE Sl TUATJ ON CAN 
CREATE HARM lN BOTH AREAS, WJTH JNSlSTENT REPERCUS$JONS !N THE ACTOR 1 S 
WORKING RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHERS. I AM NOT SURE THAT SIMPLY CASTING 
AN EDDIE 0~ MARco's HEIGHT WOULD SOLVE THE PROBLEM. 
MY GREATEST CONCERN WITH RODOLPHO tS OVER LtTYLE BITS 0~ BUSINESS, 
WHICH ONLY MORE REHEARSALS COULD SHARPEN OR ELlMlNATE. WHILE f FEEL 
THAT BOTH THE ACTOR AND I HAVE THE CHARACTER AND HlS ACTIONS CARE~ULLV 
DEL[NEATED AND ALMOST FULLY REALIZED, I ~EEL THAT IN THJS ROLE ALSO THE 
MOMENTS OF HJGH EMOTION NEED TO SE JNTENSTFJED AND MADE S!RONGERe 
WITH CATHERINE THE GREATEST PROBLEM IS PERHAPS HER INABILITY TO 
lDENTJFY HER OWN FATHER WlTH EDDIE. FoR THE ACTRESS HERSELF, AT LEAST, 
HER FATHER CAN DO NO WRONG, ANP THUS SHE JS UNABLE TO MAKE A CONNECTION 
WITH THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CATHERINE AND EDDIE AFTER THE OPENING 0~ 
THE PLAY. A CONCURRENT PROBLEM JS THE HARD SHELL WHICH tHE ACTRESS HAS 
DEVELOPED TO PROTECT HERBEL~, TO PREVENT HERSELF FROM BEING HURT BY 
NEVER BECOMING EMOTIONALLY INVOLVED. ONE OF THE FEW THINGS THAT 16 rrREAL 11 
TO HER IS PHYSICAL PAIN, OR THE THREAT "OF tT, AND WHILE [ ATTEMPTED TO 
USE THIS TO SOME EXTENT DURING REHEARSALS AND EVEN lN PERFORMANCE, f 
DON 1 T THINK I WENT FAR ENOUGH- NOR DJD f FIND THE KEy TO BREAKING 
THROUGH THE OTHER TWO BARRIERS TO RELEASE ALL THE EMOTION THAT CAN BE 
UTILIZED. HER PORTRAYAL OF CATHERINE WAS A TREMENDOUS CHALLENGE FOR BOTH 
OF US, AND WHl LE WE MAY NOT HAVE REACHED PERFECT] ON, WE MADE GREAT PRO-
GRESS, AND I WOULD NOT HESITATE TO CAST HER JN THE SAME PART AGAINe 
NoT HAVING WRITTEN THIS HINDS]GHT BEFORE THE 11 NOTICE6~ AND 11 REVJEWS 11 
WERE OUT, ( CAN ONLY HOPE FOR OBJECT[VlTY AND SIMULTANEOUSLY KNOW THAT MY 
REACTIONS ARE 1NEVJTABLY COLORED BY THE OPINIONS OF OTHERSo BUT f DO FEEL 
THAT THE DIREcTOR-ACTOR (oR, AS IN THIS INSTANCE, ACTRESS) COLLABORATION 
WAS MOST SUCCESSFUL WIT~ BEATRICE. THAT tS A COMPARATIVE JUDGMENT; ON AN 
ABSOLUTE SCAE J WOULD OJSLJKE FEELING THAT, GIVEN MORE TIME, THERE fS NOT 
MORE WE COULD HAVE DONE TOWARDS REALIZING THE CHARACTER AND HER ACTJONSe 
AGAIN, TH~ INTENSITY OF EMOTION COULD BE DEEPENED AT A NUMB~R OF PLACES 
THROUGHOUT THE WHOLE PLAYe WHILE THE ACTRESS WAS ABLE TO LOSE MUCH Or 
HER {NHIBITION DURING REHEARSALS, ( FEEL THERE WAS STILL MORE THERE IN 
PERFORMANCE THAT PREVENTED THIS GREATER REALIZATION BUT THAT COULD BE 
REMOVED lN TlMEe 
MY REACTIONS TO THE PORTRAYAL OF EDDIE IN P~RFORMANCE ARE SO MIXED AT 
THIS POINT AS TO PROVE ALMOST INCAPABLE OF EXPRESSION. THE CREST OF EX-
HULTATION OVER OUR ACHlEVEMENT BY THURSDAY EVENING WENT AWAY QUICKLY, I 
THINK, ON MONDAY AND TUESDAY, DESPJTE CONTtNU~D PUBLIC ACCLAIM. 11 M NOT 
SURE WHY. PERHAPS BECAUSE I HADN 1 T SEEN THE CHARACTERIZATION GROW ENOUGH 
DURING REHEARSALS. PERHAPS BECAUSE ( DJDN 1 T THINK THAT ALL THAT IS EDDIE 
AND THAT PAUL CAN ACT WAS UP THERE ON STAGEe PERHAPS BECAUSE [ DIDN 1T 
FEEL THAT I HAD CONTRJBUTED VE:RY MUCH TO THE CHARACTERIZATlON- THAT SOME-
WHERE THERE WAS A BARRIER TO ACTOR-DIRECTOR RAPPORT. ( DO NOT MEAN TO 
IMPLY THAT I WOULD RECAST • THE ONLY 11 FAI LURE 11 I CAN Fl NO UPON WHICH TO 
P(N MY DIS-SATISFACTION IS MINEe AGAIN, AS A DIRECTOR f THINK f FA~LED TO 
STJCK TO A SIMPLE CLEAR LfNE OF CHARACTER AND ACTION, AND WHILE f NEEDED 
TO DISCUSS INTELLECTUALLY THE CHARACTER WITH SOMEONE, THE ACTOR PLAYiNG 
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THE ROLE SHOULD NOT HAVE BEEN THE ONE. To THE EXTENT THAT PAUL WAS ABLE TO 
SORT OUT ALL THAT f GAVE HIM AND THAT WE TALKED ABOUT, AND FROM THAT FORM-
ULATE AN ACTABLE CHARACTER, HE IS TO BE ESPECIALLY COMMENDED. 
ONE POINT OF BLOCKING THAT CONCERNS EDDIE ONLY AND WAS NOT MENTIONED 
PREVIOUSLY WAS THE AMBIGUITY ABOUT THE MANNER OF EDDtE 1S DEATH CREATED IN 
THE AUDIENCE 1S MIND BY MY PRODUCTION. WHILE AT THE TIME I RATIONALIZED, 
THINKING AND SAVING THAT THIS WAS GOOD- FOR ONE THING, IT MADE THE AUDIENCE 
TALK ABOUT THE PRODUCTION AFTERWARDS - THINK THAT SUCH A DISCUSSION CIR-
CUMVENTED THAT WHICH I WOULD REALLY HAVE PREFERRED THEM TO THINK ABOUT AND 
DISCUSS: THE IDEA OF THE PLAY. THE NEW AUDIENCE ARRANGEMENT WOULD HOPEFULL 
CLARIFY THE MATTER ANQ·PERHAPS JT COULD BE MADE MORE SPECIFIC FBOM THE 
ACTING POINT OF VIEW AS WELL THAT EDDIE DEFINITELY KILLS HIMSELF. 
ANOTHER THING THAT ( WOULD ATTEMPT TO DO NEXT TIME lS TO CREATE A 
FULLER SENSE OF ENVIRONMENT AND EoDtE 1s POSITION IN IT. UNFORTUNATE~Y, THE 
SCRIPT IS NOT OF MUCH HELP IN THIS REGARD, AND TO DO ON STAGE WHAT WAS DONE 
IN THE MOVIE WITH VARIOUS WATERFRONT SCENES IS AN IMPOSSIBILITY. PERHAPS 
MORE OFFSlrAaE NOISES AND DIALOGUE WOULD HELP, AND QUITE POSSIBLY A RECORDING 
OF ACTUAL WATERFRONT ACTIVITY COULD BE USED. BY RETURNING TO A MORE CON-
VENTIONAL PROSCE~IUM PRODUCTION IT MIGHT BE POSSIBLE TO INTRODUCE SUCH 
ELEMENTS AS A SKYLINE, FULL CLOTHESLINES, AND FIRE ESCAPES TO MAKE MORE 
CONCRETE THE APARTMENT NEIGHBORHOOD. I AM NOT SURE THE SIMPLE INTRODUCTION 
OF MORE HEXTRASH WOULD HAVE HELPED, BUT POSSIBLY GREATER OR MORE CAREFUL US 
OF THOSE WE DJD HAVE WOULD BE EFFECTIVE. PERHAPS EDDIE SHOULD ENTER ARM IN 
ARM WfTH TONY, OR POSSIBLY THE TWO SHOULD MEET ONSTAGE AND THE NEWS BE 
DELIVERED THEREe THAT I DID NOT SPEND MORE TIME WITH THESE MINOR CHAR-
ACTSRS IS UNFORTUNATE; BOTH THEIR TIME AND MINE WAS LIMITED, AND WHILE MOST 
OF THEM WERE SUCCESSFUL, SOME OF THEM COULD HAVE USED MORE DIRECTION AND 
REHEARSING IN ORDER TO BE INTEGRATED MORE FULLY INTO THE PRODUCTION. 
THE IDEA AND THE ACTION FOR THIS PLAY CONTINUE TO CHALLENGE MEo WHILE 
( LIKE THE ACTION, "To FIND FULFILLMENT IN LOVE,n AND I THINK IT WORKS FOR 
ALL THE CHARACTERS (THAT IS, ALL OF THE MAJOR SIX EXCEPT ALFIERI) AND m~~EE 
THE IDEA THAT "SOMETIMES THERE IS TOO MUCH (LOVE) • • o AND IT GOES WHERE 
IT MUSTN 1T,n NEVERTHELESS THE STATEMENT THAT "IT IS BETTER TO SETTLE FOR 
HALF" CONTINUES TO RECUR IN _MY MINDo THE PRESENT IDEA AND ACTION TIE IN 
TOGETHER VERY WELL, AS THEY MUST, AND I HAVE NOT YET FOUND THE OR A SPECIFI 
CONNECT! ON BETWEEN lfsETTLI NG F'OR HALF" AND Fl NDI NG FULFILLMENT IN LOVEo Bu 
I SHALL CONTINUE MY SEARCH. 
WORI<ING ON A VIEW FROM THE BRIDGE, MORE THAN ON ANY PREVIOUS PRODUCTIO 
HAS TAUGHT ME WHAT IS INVOLVED IN DIRECTING A PLAY. IT HAS BEEN AN ENJOVAB 
COLLABORATION, AND VET WOULD NOT HAVE BEEN AS ENJOYABLE, OR MEANT AS MUCH 
TO ME - WOULD NOT HAVE TAUGHT ME AS MUCH ABOUT A DIRECTOR 1S RESPONSJBILITIE 
- lr THE ACTORS HAD NOT BEEN SO OPEN AND RESPONSIVE TO MEe THE COLLABORATI 
WAS VERY REAL, AND A PRIMARY CAUSE OF THE SUCCESS ACHIEVED BY PRODUCTION. 
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